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CHAPTER I. 

Introductory. 

1. The Committee was appointed by the Governor General in Council 
under the Resolution of the Revenue and 

Appointment 0' Committee A!!riculture Department No 933-263 dated 
and terml 0' reference. 0 ., 

September 27th, 1917, the first two paragraphs 
of which are reproduced below. . 

.. The question of extending the cultivation of long stapled cotton 
in India is one which lias frequently engaged the attention 
of the Government of India. It has again been brought 
into special prominence as the result of recent investigations
by the Board of Trade which have shown !he iIJ,lportance in 
~J>erial1-n.ter~sts of increasing the product~on of this class
of cotton within the Empire. The Government of India. 
consider it desirable that India should co-operate in the 
solution of this problem and they believe'that the interest.s
of·this country in the matter will be found to coincide with 
those of Lancashire .. It has repeatedly been urged by manu
facturers in India that it is of even greater importance t() 
them than to manufacturers elsewhere that sufficient cotton 
of long staple should be forthcoming in this country' arid 
that the extension of the growth of improved cotton would 
react most favourably on the manufactUring industry. 
There are certain areas in which there is reason to believe 
that long staple cotton will give a sufficiently. large yield t() 
enable it to 'be grown at a profit. Here the problem is one 
mainly of organization. In other areas, which include the 
majority of the cotton growing tracts in India, a type of 

. cotton' combining yield and quality in sufficient degree to:' 
enable it. to compete successfully with the prevailing short 
staple types does not appear to have been as yet evolved and 
the question of research will enter largely into the solution of 
the problem. An extension of the growth of long staple
cotton in the above two cases would, in all probability prove 
of great benefit to the cultivators owing to the higher prices
which long staple cotton commands, provided that the full 
benefit of these prices can be secured to them by improve-· 
ments in the system of marketing and by the prevelltion 
of the harmful practice~ of adulteration and damping which 
have done so much in the past to lower the rep~tation of 
Indian cotton. In these circu~tances, the Government. 

1 



of India. -have decided that the possibilities of extending 
the' growth of long stapled cotton in India should be in
vestigated by a Committee constituted as follows :_ 
.J MacK;nna, Esq., C.I.E., I.C.S., Agricldtual Adviser 

to the Government of India .'. • • • President. 
F. Hodgkinson, Esq., Member, of the Council of the British 

Cotton Growing Association' • 
N.N. Wadia, Fsq., Member of the Committee and Ex. 

Chairman, Bombay Millowners' Association • 
G. S. Henderson, Esq., Officiating Imperial Agrioulturist • 
W. Roberts .. Esq., Prinoipal and Professor of Agriculture, 

Lyallpur Agricultural College • • • • • 

Members. 

H. F. Ashton, Esq., Executive Engineer, Punjab 
F. Noyce, Esq., I.C.S. • • Secretary. 

'2. The CoJIlDli.ttee will examine the work which has been done in 
the various provinces of India in the establishment of long 
stapled cottons. It will report regarding the possibility of 
the extension of any methods which have led to success. 
It will investigate the causes of failure where this has occurredt 

and, if it finds that the failure has been due to agricultural, 
irrigationsl or eeonomic causes pr to adlninistrative diffi
culties, will propose, appropriate remedies. It will carry 
out a detailed study of local conditions in each cotton 
growiv.g tract and will enquire into the possibility of im
proving existing methods of ginning and marketing and also 
of preventing adulteration and damping. It will further 
report on the p03sibility of improving the accuracy of the 
cotton forecasts and generally of making ,the statistical 
information published by Government of greater utility to 
the cotton trade. Finally, it will submit recommendations 
in regard to the staff required and the organization necessary 
for the development of the cultivation of long stapled 
cottons in tracts which it considers suitable for that purpose. 

2. With the exception of Mr. Hodgkinson who joined us at Cawnpore 
on October 31st, we assembled at LyaUpur 

Procedure adopted. on October 8th, 1917 and thereafter toured in 
-the Punjab, Sind,the United Provinces, the Central Provinces and Central 
_India (Bhopal, Gwalior and Indore) until the end of November. ,A 
. break in December was necessary mainly owing to the meeting of the 
Board of Agriculture held that month at Poona. We reassembled at 
Lahore on January 6th, 1918, and then toured in the Punjab, Sipd, 

. Bombay, Baroda, Hyderabad and Madras. Mr. He~derson ceased to 
be- a member of the Committee on February 4th, his services being 
required in Mesopotamia. We have, however, had opportunities of c 

,consulting him whilst our Report was being drafted and, as he finds him
self in agreement with the conclusions at which we have arrived, he has 

.. sig~ed the Report. As we were desirous of seeing the cotton crop on 
the grou~d over as large an area as possible, time did not permit of our 

-,taking formal evidence in the Punjab and Sind during the first part of 
2 



'Our tour and a second visit to these provinces had, therefore, to be made. 
'Time again did not permit of our touring in those provinces in which 
,~otton is a crop of minor importance. The evidence of ·witnesses from 
Burma and the North-West Frontier Province was, however, taken at 
Poona during the meeting of the Board of Agriculture, at which all the 
members of ,the .Committee, with the exception of Mr. Ashton, were 
present. That of witnesses from the North-West Frontier Province 
was taken at Lahore and of witnesses from Burma, Bengal and Bihar and 
'Orissa at Calcutaa. A copy of our itinerary is appended (Appendix I). 
During our tour, in the course.of which we travelled 15,540 miles by 
rail and steamer and 586 miles by road, we held 67 sittings and examined 
representatives of eight Chambers of Commerce and other bodies con
nected with the cotton trade and 263 individual witnesses, almost all 
-of whom had previously sent in written memoranda. Of the individual 
witne!lses, 114 were· officials, mainly from the Agricultural and Public 
Works (Irrigation) Departments and 149 non-officials. 115 witnesses 
-were Europeans, 147 Indians and one Japanese. We also received 
written memoranda from,32 individuals interested in our enquiry, 
-who were not orally examined. In addition to visiting almost. all the 
Government farms in the provinces in which cotton is grown, we ins
'Pected a very large number of ginning and pressing factories and of 
:spinning and weaving mills and also he)d many informal meetings 
with cultivators, ginners, brokers, representatives of co-operative socie
ties and other persons connected with cotton. We wish to. take this 
.opportunity of acknowledging the great assistance rendered to us through
'Out our enquiries in all provinces and Native States especially by Directors 
o()f Agriculture, the Director o_f Statistics and the representatives of the 
Bombay cotton trade and to express our appreciation of the care and 
trouble taken in the preparation of the evidence submitted to us. We 
have also to thank Mr. G. A. Gammie, the Imperial Cotton Specialist, 
for valuable assistance in drafting our Report . 

. :3. A brief reference to -the conditions which brought about the 
appointment of our Committee appears palled 

'World'. position in "gard for. As Mr. J .• A. Hutton, late Chairman 
to cotton. 

of the British Cotton Growing Association, 
Professor J. A. Todd, now Secretary of the Empire Cotton Growing 
'Committee, and Mr. A. S. Pearse, Secretary of the International Federa
tion of Master Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers' Associations have 
~mphasized on many occasions, the basic-fact of the situation in regard 
to cotton is that there has been a. distinct tendency for the world's de
:mand for the raw material to exceed the supply and that consumption 
!has, in fact, only been limited-by the quantity of cotton available. As 
the figures we have reproduced in Appendix II show, the total world's 
!production, in pre-war conditions, is estima.ted by Professor Todd at 
about 251 million bales, of which the United States produced 15 
million bales. The American crop forming, as it does, very nearly-three
fifths of the total outturn of cotton is, therefore, the predominat1nty 
factor in the world's markets. During the first three rears after th~ 
",-ar broke- out, it averaged only 13! million bales whilst the crop of 
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1917-18 was estimated at only 12 million bales and that for'1918-]9 
is estimated at 12} million bales. Table 4 in Appendix II shows the 
very striking increase in the proportion of the crop consumed by American 
mills. Whereas in the quinquennium 1890-95, it averaged only 2,758,000 
bales out of a crop of 8,346,000 bales or 33·05 per cent, in the quin
quennium 1910~15, it averaged 5,769,000 bales out of a crop.of 14,558,000 
bales or 39·63 per cent. For the three years 1915-18, it averaged 
7,600,000 bales out of a crop of 12,871,000 bales or 59· 14 per cent. It i. 
evident, therefore, that unless fresh sources of supply are rapidly deve
loped, the high prices of cotton at present prevalent are not likely tc} 
fall to any appreciable extent, even with a return to m«,>re normal condi
tions, especially as all the countries of the world will be seriously short 
of cotton after the war. 

In these circumstances, it is obvious that the Lancashire cofton 
industry, the importance of which to the Empire needs no cOlilment 
from us, is faced with a serious situation and that it is most desirable 
that it should cease to be almost entirely depende~ on a souce of 
supply, the future of-which is so problematical. It is equally desirable, 
in the interest of the Empire as a whole that an alternativtl source or 
supply should be found within the Empire. India, as the largest cotton 
producing country ill the Empire and th~ second largest in the world, 
clearly offers the greatest possibilities of any considerable increase in 
the supply of cotton in the near future. Apart altogether from the 
possibilities of an extension of the area under cotton as the result of 
high prices or of the provision of irrigation faci~tie8 and of obtaining 
an incr~se in outturn by the introduction of superior varieties, the 
"average yield per acre of the India!! crop is only about 85 pounds of 
lint whilst that of the United States crop is nearly 200 pounds per 
acre and of the Egyptian crop 450 pounds. The condition of affairs 
is, moreover, even worse than is repres.ented by these figures owing t~ 
the condition in which Indian cotton is marketed. It has been estI
mated that Indian cotton loses about ten per cent. more in the bl?w
room than American or Egyptian, thus reducing the real average YIeld 
per acre to about 76 poundr. The scope for obtaining an increase in 
outturn merely by an improvement in agricultural practice is therefore 
considerable. ' 

Of the average annual Indian crop of between four and five million 
bales, very little is, at present, used by Lancashire, as is shown by the 
fact that the average exports to the United Kingdom for the five years 
ending 1917-18 were 215,000 bales only, of which a large amount, in 
regard to whicQ we have not been able to obtain exact figures, waa 
re-exported. As far as Lancashire is concerned, the immediate necessity -
is an extension of the cultivation of lopg staple cotton in India. The 
problem is no new one. It has occupied the attention of the Gov~rn
ment of India since 1788. But whereas the efforts to extend the cultlVa
ti6n of cotton, more especially of exotic varieties, durin~ th.e early pa~ 
of the last century had for their object to render Lancashire mdependent 
of the American supply, the position now is that India herself has a. 
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flourishing cotton industry, which is interested, equally with Lancashire, 
in the question of obtaining larger supplies of better cotton. The 
tendency already visible before the war in this country in the direction 
of spinning higher counts up to 30s twist has, we understand, become 
much more marked during the last two years and there is every reason 
to believe that the advance in this respect will be maintained when the 
war is over. All the evidence submitted to us by the representatives of 
the manufacturing interests in India emphasized the importance which 
the Indian cotton industry attaches to the development of long staple 
cotton in this country. 

4. It is perhaps desirable that we should at the outset, state our 
. .. . views as to the possibility of growing in India 

Posslblll~Y 0' Indl!,n cotton cotton of sufficient long staple to meet the 
replacmg American for. . 

Lancashire purpose.. reqwrements of Lancashlfe and to replace 
American cotton in the Lancashire mills. 

It is a matter of common knowledge that the cotton trade, practica.Ily 
originated in England and that, at one time, the export trade in manu
factured goods was almost entirely in the hands of Lancashire. Owing 
to the development of cotton manufacture in other countries, the Lanca
shire spinners have been' compelled to confine themselves, in an increa. 
sing degree, to finer counts for which longer and finer qualities of cotton 
are required. The results of our enquiries as to the cottons grown in 
India which are suitable for the purposes of Lancashire are shown in 
the table appended to this chapter. We are of opinion that the only 
parts of India from which assistance of real value to Lancashire can 
be expected in the near future, except in the important matter of hosiery 
yarns to which reference is made in the next paragraph, are the tracts 
in whicn cotton of an inch or slightly more in staple can be grown in large 
quantities. It will be seen from the table appended to this chapter and 
from the subsequent chapters of our Report that the only tracts which 
answer to this description at present are those parts of Madras in which 
Cambodia. and karunganni cotton are grown and the Punjab, where 
American cotton is. malting rapid headway. If the new varieties at 
present under trial in the latter province can be successfully established, 
it will fulfil the necessary conditions to a greater extent than it does now. 
Egyptian and American cotton has been successfully grown in Sind, in 
spite of difficulties, and we consider that cotton of both these types of a 
quality better than any grown in the Punjab and up to It inch in staple 
could be grown in that province with ease, provided that perennial 
irrigation were ensured by the construction of the Sukkur Barrage, 
a point with which we have dealt in detail in Chapter VI. Our conclu
sion is, therefore, that India cannot, for at least ten years, grow cotton 
in any large commercial quantity of a staple longer than Ifwth inch. 
Up to this length, we think Madras might furnish 500,000 bales and 
the Punjab 200,000 bales, but these cottons will only be capable of 
spinning up to 34s twist and 44s weft in the Lancashire mills, if the 
conditions in those mills continue as at present. We think, how
ever, that there will be a demand from Lancashire for cotton for 
spinning counts up. to these degrees of fineness for a very long time to 
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come. We would add that every extra bale of long staple cotton, as 
the term is understood in this country, will liberate a corresponding 
bale of other growths for Lancashire and that therefore the proposals we 
have made with a view to securing an increase in the Indian crop will 
tend equally to the advantage of the Lancashire and Indian industries. 

5. Whilst the supplies of long staple cotton for which Lancashire 
. . . " can look to India are limited by the considera-

Suitability o! Indian coHon tions set forth above, there is one important 
for hosiery ,ami. b h' f h La h" d h . h . ranc 0 t e ncaa Ire tra e, t at lD oSlery 

yarns, in which Indi3 is in a position to render Lancashire very material 
~ssistance and it is somewhat surprising that some of the indigenous 
Indian cottons have not been utilized more largely for this purpose. 
The "N ortherns" and karunganni cottons of Madras, the Broach and 
kumpta cottons of Bombay and the g/U)'/'ani cotton of Hyderabad are 
of excellent colour and strong and regular in staple, the length of which 
is from tths inch to one jnch. If cotton of these varieties were picked in a 
clean condition, carefully ginned and pressed and shipped in a pure state, 
it would spin an excellent, full and even yarn suitable for the hosiery 
trade, especially if certain necessary alterations were made in the prepara
tion machinery in Lancashire. At present, the exports of this class of 
cotton go almost entirely to Japan and the Continent, the hosiery from 
which is being increasingly used in India as' under-clothing by the better 
classes. We consider it very desirable that lancashire should realize 
that there are large classes of cotton grown in India which could be 
extensively utilized for this purpose. 

6. We would mention that, though our enguiries have been primarily 
directed to the' possibilites of extending the 

Impossibility of confining cultivation of long staple cotton in· India, 
the COmmittee'. enquiries 

to long stapll coHon. it has been impossible to confine them to this 
_ fspect. The problem of securing to the culti-

vator the proper price for his cotton, with which that of preventing 
the practices of damping, mixing and adulteration is closely connected, 
affects both long and short staple cotton. We have had also to consi
der the desirability of preventing the incursion of short stap]e cotton 
into areas which grow long staple cotton. We have h..d, in short, to 
examine the cotton question in India as a whole and to frame our re
commendations accordingly. To avoid all possibility of misconception, 
we would wish here to emphasi;1:e that our primary consideration 
throughout has been the interests of the Indian cultivator. We have 
not recommended nor. we are glad to say, did any of the witnesses 
before us snggest that any steps should be taken to make him grow 
any variety of cotton except that which pays him best in the ]I)(:al 
conditions. 

7. It seems desirable, at this stage, to define some of the terms we 

Definition oUerms. 
have used in our report. We have found it 
convenient to use the term deshi cotton for all 

ve.rieties of cotton indigenous to India as opposed to exotics, such &8 

the various Egyptian and American varieties. The vernacular word 
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kapaa is so well understood throughout India to mean unginI),ed cotton, 
i.e., cotton before the seeds have been removed, as opposed to lint or 
deaned cotton, that we have had no hesitation-in using it in that 
sense. We have found some difficulty in deciding on an exact defini
tion of the terms" long staple" and '~short staple." We understand 
tha.t, in Bombay, any cotton with an actual measurement of three 
quarters of an inch or over is regarded as long staple. For the purposes 
of the Lancashire mills, what is known as a "commercial inch" is 
regarded as long staple, the actual-measurement, however, being some
thing less, say rather over seven-eighths of an inch. We have appended 
to thi~ chapter a complete list of the different varieties of cotton grown 
in India, under their trade classification, showing the tracts in which 
they are at present grown together with an approximate estimate of 
their area and outturn in a normal season. The season is, however, 
seldom, if ever, normal over the whole of India and, for this reason, 
the total figure of outturn in the table is somewhat above the average 
for the quinquennium 1913-18, which was almost exactly 4,500,000 
bales. The average area for the saine period was 22,777,400 acres. 
The la.test estimate of the area and outturn for 1918-19 are 19,677,000 
acres and 3,282,000 bales. We would suggest that the Provincial 
Departments of Agriculture should keep that" part of fhe annexure rela
ting to the local varieties up to date, taking special care to render the 
.statements of acreage and outturn more exact as time goes on. The 
'Varieties which come under the Bombay definition of long staple cotton 
are shown in bold type in the table, those falling under the Lancashire 
definition being also underlined. We would explain that both in this 
table and elsewhere in our Report, we have adopted Mr. Gammie's 
classification of Indian cottons, which is the one generally followed by 
the Agricultural Department izr India. We would mention, however, 
that it is not accepted by all botanists, some of whom consider that 
many of the species and varieties enumerated by Mr. Gammie are not, 
in reality, separate. 

8. We have divided our report into two parts, the first of which 
sCh I deals with the agricultural and irrigational 

eme 0 the Report. and the second with the commercial .aspect of 
the questions which have come under our consideration. As the pro
blems in regard to the cultivation of cotton and the possibilities of its 
extension differ so widely in different parts of India, we have thought it 
advisable to deal with these for each Province separately and have done 
.so in Chapters II-XIV below. In Chapter XV, we have discussed 
various agricultural questions of general application to all provinces. 
These chapters constitute Part I of the "Report. In Chapter XVI, we 
have dealt with general trade questions and, in Chapter XVII, with 
.questions of statistics. In Chapter XVIII, we pro~ose the establishment 
.of a Central Cotton Trade Associatibn in Bombay and, in Chapter XIX, 
the formation of a Central Cotton Committee to co-ordinate all work on 
·cotton throughout India' and have dealt in detail with the functions 
which we consider should be assigned to these two bodies. These cltap
ters constitute Part. II of the Report. As the recommendations in Part 
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/ . 
I affect primarily the work of the Agricultural and Irrigation Depart
ments whilst tliose in Part II are of more special interest to the trade, we 
have endeavoured to make each part of the Report as complete as 
possible. Some small amount of repetition has, therefore, been unavoid
able. 

9. We cannot adequately express OUI appreciation of the services 
. rendered to th~ Committee by our Secretary, 

Servlcel 0' Secretary. :Mr. Frank Noyce, I.C.S. The preliminary 
examination and abstraction of literature on the subject was done by 
him with a completeness which considerably lightened our labours. All 
the details of our tours and enquiries were worked out with a thoroughness 
which is above praise. It would, in fact, have been impossible to have 
finished our task in the time at our disposal, had it not been for the 
excellent arrangements made by our Secretary. Mr. Noyce has spared 
himself in nothing and at every stage of our labours and not. the least 
in the final drafting of our Report, we have felt oursclves under a debt of 

- obligation to him to which we now desire to give expression. 
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ANNEXURE 
, 

-Trade classification. Botanical variety. 
Lenlnh 01 staplnn .I~hths lOin I g 
of aD incb and tn milU- PUCt.':t: .. e 

metre.. . 
, 

1. Bani' (Hlnganghat G. irniicum (Lamk) lin. to 1-1/8 In. or -l'to 26 
Barsl or gaorani). ... lt7mm • 

., 

-
~ 

2. !!!!!. G. hira"tum (Mill) • - 7/810. to 110. 81 

::i -
~ 
o. 

3. Malwa· G. neglutum mall't,.., 6/8 in. to 7/8 I~r 18 to 20 2b 
(Gammie). mm. 

4. Central India Berar mixture, trid, Ii 5/8 In. to 6/8 In. 83 
below. 

, 
5. Berar and c~ntra1 Mixture of varletl .. of 

l'rovinces. ao8lypium negleclum, 
viz.:-
G.N.ma/t· ..... .. ""'"'""} "} G.N . ......,m 5/8 In. to 6/8 10. BO 
O. N. ro'~l(m 4/8 In. to 5/8 io. 5/8 In. to 40 35 
G. N. cu",hicum 4/8 In. to &/8 10. 6/8 in. 88 

-and 01 G. irniicum 110. to 1-1/8 in. 2b 
and G. hi,eulum 6/8 10, to 7/8 In. 31 

6. Rooenm a.N._ '/8 10. to 5/8 10. or 15 mm. 
aaamaximum 

40 

i 
7. Khandesh A mixture of varieties 88 811~ht1y leas In e...,h varlely 32 

In Berar cottoo with thaD In Berar cotton. 
the exception of G. Average 4/8 In. to 5/8 10. 
irniicum. . 

0 , 

8. Khandesh rOBeom G. N. to.cum 3/8 10. to 4/8 10. or 11 mm. : 38 

, 

9. Wagad 
, 

a. herbaceu~ Sal:alia 6/8 In. to 7/8 10. or 18 to 20; 83 
mm. ! 

::i 
10. Lallo G. herbatcum 5/8 10. to 6/8 In. or 18 rom. ! 33 

~ 11. Ooghari G. herbattIJm 4/8 10. to 5/8 10. or 14 rom. : 40 

.c 
I=l 

12. Rozi or Jana a. oblulifolium 4/8 10. to 5/8 In. or 13 mm. 35 

13. Mathio Kbaodesh mixture aod As of Khaodesh mbtnre 

-/ 
32 

G. neg/.dum .taIhia- , 
WGf'en't. 

·8eeooeto 
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I. 

Tract where grown. 

Hln~an~hat district of the 
Central Provincea and the 
northern part of the Nizam's 
DoruinioIl8. It is also grown 
8S 8 cold w('athl'f crop in the 
Chanda Dlstrict of the Ccntral 
Provinces. 

Grown In North·Eo.t Hydera· 
bad and to a smull ('xtent in 
Chota Nagpur, the United' 
Pro"incl~8 and the Central 
IJro\'inccs. 

~Iahva Plateau in Central India 

Central India State. 

BerBr and Wes"tcrn part of 
('('ntm! ProvlncC!& ({'xcludlng 
the area under roaeum). 

TOTAL 

Berar and adjoining tracts 

East ond West Khond •• h, 
Ahrnt'dllugar, Sholapur, 
Na.ik. North Bija!'ur and 
adjoining tracts of Hydera· 
bad. 

Ditto 

North Gujar.t (chi.f centre 
Virnmgam), KRthiawar and 
Cutch. 

Light soUs in north Oularat 

To tho north of tho Broach 
tract in a purE' statt". About 
60 pcr cent. of tho "rop Is 
grown In Brooch distrirt. 

Kaira and north of Baroda 

Kathiawar and Ahmedabad 

Annexure II. 

Estimated area 
in acres. 

840,000 
(Grown with 

Khandcsh cot· 
ton on 5aO,OUO 
aerea in 
Hyder. bad. 
See 7 below). 

2,000 

.... 
112,000 

1,400,000 

3,700,000 

6,054,000 

700,000 

3,620,000 

30,000 

2,100,000 

11 

E.timated I 
outturn in 

bal~. 

168,000 

500 

22,000 

300,000 

571,000 .. 

1,061,500 

180,000 

560,000 

- 6,000 

585,000 

> 

RE1IAR£S. 

-----------------
830,000 acres of this is returned 

from Hyderabad where it is 
known as gaorani. 

Largely mixed with Derar cotton 
in most tracts in which the 
latter is grown. 

There WE're 6,000 to 7,000 acres 
under this \'aricty In the ('cntral 
Provi nces some years a go. 
115,000 acres are returned from 
Hyucrabad but this is probably 
Brcar cotton with - a large 
mixture of Upland American. 
and has beeD included in 1\ o. 7 
below . 

Often mixed with lower grade 
tlfglt'Ctllm varil'tit's; when pure 
the staple is 20 mm. 

Ro.eum from the ('enteal Pro'" 
"inees Is gradually spreading 
in this tract. 

Cotton classed as ., Finc Beran" 
contains a higher proportion of 
G. hirsutum, G. S. malfollt and 
G. ,,,die,,," (balli) than the re
mainder. The D\'('rage gioning 
percentage is 33 in the north 
of the provincl's where G. N. 
malven8e and t'tTllm form a 
high proportion of the mixture. 

The arca givfD is that in whic b 
,oleum is grown pure. 

530.000 acres is returocd froll! 
Hvderabnd as mixed with ban) 

~f~;dni~Vi::db!:~5·g~~e aN:. ~ 
and 2 above). 

Replacing the Khandesh mixt~re 
as 108t11m in Berar is replacmg 
the Berar mixture. 

The bolls do not open. The 
cotton ls picked in the bois 
and beaten out afterwards. • 

When mixed with Broach is a 
constituent of kant; ({'ide No. 25) .. 

It is impossible to ~ive the out ... 
turns aro arcas of the ,"arieties 
whirh make up Dh.nerns 
separat.«:ly. 



, 
Trade cl .... lJlcation. 

14. United Provinces 

.:l 
~ 

" ~ 
15. White flowered 

Aligarb. 
l16. Rajputana. • 

17. Soutb Eaet PunJab., 

• J1S. Sind 

.c1 .. " -" filII< l 
19. Punjab 

, 

. {ZO' Nortb-Weet Frontier 
f Province. 
5 
o 21. Bihar and Orissa 

.c _ 

g 

ANNEXURlt 

Botanical vllriety. 
; ungtb of .taple In .i~htbo 

I 
of an Inch and In nillll-

metre.. 

A mixture of the fOllow-I 
Ing varletlee :-

G. indicIA... • • 8/8 In. or 18 mm. 
G. indicu ... MoUioon' 1418 In. or 12 mm. 

(Oammie). 
G. N. malHlll' 6/8 In. or 1& mm. 

(Oammie). 
G. N. t"MO.... . 418 In. to 6/8 In. or 13 mm. 
G. N. b.ngale.... &18 In. to 6/8 In. or 1&-18 

(Oammie). mm. 
G. N. '0'''''''' . 3/8 In. or 11 mm. 
G. N. tukhiclA ... ' Sill In. or 11 mm. 

G.N.ro ....... 

AI in No. 14 above 

Ditto 

AI In No. 14 but .".lud .... 
ing G. N. bengaleru. 
and including G. oW",.-
loli"m. 

As In No. 14 bnt ."clnd-
ing G. N. bengale .... 
Bnd tulchiclA ... and In-
cluding 

G.oW .... /ol."m 

an, G . • a:nguiMUt'JI 

AI In No. 19 witb the 
exception of G. ,an-
guineum, 

A. In No. 14 but with a 
smaller proportion of 
G. indicum 

Q. herb"""" ... (Linn) 

Ditto 

8/8 In. or 10 mm. . 
AI in No. 1& above 

Ditto 

3/8 In. to 5/8 In. or 1()'14 
mm • 

4/8 In. 

6/8 In. to 8/8 In. or 15-18 
mm. 

5/8 in. or 15 mm. 

5/8 In. to 6/8 In. or 16-17 
. mm. 

8/8 In. to 4/8 In. 

7/8 In. to 1 In. or 23 mm. 

718 in. or 21 mm. 

OInnl .. , 
percent.ye. 

3! 
"I 
ao 
86 
83 

88 
36 

39 

aa 

83 

.8& 

sa 

83 

82 

a2 

14 

81 

82 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

.{:::::~. - -
,l:i 24. Broacb • ._ Ditto 5/8 in. to 6/8 In. or 15 mm. 82 

25. Broacb Gogbari and 
KBnvi. 

'" • {26' KumplaDharw'" ~:; 
"':0 8:; 
~S 

27. Saw Ginned Dharwu 

-g • {28' Weotema "19 .... 
i~ 
i!!0 
e: "" 29. BortblD'lll • 

Ditto i 4/8 In. to 6/8 In. or 15 mm. 

Q. herbaceum I 
• 1718 in. or 21 mm. 

I 
A mixtOl'e of Upland (G. ! 6/8 in. to 7/8 In. or 18-21 

hi,..."" ... ) and Ne .. Or- own. 
leans (G • ...m""num) 
typ .... the former pre
dominating. 

G. herbaeeum witb tracee 6/8 In. or 17-20 mm. _ 
of G. indiclAm. 

A mlxtOl'e of G. her
bauum and G. indicIA .... 

12 

7/8 in. or 21 mm_ .- 27 



I-contd. 

Tract where grown. 

United Provinces 

Aligarh and surrounding tracts 

RajputanB 

South·Ea.t Punjab, i.e., South 
at a line from Hissat to 
Ambala. 

Sind 

Punjab, North-West of line 
from Ambala to Hissar. 

Pesha war Valley 

Mainly In the Saran, Santhal 

rr~~r8anoj B~ii~r !:3C~ris~~~- ) 

Estimated area 
jn acres. 

1,120,000 

120,000 

372,000 

309,000 

245,000 

1,400,000 

38,000 

74,000 

Estimated 
outturn in 

bales. 

290,000 

24,000 

120,000 

100,000 

67,000 

330,000 

10,000 

17,000 

TOTAL 1--1-6-,1-8-2-,0-0-=-0-1--3,-3-50'-,-50=-=0:-

Billmora, Navsarl 

Surat and Southern part of 
Broach District. 

N art hem parts of Broach Dis
trict from Hansot to Amod. 

Part of tho A mod and the wholo 
of the Jambusar talukas 
grow goghan. 

From Satara District south- , 
wards down to and including 
the Northern Districts of 
Mysore. 

Southern part of Dharwar 
Dist.rlct and Northern 
Districts 01 Mysoro. 

I 
Anantapur and Bellary Distrlrts I 

of Madras. part 01 Bijapur I 
District 01 Bombay and I 
south-west Hydorabad. 

K IIrnool and part of Cudda pah 
Districts (chief centre 
Nandy.I). 

Annoxure II. 

1,210,000 

1,200,000 

250,000 

650,000 

500,000 

439,000 

13 

280,000 

240,000 

55,000 

85,000 

65,000 

65,000 

REMARKS. 

Fine Bengals contain a high 
proportion of G. b'. malt'en86 
and (,'erum. 

Selected by the Agricultural 
Departmcnt. 

Very white in colour. 

Average etaple west of Lah~re 
5/8 in.; east of Lahore 3/8 lU. 
to 4/8 in.; G. 8anguineum found 
only in south .. west. 

Generally superior to Punjab cotton. 

It is imp088ible to give the out
turns and areas of these varie
tit's separately. 

Kant'; is a mixtur~ of Broach and 
goghari. The latter is spreading 
in the Broach tract. 

Staple shorter in eastern tract, 
.~l., about 6/8 In. Very leafy 
cotton. 

Frequently grown" mixed with 
kump/a. 

Madras. 

Hyderabad and Bombay. 

A very leafy cotton. 

Red and white. A very leafy 
cotton. The ginning percentage 
has been raised from 25 to 27 by 
selection. • 



Trade cl ... ifleation. Botanical variety. 
Length 01 .taple 10 .12MbO' Olnoloa. 

01 ao Iocb and 10 nuill. perren""g •. 
me-trN. . 

. 
30. Coconadu • G.obluoi/olium eoeonada 5/8 10. to 7/8 In. or 15-21 23 

, (Oammle) and U. mm. 
tndU:um (lI .... apaUi) • 

.r, • {31' Xaronganm G. indU:um (karunga""i) 7/8 10. or 22 mm. S2 

"I:. ,,= e::;r; 
32. Tinnevelly. G. Tat'IJa .... 'm aod ~ illdi· 6/8 In. to 7/8 In. or 20 mm. 27 

cum (kaTUl1ganm • • {" ...... G. Atrbaceum 6/8 In. or 18-20 mm •• 25 

i 34 •• adam G. obluli/O/ium 6/8 In. to 7/8 In. or 18 to 21 23 

~ 35.~ 
mm. 

G. PU'PU'IIICtn, 110. or 25 mm. 25 

36.~t G. hi,."'"m (Mill) (from Uolrrlgated 5/8 In: to 7/8 83 
Cochin China). 10. or 1,·21 mm. Ittl· 

I 
Rated 6,8 10. to to 1·1/8 
108. 

I 

! 
I , 

37. Pnnlab American G. hi'lUl"m (Mill) • I 7/8 In. or 21·22 mm •• 32 to 83 
I 

i 
38. Cawnpore American G. "i,lUIum (MlU) 1 7/8 In. to lin •• . 31 

39. Comillaa G • ...... uum and G. If/lhI- : 3/8 10. to '/8 In. or II to 10 '3 . ttMe. I mm • 
I 

rw.~ 
A mixture of G. ntg/u- , '/8 10. to 6/8 In. 30 

lum t'mtm and Q. 

~ 
fttglutum 'o,eum. I 

~ 41. Wa-,yi*. G. obluli/olium (Nanking) ois in. 80 to '0 

. ~ 42.··Shan Hillo 

I 
Not yet classified 110. 25 

43. Jathia • G. inlermedium 5/8 In. to 0/8 In. or 15 to 17 17 
mm. 

44. Balnchistan G. obluli/oli"m hi'IUIi". 6/8 In. or 18 mm. 28 

•.. 

• See note to Annexure II. 
t See Aooexure II. ____ . 
N. B.-In drawiog np this list. an attempt haa been made.to lIi.ve .. lItt1II'ate a m ........ ment 01 

the staple of Punjab Ameriean whicb is given above aa 7/8tbs i8 consIdered by lit. A. 8. Peane to be 



I-concld. 

Tract where grown. 

GU~~~~::~J't'o~a~!.~?D~~~i~~ , 
01 Madras and Bouth.east 
Hyder.bad. 

Tinorvelly, 
Ramnad. 

IIadura 

Madura and Ramnad 

and 

and parto 01 South Arcot. 
}

colmbatore, TrlChlnOPOIY{ 

Colmbatore, Trlchlnopoly and 
Madura Districts of M.dr.s 
on rrd soils. 

Small a .... In Dharwar District 
of Bombay, tho Chhattlsgarh 
division of the Centr.1 Pro-
vlnceB and Hyderab.d. 

Punjab C.nal Colonies In 
distrlcto of Lyallpur, Mont-
flome-cy. Jhang, Shahpur, 
Oujranw.la and Multan. 

Cawnpore 

Eastern Bengal and Assam 

Estimated area 
10 acretl. 

261,000 

220,000 

320,000 

154,000 

20,000 

10,oao 

188.000 
(IrrIgated). 

283,000 
(unlrrlgated). 

276,000 

2,000 

98,000 

M.lnly In dry lone of Burma 

} Prome and Thayetmyo 246,000 

Shan HUIs 

Bihar and Orissa Figure. 
avaUable. 

not 

Baluchistan ~o. 

TOTAL 22,499,000 I 

Estimated 
outturn in RE!lABKS. 

bales. i 

~ Very varl.ble in staple; probably 
40

,
000 I contains many types. 

50 000 I A distinct agricultural race of G. 

} 

} 

, I indicum sl'iected by the Agri~ 
cultural Department. 

8'1,000 

25,000 

2,000 

2,000 

200,000 

100,000 

500 

30,000 

54,000 

Being replaced by pure karun
. gamli. 

AU- these varieties are grown 
comparatively pure. }I. adam 
and Bourbon are perennial 
cottons. Uppam is being re· 
placed by Cambodia and. 
karung(Umi. 

A considerable proportion of the' 
nnirrigated crop is on the ground. 
for two or three years. 

St.ple v.rles from 6/8 in. to I 
in. Area in 1918 estimated at-
350,000 acres. All Irrigated. 

All irrlgatcd. 

Very rough cotton. 
Is khan coloured. 

G •• ylhettn •• · 

A small mixture of G. '1l'glutum 
t'erum kokatia known as wa-ni 
occurs in u·a-galt. 

It Is impossible to give the areas 
and outturns of these varieti~ 
separately but U'a-gale probably 
forms at least se\'eD-eighths ot. 
the crop. 

Are. and outturn insignificant. 

4,728,000 

lint as possible. The trade nlten add. an extra l/Stb incb to the measuremento gi\"en above: thus-
7/8ths Inch to 1-1/8th Inch. 

15. 



ANNEXURE II. 

In the following table, the cottons which may be considered to come 
-under the definition of long staPle from the point of view of IAncasb ire and 
"B~mbay respectively (vide paragraph 7 above) and the commercial quan
"tItles of each which mav be considered available in present conditions are 
~hown in Class I and ebss II. 

, 

Estimated 

Trade name of cotton. Area. 
quantity 
falling in 
specified 

clUB. 

ClasBl(Lancashire). 

Tinnevellies (karunganni) · 220.000 50.000 
Bourbon . • · 10.000 2.000 
Cambodia (irrigated) · 188.000 100.000 
Punjab American • · 276.000 100.000 

awnpore American 2.000 600 
Buri. • 2.000 600 
Broach Navsarl · · Separate figures Dot 

available. . 
Broach Surat .. Ditto. · "Bani .' .\ . · · ~.-~ *Northerns · 439.000 65.000 

'*Kumptas . · 1,200.000 240.000 . 

TOTAL 3,177.000 I 726.000 

! 
ClasB II (Bombay). 

Cambodie, (unirrigated) • · · · 283.000 100.000 
Tinnevellies • · · " 320.000 84.000 
Westerns · 1,150,000 150.00) 
Saw ginned Dharwar · · . · 250.000 I 55.000 

'Wagad · · · Separate figures Dot 
available. 

'Salems {Uppam. · · . 154.000 I 25.000 
Nadam. · 10.000 I 2.000 

tMalwa "- , · · 112.000 22.000 
t Coconadas · · 261,000 40.000 
:tWa.gyi · Separate figures Dot 

available. 

TOTAL · 2,540,000 I 478,000 

TOTA,L CLAss I AIm CLAss n 5,717,000 I 1,204,000 

• If marketed pure. theBe would faU under C1 ..... I : u at preaent marketed lb..,. IaII nnder (1a. n. 
t This only comea under this .1 ...... if marketed pure. 
t ihea. cottons ouly faU in this ci888, if a regular staple can be evolved. 
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CHAP.TER U. 

The Punjab. 

10. According to the latest figures available, those for 1915-16, the 
Statistical. area of the Punjab excluding Native States is 

60,088,237 acres .. The average net area actually 
cropped for the five years ending 1916-17 was 24:,872,000 acres. The 
average area under cotton for the same period was 1,370,000 acres. 
The average was, however; c9Ilsiderably retluced by the smaller sowings 
of cotton in 1915-16, consequent on the heavy fall in prices in the first 
year of the war. The percentage of the area under cotton to the total 
area was thus 5'5 per cent. In addition, an average area of 146,000 
acres under cotton was returned during the five years ending 1916-17 
by Native States in the Province. The percentage of the area under 
cotton in the Punjab including Native States to the total area under 
cotton in India for the quinquennium ending 1916-17 was 6'7. 

11. The extremes of temperature in the Punjab are very marked, rang-
Climat. and loil. ing from below freezing point in December and 

January·· to a maximum of 116 degrees at 
Lyallpur and 125 degrees at Multan in May and June. The average 
annual rainfall which is as high as 35 inches in the north east of the 
Province, drops rapidly in the west and south and is only 17'73 inches 
at Lahore, 10'05 inches at Montgomery, and 6'53 inches at Multan. It 
may be mentioned here that the quality of the deshi cotton improves the 
further westward and southward it is grown. The deshi cotton of the 
Lyallpur district is superior to that of the Amritsar district, whilst 
Multan cotton is superior to any grown elsewhere in the Punjab. 

The soil of the Province is an .alluvialloam, generally sandy and fairly 
uniform in character throughout though local differences occur, the soil 
of the Lower Bari Doab Canal Colony being, for example, a heavier 
loam than that of the Lower 'Chenab Canal Colony. ---

Varieties 0' cotton grown. 12. The following are the varieties of cotton 
which are found in the Punjab :-

(1) Gossypium hirsutum, almost entirely of the Upland Georgian 
type, now known as Punjab American. From 1918 onwards, 
at least three-fourths of this crop will be of the type known as 
4F and the remainder will consist of a mixture of various 
Ame'rican types, including, as in the case of Dharwar 
American, the variety G. mexicamtm or New Orleans. This, 
however, is rapidly disappearing. The length of the stapte of 
4F cotton is fully !ths inch and its ginning p'ercentage is 32. 
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(2) Gossypium indi~m (yellow flowered), which i~ the predominating 
type of desh~ cotton throughout the PunJab, except in small 
trac~s in ~he. Western districts., Its staple is tths to iths inch 
and Its gmnmg percentage 33. 

(3) Gossypium indicum Mollisoni (white flowered), which is found in 
small quantities throughout the Province. Its staple is from 
jths to tths inch and its ginning percentage 40. 

(4) Gossypium neglectum. -Of this there are three varieties, G. N. 
malvense_ (broad lobed leaf) with a staple of iths inch and a 
ginning percentage of 30, G. N. verum (narrow lobed leaf) 
with a staple of tths to'iths inch and a ginning percentage of 
35 and G. N. r08eum (narr~w lobed leaf and whit'fl flowered) 
with a staple of jths inch and a ginning percentage of 37. 

(5) Gossypium 8anguineUm. _ Of this, there are two sub-varieties, 
one of which has a dark red flower and the other a pink 
flower. These again are sub-divided into broad and narrow 
lobed forms. This variety is peculiar to the Punjab and pre
dominates over G. indicum in certain parts of the JhAng and 
Multan dis"tricts. Its staple is iths inch and its ginning per
centage 32. 

(6) Gossypium obtu8ifolium hir8utiu8 is found only in the Dera Ghazi 
Khan, Muzaflargarh and Multan districts. Its staple is Iths 
.to tths inch and its ginning percentage 33. 

Roseum or white flowered neglectum is, after indicum, the most im
portant variety..in the south east of the Province. A high proportion of 
this and of the other varieties of neglectum is found in the Hissar and 
Ambala districts. Further north and west, indicum predominates in the 
mixture. followed by yellow flowered neglectum. In those parts of the 
Canal Colonies in which American cotton is not grown, it forms about 
eighty to ninty per cent. of the crop. Sanguineum is found west of 
Lyallpur and, in parts of the Jhang and Multan districts, is often grown 
practically pure. Almost every field of de8hi. cotton in the Punjab COD

tains at least four varieties. 

-13. Cotton grown under irrigation is generally sown in April though 
Cultivation o'-cottonL sowings sometimes commence in the latter .part 

of March. In the south west of the Provmce, 
they continue up to the end of June or the beginning of July. The un
irrigated crop is sown at the end of June or early in July. The seed is 
either sown broadcast or is dropped by hand behind the plough. Sowing 
iri lines, i.e., with a drill or a plough and marker, has been introduced 
for American cotton in the Canal Colonies and over 8,000 acres were 
sown in this way in 1917. Land sown with cotton is levelled and ploughed 
at least once before sowing but the best cultivators plough two or three 

. tim~. Some two or three months after sowing, the native plough is 
run through the crop, practically destroying weeds and, incidentally, 
some cotton plants. On the whole, the cultivation of cotton in the 
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Punjab is distinctly inferior to that of wneat. As the proportion of 
cotton to other crops is low, it follows that cotton is seldom rotated 
with cotton. It usually follows toria (Brassica campestris) sugarcane, 
maize, gram and, less often, wheat. Pickings commence in September 
and, in the case of American cotton, extend to the end of December, 
from five to seven being usually taken. The cost of picking works out 
at about ten per cent. of the produce, the pickers being generally paid in 
kind and the proportion varying at different times during the season 
according to the state of the crop. The average outturn in a normal 
season varies from 80 pounds of lint on unirrigated land to 160 pounds 
under irrigation. The crop is sold in the form of kapas, either to ginning 
factory owners, who, in the Punjab, are almost invariably cotton mer
chants or through daEals (brokers) to the exporting firms. 

14. American cotton appears to have been first tried in the punjab 
in 1853, when some seed was distributed by the 

History I!' the introd!lction Deputy Commissioner of Shahpur. Seed ob-
0' American cotton In the . .. d . 

Punjab. tamed from Dharwar was dIStrIbute In parts 
of the Province in 1876 and 1877. The results 

obtained are not on record but the variety known as- Punjab narma, 
which was found growing in the Shahpur, Jullundur and Lahore districts 
in 1902, when serious attempts to introduce American cotton in the 
Punjab may be said to have commenced, had probably descended from 
this seed. Wprk on American cotton, which had begun at Bissar in 
1902, was transferred to Lyallpurin 1903. At first, seed was imported 
from Dharwar but the success obtained up to 1911 was very small 
everywhere, except in the Jhang district, where many of the cultiva
tors kept their own seed and so secured an acclimatized plant. The 
policy of importing seed from Dharwar was definitely abandoned 
in 1912, as it had become evident that the American cotton grown in the 
Punjab was an improvement on that grown in Dharwar. In the 
meantime, selection work on American types made considerable 
progress at Lyallpur. Selections made at the outset by Mr. A. C. 
Dobbs, then Principal of the Agricultural College and subsequently 
by Mr. D. Milne, Economic Botanist, were tested on the College 
farm at Lyallpur and in 1912, as a result of the, favourable reports 
received from the Professor of Agriculture on two of Mr. Milne's selec
tions, Nos. 3F and 4F, it was decided to start seed farms in order to 
ensure a sufficient supply of pure seed to enable these two varieties to 
be grown on a large scale. No. 3F, a smooth leaved ·tyye was largely a 
failure in 1913 owing to attacks by jassids, to which No. 4F, a rough 
leaved Upland type and a selection from the Punjab narma mentioned 
above and not from Dharwar American, proved immune. It was, there
fore, definitely decided ~at work on smooth leaved types should be 
abandoned and that attention should be concentrated on the 4F variety. 
The total area under American cotton in the Punjab in 1913 was esti
mated at 30,000 acres, of which 80 acres were of the 4F variety and 400 
acres were of SF. Since then, the 4F variety has spread very iap~dly 
and, in 1917, out of a total area of 276,000 acres under American cotton 
in the Punjab, at least 180,000 acres were under it. It is estimated 
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that, in the present season, there are at least 300,000 acres of pure 
4F cotton and between 50,000 and 60,000 acres of other American 
varieties. . 

15. The success achieved in introducing American cotton in the 
Auction sales. Punjab has been so striking and has such an 

important bearing on the problems of extend
ing the cultivation of long staple cotton in other parts of India that a 
brief description of the difficulties encountered and the steps taken to 
overcome them appears called for. The experience of the Agricultural 
Department in the Punjab shows the necessity for careful experimental 
work as a basis for progress. The Dharwar American cotton, attempts 
to introduce which were made at the outset, was a mixture of Upland 
and New Orleans types and it was not until the Department realized 
that a rough lea'O'ed type of the Upland variety was the only cotton 
which could be consi~red safe in the local conditions that any real 
advance was made. The difficulty, which is everywhere experienced in 
securing adequate premiums for small quantities of a new variety of 
superior cotton was specially felt in the Punjab. Up till 1908, the cotton 
grown under the supervision of the Agricultural Department was sold 
by private treaty but in that year auction sales were started. These 
were continued till 1911, wlten they were dropped for a time a8 a pre
mium of Re. 1 to Rs. 1-8 was then being obtained in th~open market. 
They were resumed in 1913, a!l it was considered that a premium of this / 
amount was not sufficient and also that the auction system was necessary 
to enable sufficient seed of the 4F variety to be obtained for further dis
tribution. A statement showing the progress made by the auction sales 
will be found in Appendix III. It will be seen that, whilst in 1908-09, 
there were only two auctions at which a few hundred maunds of cotton 
were sold at a premium of Rs. 1-5 to Rs. 1-9 per maund over wlti cotton 
as well as other American varieties, in 1917-18, twelve Government and 
two private auctions were held at which 122,000 maunds of 4F cotton 
were sold at a premium of Rs. 3-8 to Rs. 5 per maund over wlti and 
Rs. 1-8 to Rs. 2-8 over other American varieties. Full details of the 
organization of one of the auction sales at which we were actually present 
are given in Appendix IV. In 1915 and 1916, Messrs. Tata, Sons and 
Company were the largest purchasers at the sales but in 1917-18, several 
other big firms such as the Bombay Company, Messrs. Gill and Company 
and Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell and Company participated. The 
fact that the AgricultUral Department collects the kapaa and guarantees 
its purity enables such firms as these to compete against the local mer
chants and has led to much higher premiums being secured than was 
fo:rmerly the case. A recent development of great promise hag been the 
starting of private auctions. Two such auctions were held in the Lower 
Bari Doab Canal Colony at the beginning of this year, one at Okara by 
M~or Vanrenen and Colonel Cole on behalf of the Okara Zamindars' 
Association, and one at Iqbalnagar by Sardar Jogendra Singh and both 
may be considered to have been successful, 1 report on the auction held 
at Okara will be found in Appendix V. ' 
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16. As regards the organization for the distribution of seed in the 

Seed distributiDn. Punjab the seed from the best cotton sold at 
the auctions is reserved for the Agricultural 

Department, which announces the price which will be paid for it at the 
time the cotton is sold and subsequently supervises the ginning. A 
premium of two to four annas per mIJund is paid for seed bought by the 
Department. .The seed, after ginning, is distributed to various agents or 
bania8 (village shopkeepers and money lenders) who act for the Depart
ment and are paid a commission of three annas for each maund of seed 
they sell. Forty-two of these agents were employed last year. In the 
Lower Bari Doab Canal Colony, the colonization and irrigation officers 
have given very great assistance in the distribution of seed and in the 
collection of outstanding dues. The seed is sold at a premium of fifty 
per cent. over the bazaar price at the time of ginning and it is found th/!-t 
this covers all expenses and leaves a fair margin of profit. No difficulty 
is experienced in disposing of the see<J at a premium as the cultivator is 
very willing to pay a higher price for seed on which he can rely, and even 
if the price of seed is five rupees a maund, he can ·obtain sufficient seed 
for an acre of land for eight annas. As one of the duties of the Agricul
tural Assistants and trained fieldmen is to advise the cultivators to up
root any plant.s of d?shi cotton growing amongst American, the crop of 
the latte~ is now brought in practically free from any admixtUre. 

17. The Punjab is fortunate in that there are a number of very large 

Seed larml. landholders in the Canal Colonies, who a~e will
ing to co-operate with the Agricultural Depart

ment in the distribution of pure seed. Amongst these. may be mentioned 
t.he Military authorities, who have an oathay farm of 20,000 acres at 
Okara, Colonel Cole and Major Vanrenen who have estates of 7,500 
acres each at and near Renala, Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram, C.I.E., M.V.O., 
who has an estate of 5,000 acres at Gangapur, Mr. H. T. Conville, who 
has an estate of 3,000 acres at Montgomery and Sardar Jogendra Singh 
who has one of 2,000 acres at Iqbalnagar. Mr. Conville and Sardar 
Jogendra Singh have been granted their land on condition that a certain 
proportion of it is utilized for growing pure seed for the Agricultural 
Department. In accordance with the present system of seed di.stribu
tion in the Punjab, ten acres on the Lyallpur farm are reserved foJ.' 
growing selected seed for distribution. Some forty maunds of seed are 
obtained from this, of which five maunds are sent to the Government 
seed farm at Montgomery and the remainder is distributed to the estates 
mentioned above and to other growers who undertake to return the seed 
produced to the Agricultural Department. As one maund or seed is 
sufficient for ten acres and as the yield of seed, at a moderate estimate, 
may be put at four maunds an acre, it follows that the seed supplied from 
the Lyallpur farm is sufficient for 400 acres in the first year and 16,000 
acres in the next year. To produce sufficient seed for 465,600 acres, the 
ultimate area of which, for the reasons given below, we anticipate will 
come under Americ~n cotton .in the course of the next few years, an area 
(If about 11,600 acres is t6-Juired. Far more than this is available on 
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the la.rge estates and, so far as American cotton is concerned. no neCle88ity 
for special seed farms has so far arisen in the Punjab. 

18. We have dealt at length in the second part of our report with 
AgriculturalaspecL the commercial aspect of cotton cultivation. 

The agricultural aspect can be divided into two 
main heads. The first of these is the question of improving the quality 
and outturn of the cotton grown. Improvement in quality. '.6., in length 
and fineness of staple, can only be effected by botanical work. Improve
ment in outturn can be secured in three ways. In the first place. a 
strain may be evolved by botanical work. the ginning percentage of which 
is equal to that of the,ordinary varieties but the yield of which is greater. 
In the second place, a strain may similarly be evolved, the yield of which 
is equal to that of the ordinary varieties but the ginning percentage of 
which is greater. In the third place, an increase in outturn may be 
obtained by improvements in cultivation. The question of the supply 
of pure seed in sufficient quantities also falls under this head. The 
second aspect of the agricultural problem is that of extending the culti
vation of cotton both in tracts in which it is grown already and in tracts 
in which it has not so far been grown. As we have already stated. we 
have no intention of proposing any steps which would prevent the culti- . 
vator from growing the crop which pays him best. It is obvio~ that the 
evolution of superior strains of cotton of higher value and greater out
turn and improvements in marketing arrangements should place cotton 
in a better position to com~ete with other crops. Our main concern with 
this aspect has.therefore been to discover whether the reason why cotton 
is not grown has been that the irrigation facilities with which the culti-

_ vator is provided are not sufficient to enable him to grow it. We pro
pose therefore in all provinces to deal with the agricultural aspect more 
or less in the following order, (1) botanical work, (2) improvements in 
cultivation, (3) se.ed supply and (4) possibilities of extension under irri
gation. 

19, As has already been shown, the botanical work which laid the 
Botanical work- foundation of the success whic~ has been ob

tained with American cotton it the Punjab has <al American coHon. . 
\ been selection work on an acclimatized type. 

We consider that this work should be continued on the same lines and, 
in paragraph 41 below, have made recommendations in regard to staff 
which will enable it to be greatly extended. We understand that of 
twelve new varieties of American cotton which have been handed over to 
the Professor of Agriculture, two or three are showing' great promise. 
The variety known as 280F, which has been tried for some years on the 
College farm at Lyallpur is at least Ith inch longer in staple than 4F 
but is a poorer yielder and has a lower ginning percentage. 285F, which 
was only handed over to the Professor of Agriculture last year, is an 
excellent cotton, even better than 280F, but its yielding properties have 
still to be tested. We consider that further exhaustive trials should be 
made with these varieties. It is possible that they may be improved 
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by further selection. If, however, it is found that their" yield is not equal 
to that of 4F, the question of substituting them for the latter variety 
will largely depend upon the possibility of their obtaining from the outset 

"the full premium warranted by their superiority in staple. 

In this connexion, we would mention that American cotton in the 
Punjab is at present confined to the Canal Colonies. We consider that 
the possibility of growing it under well-irrigation in the Eastern Punjab 
and also under the inundation canals in the south-west of the Punjab 
should be thoroughly tested, especially if arrangements can be made, 
in the latter case, to secure the safety of earlier sowings. The evidence 
submitted to us shows that it stands heavy rainfall better than deshi, 
and in Bihar and Orissa, the type of American cotton known as buri 
is grown with a rainfall of fifty to eighty inches. The heavier rainfall 
of the Eastern Punjab should not, therefore, be an obstacle to the suc
cessful cultivation of American cotton. The testing of its suitability to 
't.hat tract is work for -the Agriculturist rather than for the Botanist, 
though possibly, the latter might be able to evolve a variety better suited 
to the local conditions than 4F. 

20. As we have already stated in Chapter I, it has been impossible 

(b) Deshi cotton. for us to confine ourselves solely to long staple 
cotton. The problems relating to long and short 

staple cotton are so intermingled that it was inevitable that we should 
raceive a very large amount of evidence in ragard to the latter and 
we feel that we should be guilty ofa grave omission if we failed to make 
recommendations in regard to it. In the Punjab. the energies of the 
Agricultural Department, both botamcally and agriculturally, have 
been mainly confined to work~n American cotton and comparatively 
little has been done in regard to deshi. SUrveys of the cottons of one 
or more districts are, however, carried out annually by the Economic 
Botanist. The various types have been isolated and comparisons of 
yield and profit per acre -have been made. Selections from the 
following types have been handed over by the Economic Botanist 
and are now under trial by the Deputy Directors of Agriculture (1) G. 
sanguineum (broad lobed), (2) G. indicum, (3) G. indicum Mollisoni, 
(4) G. neglectum malvense and (5) G. neglectum roseum. Of these, 
G. indicum Mollisoni and G. neglectutn roseum appear to be the best 
in point of yield. In view of the fact that G. indicum predominates 
over the greater part of the province, we conside~ that efforts 
should be made to improve it, and to evolve a strain either of this 
variety or of G. neglectum malvense (the staple of which is of about 
the same length as that of G. indicum and longer than that of any other 
of the indigenous varieties) which would give a better profit per acre 
than any of the constituents of the mixture at present grown. We are 
of opinion that the aim in regard to deshi cotton should be to obtain a 
much more uniform staple than is at present the case, say of iths inch 
in the central and western tracts and of at least tths inch in the eastern 
tract. -
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21. The unsati~factory character of the cultivation of cotton in the 

I Is • 'Iti Punjab, to which reference has already been 
mprovemen In cu va- d' fl ted· h fi f tion. ma e,18 re ec m t e gures 0 outtum, the 

average for both irrigated and unirrigated land 
being less than in any other province in India, with the exception of 
Madras and the Central Provinces. We have dealt with the general 
question of manures for cQtton in Chapter XV. In regard to rotations, 
one of the reasons for the poor cultivation of cotton i§It undoubtedly 
that, as compared with wheat, the time available for preliminary 
cultivation'such as ploughing is very limited. This is especially the 
case when cotton follows wheat and for this reason we consider such a 
rotation undesirable. The best rotation, in our opinion, from every 
point of view is cotton after toria though cotton after either maize, 
sugarcane or Benii (Melilotus indica) and niaize mixed is a preferable 
rotation to cotton after wheat. Even more calculated to secure an 
improvement in outturn than either proper rotations or manures is the 
general adoption of the practice of sowing in lines and of intercultur-' 
ing. The results obtained on the Lyallpur farm shew the great 
improvement in yield which can be obtained by the adol!tion of these 
methods. In the Punjab, the ordinarY seed drills used in Bombay, 
the Central Provinces and Madras have been adapted to local condi
tions by the Agricultural Department and modifications have been 
introduced such as the -substitution of metal tubes, cups, etc., for 
wooden ones. The Agricultural Department has also worked out a 
simpler method to secure sowing in lines by the addition of a marker 
to the Indian plough, the seed being dropped in the furrows. For inter
culture, a new hoe has been evolved based on one in use at Akola. Thl! 
Gujarat blade harrow-which was at first used for this purpose was found 
unsuitable and the Planet Junior horse hoe, which was bought by some 
cultivators, is much too expensive for general adoption. Considerable 
progress has been made in introducing these improvements, and, as 
already stated, the area sown in lines in 1917, was approximately 8,000 
acres. Now that the main difficulties in regard to implements have been 
satisfactorily solved, we consider that rapid progress may be expected 
and have no doubt that the energies of the Agricultural Department 
will be largely directed to this end. ' 

In this connexion, we would mention that we are satisfied that the 
yield of 4F American cotton is greater than that of deski and that it is 
less likely to be affected by excessive rain. If we assume the yield to 
be nearly the same as that of deshi, viz., six maunds an acre and the pre
mium obtained to be only Rs. 3 per maund, the extra profit amounts 
to Rs. 18 per acre" In 1917, the profit was, however, considerably more 
than this, as the yield was estimated by leading exporting firms at two 
maunds per acre above that of deski. The fact that yields up to 23 
maunds per acre have been obtained on the Lyallpur farm is evidence 
of the room that exists for improveinents in outtum on the ordinary 

, cultivators' fields. Such an improvement must necessarily be a slow 
process and we do nQt <x>nsider that an increase of more than fifteen 
to twenty per cent. can be expected within the next ten or fifteen years. 
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22. As already stated, we do not consider that the establishment in 
Seed farm.. the Canal Colonies of special seed farms for 

American cotton is called for owing to the exist
ence of so many large estates the services of which can be utilised for 
this purpose. Such farms will, however, be necessary in order to enable 
the Agricultural Department to retain control of the seed, should there 
be any extension of the cultivation of American cotton in other parts 
of the Province or should superior strains of deshi cotton be evolved. 
We consider it advisable that the question of suitable sites for these 
farms should be taken up at an early date so th,at land may be available 
as soon as it is required. 

23. We have dealt at length in Chapter XVI with the general question 
of marketing especially of new varieties of 

General work on Punjab cotton and would only mention here that we American cotton. 
consider it desirable that cotton markets should 

be established in all the well defined cotton tracts of the Province as 
soon as possible. The Lower Chenab, Lower Jhelum and Lower Bari 
Doab Canal Colonies appear to us especially suitable for the establish
ment of such markets. We are also of opinion that the Agricultural 
Department in the Punjab should aim at the devolution of auction sales 
to organizations of zamindars (landholders), whether in the form of co
operative societies or otherwise, at an early date. The work of seed 
distribution, both of American and improved deshi varieties, should -
also be devolved on such organizations as far as possible, though we 
consider that they should work in the closest touch with the Agricul
tural Department in order that it may retain control over all seed issued. 
We understand that the Co-operative Department in the Punjab is 
making a special study of the application of co-operative principles to 
the problems connected with the production and marlreting of cotton 
and it may be expected therefore that that Department will be able 
shortly to take over some of the work connected with seed distribution 
and auction sales from the Agricultural Department. The margin of 
profit left by the present arrangement for seed distribution is such as 
to make ,it a profitable business for co-operative societies. It seems 
probable, however, that several years must elapse before co-operative 
societies in the American cotton tract will be in a position to render 
much assistance in this respect. 

24. Of an average area of 1,369,644 acres under cotton in th1l five 
years ending 1916-17, no less than I,07G,673 

Prospects of tile 'll~nsion acres or 78·3 per cent. were under irrigaticn 
of lonl staple cotton In till . h 'fr' Is lIs hr' d . Punjab under irrigation. elt er om cana or we, 19ate cotton In 

the Punjab is thus by far the most important 
part of the crop. The whole of the American cotton crop of the 
province is grown under irrigation. This is qecessarily the case as 
American cotton requires to be sown in April, except in. the south-west 
where it can be sown up till May 15th, whilst, althougn. April is the 
usual time for the first.sowings of deshi cotton, it can be sown u~ till 
June and early July. Again American cotton has a longer flowering 
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and fruiting season than deshi and may require watering in October. 
In these circumstances, any large extension of the cultivation of 
American cotton in the Punjab, is almost entirely a question of an 
increase in irrigation facilities. We would mention that there is 
nothing in the canal rules or procedure to prevent the extension of 
cotton cultivation and that the water rates levied for cotton are not 
excessive, being the same as those for wheat. We -have, therefore, 
made an exhaustive examination of the conditions of each irrigated 
tract in the Punjab in so far as this affects the object of our enquiries. 

AB the conditions in regard to both climate and water supply differ 
very greatly in the different tracts we propose to deal very briefly 
with the prospects of cotton in the area commanded by each canal. 

25.' It will be convenient to take the canals of the Province in order 
from -east to west. The Western J umna Canal 

(i) The ~:~r' dumna off-takes from the liver.J umna and irrigates the 
important deski cotton tract of which Hissar is 

the centre. ·The river Jumna has a comparatively small catchment area 
in the Himalayas and is, therefore, more dependent on rainfall than any 
other'river in the Punjab. In consequence, the rise in the river is, on 

_ an average, about six weeks later than elsewhere in the Province and the 
canal does not give a steady supply up to its maximum capacity until 
the beginning of June, though in early autumn, the supplies are usually 
good. The largest area of cotton which has ever been grown under the 
canal was 236,623 acres in 1913-14 and we do not think that, in the 
present conditions of supply, it is ever likely to exceed 250,000 acres. 
Although the percentage of the area nnder cotton to the total area com
mandedby the canal is greater than on any other canal in the Punjab, 
we are of opinion that, owing to the late rise of the river, the whole of 
this tract is l>O'Ilnd to remain a short stapled cotton tract unless the 
Agricultural Department is able to evolve a type of American cotton 
suitable to the local conditions. So, far, comparatively little success haa 
been obtained in this direction on the Hansi farm and we consider, there
fore, that the prospects of American cotton in this tract, except possibly 
to a, small extent under well irrigation, may be ruled O'Ilt. We would 
mention, however, that, if the Bhakra Dam Project described in para
graph 33 below, is carried out, part of the area commanded by the Sirss 
Branch of the canal will be taken over by the present Sirhind Canal, 
which will then be kn,own as the Upper..8irhind 'Canal. The water thus 
made available will also be used in extending irrigation to the unirrigated 
tracts to the west and south-west of the area commanded by the Western 
J umna CanaL We understand that in tnese tracts, there is a consider
able area of heavy (bhakar) soil in which American cotto!l could be 
grown. 

26. The Sirhind Canal off-takes from the river Sutlej and irrigates 
nTh- S' h' d 8a I both British territory and that of·the Native 

_ II e., In na • States of Patiala, Nabha and Jhind. Although 
in ~ost' years, there is not sufficient water in April to enable the canal 
to run its full supply, there is usually enough to allow more cotton to 
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be sown than is at present the case. Normally, the river falls steadily 
from about the middle of August to the end of October but the supply 
in the latter month is not far short of the maximum capacity of the canal. 
In September and October, if the monsoon is poor and the river low, a 
state of affairs which may be anticipated to occur one year in four, there 
would probably not be sufficient water to mature large areas of cotton 
and also to give supplies for ,abi ~owings. The main factor operating 
Sl~aimt the growth of long staple cotton on this canal is, however, not 
so much the water supply as the quality of the soil. The western and 
southern portions of the commanded area are very sandy and are subject 
to ht!avy sandstorms, especially in ~Iay and June, which seriously damage 
the young cotton plants. The eastern and .northern tracts are more 
suitable for cotton especially those which lie in the Native States terri· 
tory. American cotton has been successfully grown in those tracts and 
it is very desirable that it {lhould be further tried. The largest area of 
cotton so far grown under the canal has been 84,038 acres in 1913-14 
and the average area under cotton during the ten years ending 1917-18 
was 41,397 acres. On the basis of these figures, we do not consider 
that the total area of irrigated cotton under the canal is likely to exceed 
an average of 50,000 acres in the immediate future and do not anticipate 
that any' appreciable proportion of it will be American cotton. As 
already mentioned in the preceding paragraph, if the area under this 
canal is extended as the result of the Bhakra Dam Project, there are 
some prospects for American cotton in the additional area it will com
mand. 

27. The Upper Bari Doab Canal off-takes from the river Ravi. The 
(iii) uppe~ Bari Doab Canal. tr~ct served by it is thickly populated and con\. 

talns several large towns. In a normal year, 
the supply in the canal during April is sufficient to permit the sowing 
of a large area of cotton. As the river drops early and rapidly, the most 
critical time is the autumn and, as a rule, there is not a sufficient supply 
after the first week of October to fill the canal to its full capacity. The 
average area under .cotton irrigated during the~ten years ending March 
1918 was 156,190 acres, the largest area being 234,989 acres in 1913-14. 
In view of the conditions of supply, we do not consider that the average 
is likely to exceed 160,000 acres over a series of years. American cotton 
is at present grown only in the Chunian colony where thear~ fJnder it 
in 1917 was 1,257 acres, but its cultivation in that colony I!nd in the 
immediately adjoining tracts should increase. Except'in these areas, the 
variety grown will, in all probability, remain deshi unless the Agricultural 
Department is able to evolve a suitable type of American cotton. For' 
the purpose of our estimate of the total area of American cotton which 
may be expected in the Punjab in the next few years, we would adopt 
a figure of 7,000 acres for the tract under this canal, mainly in the Chunian 
Tahsil. . 

28. The remaining five perennial canals in the Punjab,-t!e Upper 
r ) Th fi r ked Ca Is and Lower Jhelum, the Upper and. Lower 

IY • YI In na. Chenab and the Lower Bari Doab-are inter~ 
dependent in the matter of water supply and it will therefore be conve-
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nient to treat them together. As their name implies, the Upper and 
Lower Jhelum Canals off-take from the river Jhelum, and the Upper and 
Lower Chenab Canals from the river Chcnab. The Lower Bari Doab 
Canal is supplied by the Upper Chenab Canal. Although the Upper 
Jhelum Canal irrigates the tract through which it passes, its main func
tion is to carry the surplus water of the Jhelum river (after due allow
ance has been rna de for the needs of the Lower Jhelum Canal which takes 
off from the river some twenty miles below Jhelum City) to the head 
works of the Lower Chenab Canal in order to replenish the supply in the 
Chenab river, by replacing in it, for use in the Lower Chenab Canal, 
the equivalent of the water taken out by the Upper Chenab Canal. A1J 
in the case of the Upper Jhelum Canal, the irrigation of its own com
manded area is not the main function of the Upper Chenab Canal. This 
is to carry such supplies as may be available from the Jhelum and 
Chenab rivers with their canal systems to the river Ravi for utilization 
by the Lower Bari Doab Cailal. The designed discharge of the Upper. 
Chenab Canal at the point where it joins the river Ravi is 6,750 cusccs 
(cubic feet per second), which is also the designed maximum discharge 
at the head of the Lower Bari D9ab Canal. The five canals thus depend 
for their supplies on the Jhelum and Chem~b rivers. The Upper Jhelum, 
Upper Chenab and the Lower Bari Doab Canals have only recently been 
opened. The Lower Jhelum and the Lower Chenab Canals have been 
working for some years and the irrigation on them is fully developed. 

In normal years, there is ample water in the Jhelum and Chenab 
rivers from the middle of March to the end of October to fill the five 
canals to ,the maximum capacity for which they have been designed. 
Al~ost the whole of the American cotton crop of the Punjab is at present 
grown on the Lower Jhelum, Lower Chenab and Lower Bari Doab Canals 
and it is only under these five canals th~t any great extension of the 
cultivation of this variety. is to be looked for in the immediate future. 
'!'he largest areas of cotton so far grown on the canals have been as 
follows :-

Upper Jhelum Canal, 22,306 acres in 1917-18. 
Lower Jhelum Canal, 105,]68 acres in 1913-14. 
Upper Chetlab Canal, 31,489 acres in 1917-18. 
Ldwer Chenab Canal, 261,819 acres in 1914-15. 
Lower BaJ;i Doab Canal, 138,276 acres in 1917-18. 

Until the Upper Jhelum Canal was opened for winter flow, the Lower 
~ Jhelum Canal had a copious supply of water throughout the year and the 
cultivators, therefore, paidJittle attention to kMIN., (hot weather) cnlti
vation preferring to reserve their energies for rain (cold weather) culti
vation .. When the irrigation on the Upper Jhelum, the Upper Chenab 

. and theI.ower Bari Doab Canals is fully developed and the water supply 
availabl.....ustribatled-in proportion to the rain irrigation to be done 
Dn ea~h. the Lower Jhelum Canal will not get such a copious supply in 
.the winter months as it has done in the past and this ahonld have the 
effect of stimulating the cultivators to greater interest in kho.ril culti-
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vation and should result in a considerable increase in the area under 
cotton, which, with the exception of sugarcane, is the most profitable' 
of the khanl crops. In these circumstances, allowing for the expansion 
of American cotton at much the same rate as in past years, we are of 
opinion that an aver,age annual area of 90,000 acres under cotton can be 
safely anticipated on the Lower Jhelum Canal and that, of this, about 
55,000 acres should be under American cotton. For the other fully deve
loped canal, the Lower Chenab, we WOllld place fte figures at 245,00()' 
acres and 190,000 acres respectively. After a careful consideration of 
the climatic and soil conditions of the tracts commanded by the Upper 

, .J:helum and the Upper Chenab Canals and of the area which it is pro
posed to Irrigate in kharil under those canals when the irrigation under 
them is fully developed, we are of opinion that an area of 50,000 acres
of cotton may be anticipated on the Upper Jhelum Can'll, of which 
25,000 acres should be American cotton . and that the corresFonding 
figures for the Upper Chenab ~anal may be placed at 50,000 acres and-
20,000 acres respecti~ly. The Lower Bari Doab Canal tract is not yet 
fully colonized. Allowing the same proportionate area under cotton in 
the tract which remains to be colonized as in that in which colonization 
is complete, we consider that an awrage area of 180,000 acres under 
cotton, of which 150,000 acres should be American cotton, is a safe 
estimate.* 

29. Before passing on to consider the prospects of cotton tinder the 
Inundation canals. inundation canals in !he. Punjab, we should 

perhaps explain that an inundll.tion canal is one 
which has no weir at its head. It is therefore entirely dependent for 
its supply on the rise and fall of the river from which it takes off, and 
for this reason, the areas irrigltted by inundation canals in' the Punjab 
fluctuate enormously. The rainfall in all the tracts served by such canals· 
in the Province is very scanty. . 

30. The Sidhnai Canal Series, which consist of the Sidhn'i Canal and: 
(i) Sidhnai Canal Series. three inundation canals, off-taking from the 

Ravi river and irrigating part of the Multan 
district, differs from the other inundation canal systems of the Punjab 
in that the Sidhl).ai Canal itself takes off from th.e river above a weir_ .,.. 

·Mr. Roberts wishes to point out on the basis of information furnished by Mr. H. W 
Nicholson. Executive Engineor. Ludhiana. that the most recent figures available for th&

Lower Bari Doab Canal show that the canal is rapidly developing as a_first class Hla,;! 
canal. In 1917-18. the mean rab' supply was 38 per cent. of the full capacity of the canal 
and the area irrigated was 339.565 acres or 41 per cent. of the area which it is proposed.. 
to irrigate by the canal. The mean Han! supply was 42 per cent. of the full capacity 
and the area irrigated was 96.526 acres or 36 per cent. of the area which it is proposed 
to irrigate. On the basis of the figures for the Lower Chenab and Lower Jhelum Canal,ll .. 
the supplies in the Lower Bari Doab canal in Hlar'! should nOlmally l:e seventy to· 
eighty per cent. of the full capacity of the canal. If the duty increases prololtionately .. 
64 per cent. of the area. which it is proposed to irrigate should be irrigated in Han/. 
The total intensity of irrigation would thus be 105 Fer cent. without any incAne in the 
rabi supplies. It must be remembered that 1917 was an unusually wet year but the figures 
are instructive as they show the extent to which irrigation can be carried on en'h with a 
compara.tively small rabi supply. He considers tha.t any saving in the rabi supplies in 
the Lower Bari Doab Canal could be utiliud in developing canals lower dOl\n such aa the
Sidhnai Canal. 
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As, however, the river from which it draws its supply USU9.Uy runs dry 
.(luring the winter, it can _only be regarded as a semi-perennial canal. 
The three subsidiary canals of the series also off-take from the Ravi 
above the Sidhnai dam but are classed as inundation canals as they do 
not get water until after the requirements of the Sidhnai Canal have 
been met. In consequence, supplies in spring and autumn are v~ry 
uncert9.in. A satisfactory supply may be available in April or may be 
.(lelayed~nt.il.July and, again,. the river may run dry early in October 
()r may contam a~ adequate supply as late as January. The anrage 
annual rainfall of the tract served by the canal during the last 28 years 
has been 6·4 inches only. The uncertainty of the supply is reflected in 
the figures for the. area of cotton which has varied during the last ten 
years from 2,206 acres to 50,756 acres, the latter being the area in 1914-15. 
As there is no assured supply during the months of April, May, September 
and October, which is essentia.l to thesucc€ssful cultivation of irrigated 
<lotton in the Punjab, no extension of cotton cultivation in this tract 
<lan be looked for and we do not anticipate an average area of more than 
35,000 acres of cotton over a series of years. Of this, however, 10,000 
acres should be American cotton as there are numerous wells in the 
tract, the supplies in which can be utilized for early sowings and late 
waterings. 

31. The Shahpur inundation canals off-take from the river Jhelum 
\.. . and irrigate part of the Shahpur district. As in 
\11) shahg:~al~~undatl~n the case of the other inundation canals, there 

. are great fluctuations in the area irrigated, that 
under cotton having varied during the last ten years between 1,339 and 
11,582 acres, the latter figure having been reached in 1913-14. The rain
iall in this tract is, however, higher than in any other tract served by 

, immdation canals, the average for the 28 years ending with 1917 being 
14'14 inches. If conditions continue as at present, no increase in the 
area under .cotton can be expected. Between the inundation canals 
which make up the Shahpur system there are private canals owned by 
Tiwana Maliks. As apprehensions were entertained of the effect of the 
i()onstruction of the Upper Jhelum Canal on both the Government and 
private canals on the left bank of the river, the construction of a branch 
i()anal of}he Lower Jhelum Canal to be known as the Shahpur Branch 
was commenced some years ago, the intention being that it should irri
gate the whole of the tract at present served by the inundation canals. 
As the new branch would have been opened about the mid!1le of April 
and closed about the middle of October, it would have given supplies 
.(luring the kharil season only but these would have been well regulated 
and assured and not haphazard as at present. It was, however, found 
impossible to arrive at an agreement with the owners of the private 
<lanais as to the terms on which the latter should be taken over by Govern
ment and we understand that this difficulty has led to the abandonment 
<>f the project. It was suggested to us that the private canals should 
be le~ out of the scheme and that the remainder of it, on which a con
;siderable amount of work has already been done, should be completed. 
As the tract which would be served by the new branctl is one which is 
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eminently suitable for the cultivation of long stapled cotton, we are 
strongly of opinion that the feasibility of this proposal from an engineer
ing and financial point of view should be thoroughly investigated. 

32. The remaining series of inundat.ion canals can be briefly dis
cussed. The Chenab Inundation Canals off-take 

(iii) Th •. remaining inunda- from the river Indus and irrigate part f the tlon ~nal.. 0 
Multan district. The MuzafIargarh Inundation 

CallaIs which irrigate part of the Muzaffargarh district, are nine in 
number, of which six off-take from the river Indus and three from the 
river Chenab. The Indus Irrigation Canals take .off from the river 
Indus and irrigate part of the Dera Ghazi Khan district. The Sutlej 
Inundation Canals, which off-take from the river Sutlej are divided into 
two series, the Upper Sutlej Canals irrigating part of the Lahore, Mont
gq.mery and Multan districts and the Lower Sutlej Canals part of the 
M"ultan district. The Grey Canals which also take off from the river 
Sutlej and irrigate about 350,000 acres in the Ferozepore district are not 
under the Irrigation Department but under the District Board. The 
average annual rainfall in th~ tracts served by these canal systems is 
small, being five or six inches ilnly, except in the tract commanded by 
the Upper Sutlej Canals, where it is 10'07 inches. In all cases, except 
that of the Lower Sutlej Canals, the rise in the river from which the 
canals take off may begin at any time between the beginning of April 
and the end of May and the fltll between the beginning of September 
and the end of October. In these circumstances, no American cotton 
can be looked for on any of the canals, with the exception of the Lower 
Sutlej, unless well-irrigation is used to supplement canal supplies, a 
point to which reference is made in paragraph 40 below. As the Lower 
Sutlej Canals usually continue in flow up till about the end of November 
unless they are eroded by the river below the head, there are some pros
pects for American cotton under them and it is already being cultivated 
in the tract which they command. We consider that an area of 8,000 
acres under American cotton' can be anticipated. As regards deshi 
cotton, after careful consideration of the circumstances of each canal, 
we would estimate the average annual area over a series of years at 

. about 20,000 acres on the Chenab Canals, 30,000 ac):,es on the Muzaffargarh 
Canals, 30,000 acres on the Indus Canals, 22,000 acres on the Lower 
Sutlej Canals, and 40,000 acres on" the Upper Sutlej Canals. We are 
unable to frame any estimate for the Grey canals as no statistics of the 
average area under cotton on these canals are available. 

33. Far more important than the inundation canals from the point 
. . . of view of the extension of the cultivation of 

Irrlgabonp:nj~::ts In the long staple cotton ~re th~ in?gation pro.jects at 
(i) SutleJ River Projects. present under conSIderatIOn ill the PunJab and 

it is, therefore, necessary to examine these in 
some detail. In connexion with the river Sutlej there are two projects 
under consideration. The Sutlej Valley Canals Project will utilize the 
water of the Sutlej to improve the inundation systems on both b~nks of 
the river and will protect a considerable area of land at present unirri
gated. The land on the right bank of the river is entirely in British 
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-territory while that on the left bank lies mainly in the States of Baha
walpur and Bikanir. In the latter state, there is a considerable area of 
:tJhakar (stiflloam) soil in the tract which will be commanded. The pro
ject provides for two weirs on the Sutlej and four canals, two on each 
bank. The Bhakra Dam Project will extend irrigation into the Rohtak 

:and Hissar districts in the Western Jumna Canal area. The-site pro
posed for the dam- is at the Bhakra Gorge, some forty miles above the 
point at which the Sirhind Canal takes off from the river. The height 

·of the dam will be 360 feet and the full capacity of the reservoir is esti
mated at 21 million foot acres, which will give an average daily draw 

-off ot 5,300 ~usecs from the beginning of October to the end of April. 
In addition to extending irrigation to new tracts, the projects will take 
-up All the irrigation at present done by the Upper and Lower Sutlej 
Inundation Canals and by some of the inundation canals in the Baha
walpur State as well as part of that done by the present Sirhind Canal. 
'The increase in the irrigated area of the Province which will result from 
-their completion is estimated at 3,166,000 acres annually, the increase 
'in the area irrigated in kharil being over one million acres. On the basis. 
·of the experience which.bas been gained on the perennial and inundation 
--canals in the adjacent parts of the Punjab and of examination of the 
.. local conditions, we are of opinion that the construction of the proposed 
works should result in an additional area under cotton of 325,000 acres, 
~f which not less than 70,000 acres sl,l.ould be American. The Sutlej 
Valley project affects a tract ill which the prospects of that variety are 
lmost favourable, provided perennial irrigation can be I!-BBured. 

34. The HaveIi project provides for a weir acrOBB the Chenab river 
n The H veli PnfeeL below its confluence with the Jhelum from 
II a J which canals will take off both on the right and 

left banks. The canal on the left bank, in addition to irrigating a new 
· area between the irrigation boundary of the Lower Chenab Canal and 
the river Ravi, will supply the Ravi above the Sidhnai dam with suffi
~ient wate~ to include all the irrigation effected both by the Sidhnai and 
-the Chenab Inundation Canals. The canal on the right bank will irrigate 
-the" Kachi " tract of the Jhang district and'will improve the conditions 
· of the Karam Inundation Canal, one of the Muzaffargarh series, besides 
extending irrigation to new areas in the extreme north of. the Muzaffar-

· garh district. The culturable area commanded by the project amounts 
-to 1,112, 902 acres whilst the area which it is proposed to irrigate annually 
is estima.ted at 672,145 acres. The average area matured in the tract 
-during the last fourteen years has been 307,184 acres so that the prob
.-able increase on this should amount to 364,961 acres. The tracts which 
will be served by this project, especially those in the Multan district, 
~re in every way suitable for the cultivation of American cotton, which 
-ean be sown up to the middle of May and'so considerably later than in 
·the Canal Colonies. The critical time in regard to supplies win there
fore be September and October. If a satisfactory supply can be aSBured 

.-durin:: these months, a considerable increase in the cultivation of both 
American and deshi cotton may be confidently anticipated. Estimating 

..on the same basis as in the ca~ of the Sutlej River Projects, 'we would 
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place the total cotton area which may be looked for at 100,000 acres, of 
which 70,000 should be American. We understand that data in regard 
to the supplies available are still-being collected. In view of the great 
possibilities offered by the tract commanded by this project for the culti
vation of long staple cotton, we would urge that the question of the 
supplies available should be most carefully examined and tbt the feasi
bility of supplementing these, if necessary, with water from the river 
Indus by means of the Sind SagarDoab project referred to in the follow
ing paragraph should be thoroughly investigated. From the evidence 
submitted to us, it would appear that this should present no difficulty 
from an engineering point of view. The supplies available for this pro
ject will no doubt be supplemented from the supply store by the W oo\ar 
Lake project (described in paragraph 36 below) when this is not required 
for the five linked canals, for which it is primarily intended. 

35. The Sind Sagar Doab Project, which is still under preliminary 
. . D· b investigation, will probably provide for a peren-

(iii) Tha ~~~~~gar oa nial canal with a maximum capacity of 10,552 
cusecs taking off from the left bank of the 

river Indus, near Mari and irrigating a large tract in the Mian
wali district and smaller ·areas in the Shahpur and Muzafiargarh 
districts. It will not .take up any portion of the tract irrigated 
by the Muzafiargarh Inundation Canals. The gross area commanded 
by flow irrigation will be very nearly five million acres whilst that com
manded by lift irrigation will be about 127,840 acres. The culturable 
commanded area will be nearly 2! million.acres, exclusive of 63,920 
acres which will be irrigable by lift. It is proposed to irrigate annually 
75 per c~nt. of thes.e areas, or about 1,090,000 acres, of which two-thirds 
will be under rabi and one-third under khari/ crops. The tract com
manded by the project is not specially suitable for cotton and we do 
not think that an area of more than 100,000 acres can be anticipated. 
The water supply will1>e ample and therefore some 60,000 acres of this 
should be American cotton. 

36. The Woolar'Lake Project provides for holding up some 440,000 
foot acres of water in the Woolar Lake.in 

(Iv) The Wi:~ Laka Pro· Kashmir which will be used, as required, to 
supplement the supply in the five linked canals 

at the commencement of the rabi season. It appears improbable that 
this additional supply-will have any effect on cotton cultivation on the 
five linked canals. When it is not required for these, it could be utilized 
to supplement the supplies of the Haveli Project and so to improve the 
prospects of cotton under that Project. -

Summary 01 prospects or 
American cotton under ell. 
isting and projected canals. 

37. The results of our examination of the 
prospects of American cotton on the various 
canals, both existing and projected, are lum
marized in the table below :-
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Kharif 

Canal Area. oultivation 
aotual or 

antioipated. 

Aores 

Upper Dari Doab Canal · 570,000 . 
Lower Jhelum Canal 220,000 

Lower Chenab Canal • • · · 727,000 

Upper Jhelum Canal · 172,400 

: UpPQr Chenab Canal · 330,000 

Lower Bari I>oab Canal · 410,000 

3idhnai Canal . . 105,000 

Lower Slltlej Inundation ('anals · 95,000 

Projects. 

Sutlej River Projects , 1,000,000 

Havoli Project. . · ... 
Sind Sagar Doab Project · 633,000 

Total area 
Aotual area 

under 
under Amerioan 
cotton cotton in 

anticipated. 1917. 

Acres Aores 

160,000 1,257 

90,000 35,292 

245,000 137,200 

50,000 3,181 

50,000 I 8,926 

180,000 90,342 

35,000 743 

30,000 ...... 
• TOTAL . 

325,000 ... 
100,000 . .. 
100.000 ... 

TOTAL 

Estimated 
area under 
Amerioan 
cotton by 

1920. 
-

• Aores 

7,000 

55,000 

190,000 

25,000 

20,000 

150,000 

10,000 

8,000 

465,000 

(Estimated). 
70,000 

70,000 

60,000 

200,000 

RElIIAltKS 

I 

In the Chunian Canal Colony and the Bllrroundin 
traots. The area under Amerioan cotton in 191 
was all in the Chunian Colony • 

The oanal is fully developed. The estimate8 are base 
on an examination of local oonditions. 

The oanal was opened in 1891 and is fully develop84 
The area under American ootton is steadily clsing. 

The oanal was opened in 1915 and will take some yeal 

g 
7 

d 

'8 

to reaoh ita full development. 
The canal was opened In 1914 and is not yet full y 

developed. 
The oanal was opened in 1914 and is not y~t full 

developed. The traot is very suitable for Amerioa 
ootton. \ 

A semi-perennial Danai but the traot has numerol 
wells . 

Some American ootton was grown in thiB tract in 1911 
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It will be seen that we anticipate a total area of 465,000 acres of 
American cotton under existing canals. We consider this the ultimate 
area which may be exp/cted in present conditions and are of opinion that 
it should be reached in two or three years. As stated above, no American 
cotton can be expected in the near future under the Western Jumna and 
Sirhind Canals or in the greater pait of the area served by the Upper Bari 
Doab Canal as its success in these tracts depends upon the evolution of 
a suitable variety and on further experiments which must necessarily 
take time. No estimates of any value can be made for the inundation 
canals as though conditions, except in regard to an. assured water 
supply, are in most cases favourable, it is doubtful whether wells will 
be used for sowing. The total area under cotton anticipated under the 
three projects shown in the list is 525,000 acres, of which 200,000 acres 
shoUld be American cotton. 

38. It is beyond our province io make any recommendations as to 
the order in which the projects mentioned above 

Available rive,:, and canal should be taken up as so many factors other supplies. . 
than those connected with the cultivatlOn of 

long staple cotton have to be taken into consideration. We would 
therefore, merely point out that, as far as the subject matter of our 
enquiries is concerned, the Haveli and the Sutlej River Projects are the 
most important. But, although the first three projects we have men
tioned will, if carried out, greatly improve the conditions of ·the water 
supply to many of the inundation canals and enable long staple cotton 
.to be grown in the tracts they command, they are bound to have a detri
mental effect on the supply in the Indus below its confluence with the 
Chenab. The Sutlej River carries a very small supply in winter so that, 
although the whole of this will be utilized by the Sutlej River Project, 
the effect on the supply in the Indus in the winter months will 
be small. The effect of the Sind Sagar Doab Project on the winter 
supplies in the Indus will, on the other hand, be considerable as it will 
draw off 10,500 cusecs. The Haveli Project will not affect the supply in 
the Indus between October 15th and April 15th. All these projects will, 
however, affect the supply in the Indus in flind in spring and autumn 
very considerably since the full capacity of the proposed canals exceeds 
35,000 cusecs. These facts furnish an additional argument for the early 
construction of the Sukkur Barrage, the importance of which, from other 
points of view, is emphasized in Chapter VI. Not only is the construction 
of the Sukkur Barrage and the connected canals far more essential 
to the extension of the cul~ivation of long staple cotton in India than' 
any, or in fact, all the projects mentioned above but it is equally essential 
to the maintenance of the prosperity of Sind at its present level, unless 
further progress in regard to irrigation in the Punjab is to be stopped in 
view of its effect upon supplies in Sind. Though the projects under 
consideration in the Punjab are not so important as the Sukkur Barrage 
project, they are of very considerable magnitude. We have estimated 
an area of at least 200,000 acres of American cotton under them. Whitst 
we trust that it will be practicable to carry them out in the near future, 
we would again repeat that it is much more necessary that the con-
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'stroction of the Sukkur Barrage should be taken in hand at an early 
date.* In this connexion, we are of opinion that a thorough investigation 
into the supplies available in the Indus and other rivers should be carried 
out,. not only with 'reference to the large tracts of country remaining to
be developed in the Punjab but also in Sind. We would here mention 
that a large increase in the supplies in the Lower Jhelum Canal would 
undoubtedly somewhat seriously affect the supplies to the Chenab 
Inundation Canals in the Multan District in Mayas well as in August 
and September, judging from the dates on which those canals have been 
opened and closed in the past. It would also affect the supplies to the 
Raveli Project in spring and autumn. This difficUlty would be obviated 
if the increased supply were only given in April, if water is then available, 
.and also for the period from June 15th to.August 15th. Increased 
supplies, even for thes~ periods, would permit larger sowings of long 
5taple cotton to be matured. We are unable, however, to offer an 
opinion as to the feasibility of this proposal from a financial point of 
view. All that we _are definitely prepared to recommend, in this con
nexion, is that a large distributary on one of the existing perennial 
cattals should Q~ selected in consultation with the Agricultural Depart
,ment to which largely increased suppl!es should be given during the 
khaT?} season. In addition to the effect this should have on the area 
under cotton, it would enable more short season fodder crops to be grown 
and would stimulate the cultivation of green manure crops. We are 
of opinion that a greater intensity of cropping is desirable agriculturally, 
so long as it tends to encourage greater variety of cropping and especially 
the growing of more leguminous crops. We consider that, looking at 
the matter from this point of view, the proportion of cereals grown on 
the Punjab canals is too high but, whilst an increase in the khan/supplies 
would have a beneficial effect in reducing the proportion, as a result of 
more crops being grown in kharil, we do not regard it as likely to decrease 
the total food production of the Canal Colonies. We would emphasize 
the fact that, in Sind, cotton is preferred to wheat, whereas on the inun
dation canals of the Western Punjab, wheat is grown on a much larger 
area than 'Cotton.' This is so because, in the Punjab, wheat can often 
be matured with only one watering which is not the case in Sind where 
the temperature during the cold we,ather is higher. We are of opinion 
that, with more certaqt supplies in the Western Punjab, American cotton 
would probably rival wheat in popularity but the latter will always be 
an important crop in that part of the Province. We consider that no
thing should be done in the matter of increasjld supplies which is not 
capable of being repeated on a much larger scale, Should the experiment 
we recommend prove successful. The increased ~upplies should there-

. fope only be given at the periods when the inundation canals are not 
ordinarily in flow and ~gain when the supplies in those canals are meeting 

• Messrs. Waliia and Hodgkinson would go further than thia and are strongly of 
op~ion that the Bukkor Barrage and the canals in conjunction with it are of IUCh great 
importance that no irrigation project in the Punjab which may ,fleet the IlUppliea of 

, water in the Indus should be undertaken until the Bukkor Barrage projeet hAIl been 
carried out or a decision that it ~hould be abandoned haa been arrived at. 
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the demand. As they usually come into flow about the beginning of 
May and are fully equal to the demand from about June 15th to August 
15th, it would be possible to give an increased supply during April and 
a.lso from the middle of June to the middle of August, when surplus 
water is flowing unutilized in the rivers. A reduction to the present 
normal supply would be necessary from the beginning of May to the 
middle of June but experience on the College Farm at Lyallpur has 
shown that American cotton does not require water during that period. 
It would also be necessary from about the middle of August to the dates 
on which the inundation canals cease to flow unless and until it is found 
feasible to provide weirs for inundation canals to enable them to be 
kept in flow to their full capacity when the water in the rivers from 
which they take off is l10t high. i' 

We would not recommend.that the experiment proposed should be 
carried out until an agricultural officer is available who can be put on 
special duty to advise the cultivators on the selected distributary in 
regard to cropping and rotations but we are of opinion that such an 
officer should be found as early as possible. 

- 39. Cotton cannot be successfully cultivated in tracts where the 
subsoil water table is even temporarily within 

Water-logging and lining a few feet of the surface. It follows that, in . or canals. 
any tract which becomes water-logged or in 

which the subsoil water table rises within a few feet of the surface, the 
cultivation of cotton ceases. The rise of the subsoil water table is thus 
of considerable importance from the point of view of cotton cultivation 
and we, therefore, made exhaustive enquiries into the question of water
logging in the Punjab and the possibility of its prevention by the lining 
of canals. Water-logging occurs on nearly all the perennial canals in' 
the Punjab and appears to be due almost entirely to the percolation of 
water from main and branch canals. The areas water-logged are at 
present very small in comparison with the areas irrigated. The evidence 
submitted to us showed, however," that the possibility of an increase in 
water-logging is regarded with considerable apprehension and that the 
question both of prevention and cure has engaged the attention of the 
Punjab Irrigation Department for some years past. Experiments with 
various kinds of waterproof lining for channels have been carried out on
the Sirhind and LoweI: Chenah Canals but the wor1f--was. practically 
stopped a.t the commencement of the war as the expenditure incurred 
was not immediately remunerative. Experiments on a small scale are, 
however, still being oonducted and there does not appear to be any 
danger of this problem, which we regard as of great importance, being 
'lost sight of. The question of lining channels ,:was examined by us from 
two points of view. In the first place, the stoppage of percolation may 
be necessary-for the continuance of.satisfactory cultivation, which means 
the continued success of the canals. In the second; it may be desirable 
in order that the water at present lost ~ould be profitably and effectiv~y 
used elsewhere. The evidence we received was too technical and too • 
.conflicting to enable us to come to any defir;Ute decision as to which of 
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these two aspects is the more important and we do not wish to do mor~ 
than to point out that, in considering the question from the second point 
of view, both direCt and indirect benefits should be taken into consider
ation. We are inclined to think that the direct benefits such as th~ 
land revenue and water rates accruing from the extra areas the irrigation 
of which would be rendered possible should, at any rate in the case of 
new canals, be sufficiently substantial to make the lining ot canals a 

,practicable proposition. We understand that, in the case of the Bhakra 
Dam Project, provision has been made for lining the canals, a fact which 
lends support to our view. 

40. The area cultivated under wells in ~e Punjab is very large. Th" 
Well irrigation. wells are worked almost exclusively by bullock 

power at present, the use of power from oil and 
steam engines being almost unknown. Pumps cannot be used on th~ 
existing type of brick-work wells owing to the sandy nature of the sub
soil. A few pumps have, however, been set up in connexion with tube
wells and the Punjab undoubtedly offers a very large field for the de
velopment of pump irrigation under such wells. Such a development 
could not fail to have a beneficial effect on the cultivation of cotton-as 
it would provide water for early sowings and final waterings in tracts in 
which supplies are not at present available for that purpose. Whilst 
pump irrigation cannot be so cheap as irrigation from canals, ~t would be
cheaper than the present well irrigation and would allow of a consider
ably larger area being put' under cultivation. It would also relieve the
pressure on the cattle population of the province, and might assist in 
solving the problem of water-logging. The hydro-electric scheme now 
being carried out by the Public Works Department at Amritsar should 

.provide valuable data in regard to the cost of pumping by hydro-electric 
power but similar data are required in regard to the cost of pumping by 
means of oil 3Ild steam power. We are aware that it is impossible, in 
present conditions, to obtain machinery and pipes but would strongly 
recommend that a thorough investigation of the subject should be taken 
in hand at an early date. We would mention that the possibility of 
using "water power on the Sirhind Canal for pumping purposes walt 
brought to our notice and might also be investigat~d. 

41. There.remains for consider.ation the question of staflrequired to 
.. carry out the recommendations in the preceding 

RecoMmendations !n regard paragraphs. At present the Pun)· ab is divided 
to stall of the AgrICu Itura I . . . ' 
. DepartmenL mto three Circles for agncultural purposes. The 

Lyallpur Circle - consists of the districts of 
Lyallpur, Jhang and Montgomery and parts of the Gujranwala and 
Lahore districts. The Multan, Dera Ghazi Khan and :Muzaffargarh 
districts are included in this circle but, owing to lack of staff, little or 
no work has been done in them. The circle is in charge of the Principal 
of the Lvallpur Agricultural College, assisted by a Deputy Director of 
Agricultme ori!rinally ~ppointed for hila,_ reclamation work. In addi
tion, there are

e 
an Assistant Director and four agricultural assistants for 

• district work. The Gurdaspur Circle comp~s aU the districts north of 
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Karnal,. Rohtak, Hissar and Ferozepur. It includes the Lower Jhelum, 
'Upper Jhelum /lond Upper Chenab Canal Colonies and is at present in 
-charge of an Assistant Director of Agriculture, acting as Deputy 
Director, who also has at present four agricultural assistants for district 
work. The Hansi Circle comprises the Hissar, Gurgaon, Ferozepore, 
Karnal, Rohtak and Simla districts and is in charge of a Deputy 
Director. 

We consider it very desirable that the work on American cotton 
,ghould be controlled from one centre as far as possible and are of opinion 
that Lyallpur is the most suitable centre for the work. We would there
fore add the Upper and Lower Jhelum and the Upper Chenah Colonies 
to this circle and recommend that .A..,sistant Directors with headquarters 
.at Sargodha and Montgomery be appointed to it at an early date. 
:Selected seed could then be issued from Lyallpur to those two places as 
:sub-centres. We are-of opinion that a Deputy Director is !equired for 
the south-western part of the Province, comprising the districts of Multan, 
Dera Ghazi Khan, Muzaffargarh and, possibly also Mianwali. The 
Deputy Director in charge of this circle should work in close touch with 
Lyallpur. We consider the formation of this circle a matter of some 
urgency, in... view of the hopeful prospects of American cotton in the 
tract, especially if any of the three projects which affect it, tI!-e Sutl~j 
River, the Haveli and the Sind Saga.r Doab Projects, are carried out in 
the near future. We would point out that, as the tract borders on Sind, 
:any work on American cotton done in it wilLhave an important bearing 
-on similar work in Sind. We consider that the Gurdaspur Circle should 
be confined to the districts of Gurdaspur, Hoshiarpur, Amritsar and 
Lahore. This would necessitate an additioml Deputy Direc~or for the 
North East Punjab, a tract in which cotton is not important. At least 
-one additional Assistant Director should be appointed to the new Gurdas
pur Circle. The Hansi Circle should comprise only the districts of 
Hissar, Karnal, Rohtak and Gurgaon. An additional Deputy Director 
would therefore be required for the Ludhiana, Jullundur, Ferozepure, 
Ambala and Simla districts, for whom a suitable headquarters would be 
·either Ambafa or Ludhiana. The net result of our proposals is therefore 
the division of the Province into six circles, in five of which cotton is 
.an important crop, and the appointment of three additional Deputy 
Directors and at least three additional Assistant Directors. 

In regard to the b~nical work, we are of opinion that an additional 
botanist with special qualifications in regard to research should be 
.appointed at an early date. The present Economic Botanist is working 
-on American and deshi cottons, wheat, dates, potatoes and tobacco and 
has therefore not beell able to give to deshi cotton the attention the 
importance of the crop deserves. The appointment of an additional 
botanist, whose main work would be on deshi cotton, though he would 
be able to render assistance in the teaching of the advanced studeJl,ts 
:at the Agricultural College, would enable him to devote more time to 
"his very important work on Amer'can cotton. An entomologist has 
.already been sanctioned for the Punjab but the post has not yet been 
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filled. We are strongly of opinion tha~ the officer appointed to it should 
be an agricultuxal entomologist and not merely a systematic entomo
logist: 

We would add that Our proposals are made with reference to work on 
cotton only and exclude any staff required for special purposes such as 
kaJar (alkaline soil) reclamation work or the irrigation research station 
which we understltnd is under contemplation. It should be mentioned, 
in this connexion, that in view of the rEcommendations in paragraph 
203, Mr. Wadia is strongly of opinion that the Principal and pro(es8013 
of the Agricultuxal College should have no direct connexion with district 
work and, vice versa, that no mputy Director of Agriculture should hold 
an appointment at the College as he considers that, under the present 
system, both College and-district work are bound to suffer. The remain
ing members of the Committee are not prepared to express an opinion 
on this point as they consider that the Internal administration of the 
provincial Agricultural Departments and the distribution of work among 
the officers thereof are matters entirely for the decision of the Local 
Government. 

42J- Before leaving the Punjab, we consider it desirable that some 
mention should be made of the Bahawalpur 

Bahawalpur stat.. State, as the evidence submitted to us showed 
that the prospects of Ame~ca~ cotton in that State are exceptionally 
favourable, provided an assured supply of water can be provided. The 
State which is situated in the south-west corner of the Punjab has an 
annual rainfall of six inches only and, in some years, is practically rainless. 
Cultivation is, therefore, entirely dependent on numerous inundation 
canals which off-take from the Indus, Chenab and Sutlej. These canals 
do not come into How until the end of May and are, therefore, even later 
than those of the Punjab. [,hey cease to fiow at the beginning of Octo
ber and receive their chief supplies between the middle of June and the 
middle 01 September. Irrigation is concentrated on the riverain lands, 
which are frequently subject 10 severe flooding by the breaching of the 
river and canal embankments, a breach in one embankment being 
followed by that of all those below it. The existing inundation canals 
command an area of 1,356,292 acres of which about 95 per cent. is cultur
able. The average area irrigated during the past five years has been 
814,929 acres but, owing to the very unsatisfactory character of the
canal supplies, only:. about 10,800 acres of this were cultivated with. 
cotton, of which nearly 2,000 acres failed ~ mature. 

, The greater part of the State consists of waterless uplands known as 
Cholistan, which are too high to be irrigated by the inundation £anals. 
We understand that the Bahawalpur Darbar has prepared projects for
the construction of perennial canals which would take over the tract at 
present irrigated by the inundation canals and also extend irrigation 
mto ChoIistan. The gross area commanded by these projects is estimated' 
at 4,024,16o-acres of which 1,986,785 acres will be the commanded cultur
able area. The area which will be irrigated annually is estimated at 
1,291,410 acres. If a proportion of fifteen per cent. under cotton be, 
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assumed which, in view of the favourable character of the climate and 
soil, we regard as low, an area of close on 200,000 acres would be under 
that crop .• The proportion of long staple cotton would depend on the 
water supply available in the month of May. We are not in a position 
to express any opinion on the feasibility of the irrigation projects pro
posed by the Bhawalpur Darbar or their relationship to those under 
consideration in the Punjab but we wish strongly to emphasize the import
ance of Bahawalpur as a possible tract for the extension"of the cultivation 
of long staple cotton. 

43. Our recommendations and conclusions in this chapter may be 
Sumtllary. summarized as follows :-

In regard to botanical work :-
(1) Further experiments should be made with the varieties of 

American cotton 280F and 285F.· 
(2) Efforts should be made to improve the varieties of deshi cotton 

G. indicum or G. neglectum malvense and to evolve a 
strain of uniform staple giving a better profit· per acre than 
any of the constituents of the mixture at present grown.· 

In regard to agricultural WQJk:-
(3) The rotation cotton after (oria is the most suitable and its 

adoption should be generally recommended. 
(4) The practice of sOwingin lines and of interculturing is calculated 

to bring about a considerable increase in the outturn of 
cotton and the Agricultulal Department should endeavour 
to promote its adoption. 

(5) No special seed farms for American cotton are necessary 
but such farms will be required if superior varieties of 
deski cotton are evolved or if there is any extension of 
American cotton in other parts 01 the Province. Steps 
should be taken to select suitable sites for such farms at 
an early date. 

(6) Cotton markets should be estaplished in the Lower Chenab. 
Lower Jhelum and Lower Bari Doab Canal Colonies. 

(7) The work connected with auction sales of cotton and seed 
distribution should be devolved on organizations of ~amin
dars, whether in the' form 01 co-operative societies or 
otherwise. as Soon as possible. 

In regard to cotton under irrigation :- . 
(8) The possibility of growing American cotton under well irriga

tion in the Eastern Punjab and also under the inunda
tion canals in the south west of the Province shoulcl be 
thoroughly tested. Experiments should also be made 
with American cotton in the eastem and northem parts 
of the area commanded by the Sirhind Canal. 
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(9) The possibility 01 completing the Shahpur Branch 01 the 
Lower lhelum Canal by leaving the private inundation 
canals in the Shahpur District out 01 the scheme should 
be investigated. • 

~10) The question 01 the supplies to the Bave1i Project and the 
possibility 01 supplementing them by tho Sind Sagar "Doab 
Project should be investigated. 

{ll) An area,.ol 465,000 acres 01 American cotton under existing 
canals and of 200,000 aQJ'es under projected canalI ma, 
be anticipated. 

~12) In view of the efIect of the projects under consideration in 
the Punjab on the supplies in the Indus, it is essential 
that the construction of the Sukkur Barrage Project in 
Sind should be-taken in hand at an early date. 

(13) A thorough investigation 01 the supplies available in the 
Indus and other Punjab rivers should be carried out. 

(14) In order that the efIect 01 increased khanl supplies on the 
cultivation 01 cotton may be tested, a large distributarJ 

. should be selected 04 one of the perennial canals to which 
greatI:v incrnsed kharil supplies should be given. An 
agricultural officer should be placed on special duty to 
advise the cultivators under the distributary in regard to 
croppings and rotations. 

(14) A thorough investigation of the possiblities 01 tube wellJ and 
of pump irrigation should be taken ia hand at an earlJ 
date. 

In regard to agricultural staiI :-
(16) The Punjab should be divided into six circles, lor which three 

additional Deputy Directors 01 Agriculture and at least 
three additional Assistant Directors will be required.· 

(17) An additional botanist with special qualifications for research 
. . should be appointed, his main work to be on deshi cotton. 

(18) The officer appointed to fill the post 01 entomologist alreadJ 
sanctioned should be an agricultural and not a mtematic 
entomologist. 



CHAPTER llI. 

The North-West Frontier J1rovince. 

44. The area of the !iorth-West Frontier Province, according to the 
tar r I Agures for 1915-16 and exclusive of Native 

S IS lI:a. States, was 8,437,733 acres. Of this, the net 
a;rea actually cropped for the five years ending 1916-17 was 2,308,000 
acres, of which only 46,000 acres were under cotton. The percentage 
,of the area under cotton to the total area cropped was 2·0 so that cotton is 
,a ,crop of comparatively small importance in this Province. The per
centage of the area under cotton to the. total area under cotton in India, 
during the five years ending 1916-17~ was 0·2. 

45. The bulk of the cotton crop of the Province is grown in the 
Peshawar and Dera Ismail Khan districts. The 

.:limate, soil and varieties climate and soil of "the Dera Ismail Khan 
0' cotton grown. d·· I I bl h f h d· IStnct c ose y resem e t ose 0 tea Jacent 

trlM't of the Punjab and a detailed description is not therefore called for. 
The main cotton tract of the Peshawar District lies above the Peshawar 
Valley and thus escapes the high humidity and frost which characterize 
the climate of the Valley. The soil, however, is somewhat thin and poor. 
Ver.y little work on cotton has so far been done in the Province. No 
sUl'vey has been made ol the cottons grown and the information in regard 
to t.he varieties found and their distribution is -therefore extremely 
:scanty. They' appear, however, to be much the same as those of the 
Punjab with the exception of Gossypium sanguineum, which has not 
~een reported from the Province. The predominating types are Gossy
pium neglectum t>erUm and Gossypium neglectum malt'e1lSe and the ginning 
percenta;;e of the mixture is stated to be only 25 to 26. The quality 
-of the cott~n produced, especially near Peshawar, is, however, superior 
t~ that of the Punjab deshi. cotton. American cotton has been tried on 
the Government Farm at Peshawar with indifferent success, as, O\\ing 
to the high humidity in September and Oct~ber, the bolls did not open 
properly and the plants ran t~ leaf.. It has been grown with much 
;greater success in the Dera Ismail Khan district but only on a very 
-small scale, owing to the want of an assured water supply. 

46. Of the 26,294 acrE'S under cott~n in 1915-16,16,755 acres were irri
gated. As in the Punrab, therefore, the possi

~ossibilities 0' the exten. biIities of long staple cotton depend to a very 
.slOn 0' long stap.. cotton I - .. . f iIi·· d .under irrigation. arge extent on lrngatlOn ac ties an we 

propose, as in that province, to deal bIiefly 

.Two American TariMies, .. Hartsville" and .. Mexican Rig Boll," are rerorteci to 
lIave ShoWD great promise at Peshawar this (1918) 9Ila6OD. 
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with the prospects in the most important canal areas. Of the canal~ 
in charge of the Public Works Department, the most important from 
the point of view of cotton cultivation, is the Lower Swat River Canal 
. . which was opened in 1888 and irrigation under-

(I) Thl Lo=alswat RIV., which is now fully developed. It takes ofT I 

• from the left bank of the river Swat close to th& 
border, about two miles above the Abazai Fort," and irrigates part 
of the Peshawar district. Of the average area of close on 160,OO() 
acres irrigated annually during the ten years ending 1915-16, the largest 
area under cotton was 15,974 acres in 1913-14, when it formed 20'7 per 
cent. of the kJw"i/ area. The river rises slowly from about the end of 
March to the third week in April, when there is usually a rapid rise to 
the end of May. It begins to fall from about the beginning of August, 
the fall continuing fairlyrapidlyuntiI about the end of October. So far 
there has never been any real shortage of water and consequently no
incentive to its economic use. When the Upper Swat Canal tract is 
fully developed, it is probable that such an incentive will be supplied. 
Allhough it is impossible to estimate the prospecta of long stapl~ 
cottoll'" in ~his tract with any certainty, as no experiments have been 
made, we do not consider it probable that any thing but deshi cotton 
will be grown in it or that the area under cotton will ever much exceed 
15,000 acres, unless the Agricultural Department is able to evolve &

type of cotton with a better staple and suited to the local climatio 
conditions. ' 

47. The Upper Swat River Canal takes off from the left bank of the 
Swat river in tribal .territory at Amandara 

(ii) The Upper Swat River between 'the Malakand Fort and Chakdara 
Canal. d' . f h P h .l!_' an llTlgates part 0 ~ e es awar UJl>trlct. 

The canal was opened as recently as 1914-15, and irrigation under it is. 
not yet fully developed, 96,000 acres only being irrigated in 1916-17 
out of a gross commanded area- of 410,571 acres, of which 348,987 acres 
are to be irrigated annually. The scheme is specially interesting in it&
political aspect as it offers the inhabitants 'of the transfrontier tracta an 
opportunity. of settling down,.to peaceful and prospe~ous methods of 
living. Provided colonization of the waste lands can be successfully 
carried out and an assured supply of water can be obtained, a consider
able area of cotton may be expected as the tract appears suitable for 
deshi cC?tton. The possibilities of American cotton will require to be 
carefully tested. 
. 48. The Kabul River Canal, which was opened for irrigation in 1903 

, _. and irrigation under which is fully developed,. 
(iii) The Kabul River canal. irrigates the Peshawar Valley. Although the 
average area irrigated annually during the years ending 1915-16 was 
41,397 acres, the highest area under cotton was only 1,918 acres in ' 
1912-13. Whilst there is ample water for an extension of cotton cultiva
tion, the tract does not appear suitable either for deshf or American 
cott'on, owing to the high humidity and frost which prevent. the bol~s, 
from opening fr.eely. We do not, therefore, anticipate any mcrease In. 

the area under cotton under this canal 
« 



49. The Faharpur Inundation Canal takes-off from the Bilot Creek of 
. the Indus and irrigates part of the Dera Ismail 

(IV) The ~aharpur Inunda- Khan district The largest area irrigated by 
tlon Canal. • • 

the canal m anyone year has been 24,453-
acres, the largest area under cotton being 253 acres in 1913-14. The
climate and soil of the tract commanded by the canal are very suitable
for long staple cotton and the fact that the area at present under cotton 
is so insignificant is entirely due to the precarious supply in the canal. 
Not only is it entirely dependent on the rise and fall of the river, but, in, 
its course, it crosses nummerous hill streams, floods from which have' 
frequently caused very serious damage and interfered greatly with its 
working. The feasibility of making it perennial by the construction of . 
a weir or barrage across the Bilot Creek is at present under consideration. 
If this project can be carried out and a satisfactory supply of water can 
thus assured, and appreciable area of long staple cotton may be expected. 
The gross area commanded by the canal amounts to 73,106 acre!!, of 
which it was originally proposed to irrigate 63,450 acres annually. On 
the assumption that the project under consideration enables this estimate 
to be realised, the area unQer cotton 'should be some twenty per cent. of 
this or about 12,000 acres. There is no reason why the whole of this
should not be American cotton. 

50. Of the cotton grown under irrigation in the Province, nearly 
two-thirds are under canals in charge of the-

(v) Other sources. Civil authorities" wells and other sources. 
This area fluctuates very little and such fluctuations as there are, depend 
mainly on the abundance or scarcity of water in the Bara Canal which 
takes off from the Bara river and on which the main cotton tract of the 
Peshawar district depends. There does not appear to be any likelihood of 
any appreciable exteIision of the area under cotton in this tract. 

51. The superior staff of the Agricultural Department in the North
West Frontier Province consists of one officer 

Recommenda~ons in regard only who is designated" Agricultural Officer." 
to stall and Imes of work. Wh t . d fr 't b' th t . rt-ea , maIze an Ul emg e mos lIDpO 

ant crops of the Province, his attention has been mainly-devoted to
these. We consider that the prospects of cotton especially on the 
Upper Swat Canal, and if the scheme for making the Paharpur Canal 
perennial matures, in the Dera Ismail Khan district, are sufficiently 
important to justify the appointment of a Deputy Director with botanical 
training to the Province. The first duty of such an officer should be 
to carry out a survey of the cotton growing tracts and to investigate 
the possibilities of American cotton in the Upper Swat Canal tract and 
the Dera Ismail Khan district. It is probable that types both of 
American and .of deslti cotton from the Punjab would prove suitable
for the former whilst, 4F could undoubtedly be grown successfully in 
the latter, provided an assured supply of water could be obtained. A 
line of work to which special attention should be paid is selectio!\. work 
on PeSh,awar cotton as it appears likely that such work would result in a 
considerable improvement in ginning percentage. We are strongly of. 
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-opinion that the officer in charge of the cotton work in the North-West 
Frontier Provinc;.should work in close touch with the Punjab Agricul
tural Department as many of the problems connected with cotton are 
·eommon to both Provinces. The Punjab Department should be able 
to assist him in marketing any American cotton or improved varieties 
of tU;shi ~otton that may be grown and in obtaining f~r the cultivators 
a faIr prIce for them. .This point. is of importance as special efforts in 
regard to it will be necessary if real progress is to be made. Should 
our recommendations be accepted we consider that an ultimate area of 
.about 100,000 acr~s under cotton may be expected in the North-West 
Frontier Province in six or seven years. 

52. Our recommendations and conclUsions in this chapter may be 
Sum,nary. summarised as follows :- . 

As regards cotton under irrigation :-
(1) The possibilities both of dejhi and American cotton should be 

thoroughly tested on the Upper Swat Canal. 
(2) II the scheme for making the Paharpur Inundation Canal 

perennial is carried out. an area 01 12.000 acres under 
American cotton may be expected on that canal. 

In regard to staft and lines of work :-
(3) .t\ Deputy Director with botanical training should be appointed 

-to the Province whose first duty should be to carry out a 
survey of the cotton .tracts and to investigate the possibi. 
lities of American cotton on the Upper Swat Canal and in 
,the Dera Ismail Khan District. 

{4) Selection work on Peshawar cotton should be undertaken 
with a view to obtaining an improvement in the ginning 
percentage. 

, (5) The AgriCluIt~al Department in the North-West Frontier 
Province should work in close touch with the Punjab Agri. 
cultural Department in all matters connected with cotton. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

The United Provinces. 

53. The area of the United Provinces, excluding Native States, was' 

Statistical, 
returned in 1915-16 as 68,303,707 acres. The 
net area actually cropped for the five years 

ending 1916-17 averaged 35,683,000 acres, of which 1,239,000 acres were 
under cotton. The percentage of the area under cotton to the total 
area cropped was 3'5 and to the total area under cotton in India was 5'6. 
In addition, the Native States of the Province returned an average area 
of 13,000 acres under cotton for the five years ending 1916-17. 

54. Although cotton is grown almost throughout the United Pro-

Climata and soil, 
vinces, the principal cotton growing districts. 
lie in the west, the largest areas being in the 

Bulandshahr, Muttra, Aligarh and Agra districts. The temperature· 
over the main cotton growing tract, taken as a whole, is higher both in 
the dry season and during the monsoon than that of th~ more easterly
stations, ~hilst the rainfall is smaller. The latter varies from about 21 
to 40 inches, the monsoon starting in the latter part of June or early 
in July and ending in September. From the agricultural point of view,. 
the distribution of the rainfall is even more important than its amount 
and a premature cessation before the end of August is more harmful than 
a postponement of the first fall to the middle or even the end of July. 
Excessive rainfall not infrequently causes great damage to th~ cotton 
crop. The percentage of irrigated cotton to the total <:rop, taking
the average of the five years ending 1916-17, was 31'3, an almost com
plete reversal of the conditions in the Punjab. The area of irrigated 
cotton, however, varies very considerably, having been as high as 646,000 
acres in 1913-14 and falling to 230,000 acres in 1915-16. The soil of 
the main cotton growing tract is mostly the allU''iial soil of the Gangetic 
Plain. 

55. With the exception of Gossypiu 1n intermedium ('rod), and its 
. f r H sub-variety G. intermedium album, (staple ~ths 

Varia Ie, 0 co on grown. inch to lths inch, ginning percentage 17) which 
are fOlmd in the extreme east of the Provinces and are of no commercia I 
importance, the deshi cotton of the Provinces is a mixture of the follow
ing varieties, G. indioum (staple ~ths inch, ginning percentage 32), G. 
indicum Mollisoni (staple fths inch tolths inch, ginning percentage 40), 
G. neglectum malvense (staple iths lnch, ginning percentage 30). G. 
neglectum verum (staple ~ths inch to §ths inch, ginning percentage 38) 
G. neglectum bengalense (staple iths inch to lths inch, ginning percentage-
33) G. neglectum roseum (staple ithsinch, ginning percentage 38) and.. 
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tG. neglectum cutchicum (staple iths inch, ginning percentage 36). Of 
these G. indicum .and G. indicum MoUisoni appear to be only occasionally 
'Present. The remainder are found throughout the' Provinces but, 
.as no detailed survey has been made of any of the cotton growing districts, 
;it is not possible to frame any estimate of the proportions in which 
they make up the mixture. G; negleclum r08eum or Aligarh white flowered 
·cotton is glO'wn pure on about 120,000 acres in the neighbourhood of 
Aligarh. Practically the whole of the cotton of the Provinces is sold 
1lnder the commercial name of .. Bengals." The staple- of ordinary 
Bengals is from iths inch to ",ths inch, that of " Fine Bengals" being 
lbetween tths inch and iths inch. 

56. Cott{)n in the United Provinces is sown broadcast as in the 
. Punjab. The preliminary cultivation is usually 

Cultivation o. coHon. . . meagre, COnsISting generally of two or three 
ploughings. Except where cotton is grown under irrigation, the soil 
.cannot be worked, as a rule, until rain falls and sowing has then to be 
,done as quickly as possible, owing to the shortness of the season. The 
.crop is generally weeded once by hand. The most usual rotation is 
<cotton after wheat. In the canal irrigated tracts, a mixture of barley 
;and peas is often grown after deshi cotton but, owing to its longer season, 
-this is not possible in the case of American cotton and is one of the diffi
.culties against which that crop has to contend. American cotton is 
.()nlygrow~ under canal irrigation. 

57. Attempts to grow long stapled cotton in the United Provinces
date back to 1826. In 1841, four of the ten 

'History _ of introdu~tion ci. planters who had been brought from America 
, Am:n~:: ~~~=c!th" by the Court of Directors of the East India 

Company to promote the cultivatIon of American 
.cotton in India were allotted to the United Provinces. The experiment 
proved. a costly failure and little or nothing was done until 1870, when, 
.as a result of the appointment of a " Commissioner of Cotton and _ 
Commerce" with the Government of India, cotton farms were established. 
.at Cawnpore and Alla~abad. The experiments with exotica at Allahabad 
were soon dropped but those at Cawnpore continued and the acclima
tized variety of mixed origin now known as Cawnpore American was 
.eventually evolved. Although in his report on the work of the Agricul
tural Department for 1905-06, Mr. W. H. ~oreland, then Director of 
Agriculture, stated that the American varieties had been proved to be 
heavy yielders, giving, one year with another, as much as the local 
'Varieties and selling at a fifty per cent. higher price, no substantial 
progress can be said to have been made until 1906, when seed was put 
cut in the Aligarh district. Up till 1909, the practice was for the Agri
.cultural Department to buy in the 'kapas from the cultivators at a 
premium of Rs. 2 per maund over the ordinary local cotton, to gin it 
.and to dispose of it to the mills, any profit realised after paying expenses 
-being distributed to the cultivators as a bonus. Under this arrange
JIlent: the area under American cotton increased considerably. In 
1909, however, the Government of India_ objected to the large 
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.advance necessary to finance the crop and, in consequence, little or 
nothing could be done to assist the marketing of the produce, much 
()f which was sold in the bazaars at a lower price than deshi cotton. 
The result was that the cultivation of American cotton practically 
-ceased for a few years from 1909 onwards. When in 1912, it was 
.decided to resume operations, it was thought better to do so in the 
neighb9urhood of Cawnpore, where no prejudice against it existed. 
Seed both of Cawnpore American and of Dharwar American was given 
()ut but the latter proved unsuitable and the distribution of the seed of 
this variety was discontinued. From 1912 to 1916, the Agricultural 
Department made arrangements for the ginning of the cotton and 
for keeping it separately -as well as for disposing of it to the Cawnpore 
mills, and, by this means, secured a premium over deshi cotton of one to 
two rupees a maund* of kapaa. In1917,advanceswerereceivedfrom 
Government which enabled the Director of Agriculture to buy the crop 
at a premium of one rupee per maund of kapas and to institute a modi
fied system of auctions at Cawnpore, under which tenders were obtained 
from the difierent mills for the lint, resulting in the. realization of an 
.average premium of about Rs; 4-6 per maund of kapas. We understand 
that there has this year been a. considerable increase in the demand for 
.seed for sowing and that an area of four to five thousand acres is 
expected, the largest area so far under this variety. 

58. The work on cotton of Mr. Leake, the EconoJl!ic Botanist in the 
United Provinces, has been almost entriely 

Botanical work- fin d h' t f de h' (a) American cotton. con e to t e lIDprovemen 0 s ~ cotton 
and is described in the following paragraph. 

:Botanical work on Cawnpore Ameriean cotton in the United Provinces 
nas mainly been done by Mr. Burt, Deputy Director of Agriculture in 
<lharge of the Central Circle, who has isolated some very promisip.g 
varieties which are at present being tested. Mr. Burt is devoting special 
efforts to the evolution of suitable varieties of a. rough leaved type, as 
experience has shown, as it has done in the Punjab, that they are healthier 
and less susceptible to insect attacks than smooth leaved types. We 
-consider it advisable that one of these varieties should be put out as soon 
as possible, in order to render the crop more uniform in staple and quality 
than is the case at, present. In this connexion, we would mention the 
.experiments with the buri variety of American cotton which have been 
'carried out by Dr. Parr at Aligarh. These cannot be regarded as having 
yielded any definite conclusions and we think it would be better if they 
were abandoned and if the energies of the Agricultural Department in 
-regard to American cotton were concentrated on the Cawnpore American 
¥ariety. 

59. As mentioned above, Mr. Leake has been engaged for some 

'(b) Deshi cotton-
.(i) Mr. Leake's work at· 

Gawnpora. 

years at Cawnpore on work on the. improve
ment of ileshi cotton. The problem he has 
set himself to solve has been to obtain, by 
crossing on Mendelian lines and by sele~tioD 

• The Cawnpore maund for transactions in both kapaa and lint is 100 pounds. 
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for length and ginning percentage from amongst the crosses ~ 
made, varieties of cotton in eveQ" way superior to any of their 
parents. It should be pointed out that the selection in this case 
is work of a high scientific order and is of an entirely different 
character from that ordinarily done on the agricultural stations. 
Many thousands of boDs are picked and labelled and the length of lint 
and ginning percentage are determined. In this way, varieties with. 
staple of fair length and a high ginning percentage have been definitely 
isolated. Of these, the variety known as K22 has been reported on by 
competent trade authorities as having a staple of iths inch whilst the 
staple of K28 is reported as iths inch. The ginning percentage of 
K22 is 37 whilst that of K28 fluctuates between 37 and 40. K22 is being 
tested on a field scale in the United Provinces, Central India and the 
Punjab and its main characters may be regarded as fixed, though it may, 
however, still be found lacking in some nnisolated character or function 

, which may affect the vigour of the plant or of the seed. It is, therefore~ 
too soon to be able to make a' definite pronouncement in tegard t() 
its prospects. K28 has only recently been isolated. The evidence sub
mitted to us by the representatives of the Cawnpore min industry 
showed that K22 is regarded as a valuable cotton, the production 
of which in commercial quantities would be welcomed by the trade. 
Mr. Leake's work is of the utniost importance and interest to the whole 
cotton world in that it deals with problems of a fundamental character. 
Weare, therefore, strongly of opinion that it should continue on ita 
present lines. At the same time, we think that less scientific methods 
might produce more immediate results so far as the local problems of the 
United Provinces are concerned. Notwithstanding the work which has 
already been done on deshi cotton in the United Provinces, to which 
reference is made in the next pat:agraph, we consider it highly probable 
that a detailed survey of the cotton tracts might show the possibility of 
selecting from the existing crop varieties equal, or nearly equal, to K22 
in length of staple and ginning percentage. We would mention that a 
field selection from Jalaun cotton known as the" Jalaun selection" has 
been made by Mr. Burt.. This is regarded as equal to "Fine Bengals," 
but-we understand that it is not pure. We are of opinion that this 
selection could probably be given out with advantage, further selec
tion work on it being carried on at the same time, until the Department 
'has satisfied itself thatK22 can salMy be given out on a field scale. 

60. Selection work on the indigenous cottons of the United Pro-
.. . vinces was originally taken up by the late 

(II) Dr. Parr's work at All- Mr; Hayman, formerly Deputy Director of 
garl!. Agriculture who, at the end of some five years" 

work, recorded the opinion that the only hope of improving them lay in 
_ work on crossing. Dr. Parr, who succeeded Mr. Hayman, continued 

to work do selection and isolate!! a yellow flowered variety of improved 
staple. In point of yield and hardiness he found, however, that Gossy
piurp, neglectum 'Toseum now known as " Aligarh white flowered cotton ," 
was the most paying variety, its ginning percentage being 38 to 39 
as compared with 33 for the local mixture, its yield, at any rate in dry 
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years, being superior and its colour whiter. The conclusion at which 
he arrived was that, although types could be isolated with better staple 
than that of the ordinary varieties as well as types with higher ginning 
percentage, it was impossible to obtain a type combining these qualities 
to an extent which would represent an appreciable advance on existing 

. types. In:these circumstances, he almost entirely abandoned work .Dn 
selection and confined himself to the Aligarh white flowered variety. 
The extra profit per acre resulting from the cultivation of this variety 
was estimated by Dr. Parr, before the outbreak of the war, at Rs. 15. 
This was partly due to the higher yield and partly to the premium 
obtained for the kapaa on account of its high ginning percentage and 
whiter coleur. The- area under this variety is now estimated,.at about 
120,000 acres. At the outset, it was welcomed by the Cawnpore mil].s, 
which did not realize the excessive shortness of its staple, which is barely 
iths of an inch in length, but the evidence we received showed 
that it is now regarded with extreme disfavour. The spread of this 
variety in the tract producing "Bengals" cotton has undoubtedly 
adversely affected the position of the latter in the market and we con
sider it desirable that the question whether'the Agricultural Depart
ment is justified in devoting so large apart of its energies to the spread 
of this cotton sh~uld be re-examined. At present, cotton is bought 
in up-country markets on its colour, almost entirely irres~tive of the 
length of staple, as the trade regards the staple of all the cotton coming 
from a particular tract. as being the same. A short staple cotton of 
good colour and jligh ginning percentage will therefore --command "'tI. 

premium for some years until experience in the spinning JDilIs causes 
its deficiencies to be realized. The trade- then reacta against it but 
such reaction is often unreasonable as it affects not only the particular 
variety but also other and better varieties grown in the tract from which 
it comes. Such a reaction allpears to have commenced in the case of 
Aligarh white flowered cotton. Another C9nsideration of great import
ance in t.his connexion is that practically no selection work has now been 
done 011 the indigenous cottons oj the Provinces for some years, and 
that, in other parts of India such work has proved very fruitful in results. 
We are, therefore, of opinion that further efforts should be made to 
obtain an improvement in the ginning percentage of the other varieties 
of negl~clum cotton, the staple of which is longer than that of Aligarh white 
flowered cotton and thus to place them in a position to compete with 
the latter. We ('onsider it a mist.aken policy for the Agricultural Depart
ment to promote the spread of that variety until it has been definitely 
established that. no better variety of neglectum ('an be found which 
will pay the cultivator as well. We 1,lllderstand that, before the war, 
Aligarh white flowered cotton was mainly exported to the Continent 
where it was used for mixing WIth wool. The evidence submitted to 
us by the Cawnpore mill industry showed that it is by itself of very litHe 
va!ue for spinning purposes as it is only capable of spinning up to 68 
counts. The demand for it in India, when marketed in a pure sta~, 
is very small, and, unless the demand for export revives after t.he war, 
it seems probable that the main object for which it will· be grown 
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will be for mixing with superior varieties. We are, therefore, 
otopinion that the trade demand for it Ilhould be very carefully watched 
an~ that the policy followed by the Agricultural Department in regard 
to It should be regulated accordingly. If, as the result of the work on 
other indigenous varieties and eof further experience of the trend of 
the market, it is found that Aligarh white flowered cotton is'more pro
fitable than any other variety, the Agricultural Department will un
doubtedly be justified in promoting the extension of the cultivation of 
this cotton. Even then, we consider it ess~ntial that the Department 
should exercise close control over the distribution of seed in order that 
it may not spread to tracts which are unsuitable for it, the reputation 

• of whichr0uld consequently suffer. We wish hele strongly'to empha
size tha the spread of a short staple cotton to tracts for which it is 
not suitable and "hich grow better varieties though with smaller -yield 
and ginning percentage must mean a reduction in the price of the latter 
and consequent loss to the cultivators, as the trade inevitably suspects 
contamination and therefore only pays the price of the inferior cotton for 
all the cotton of the tract, In such a case, the loss in price is not Bet 
off by advantages in yield and ginning percentage. It should be men
tioned that experience in the Central Provinces and Central India ho.s 
shown that white flowered cottons suffer more·thap yellow flowered 
in years of heavy rainfall and that the proportion of yellow flowered 
varieties in the mixture increases after such years. It is therefore possi
ble that the experience of the abnormally wet seasons of 1916 and 1917 
may be sufficient in itself to bring about a change in the attitude of the 
cultivator towards Aligarh white flowered cotton. We would add that 
the organization which has been evloved for the spread of this cotton 
should prove invaluable when a superior type is available. 

61. Whilst we think that the prospects of a considerable extension of 
the area under American cotton in the United 

~eneral recomm.endations Provinces are distinctly' hopeful, we are of 
In regard to botanical work. •• -.. h li . d" oplDlon that, 1D Vlew of tee matlc an Imga-
tional conditions of the Provinces, the bulk of the cotton grown in them 
will remain deshi. The main energies of the Department both in regard 
to botanical and agricultural work should therefore continue to be con
\.1entrated on the improvement of the indigenous cottons. We have 
already recommended that Mr. Leake's important and valuable work at 
Cawnpore should continue on its present lines. More than this is, 
however, required if the local problems are to be solved in the immediate 
future. We consider it essential that a detailed survey of the indigenous 
cottons-should be carried out at an early date, district by district and 
tract by tract. Until complete information in regard to the varieties 
grown is a~ailable, no soild progress in lmproving-them..by the me~hc;xh 
usually adopted can be made. Any selections made from the e~tlDg 
crop will start with t.he advantage that they have, up till now, per8~ted 
unaided. Side by side with and subsequent to the survey, selectlllDs 
sh6uld be made in the field which should be tested on the farms. We 
do not consider that the'cotton tracts of the United Provinces, taken as 
a. whole, are suitable for. cotton appreciably over lths inch in staple 
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but even if cotton with a uniform staple of iths inch corud be substituted 
for the present mixture, the staple of which varies from iths inch to 
fths inch, it would represent a great advance. 

62; As in the Punjab, there is room for great improvement in the 
cultivation of cotton in the United Provinces. 

Improvements in cullva· Little can be done in improving cultivation 
tion. 

preparatory to sowing and systematic progress 
<:an only be rendered possible by the general adoption of the practice of 
:sowing in lines, an essential preliminary to the introduction of which is a 
detailed study of methods of sowing. We consider that a commence
ment should be made with irrigated cotton and especially with American 
<:otton which responds rapidly to interculture. The smallness of the 
holdings and, in many cases, of the fields in the cotton tracts of the Pro
vinces undoubtedly presents an obstacle to the general adoption of the 
practice of sowing in lines but this should not prove insuperable. As has 
already been stated, a mixture of barley and peas is often grown after 
&ski cotton but. cannot be grown after American,. owing to the longer 
season of the latter .. In these circumstances, we think that the possi. 
;bility of growing a fodder crop with both deshi and American cotton in 
September or October should be considered. This is a regular practice 
in the Punjab, Sind and the North-West Frontier Province, berseem, 
$ltaftal and senii <¥elilot'Us indica) being the crops most usually grown 
and there appears no reason why it should not be adopted in the United 
Provinces. 

63. If there is to be any large extension in the area under Cawnpore 
American cotton in the. United Provinces 

General work on coHon. or if superior varieties of deshi cotton are to 
be successfully introduced, 'the area and number of seed farms will need 
to be considerably increased, in order to enable the Agricultural Depart
ment to retain control over seed distribution. Very large estates are not 
a vailable for seed farm purposes as in the Punjab and although some 
use can be made of agencies such as co-operative societies and farms 
belonging to private owners, it is obvious thl).t the Agricultural Depart
ment will still require a considerable area of seed farms if it is to be in a 
position to supply)arge quantities of pure s,eed. As regards the market· 
ing of American cotton, we consider that for the present, the crop must 
.continue to be collected by the Agricultural Department. The difficulty 
lin securing an adequate premium for it should be considerably lessened 

,!by thelact that the market for it is a local one and that, for a long time 
to come, the Cawnpore mills should be able readily to absorb the whole 
<:rop. We consider that Cawnpore American is slightly superior to 
Punjab American in staple and that a premium over deski at least equal 
t~ that obtained by the latter variety should therefore be secured for it. 
At present, the Agricultural Department considers it necessary to buy 
the kapas, to gin it, and to make arrangements for the disposal of the' 
lint as the Cawnpore mills are unwilling to buy the crop in the forI\} of 

-kapas. If this system continues, we consider, that, in the pec¥liar local 
conditions of the Provinces, owing to which the area under ~ variety 
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will probably remain somewhat scattered for a considerable time to come, 
it will be necessary that Government should guarantee to continue to, 
handle the crop until the area reaches about 20,000 acres and the crop 
about 7,000 bales unless it is found that this work can be taken o,-er 
by an unofficial agency. We would recommend, however, that the 
possibility of holding Government" auctions of kapaa on the lines of 
those which have proved so successful in the Punjab, should be investi
gated. In regard to the marketing of delhi cotton, the evidence sub
mitted to us showed that the cultivator is very much in the hands of the 
middlemen. The-difficulty in establishing cotton markets in the United 
Provinces, in accordance with our recommendations in Chapter XVI, 
is that the areas under cotton in those Provinces are not as compact as 
they are elsewhere. But, although the area under cotton is only 5'6 
per cent. of the total cropped area of the Provinces as a whole, it rises 
to fi1t!len per cent. in the principal cotton growing districts. Communi
cations are good and it should therefore be possible to establish properly 
regulated cotton markets on the Berar system in two or three-big centrell 
such as Aligarh and Muttra. The establishment of such markets would 
haV& an excellent eflect in stabilising prices and in enabling cultivators 
to realize the true value of their produce. We consider that a crop of 
about 10,000 bales is necessary before a central market can be successfully 
organized. . 

64. As has already been stated, 31'3 per cent. of the cotton crop of 
the Provinces is irrigated and the whole of 

Prospects .r the elltension the American cotton crop is under canal irriga-
.r long staple cotton under. hi h . . I f h' . t . irrigat;on. . bon, w c 18 esse~tl& or t ~ va~le.y oW111g 

.. to the length of tune for which It 18 on the 
ground. Before p~sing on to consider the prospects of long staple 
cotton under individual canals as in the case of the other provinces 
with which we have dealt, we would mention that one of the great 
difficulties in regard to the spread of long eaple cotton under canal 
irrigation in the United Provinces is that such irrigation rarely extends 
over the whole of a village and that only a part of the village area 
can be put under such cotton. In order to meet this difficulty to 
some extent and to secure more compact areas under American cot ton, 
arrangements have recently been made to concentrate the water supply 
on certain channels irrigating tracts considered Ilpecially suitable for 
American cotton and. to grant additional temporary outlets to culti
vators who have expressed their willingncs.'! to grow this variety. 
The information available at presl'nt ia nor- sufficient to ('nab Ie. an 
opinion to be formed &s to the results achieved by these concesSIons 
and, in these circumstances, it would seem desirable that they shouJd 
continue for the pre&ent.until their eflect on the. area under Am~rican 

_ cotton can be definitely aScertained. It should, perhaps, be mentIonf'd 
that, in the United Provinces, all channels are designed to lI"orlc, on 
a sydem of rotations, i.e., they are de8igned to run with a full supply 
for one week and to be closed the following week. In tllis respect 
they diffedrom the canals in the Punjab and Sind, the chann~:s from 
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which are designed fc.r constant flow and are worked in rotation only ~ 
<llU'ing periods of short supply. 

1>5. The Upper Ganges Canal takes off from the right bank of the 
. river Ganges near Hardwar. It commands 

{I) The Upper Ganges Canal. a tract the normal annual rainfall of which is 
28'67 inches a~d in which wheat, sugarcane and cotton are the principal 
crops in order of acreage. IIp till 1903-04, the area under cotton never 
exceeded 71,124 acres but during the ten years ending 1914-15, it averaged 
161,555 acres, the highest figure reached being just under 205,000 acres 

in 1905-06. The Lower Ganges Canal takes 
(ii) The- Lower Ganges off from the right right bank of the Ganges 

Canal. 
at Narora. It commands a tract the normal 

annual rainfall of which is 30'85 inclles and in which -wheat, other winter 
food grains, cotton and rice ate the principal crops in order of acreage. 
Up to 1900-01, the area under cotton never exceeded 6,840 acres, except 
in 1896-91, when it was 24,464 acres. The averag~ area under cotton 
for the ten years ending 1914-15 was 139,503 acres, the highest fig~e 
reached being 207,778 acres in 1914-15, when cotton formed 46'1 per' 
cent. of the khar1" irrigation and 18'7 per cent. of the total irrigatiqn.for 
the year. On both canals, indigo proved a serious rival to cotton in 
1916-17, but it is, in our opinion, very doubtful whether the competi
tion of that crop will remain at its present level when more normal 
conditions are restored. The Ganges is a snowfed river, which, as a 
rnle, carries very little water at the beginning of April. It rises very 
slowly during that month but, in May and June, ~he rise is more rapid. 
There is, in present conditions, no great demand during April as the cul
tivators are busy with the harvest of their winter crop. - Only sugarcane 
and garden crops require water at this period so that no shortage of 
water has yet been felt. The supplies in the riVer decrease gradually 
from the beginning of ,October. From the evidence submitted to us, 
it would appear that in normal years there is sufficient water available 
at the end of April to enable all channels to run in weekly rotation and, 
after th~ middle of 101ay, to enable them to run for two weeks out of 
three. As the sovang of American cotton ~ the United Provinces can 
continue until almost the end of May, we see no reason, as far as the 
water supply is concerned, why there should not be a considerable area 
under this variety on these canals. Even if the average area under 
cotton does not exceed that of the last ten years, tiz., 160,000 acres on 
the Upper Ganges Canal and 140,000 acres on the Lower Ganges Canal, 

• this amounts to a total of 300,000 acres. Of this, one-third, or 100,000 
acres might eventually come under American cotton, provided the 
recommendations we have made in the preceding paragraphs result in 
a sufficiently high premium being obtained to enable this variety 
to compete against deshi cotton. In this connexion, w~ would men
tion that the experience of the abnormally wet seasons of 1916 and 
1917 in the United Provinces has shown that American cotton possesses 
a greater power of reS"~.tance to rain than desh-i, a point which should' 
tell in its favour. 
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66. The Eastern Jtiinna Canal, which takes off from the l.eft bank 
... of the Jumna near Fyzabad, commands a 

(III) The Eastem .rumna tract which is too near the Himalayas to be 
Canal. .• bl f d h . very slhb e or cotton, an t e maxnnum area 

under this crop during the last five years was only 14,621 acres in 1914-15. 
We are of opinion that the prospects of long staple cotton on this canal 
may be regarded as negligible as it does not appear very probable that 
the Agricultural Depart.ment will be able to evolve a type suitable t6 
the conditions of climate and water supply. 

ti7. The prospects ~f long staple cotton on the Agra canal whicb 
takes off from the right bank of the Jumna 

(i~) The Agra Canal. river, eight or nine miles below Delhi, are 
somewhat more hopeful. The average area under cotton on this 
canal during the ten years ending 1914-15, was ,10S,369 acres, the 
largest area being 134,942 acres in 1907-0S. The proportion of cotton 

- both. to the khari/ irrigation and to the total irrigation of the year is 
already high and whilst we do not anticipate that the average area under 

• that crop will exceed that of the last ten years, we think that, as in the 
case of the Ganges Canals, about one third of this or 35,000 acres might 
eventually come under American cotton. 

6S. ~s statements have been lllade that a very extensive increase 
. in the cotton crop of the United Provinces 

The Sarda P~Ject. will take place as soon as the Sarda Canal 
is constructed, we think it desirable to mention that the project at 
present under consideration provides only for the irrigation of a tract _ 
in Oudh, in which the area under cotton is small and de8hi cotton only 
is grown. We do not therefore anticipate any large extension of the
cultivation of cotton either deshi or American, even if this preject is 
carried out. 

69. The canals in United Provinces are designed to irrigate some 
.. . forty" per cent. of the areas commandei by 

We" Irrigation. them which are not irrigated by wells and no 
supplies are given to any lands for which well water is available. Wells 
are consequently numerous both in canal irrigated tracts and in tracts 
in which they are the sole means of irrigation. The Provinces have
over a million and half wells actually in use and the area irrigated 1>,
them during the five years endin&. 1916-17 neraged over six milliOlli 
acres, which was two and a half times the average area irrigated by canals. 
In these circumstances, there.is a wide field for the development of pump 
irrigation, especially in the west and south-west of the Provinces which. 
is the tract most suitable for cotton. The Agricultural Department 
has installed ma:qy tube wells and pumps worked by power during the
last few years anft has shown that, in most cases, they can irrigate land 
far more cheaply than bullock power. As in present conditions, it is 
the exception for the whole of a village to be irrigated from canals and 
as tong staple cotton can only be grown under irrigation, it follows't1at 
long and short staple cotton will continue to be tJ6v;n side by side, with 
the almost inevitable re~u]t of the miX1:ure of seed and lint. We would • 
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however, point out that no danger of crossing arises from the cultivation 
of American and d~$hi cotton side by side, as tt has been definitely 
established botanically that American cotton' does not cross with 
indigenous Indian cottons. We consider it desirable to mention this, 
as we found a somewhat wide-spread misconception on th~ point. 
Though long staple cotton could be sown 'Under wells worked by bullock 
power, it is unlikely that this practice will make any headway, owing 
to the great amount of water required for preliminary cultivation in 
the hot weather and the consequent strain on the cattle. From the 
point of view of long staple,cotton, therefore, the development of tube 
Jells and of pumping by power is of very great importance as it would, 
mmany cases, enable whole villages to come under long staple cotton 
and would solve many of the problems arising fr( m mixing. We would 
recommend that, as in the case of the Punjab, the question should be 
thoroughly investigated at an early date. We would point out that, 
as the areas irrigated by wells in the tracts commanded by canals are 
not allowed canal water, this would facilitate the introduction of hydro
electric pumping schemes where suitable falls on the canals are avail
able as it would not involve any development of well irrigation at the 
expense of that from the canals. 

70. The Provinces are at present divided into,four Circles for agricul-
.. tural purposes, the Western ChIcle, the head-

Recommendation In regard. quarters of which are at Aligarh the Central 
to stall. C· I h h -d f h· h ' C Irc e, t e ea quarters 0 w IC are at awn-

pore, the North Eastern Circle and the Eastern Circle. Of these, the 
first three are, in normal times, in charge of Deputy Directors of Agri
culture, whilst the Eastern Circle is in charge of an Assistant Director 
of Agriculture. In view of the fact that the Bundelkhand districts 
have all a fa~ly extensive area under cotton and that the best of the 
deshi cotton grown in them is classed as " Fine Bengals," we recommend 
that these districts should be formed into a separate circle to which a 
Deputy Director of Agriculture should be appointed. We are also of 
opinion that, in addition to this, it is essential, if real progress is to be 
made with cotton in the Western and Central Circles, that the Deputy 
Directors of those Circles should be given assistance. We consider this 
preferable to the division of either of-those circles beyond that recom
mended above, partly because it is difficult to suggest any suitable 
division from the point of view of cotton cultivation and partly because 
Aligarh and Cawnpore are the two most important cotton centres in the 
Provinces. We would therefore recommend that an additional Deputy 
Director should be appointed to each ,of these Circles. It is, in our 
opinion, advisable that Cawnpore should remain the centre for work on 
American cotton for the Provinces and that all work on that variety 
should be controlled from it. 

The United Provinces have at present two Economic Botanists. 
Mr. Leake is Principal of the Agricultural College at Cawnpore whilst 
Mr. Youngman, whose appointment has been sanctioned for a term 
of five years which expires in 1923, is engaged ia teaching work 'at the 
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College. We consider it desirable that an additional botanist should 
be appointed at once, whose main work should be on the deshi cottons 
of the Provinces on the lines we have indicated in paragraph 61 above. 
Either he or Mr. Youngm.an could also render Mr. Leake assistance in 
his special line of work and the arrangements might be reconsidered on 
the expirY of the period for which Mr. Youngman's appointment has 
been sanctioned. • 

In view of the ravages or the pink boll worm in these Provinces and 
the seriou'! effect of this pest on the value both of seed and lint, we are of 
opinion that the Provinces should have their own entomologist,. As 
in thE! case o~ the Punjab, he should be an economic'rather than a SYb\!. 
matic entomologist, preferably with Egyptian or American experience. 

71. Our recommendations and conclusions in this chapter ma, b. 
Sum"" ary. summarized as follows :- ,/ 

In regard-to botanical work:-
(1) One of the varieties 01 Cawnpore American at present being 

tested b,:Mr. Burt should be given out as soon as possible 
in order to render the crop more uniform in .taple and 
quality than is the case at present. 

(2) The experiments with btlr, should be abandoned and the 
energies of the Agricultural Department should be con
centrated on the Cawnpore American variet,. 

(3)- Mr. Leake's work at Cawnpore on the improvement 01 de8h. 
cotton should continee on its present lines. 

(4) The selection knGwn as the "lalaun selection" might be 
given out at once, further selection work_on it being carried 
out at the same time. 

(5) No further, steps should be taken to promote the spread (jl 
. the Aligarh white-flowered variet, until it has been deft
'niteI1~ established that no better variety 01 f?egUcttlm can 

, be found which will paJ the cultivator as welL 
(6) A detailed Slll'VeJ of the indigenous cottons of the Provinces 

should be carried out at once. selections being made at the 
same time which should be tested on the Government 
farms. 

In regard to -'agricultural work :-
('i) A detailed stub of sowing methods should be carried out 

. and eiIorts should be made to promote the adoption 01 
the practice of sowing in lines and 01 interculture. 

(8) The ~ossibility of growing a fodder crop with Cotton in 
SeptEmber or October should be considered. 

(9) The number and area of seEd farms should b. considerablJ 
increased. 

(10) The possibility of holding Government auctions 01 Cawn
pore American kapa8" should be investigated. 
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(11) The question 01 establishing cotton markets at important 
centres such as Aligarh and Muttra should be considered. 

In regard to cotton under irrigation :-
(12)\ The concessions in regard to water supply at present being 

granted on certain channels in order to promote the exten
sion of the cultivation of American cotton should be con
tinued, until their effect on the area under that variety can 
be definitely ascertained. 

(13) An area of 100,000 acres of American cotton on the Ganges 
Canals and of 35,000 acres on the Agra Canal may be anti
cipated. provided a sufficiently high premium. for this 
variety can be assured. 

(14) A· thorough investigation of the possibilities 01 tubeweIIs 
and of pump irrigation by power should be taken in hand 
at an early date. 

In regard to agric1;1ltural staff :-
{15) The Bundelkhand districts should be formed into a separate· 

circle to which a Deputy Direetor of Agriculture should 
be appointed and additional Deputy Directors should be 
appointed to the Central and Western Circles. 

(16) An ad(utionai Economic Botanist should be appointed whose 
main work should be on deshi cotton. 

(17) An Agricultural Entomologist, preferably with Egyptian or 
. American experience. should be appointed. 
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CHAPTER V. 

Central Provinces and Berar. 

72. The area of the Central Provinces and Berar, according to the 
Stat't'eaI latest figures available, those for 1915-16, is 

IS I • 63,966,450 acres exclusive of Native States. 
The .net area actually cropped iluring the five years ending 1916-17 
averaged 24,985,000 acres, of which 4,475,000 acres were under cotton. 
The percentage of cotton to the total area cropped was 17'9, & percentage 
which is higher than that in any other province or in an,. Native State 
in India with the exception of Baroda. If the figures for Berar alon-e
area taken, the importance of cotton becomes vl!ry much more marked. 
The percentage of <*>tton to the total cropped area in Berar in 1914·1:> 
reached the very high figure of 45. The percentage of the area under 
cotton in the Central Provinces and Berar averaged exactly twenty for 
thl) five years ending 1916-17. 

73. By far the most important cotton growing tracts of the Provinces 
are the four districts of Berar and the adjacent 
districts of Nimar, Wardha and Nagpur. The 

climate of this tract may be briefly characterised as intensely hot and 
dry in March, April and May and temperate for the rest of the year. 
The rainfall varies from 27'61 incnes for the Akola district to 46'68 
inches for the Nagpur district. The bulk. of it is received from the 
Arabian Sea current of the south-west monsoon, the normal date for the 
breaking of which is June 10th. The rainfall caused by the advance of 
the monsoon usually ceases in the second or third week of October, but 
during November and December, isolated falls are received from the 
retreating current. .The soil of the greater part of Berar is the well 

-known' black cotton soil,' a rich black and exceedingly fertile loam, 
often of great depth. The loam of the Nagpur plain, the great cotton 
growing tract of the Central Provinces, is somewhat shallower than that. 
of Berar. 

Climate and soil. 

74. Up till about 1870, the cottons of tlie Central Provinces and 
• • - c' Berar were classified as Chanda iari, bani or' 

Varieties of cotton- grown. Hinganghat and Berar iari or Oomrru. Chanda' 
iari and bani were different names for the same nriety, Vi hich was known 
as Chand'a iari when grown as a cold weather crop in the district of 
that name and 3s bani or Hinganghat when sown in other parts at the 
beginning of the rains. Berar ie,ri or Oomras was slightly inferior to 

. bani. The name appears to have been applif'.d to all cottons containing 
a mll.:ture of bani and the finer- types of iari. About lR70, the result 
of attempts to stamp out the inferior variety of cotton known as 
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Nagpur jari, kati viloyati or "old Khandesh," which was found spreadin~ 
rapidly in Khandesh to the detriment of better cottons, was to drive 
it into Berar, from which,' as the cultivators found it more profitable 
than the existing varieties, it was never afterwards ousted, in spite 
of efforts made by Government in 1874 and 1880 to prohibit its culti
vation. One of the results of the work of the Commissioner of 
Cotton described in paragraph 76 below was the introduction into the 
!>rovinces on a small scale of an acclimatized type of the American 
cotton known as Upland Georgian. In consequencE', the cottons of 
the Central Provinces and Berar now mainly <:onsist of a mixture, in 
which varieties of GOSsyp1'um neglectum greatly predominate. Bani 
(Go88.llpil.m indicunt, staple 1 inch to lAth inch and ginning per

-ctmtage 25) which in its pure state is, perhaps, the finest indigenous 
cotton in India has almost completely disappeared from the Provinces 
except as a constituent of the mixture and it is probable that not more 
than ten thousand acres of it are now grown including about six thousand 
acres grown as a rabi (cold season) crop in Chanda under the name of 
Chanda cold season jart:. ~]And Georgian-(G. MrslIlum), which is also 
a long staple cotton, its staple being from :ths inch to iths inch and 
its ginning percentage 31, is not now grown pure. The remaining 
constituents of the mixture are the various varieties of Gossypi1l'1n 
neglectum, viz., G. neglectum mal1:ense (staple ~ths to iths inch, ginning 
percentage 25), G. neglectum rerum (staple §ths to ~ths inch, ginning 
percentage 30), G. neglectllm roseum (staple tths to §ths inch, ginning 
percentage 40) and G. neglectum rutchirum (staple tths to gths inch and 
ginning percentage 38). The average staple of the mixture is §ths to 
~ths inch. Its average ginning percentage is 33 in the north of the 
Provinces where mahense and t'erum fOrnl a high percentage of the 
mixture and 35 in Berar where roseum and cutchiwm are found in larger 
proportions. G. lIeglectum rosellm has been isolated by the Agricultural 
Department and is nowgrown pure on at least 700,000 acres. It should 
be mentioned that on the basis of tests carried out at the Imperial Insti
tute, the Director of Agriculture claims that the staple of rosel/in varies 
fron\i-ths inch to 1 inc II in length. The evidence we received from other 
sourc~s does not, however, bear this out and do~ot justify us in placing 
the staple at more than tths to §ths inch. The cotton sent to the Im
perial Institute was grown -on the Government farms at Akola and 
Sindewahi and was not that produced under ordinary cultivator's condi
tions. Buri (G. hirsuttlm), a type of American cotton introduced by
the Agricultural Department from the Santhal Parganas about twelve 
years ago, is grown pure on about· two thousand acres. Its staple is 
from iths to 1 inch in length and its ginning percentage 31. Cambodia. 
(G. hirSt/tum Mill) is grown under irrigation on a small arE'a of the porous 
lateritic soils of the Chhattisgarh Division. 

75. Practically the whole of the cotton crop of the Central Provinces 
. . and Berar is grown without irrigation. Sowing 

Cultivation of coHon. commences in J ur~e soon after the break Irl the 
monsoon. The land is· rarely ploughed unless it has become infested 
with weeds. It is merely scratched with a blade harrow (bhakl.:ar) 
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~s a preliminary to sowing. A narrower type of blade harrow is also used 
',{or interculture as cotton in these Provinces is usually sown in lines. The 
'USual rotation is cotton and iuar (Sorghum vUlgare) in alternate years but 
"cotton is frequently grown for two or three years in Buccession. Pickings 
.. usually commence about the end of October and are over in December, 
·-except where cotton is grown und8l irrigation when they contillue till 
March. Five to seven are generally taken. Except occasionally in 
-the northern districts, cottOn in the Central Provinces and Berar is not 
.·damaged by frost as it is in the United Provinces and, in thelle circum
-stances, the limiting factor is lack of moisture in November and Decem
'ber. The season for crops grown by the aid of rain water only is about 
HO to 150 days in length as against 100 to 120 days in the United 
~rovinces and it would appear to be due to this that the varietietlof 
·neglectf!.m grown in the Central Provinces and Berar ale about an eighth 
()f an inch longer in staple than they are in the United Provinces and are 
also slightly superior to the same varieties in Khandesh. 

76. The history of the efforts to grow long staple cotton in the Central 
ProVinces and ~ar differs from that of the 

rHistory 0' efforts t~ grow Provinces with' which we have already dealt 
.Iong staple coHon In the. h h P' h dId . ba' 't:entral Provinces and Berar. m t at t ese rovmces a a rea y m 111 

a long staple variety of indigenous cotton. In 
-regard to long staple cotton, the problem in the Central Provinces 
oand Berar has therefore been not only to discover Imitable exotics, if 
::possible, but also to spread bani in parts of the Provinces in which it 
'was not already grown and to prevent its disappearance from tracts in 
"'Which it was, at one time, produced on a large scale. Isolated experi
'ments with exotics, more especially with Egyptian and_ Brazilian 
varieties, date from about 1839. In 1866, a I Superintendent of Cotton 
Affairs' was appointed for the Wardha District but, later on in the 
same year, his duties were absorbed in those of the new post of Cotton 

·.commissioner for the Central Provinces and Berar, of which Mr. J. H. 
(Rivett Carnac was the first and only holder. Seed I gardeJl8' were 
,established all over the Provinces and various American and Egyptian 
varieties -Were given exhaustive trials but with no success. The 

·<outturns were small and the staple much weaker than that of the 
-indigenous varieties. Almost from the outset, Mr. Rivett Carnae 
-.decided to concentrate his attention mainly on the improvement 
,'Of bani or Hinganghat cotton and to endeavour to effect this by seed 
selection. His efforts in this direction also failed, and bani proved 

'1l1lable to withstand the competition of the coarser varieties. The efforts 
.. made in 1874 and 1880, to prevent these from spreading in Berar have 
-already been mentioned. In 1871, Mr. Rivett Camac became Commis-: 
sioner of Cotton and Commerce with the Government of India. On 
his departure, the Cotton Depa.rtment of which he had been the head 
~ceased to nist, the seed farms were handed over to the Local Adminis-
.tration and interest in the subject rapidly disappeared: As has already 

. 'beeD mentioned, almost the. only result of his work on cotton improve-
ment was the introduction of Upland Georgian which stiIlsurvives in the 

..mixture of varieties grown in the Central Pro$ces and Berar. Experi-
- ~ -



menta both with indigenous and exotic varieties, however, continued' 
on the Nagpur Farm in a somewhat desultory manner. With the re
organisation of the Agricultural Department at the beginning of the
century, the question was again taken up and in 1903-04, the seed of 
acclimatized American Upland Georgian was given out from the Nagpur 
farm for the first ~ime. The distribution of the seed of this variety 
continued for three or four years and was then abandoned as it was found 
that the outturn was less than that of the ordinary iari mixture and that 
the premium obtained over iari was not sufficient to compensate for.· 
this. In 1904-05 and the following year, large quantities of bani Poeed were-· 
purchased by the Agricultural Department and distributep. to cotton 
growers who were to be paid a premium for, the lint produced. The· 
~eed was bo~ht, from ginning factories, arrangements being made to 
have it carefully ginned. This plan did not, however, prove successful 
as the cultivators reported that the outturn was inferior to that of their
local cotton, iari, and refused to continue to grow it. When the /wpas..
was brought to' the markets, the buyers invariably refused to pay as 
much for it as they paid for the kapas of the iari mixture, on account of, 
its low ginning percentage. The system was therefore abandoned after" 
1905-06, but small quantities of bani, buri, and iari continued to be dis- . 
tributed from the seed farms. In 1907-08, Mr. Clouston, then Deputy -
Director of Agriculture, began hi", work at Akola in separating the consti- -
tuents of the ian mixture and in testing their comparative yield,> and: 
profits. Work on selection and crossing was also undertaken. The
result of this work was definitely to establi'lh the superiority of roseum 
to the other varieties found in the-mixture both in yield and ginning 
percentage and consequently in profit to the cultivator. In spite of the 
fact that buri was well reported on in 1908-09, the history of cotton in 
recent years in the Central Provinces and Berar has therefore been the' 
history of the spread of roseum at the expense of all other varieties. The 
Agricultural Department has, however, continued to do a little work 
on bun, the superiority of which in the small area infested with wilt has 
become manifest. On other lands it has done fairly well only in vears ' 
in which the rainfall has been prolonged.' .-

77. The organization evolved in the Central Provinces and ,Berar for 

Work on rOl8um. 
the spread of pure seed of the roseum variety -
has achieved a success as striking as that 

obtained by auction sales in the case of 4F in the Punjab and, therefore, 
merits a brief description. Up till 1912-13, the seed farms in Berar' 
were supplied, as far as possible, with seed from the central farm at Akola, 
but the progress which had been made by that year had shown that. 
there were limits to the possibilities in this direction. This, combined. 
with difficult.ies in regard to the provision of the departmental super- -
vision requisite, led to the introduction of an intermediate agency between 
the Government farm and the private seed grower. A beginning was· 
made with six agricultural unions which were registered as co-operative 
societies and shortly afterwards some 25 additional unions were for~ed 
which were nOt so registered. The fundamental idea was that the unions, 
should each control about five hundred acres under improved cotton. 
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'sCEd aid should each employ and pay for a kamdar (fieldinan) trained 
by the Agricultural Department which would supply its available seed 
to the unions in preference to other purchasers. In i916-17, the number 

·of unions had increased to 51, of which 25 were registered as co-operative 
.societies and 26 were unregistered. The Dumber of seed farms had 
-increased to 513, some of which are n:>t attached t:> agricultural unions 
The Agricultural Department supplies seed to the central farm of each 
union, which in turn supplies the branch farms. 'The organization will 
be more easily understood from a brief description of the working of a 
typical union, that of which Rao. Sahib B. R. Landge, of Sonvadhona 
'in the Yeotmal district, is the President. The central farm in this case, 
the area of which is 100 acres, belongs to Mr. Landge. The number of 
branch farms attached to the union is 35, which is a larger 'lumber than 
is usual and they average about twenty acres in extent. The kapa. 
produced is stored by the memb'ers of the union, until it can be brought 

:to the union ginnery which also belongs to Mr. Landge. 'l'he ginning 
factory has eight single roller gins. The members of the union have three 

.. options in re ard to the disposal of their kapal, lint and seed. They 
may get their cotton gin led at the unbn gi mery and th!n hke away the 

,ginned cotton, storing the seed at the union store-house until they require 
it.· They may sell then: kapaa but retain the seed for themselves, buying 

. it back at the market rate. In this case, the kapa. must be ginned at 
the union ginnery. Finally,. they may sell either the kapa. or the lint 

,and seed to anyone willing to buy it. The central farm supplies seed 
-to the branch farms at the rate fixed by the Agricultural Department 
for the seed supplied to it. In 1917, this rate was five rupees per maund 

...of eighty pounds or two and a half times the ordinary market rate for 
seed. The branch' farms sell their seed to outsiders at this rate. The 

. Tahsildar usually assist.s in the disposal of the seed. The union employs 
,a kamdar (fieldman) on Rs. 12 per mensem to supervise the work on the 
central and branch farms. His main duties are to see that plants of 
-varieties other than roseum are ' rogued out' and to assist in the distri
bution of seed. The ginning rate charged was Rs. 4-10 for ten maunds, 
i.e., 280 pounds of lint. 

The' work of the agricultural unions is co-ordinated to a large extent 
by the Taluk Agricultural Associations of which there is one in almost 

. every tahsil in the cotton growing tracts of the Central Provinces and 
Berar and of which the leading members of the agricultural unions are 

. also members. In order to enable these Associations to carry out useful 
work, it is 'necessary that they should employ paid workers and some 
.District Boards have already made them grants for this purpose. The 
mtention is that each Taluk Association should ultimately be in a position 
to employ a trained Agricultural Assistant. The work of the Taluk 
~sociations is linked up by the Central District Associations. It should 
be mentioned that seed distributionjs only one, though it is at present 
the most important, of~he functions of the ~gricultural unions and Taluk 
'Assolliations which are engaged in other work connected with the fur
·therance of agricultural deyelopment such as the sale of improved imple-
;.ments and manures. . 



It should be added that roseum seed sufficient for nearly 200,000 acres 
was distributed dij:ect by the agricultural unions in 1917.' As has already 
been stated, the total area under roseum is now estimated at about 
700,000 acres and is thus 'about one-sixth of the total cotton area in the 
Central Provinces and Berar. In addition to this, t,here is now a very 
much higher proportion of roseum in the ord~1ari mixture. 

In regard to the working of the unions, the only points on which 
comment is called for are that there does not. appear sufficient justifica
tion for the high rate charged for seed and that the unions will not be 
able indefinitely t<? continue to sell seed as at present as the tracts in 
which they are situated should soon produce practically pure roseum. 

78. We are inclined to think that the Agricultural Department in the 

Botanical work. 
Central Provinces and Berar has devoted its' 
energies in recent years too exclusively,to the 

spread of roseum. Whilst we fully admit that the success it has achieved 
in this direction has been such as largely to justify the adoption of this 
course and wish to record our high opinion of the organization it has 
evolved, we are of opinion that the spread of roseum should have been 
regarded as a preliminary step only and not as an end in itself. We 
consider that the ultimate aim should have been the evolution of a 
superior type of neglectum cotton with a staple of Iths inch and a ginning 
,percentage of about 35. We have no desire to underrate the value of 
the work on selection and crossing which has been done, but we are of 
()pinion that, in view of the complexity of the cotton problems in the 
Central Provinces, such work required the specialized knowledge and the 
full time of -an Economic Botanist. When these become available, 
there is nothing in the conditions in the Central Provinces and Berar 
to prevent work of this character from being as successful as it has been
in other parts-of India. We therefore consider that further selection 
work should be done on the better types of neqlectum cotton such as 
malvense or verum or on bani (indi~um) with a view to obtaining longer 
staple and higher ginning percentage and we hold the view that there is a 
promising field for investigations in this direction. The cross between 
bIni and" d3Shi Lahore" (probably indicum) known as the" Sindewahi 
cross," which has a ginning percentage of 35 to 36 and is the only type 
with any pretensions to staple remaining out of the many crosses made, 
appears to be still unfixed and has only been tested at A.kola. We are 
()f opinion that the efforts of the Department to introduce buri on a large 
scale were rightly abandoned. Although there is some' scope for this , 
variety in areas infected by wilt, such areas are estimated at not more 
than about one or .two per cent. of the cotton Jlrea of the Provinces and 
experience all over India has shown that American types have only 
succeeded on light soils which have a well distributed rainfall or are 
under irrigation, conditions which are not fulfilled by the cotton growing 
tracts of the Central Provinces and Berar. Whilst, therefore, we consider 
that the work on cotton in these Provinces has, in tfle main, been caqied 
out on aould liles"we would strongly emph;,siz~ the ne~essity hr 
further intensive work on the improvement of the staple of the indigenous 
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cottons. :Work on cotton in the Central Provinces and Berar is of 
special importa~, not only on account of "the large area under that 
~rop in the Prov~ces the~selves, but al~o in view of the great, though 
mduect, effect It exerCIseS on the adJacent cotton tracts in Central 
India and the Nizam's Dominions. , 

79. Th~ implements used for interculture in the Central Provinces 
. . and Re~r answer their purpol!oe satisfactorily 

Improyeme~:n:rt. cuillva- on the. whole, bllt re9nire.to be supplemented 
" by an Implement whIch will break up the soil 

thoroughly towards the end of the rains, 80 as to leave a loose Dlulch 
'between the rowe of cotton. The Agricultural Department has intro
duced an improved" hoe, known as the Akola hoe, for this purpl)se and 
about one hundled of these are sold annually. :Efforts should be made 
to spread the use of this implement aa rapidiy as possible. It has been 
found that t.he c.otton crop in the Cent·ral Provinces and Berar respond9 
to nitrogenous manure and there is some reason to believe that the use 
of nitrate of soda, if it could be obtained at the rates prevailing before 
the war, would prove profitable to the cultivator. We do not, however, 
consider that, in present conditions, any appreciable bcrease in the 
yield of cotton CA.n be expected lmless a leguminous foddpr crop of high 
yielding capacity which could be grown eitb.!r instead of or with iU(J' 
can be introduced and we consider it desirable that further experiments 
in this direction should be made. As has already been stated, the usual 
rotation is cotton and fum. The int.roduction of another crop in 
addition to iua" which would me·an a three year rotation, would have 
the effect of- reducing the- area under cotton and, for that reason, in 
view of the high prices 'ofcofton at present prevailing, it is not likely 
to prove- acceptable to the cultivator. If the present prices continue, 
they should, however, permit of the use of artificial manures and of 
improved "'lIDplements which the cultivator should be easily aLle to 
afford and snould thus lead to heavier yields being obtained. 

80. The evidence submitted "to us showed that the usual prt'mium 
,obtained by ,osewni cotton in its unginned 

Comparative profits 01 state over the ordinary ia,i mixture of Berar is 
rose::i~~~th" Rs. 3 per khandi of 560 pounds or less than 

eight annas per maund of eighty pounds. 
This premium is due to the higher ginning percentage of ,o,~um and it 
would, therefore, be expected that the lint of the longer stapled iari 
cotton would fetch a higher price than that of ,oseum. This, however, 
is not the case and we were infomled that the price of the lint of 'Oleum 
is usually higher by one or two rupees per bhoja 0~92 pounds than 
that of ieri. . This somewhat curious fact can only be explained on 
the assumption, which our enquiries throughout India showed to be 
correct, that cotton is bought upcountry almost entirely on class and 
grade, no attention being paid to staple. As the lint of the ,oleum 

. vari~ty is always cleaner than that of any of the ot~er lleglectum 
cottons, owing to the way the bolls open, the result 18 that small 
quantities of it fetch higher prices than the lint of iari. But even 
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if it be assumed that the lint of the two varieties sells at the same price, 
it follows that, as the ginning percentage of iari is 35 whilst that of 
roseum is 40, the latter should fetch Rs. 137 per khandi of 560 pounds of 
kapas when iari is selling at Rs. 120 per khandi. The actual premium 
is, however, only three or four rupees. This, in our opinion, appears to _ 
show that a superior variety of neglectum with a higher ginning percentage 
than the present iarimixture would not find the competition of roseum 
quite so Severe as is usually. anticipated. As regards the extra profits 
per acre, the table below which is based on figures supplied by the 
Director of Agriculture shows the relative values of the varieties roseum 
and verum . ... 

Average 

Percentage outtum of Outtum of Variety. ka]J<ls on the VALUE. of lint. cultivators' lint. 

fields. 

, 
lbs. lbs. 

Roseum 40 320 128 Rs. 68·9 at Rs. 120 per 
khandi of 560 pounds. 

Verum 32 275 88 Rs. 69 at Rs. 117 per , khandi of 660 pounds. 

The difference per acre in favour of roseum is thus Rs. 9-9. Much 
higher ,differences than this have, however, been clainied. 

In this connexion, we should mention that the field tests of the differen t 
yarieties which have been carried out by the Agricultural Department 
have not been made under conditions exactly comparable with those 
which obtain on the fields of the ,ordinary cultivator. Although these 
tests have been made on plots on which cotton has been grown in succes
sion for eleven years, owing to superior soil and excellent cultivation, 
yields have been obtained which are from eighty to one hundred per cent. 
above the average' of the tract. Whilst we consider that the tests may 
be regarded as giving a correct indication of the relative yields of the. 
different varieties, the matter is one which affects a large tract in which 
soil conditions differ considerably and we are therefore of opinion that 
duplicate tests on a more extensive scale are desirable. Such tests are 
especially necessary in the Nagpur tract, in which conditions are some
what dillerent from those in Be~ar'. 

81. Whilst it is obvious that figures such as. those given in the pre-
. ceding paragraph render the question of the 

Future pohcy. possible substitution for roseum of a variety 
with longer staple a very difficult one, we would invite a re£eren~e to 
our remarks in. regard to Aligarh white ,flowered cotton in paragraph 60 
above. The position in the Central Provinces and Berar differs somewhat 
from that iIi the U~ited Provinces in that ros~m has a slightly longer 
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staple than Aligarh white flowered cotton and is grown on a very much 
larger area. At the same time, we consider it not improbable that if 
t.he result of our recommendations is that all the cottons of India are 
marketed in.a purer state, this may react unfavourably on the price of 
f'O,~eum. There is also no doubt that, in normal timl'S one, of the principal 
uses of roseum is for admixture with wool on the Continent and the war 
may bring about considerable changes in this respect. In these cit
eumstances, we are of opinion that, as in the case of Aligarh white flowered 
-cotton, the tre~d of the market should be carefully J'Vatched and that 
the policy of the Agricultural Department should be regulated accordingly. 
Whilst we consider that, for the present, the work of the Department 
in, connexion with roseum should continue on existing line'J, we regard 
it as essential that it should endeavour to evolve a superior variety of 
neglectum or indicum cotton of sufficiently high yield and ginning per:
eentage to ,enable it to compete successfully with rOIl~um either in the 
eonditions now prevailing or in the event of the demand for the latter 
1>ho"Vl'-ing any t~ndency to fall off. If this is found impossible and if 
further experience'shows that f'Osettm continues to give a higher profit 
per acre to the cultivator than ian, we should be in favour of vigorous 
measures to cover the whole of the eotton tracts of the Central Provinces 
and Berar with this variety. The organisation which has been built up 
for the ~pread of rosettm should prove invaluable in spreading any superior 
variety that may be evolved. In this conn~on, we would mention 
t.hat the Central Provinces and Berar have already a system of markets 
which, in chapter' XVI, we have recommended for general adoption as 
well as one for slled distribution which leaves little or nothing to be desired. 
",Ve have, therefore, no recommendation to 'make under these heads 
except that we consider it desirable that the Department should cbntinue 
to be in a position to supply pure seed of the bun variety for use ~ wilt 
infect~ areas. 

82. As we have already stated in paragraph 78 above, experience 
- all over India has shown that American types 

Prospects of !o,!g ,staple of cotton have only succeeded on light soils 
cotton under Imgation. hi h h II di 'b ted . fall weave a we stn u ram or are 

under irrigation. The soils ill the Central Provinces which best answer 
td this description are the light porous lat~ritic soils, known as II Mala" 
soils of the Chhattisgarh Division in the east of the Central Provinces. 
Cambodia cotton has been grown under irrigation with great BUCCes8 

on the Government farm at Chaudkuri near Raipur and on cultivators' 
lands in that neighbourhood and it is estimatl'.d that there will be 1,000 
acres under ihis variety at the end of this year. The two canals which 
command considerable areas of blfata soil are the Mahanadi and the 

. Tandula. The Mahanadi canal t/l.kes off from. the Mahanadi river fifty 
miles south -of Raipur, the supply being supplemented by a storage 

'"Teservoir of 8,000 million cubic feet capacity upon one of the tributaries 
()f the river at Maramsilli. The, canal is designed to irrigate 400,000 acres 
and, in 1916-17, the second year of its working about 70,000 acres took 
water. The Tandula canal, a project which depends for its supply 
()n a storage consisting of two large lakes cpnnected by a cutting and 
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impounding 9,000'million cubic feet of water, is designed to irrigate a 
tract west of and adjacent to that commanded by the Mahanadi canal. 
It is anticipated that 277,000 acres will be irrigated and that the system 
will probably be completed in 1920. Surveys recently carried out have 
shown that roughly 44,000 acres of boola lands suitable for cotton can be 
commandedby existing works, mainly by the two canals just mentioned, 
and 6,000 acres by new projects at present under investigation, a total 
of 50,000 acres for the whole Province, of which all but 4,000 acres are 
in the Chhattisgarh Division, In view of the necessity for rotating other 
crops with cotton,'it does not appear probable that more than one-half 
of this or 25,000 acres at the most will eventually be available for the 
cultivation of that crop. All the irrigation works in the Central Pro
vinces are dependent on the monsoon rainfall for their supply-and are 
intended to ensure the safety of the staple crop which is rice. In the 
case of the Mahanadi canal, it would appear that the supply will be ample 
for the area under rice even in very bad years and that water will be 
available for the 14,000 acres of. boola land commanded by that canal, 
of which, for the reason given above, 1,000 acres might come under 
cotton. The Tandula canal is less favourably situated and it is ques
tionable whether the existing supply will' suffice for the area under rice. 
Additional storage would therefore have to be provided for the 25,000 
acres of bOOta land commanded by that canal. We understand that an 
investigation into this question is about to be taken in hand but that 
it is doubtful whether additional storage can be secured except by 

. tapping the catchment area of the Mahanadi Canal which would 
necessitate the construction of a connecting c~:tnal and therefore prove 
very. costly. The position therefore appears to be that if provision 
could be made for additional storage in the Mahanadi catchment area, 
there would be ample water after the monsoon for the wh5l1e of the bhata 
lands commanded By the. Mahanadi and Tandula canals. Matters are 
in altogether too undeveloped a stage to enable us to offer any opinion 
as to the area which might eventually come under Cambodia cotton in 
this tract. Weconsider that an area of 7,000 acres is all that can be 
anticipated in the nell future, but that, judging from experience at 
Chandkuri, this should all be excellent cotton from one inch to lith 
inch in staple. Whilst we realize that cotton must always remain a 
secondary consideration in this tract, we would urge that, as far as 
financial and other conside!,ations permit, efforts should be made to 
provide water for as large an area of bhala land as possible. We would 
add that" should the cultivation of long staple cotton in the Chhattisgarh 
Division prove sufficiently' profitable to make pumping a practical 
proposition, the area available for cotton cultivation could be greatly 
increased. We' understand that, in the case of the Mahanadi Canal, 
additional storage could be made. available to supply irrigation by 

,pumping to about 150,000 acres'of boola land in the tract commended 
. by this canal. In the tract served by .the Tandula Canal, there is 

also a large area which is at present unconunanded but could. be 
irrigated by pumping. As:' already stated, however, the construction 
.of a connecting canahvould possibly make this too costly. We would 
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therefore recommend that an investigation into the possibilities of 
pumping should be lmdertaken in due course. In connexion with Cam
bodia, we would mention that there appear to be p-ossibilities for this 
variety as an unirrigated crop on the black soil areas of Western Chhattis
garh wh~re the rainfall is high and the soil rather light. The ,Agricultural 
Department-recently started a farm at Kawardha in this tract, for wbich 
we recommend that the suitability of Cambodia should be thoroughly 
tested. 

83. -The Central Provinces and Berar have a sanotioned staff of three 
I .. Deputy Directors of Agriculture and three 

ReCOmmendatlDns 1ft Assistant Directors of Agriculture. The latter 
regard to staff. b f hId' .A . ul IS' are mem ers 0 ten Ian grlC tura erVlce 

and not, as in other Provinces of the Provincial,service. At present, 
nearly all these posts are vacant owing to the absence of officers on military 
duty and to difficulties of recruitment. We understand that the I,ocal 
Administration. has recently submitted a scheme for a considerahle 
expansion of the superior staff of the Agricultural Department. This 
scheme does not affect the cotton tracts which form the present Western 
Circle and would, in normal circumstances, have a Deputy Director 
and an Assistant Director under the existing arrangements. Whilst 
we do not recommend an immediate increase in the staff proposed for 
these tracts, we would express our entire concurrence in the view of 
the Local Administration that the cotton tract should before long have 
two Deputy Directors to itself, one for the eastern and one for the western 
portion. We are strongly of opinion that it is desirable that a second 
Economic Botanist should be appointed to the Provinces at an early 
date. The work of the present Economic Botanist has been mainly. 
on iuar (Sorghum vulgare), rice and wheat and though it appears possible 
that he may be able to give more time to cotton in the future than he 
has done in the past, we consider it advisable, in view of the very great 
importance of the cotton crop in these Provinces and in the adjacent 
Native States, that a botanist should be appointed who should devote 
his· whole attention to it. His work on the indigenous cottons should 
proceed on, the lines we have indicated above, whilst in regard to Cambodia 
in Chhattisgarh, he should undertake selection work on the lines which 
have been followed at Cawnpore and Lyallpur, the importation of seed. 
being stopped as soon as possible .. 

84. Our recommendations and conclusions iii this chapter mal be 
Summary. summarized as follpws :-

In regard to botanical work :-
(1) Selection and hybridization work on the be~r b'pes of 

neglectum such as malvenae and verum and on bani 
irulicum) should be carried out with a view to the evolu~ 
tion of varieties with longer staple andbigber ginning 
percentage. • 

(2) Selection work on Cambodia stiould be carried out- on the- '. 
lines followed at Cawnpore and L:vallpur. 
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In regard to apricultural work :-
(3) Efforts should be made to spread the use 01 the ,Akola hoe. 
(4) Experiments should be made in regard to the possibilities of 

growing leguminous crops either with or instead of ioor 
in the ordinary rotation of cotton and i~lar. 

(5) Duplicate tellts should be carried out on an extensive scale 
especially in the N agpur trac,t, with a view to ascertaining 
with absolute definiteness the comparative yields of roseum 
and other varieties. . 

(6) The trend of the market in regard to the price of rosewn 
cottonn should be carefully watched and the policy 01 
the Agricultural Department should be regulated accord
ingly. n it is found impossible to evolve a superior variety 
ofneglectum er inqi~um or a cross between them which 
can compete successfully with roseum in -the matter of 
profit to the cultivator, vigorous measures should be taken 
to cover the whole of the cotton tract of the Provinces 
with that variety. 

(7) The Agricultural Department should continue to be in a 
position to supply pure seed of the buri variety for use 
in wilt infected areas. . 

~) The possibilities of Cambodia as an unirrigated crop on the 
black soil areas of Western Chhattisgarh should be investi
gated. 

In regard to cotton under irrigation : 
(9) An ultimate area of 7,000 acres under Cambodia cotton on 

the bhala la,nds of the .Chhattisgarh Division may be ex
pected in the near future. 

(10) As far as financial and other considerations permit, efforts 
should be made to provide water for as large an area of 
bhata land as possible. 

(11) The possiliility of irrigation by pumping as a means of ex
tending the -cultivation of long staple cotton on the boola 
lands should be investigated in due course. 

In regard to agricultural staff :-
(12) An Economic Botanist- should be appointed to the Provinces

who should devote his whole time to work on cotton. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

Sind. 

! 

85. As the (otton problems of Sind are entirely different from thof'e 
Statist. I of the remainder of the Dombay Presidency 

, lea. of which it forms a part for administrative 
purposes, and are more akin to those of the Provinces with which we have 
already dealt, it will be convenient to treat Sind as a separate unit and 
to take it in advance of the Presidency proper. According to the figur('8 
for ~915-16, the area of Sind, excluding Native States, is 30,098,076 
acres. The net area actually cropped during the five years ending 
1916-17 averaged 4,138,000 acres, the culturable. waste averaging 
5,954,000 acres and the current fallows 5,164,000 acres. Of the net 
area actually croppl!d, rather less than 50,000 acres were unirrigated. 
These figures are eloquent tenstimony to the extent to which the Pro
vince is dependent on the waters of the Indus. The average area under 
cotton for the ten years ending 1916-17 averaged 268,000 acres, 
exclusive of an average of 7,000 acres ,.eturned from the Native State 
of~airpur, and waa 6·5 per cent. of the net area cropped. The 
percentage of the area under cotton in Sind to the total area under 
cotton in India for the five years ending 1916-17 averaged 1·2. 

86. Practically the whole of the area- under cotton in Sind is concen
trated on the left bank of the Indus in the 

Climate and soil. districts of Nawabshah, Thar and Parkar 
and Hyderabad. The Province is almost rainless as it rec;eivel an average 
of two inehes only in July and August and less than two incPes during 
the rest of the. year. The temperature is subject to great fluctuations. 
During the cold months from October to March, the thermometer fre
quently falls below freezing point at night and the days are cool and 
pleasant. In the hot months, the dry heat is intense, reaching a maxi-· 
mum of 126 degrees Fahrenheit at Jacobabad. The soil is an alluvial 
loam, similar to that of the ·Punjab but generally of a som\!What stiffer 
texture. In many tracts, it is akin to that of the Egyptian delta. It 
will be obvious from the figures given in the preceding paragraph that 
the whole of the cotton crop is grown under irrigation. 
. 87. The deslii cotton of. the Province consists of a mixture of the. 

. . same varieties-as those grown in the Punjab 
Varieties 01 coHon grown. with the addition of GOB8ypi:um neglectum 
cutchicum and the exception of G088ypium 8anguineum and need not 
ther~fore, be further described. The average length of the staple of the 
mixture, in which G088ypium neglectum greatly predominates; is Iths to 
Iths inch and its average ginning percentage 35.- Sind cotton is con-
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siderably rougher in texture, stronger in staple and whiter in colour than 
that of the Punjab. The best cotton is grown in the Hala sub-division 
of the Hyderabad' district. The average yield of deshi ~otton in-a. 
favourable season is said to be as high as 800 pounds of kapas per acre, 
a very much higher yield than in the Punjab where the average under 
irrigation does not exceed 520 pounds. In addition to deshi cotton, 
there are areas, which at present are insignificant, under American 
cotton (G. hirsutum). Egyptian cotton (G. barbadense) is not now grown 
except on the Government fanns. 

88. Cultivation in Sind is notoriouslv inefficient. The bulk of the 
Cultivation 01 cotton. land is in the hands of fairly big zamindars, 

who let it out in blocks to cultivators, known 
as haris, who are yearly tenants, and have thus little interest in the 
land. The zamindar supplies the seed, ploughs," cattle and labour, 
divides t.he crop and pays the assessment out of his share of it, after 
recovering the value of the seed advanced. Much evidence was sub
mitted to us in regard to the indolence and backwardness of the hafis, 
w hie. were represented as constituti;ng a serious drawback to progress 
but which, in our opinion, are the almost inevitable result of the system 
on which they hold their land. The methods of cultivation adopted 
are of a very primitive type. Rotation of crops:is unknown and the 
implements used are of the roughest pat!ern. Two bullocks generally 
draw the clumsy nat.ive plough, while- a heavy log of wood does duty 
for a harrow. A most import!lont factor in the system of cultivation 
in Sind is the practice of fallowing, which results in only one-third of 
the land being cultivated annually, the remaining two-thirds being 
left fallow. This practice is said to be immemorial and the additions 
to and improvements in the irrigation system of the Province which have 
been made since the advent of British rule have only stereotyped it. 
It is recognized,iu the Standing Or.<lers of the Bombal Government, 
under _which the asseilsment on occ~ied land is only payable for the 
years in which it is cultivated wholly or in part, unless the land has 
paid no assessment for four consecutive years, when assessment becomes 
payable on it in the fifth year, whether it is cultivated or not. It can, 
however, only be regarded as a relic of primitive m~thods of agriculture 
and could not have survived except in a province in which there was 
a plenitude of land, scar~ity of water and a sparse population, condi
tions which always favour extensive cultivation. Even on the Jamrao 
Canal which en me into being ] 900 and is regarded as the most up-to
date canal in Sind, an intensity of irrigation o~ 331 per cent. which 
means a proportion of one-third irrigated to two-thirds fallow, was 
considered suitable. . . 

89. Experiments with exotics in Sind date from 1846; .when a few 
. maunds of seed were supplied from Bombay to 

History 0' efforts to grow. D St k th C t f F t f long stapled cotton in Sind r. oc s, e onserva .or 0 ores s, _or 
• trial at Shikarpur in t\le Sukkur District. • The 

experiment proved a failure owing to the brackish nature of the \'later 
nsed to irrigate the cotton. Desultory experiments in other places 
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were carried,on until 1852 when Sir Bartle Frere, then Commissioner in 
Sind, pointed out th'lt no definite, or useful result was likely to follow ' 
f,rom them and urged that some pract,ical man should be appointed.to 
devote himself actively and entirely to work on cotton. Mr. Prince 
was therefore transferred from Coimbatore to Sind. Under his super
vision, Egyptian, New Orleans and Sea Island cotton were cultivated 
in several places but with' little success, the yield being poor and the 
cotton much discoloured a,nd dirty. On his death in 1854, the experi
mental establishment was abolished and nothing further was done until 
1868, when farms were opened near Hyderabad and Karachi. The 
experiments on the farms and elsewhere led to no definite result and 
it was not until after the opening of the Jamrao Canal in 1900 that 
the question of cultivating exotic cotton in Sind can be said to have 
been taken up in ~eal earnest. '1\lr, M. D. Mackenzie, then Deputy 
Commissioner of the Thar and Parkar district, succeeded in raising 
such good crops of Egyptian cotton that, id 1904, a farm was 

, opened at Dharo Naro in Thar and Parkar, the work on which was 
_ transferred to Mirpurkhas in the same district towards the close of , 
the year. In 1904, some 31,000 pounds of Egyptian lIef!d werl dis
tributed to selected cultivators on the Jamrao Canal. The outturn 
which only amounted to 1,500 bf:l.les proved vay disappointing and so 
did the price obtained for it, which for the Abba~8i variety was 71d. 
'per pound of lint and for the ltliw.ffiffi variety 5!d. per pound against 
10el. and 9d. respectively in IJiverpool. It is worthy of mention that, 
at this stage, anoutturn of 100,000 bales of Egyptian cotton from Sind 
wa!l anticipated in the COUl'se of a few years. This estimate was based 
on the fact that the total area cultivated on the two canals in Sind 
which were-regarded as perennial, the Jamrao and the Fuleli, amounted 
to 620,000 acres in all, 270,000 acrf!S under the Jamrao and 350,000 
acres under the Fuleli. It was ~idered t~at there was no re"son 
why one-third ,of the annual cultW'ation on the two canals should not 
consist of Egyptian cotton and that an outturn of half a bale per acre 
would be a conservative estimate. In 1906, the British Cotton Growing 
Association reported most favourably on the "C)uality of the Egyptian 
cotton in :;lind and expressed its willingnes'J to buy all the cotton grown 
from Egyptian seed. . By 1909, however, it had become evident that 
the water supply in Sind was too uncertain to make the prospects of 
the successful cultivation of Egyptim cotton at all hopeful. The supply 
in the Jamrao Canal in 1907 and 1909 was deficient whilst, in 1908, 
the canal was alfogether closed at the proper time for sowing. The 
Agricultural Department, therefore, turned -its attention to American 
-cotton as this zequired a shorter season than Egyptian cotton and was, 
therefore, more likely to prove suitable to the irrigation conditions in 
Sind. Several varieties of American cotton, including Triumpu, Black 
Rattler, Griffin, Texas Big Boll and Boyd's Prolific were tried and it 
was decided that Triumph was the most promising. Forty tons of 
'Triumph seed were accordingly imported in 1912 and were distributed 
in 1913, teu tons going to Upper Sind and the remainder being given 
out in Lower Sind. The innuudation season was, however, very late 
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:and very little of the seed was sown. The total outturn was only 511 
l,ales, of which 500 came from Lower Sind. The crop was purchased 
by the Bombay Syndicate which had been formed in 1912 to co-operate 
with Government in the disposal of the American cotton grown in Sind. 
In 1914, the total outturn of American cotton was estimated at 650 
bales, of which 100 bales came from Upper Sind. About half of this 
was purchased by Messrs. Ralli Brothers as the Bombay Syndicate had 
.delayed quoting their rates. In 1915, the crop fell to 560 bales all of 
which was produced on the Jamrao Canal. The greater part of it was 
purchased by Messrs. Ralli Brothers as the operations of the Bombay .. 
:Syndicate were suspended. The outturn in 1916 was insignificant as 
the seed had been badly mixed in the ginneries the previous year and 
it was decided to give out pure seed only, very little of which was avail
able. In 1917, owing to the closure of the J amrao Canal for silt clearance 
in April and May, practically no American cotton was grown in Sind 
-except on the Government farms. 

90. We consider that the experiments with Egyptian ana American 

,Causes of failure of Egyp
tian and American cotton 

in Sind. 

cotton in Sind though they have, for the time 
being, e!J.ded in fa.ilure show, beyond doubt, that 
these varieties. can be successfullv cultivated 
in the Province. We are emphatic~liy of opinion 

that the fundamental cause of failure has been the unsatisfactory 
character of the irrigation. Provided a perennial supply of water can 
be assured, we hold the view that there is no other part of India which 
·offers such hopeful prospects of the successful cultivation of long staple 
·cotton. The climate and Boil are, in every way, most suitable and all 
that is wanted is water at the right time and in sufficient quantities. 
W'hilst irrigation difficulties haove been the main cause of the failure 
-of Egyptian and American cotton in Sind, it is necessary to point out 
that there- have been other contributory causes. In the case of 
Egyptian cotton, one of these was the difficulty of obtaining seed. 
The practice was to import seed of the Abbassi and Mitaffiffi varieties 
from Egypt. It would, in out opinion, have been a sounder policy to 
make selections from the Mitaffiffi variety actually grown in Sind and 
to stop the importation of seed. Similarly in the case of American 
·cotton, all the evidence we have received shows that imported varieties 
·onlv succeed in India after acclimatization and it would therefore 
ha;e been better if ill stead of importing seed of the Triumph variety 
-on a large Bcale, more continued efforts had been made to evolve a strain 
of that variety adapted to local condition.'!. The other causes which 
{:ontrihuted to t~e failure of exot,ic cotton in Sind, poor cultivation 
.and the fact that the full value of the cotton was never. received by 
the cultivators, were, in our opinion, the inevitable consequences of the 
nnsatisfactory nature of the irrigation facilities. Until a perennial 
.supply of water is assured, cultivation is not likely to improve. As 
we have pointed ou~ in Chapter XVI, the operations of the -Bombay 
Syndicate proved unsuccessful, mainly owing to over sangnine estimates 
(If an immediate increase in the area under American cotton which were, 
in turn, based upon an altogether too optimistic view of the capacity 
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~f the Jamrao Canal. The failure of the- outturn to come up to ex
pectations naturally Jed to difficulties which were accentuated by thtt 
fact that the cultivators were under no obligations to dispose of such 
cotton as they had to the Syndicate. 

91 ,Holding, as we do, the view that the provision of an assured 
Prospects 0' Ion sta II wa~r ~upply is absolutely essen.tial. to the 

cotton in Sin~. p- cultIvation of long staple cotton .In Smd, we 
cannot too emphatically express our opinion 

• that unless such a supply can be secured, the efforts of the Agricultural 
Department to promote the spread of American or Egyptian cotton 
in Sind are merely a waste of time and that the correct policy for that 
Department to follow 'should be to concentrate its attention on the 
improvement of ileshi cotton. The ontJ canal in Sind At present, on 
which conditions appro~ch those of perennial canals, is the Jamrao 
and it is on that canal that by far the greater part of the American and 
Egyptian cotton crops of the Province has, so far, been grown. Although 
we were told that there is no great likelihood of the Jamrao Canal 
being closed again for silt clearance for another ten years, which mean& 
that American cotton might be grown on it with some prospect of success 
for that period, the past hist~ of that canal has not been such as to 
jutify us in placing the slightest confiden.ce in, this estimate. All the 
witnesses appearing before us who were questioned on the point agreed 
that another failure of the canal would mean the end of American cotton 
in Sind for the time being and might make its 'revival difficult, should 
perennial irrigation ever become an accomplished fact. In these cir
cumstances,we propose to depart somewhat from the order we have 
adopted in the other Provincial chapters as our recommendations are 
necessarily based on the assumption that the Sukkur Banage Project, 
which is described in detail below, will be carried out in the near future. 
Unless it is, we see no hope for long staple cotton in Sind, and should 
the ultimate decision be to abandon the Project, we are of opinion that 
all attempts to promote the cultivation of long staple vatiety in the 
rrovince should also be given up. 

92. Before passing on to consider the project known as the" Sukkur 
. . . Banage Project" for providing perennial ini-

Imgation ~stem 0' the gation for a very large tract in Sind, includinO' 
Province. I' b' h .0 . almost the who e of the area In w IC cotton Is. 

at present grown, it seems de~irable to give a brief de8Crip~ion of the
present irrigation system of the Province. ' The Jamrao Canal and the
Eastern Nara Canals System which- comprises the large Mithrao Canal 
and the smaller Eastern Nara.--rhar HiraI and Khipro Canals depend 
for their supply on the water of theNara River, an ancient co~ of the 
river Indus, which is fed from the Indus through a twelve mIle cut. 
excavated in 1858-59, known as the Eastern NaraSupply Ch~nnel and 
taking off from the Indus near Rohri. The Jamrao and Mithrao Canals 
are ccmsidered perennial canals as weirs have been constrnc~ across 
the Nara river at the points at which they take off from it. There m 

. a reO'ulator at the head 01 the Nara river .but there is no way of forcing o _ 
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supplies into it when the parent river is low. In consequence, the canals
only get a small supply from autumn to spring and of this the Jamrao
has a claim to two-third'!, the remainder going to the Eastern Nara. 
System. In these circumstances, the classification as perennial of 
the Jamrao and Mithrao Canals, especially of the latter, the supplies. 
to which are even less satisfactory than those to the Jamrao,hardly 
appears justified. The only other canal in Sind, which has any preten
sions to being regarded as a perencial canal, is the Fuleli Canal which. 
takes off from the river Indus near Hyderabad and has no less than 
1,015 miles of main canal and branches. Although it is in flow through
out the year, the supply is. very low except in the inundation season 
and water along the greater part of it has to be raised by lift. !twas
not inaptly described to us as being a river rather than a canal. As· 
in the case of the Jamrao, this canal is occasionally closed for-silt clear
ance, the last closure being in 1912. The area of cotton under it has 
never exceeded 25,000 acres. The chief factors which operate against 
its extension are, in the south, the competition of rice for which, owing 
to flooding, the tract is alone suitable and, in the north, the difficulty-
of obtaining water sufficiently early for sowing. Of the canals, which 
are indisputably inundation canals, the Begari, Ghar and Western 
Nara Canal Systems take off from the right bank of .the Indus in the 
order. named, the Begari Canal S.vstem above Sukkur and the other
two be'ow it. The Shikarpur Canals take off from' both sides of the 
Indus above Sukkur but mainly from the left bank. The Nasrat and 
Hyderabad Canal Systems take off from the-left. bank 01 the river bet
ween Sukkur and Hyderabad. The inundation caMls in the Karachi 
Canals District, which form the southernmost system, take .off from 
both banks of the river, not far from its mouth. As their name implies, 
all these systeiJ.s· are entirely dependent on inundation fro1TI the river
Indus for their supplies. They usually come into flow about the begin
ning" of June and cease to flo"," during September but this does not mean 
that they get a full supply during that period. Full supplies are actually 
run for thirty to forty days only. For this reason, the inundation 
sy:;;tem is more suitable to rice than to cotton on accolmt of the shorter 
season of the former crop. The position at present is that, given a.. 
sufficient water supply, the Sindhi cultivator will always cultivate rice 
in preference to COttOIl but that, in tracts in which the water supply 
is restricted, he prefers cotton to any other crop. In the south of theo 
Province, this preference for rice is accentuated by. the fact that very 
large areas are flooded during the inundation season owing to inability 
to control the water supply at the heads of the canals. Sufficient has
been said to show the unsatisfactory character of the irrigation every
where in Sind, the result of which is that, up till now, practically nothing
but short season and therefore short staple cotton has been grOWD_ 

Even on the Jamrao canal, the supply is not sufficiently assured tOo 
make long staple cotton a certain crop. Owing to very small supplies 
during the winter months, it is fOllnd impossible to close the- canal 
dUl'ing these months for inspection and any repairs that may be !leces: ' 
sary. The canal is therefore usually closed when the demand for water 
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"Slackens after the wheat crop has lleen matured and these closures, 
·as has already been pointed out, are fatal to the <,wtivation of long 
staple cotton, which requir('s to be sown early. We are thus brou"ht 
back to the proposition which hall already been laid down, nam~lv 
that the chief, if not the only, factor which governs the extension of 
long staple cotton in Sind is an assured water supply. It is true that 
.~ considerable increase fn the agricul~ural population of the province 
IS almost equally neces~ry but provided the water supply could he 
·secured, this should follow, especially if the questions arising out of the 
land system of the Province can be placed on a satisfactory footing. 
We underatand that there are very considerable areas of waste land in 
the tracts commanded by the Sukkur Barrage Project which could be 
made available for colonization but that difficulty may arise owing to 
the fact that somewhat shadowy rights over them are claif\\cd by the 
zamindars whose lands they adjoin. This is not a subject on which 
'we are competent to express an opinion but, in view' of its important 
bearing on the prospects of the Barrage Project, we would recommend 
·that it should be investigated at an early date by a strong Committ('('. 
It appears obviously undesirable that it should be left in its pr('sent 
'unsettled state. 

9,3. The fact tp.at a project for assuring an ample and steady supply 
of water for a very large tract. comprising 

,.he SUkkU{ec~.arrage Pro- almost the whole of the area in Sind at present 
growing cotton, has been prepared and is under 

<consideration has already been mentioned. Mainly owing to differences 
·of opinion as to w:qether it should include a .. barrage" across the river 
Indus, no decision has yet been reached in regard to it. The project 
.at present under consideration provides for a barrage across the Indu.1 
near the Sukkur-Rohri Gorge, a canal from the right bank of the Indus 
which will take over the irrigation now in the Ghar and Western Nara 
-Canals Districts and a canal, to be known as the Rohri Hyderllbad 
'Canal from the left bank of the Indus, which will take over the irrigation 
in the Nasrat and HyderabadCanals Districts and will also irrigat~ 

. -part of the. tract commanded by the Fuleli Canal It also provides 
for improvements to the Jamrao Canal and the canals of the Eastern 
Nara Canals District. We made careful enquiries regarding this project 
for, as we have already emphasised more than once, unless some such 
.scheme is carried out, there is, in our view, no prospect of anything 
but an insignificant area under American or Egyptian cotton in Sind. 
The evidence submitted to us showed that there is a consensus of opinion 
that the barrage is an esseutial part of the scheme and that it would 
De very dangerous to proceed with the construction 'of the canals unless 
the barrage is built at the same time. We have no hesitation in endors
ing this view. We understand that it would be possible to construct 
the proposed left bank canal without the barrage.. Withth.is canal 
.and with the improvements to the Jamrao and Eastern.,Nara Canals 
we are more especially concerned, as these canals would command the 
o()nly important cotton growing tracts. We entirely concur, however, 
in the opinion expressed by all the witnesses wli'o were examined on 
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the point that it would be most inadvisable to stake the prosperity of 
so large a tract of country and the well-being of thousands of cultivators, 
thpir families and cattle on the working of the canal unless an absolutely 
certain supply of water could be guaranteed, which would not he the 
case unless the barrage were constructed. It need hardly be pointed: 
out that whilst the construction of the barrage and canals is aboslutely 
essential to the cultivation of long staple cot.ton in Sind, it would have 
the much more important effect of transforming some four and a half 
million acres of culturable land, at present sparsely populated and: 
indifferently cultivated, into one of the richest and most productive 
tracts in India. * 

94. As has been stated in the preceding paragraph, the proposed 
Prospects of long staple canal taking off from the right bank of the 
cotton under tile Sckkur Indus would take up all the irrigation in the 

Barrage Project. Ghar and Western Nara Canals Districts. This-
(i) The Ri .. ht Bank Canal. tract is especially suitable for rice, of which 
an excellent quality is cultivated commanding in the bazaar double
the price of the course red rice of Lower Sind. The area under cotton. 
is very small, the average for the five years ending 1915-16 being only 
600 acre~ out of a total of 877,508 acres irrigated. The substitution 
of cottod for rice would therefore involve a radical alteration in agri
cultural pr~j)ic.e and though such an alteration may come about 
naturally, wnen the cultivator finds that, as the result of an assured. 
Sllpply of water, cotton is as safe a crop-as rice, we consider it safeI' 
not to anticipate any appreciable area under cotton in this tract. 

95. The tJ#ct to be served by the proposed canal on the left bank 
.. . of the river Indus which, as already stated, 

(II) The RC~'::~I.HYderabad will take over the irrigation in the Nasrat and 
Hyderabad Canals Districts as well as part of 

that under the Fuleli Canal, is already a ' dry' crop tract, i.e., one in 
which the cultivation of rice is severely restricted by the refusal of 
water for it, partly with a view to economy of water and partly with a 
view to the prevention of waterlogging, from which the tract at the 
end of the Fuleli Canal suffers so badly. _ The result is that iuar (Sorghum 
t'ulyare), baira, (Pennill{tum typhoidetlm) and cotton are the principd 
kharif crops. During the five years ending 1915-16, the average area 
under cotton was 115,987 acres out of a total area of 558,855 acres, 
exclusive of 2!),698 acres in the whole of the Fuleli Canal District. The 
cultivators under the Nasrat Canals prefer iuar and bajra to cotton 
whilst, under the Hyderabad Canal, baira is the favourite crop. The 
reason for this is that those crops have shorter seasons than cotton 
and their period of growth syn<::hronizes more closely than that of cotton 
with the period during which there is a good water supply in the canals. 
Provided a satisfactory water supply is assured throughout the year 
and the restriction on the cultivation of rice is maintained, as we consider

. that it should be, there is every reason to believe that cotton. would 

• In connexion with_the subject matter of this paragraph, Vide Messrs. Wadis and. 
Hodgkinson's footnotes on page 27. -
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1>ecome the most popular khari/ crop and that the area under it would 
.amount to about half the area actually irrigated in the tract as is very 
n~arly the case in normal years on the Jamrao, even in present condi
tions. The total culturable area on the proposed left bank canal is 
-estimated at about 2,132,000 acres, of which it is proposed to irrigate 
fifty per cent, annually. Half the area irrigated annually would, there
-:fore, be 533,000 acres. We have examined the revenue reports on 
the Project and are of opinion that an area of 400,000 acres may be 
Tegarded as a very safe estimate of the area under cotton which may 
be anticipated on this canal and that, on the analogy of the Punjab, 
.at least 250,000 acres of this should grow long staple cotton of excellent 
-quality. 

9!l The Jamrao Canal District is also one in which the cultivation. 
(iii) The oIamraD Canal. ?f riC? is reetricted and in which in consequ~en~e 

dry crops only arc grown. Though thls 
-canal has a ".eir and head works and has thus a more assured supply 
than any other ca!lal in Sind, the Nara river from which it takes of 
is subject to floods and heavy silting. We understand that embank
ments are now under construction to exclude river floods from the 
1ndus but, though it appears probable that, whe!l these are completed, 
there will be no furtht'r trouble of this nature, it is doubtful whether 
the assured and ample supply of wat,er from-April to November, which 
is requ:red for the successful cultivation of long staple cotu,n, can be 
'secured except by the improvements which will result from the COIlstrut't
lion of the Sukkur Barrage. DUling the five Yl".ars t'nrling with 1915-
16, an average area of 108,154 a&"es was under cotton tut of a total 

.area of 245,767 acrcs irrigated. The proportion under cott.on wouli 
-'have been almost exactly one half, had it not been for the closure of 
the canal for silt clearance in 1916-17, which reduced the "rea under 
-(lotton to one half that of the previou.'! year, whereas the area under 
hajra, which, as mentioned above, requires a shorter season than cotton, 
-very nearly doubled as did that of wheat. On the assumption that 
all the waste land under the canal ",ill be occupied, the total culturable 
-commanded area will be 676,000 acres. The main improvement which 
would be brought about by the construction,f the Sukkur Barragt' 
would be that at least fifty_per cent. of this would be irrigable instead 
-of thirty-three per cent, as at prcsent. 'l'here is no reasun why the 
present proportion of cotton to the total irrigable area should not .hold 
;good in the future, in which case an area of 169,000 acres under that 
-crop may be safely anticipated, of which not less than 100,000 acres 
;should be long staple cotton. 

~97. The Eastern- Nara Canals District is ~ntially a rice tract 
(jv) The Eastem Nara canab. though the q~li~y of ~he rice ~own ~'! ~~ 

. poor, the cultIvation bemg e3pecIally prurutlve 
;and !llovenly. During the five years ending 1915-16, the average area 
'under eotton was 36,768 acres out of a total area irrigated of 257,032 
.acres, and of this the larger part was on the Mithrao CanaL, The un
:satisfactory character of the supplies in 1916-17 was reflected iq this 
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case, as in that of the Jamrao, in the figures for cotton, the area under 
which was 14,611 acres only against 47,821 acres in the previous yeaI;'. 
The evidence submitted to us showed that this tract is likely to develop 
At a much slower rate than the remainder of the area affected by the 
Sukkur Barrage and that it would be some fifteen or twenty years before 
the maximum area under cotton would be reached. The proportion 
of cotton to other crops would probably not be as high as on the Jamrao 
Canal and we would not" anticipate an area of more than 90,000 acres 
under cotton, of which 50,000 acres should be long staple. 

98. The examination of the prospects of long staple cotton in the 
Summary or prospects or tra~t affected by the S~kur Barrag~ Project, 
fong staple cotton in areas whlCh has been made m the precedmg para
affected by the Sukkur graphs, shows that the following areas under 

Barrage. cotton m'ay be anticipated as the result of the 
construct~on of the barrage and the left bank canal and the improve
ments to the Jamrao and Eastern Nara Canals. 

Rohri Hyderabad Canal 
Jamrao Canal 

,Eastern Nara Canals 

A TOTAL 011' 

acres, 

460,000 
169,000 

90,000 

609,000 acres, 

against an average area of 260,909 acres for t.he five years- ending 1916-
16, exclusive of 20, 698 acres under the Fuleli" part of the area now 

-i-rrigated by which will, as already mentioned, be included in the tract 
<:ommanded by the Rohri Hyderabad-Canal. Of the total area of 
659,000 acres of cotton estimat.ed above, an area of at least 400,000 
Acres made up as follows, should be Imder long staple cotton :-

Rohri Hyderabad Canal 
Jamrao Canal 
Eastern Nara Canals 

TOTAL 

acres. 
250,000 
100;000 
50,000 

400,000 

We would here point out that this is not a case in which it is proposed 
to open up new country which was the object of the great Punjab canals. 
The tract which is'affected by tbe SukkurBarrage is the most settled 
and the most populous part of Sind. The effect of the barrage will 
be to substitute large perennial canals for a net work of small inunda
tion canals and to convert irrigation by lift into irrigation by flow over 
large areas. The new canals will enable large tracts of land already 
occupied,to be cultivated more intensively thaIl at present and should 
in course of time, reduce the necessity for fallowing to a minimum. 

99. It is unnecessary 'to deal at any length with the remaining canal 
. systems of the Province as, in present condi-

canals not affected lIy the tions of supply, there is no prospect 01 the 
Sukkur Barrage. ..•. 

, successful cultivatIOn of eIther desk. or long 
t3taple cotton under them and there are no projects under contempla-
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tion for improving them. The tract which will be left under the Fulel; 
~anal after the construction of the Sukkur Barrage is more suitable for 
nce than for cotton and we do not anticipate that the area under the 
latte~ crop will exceed 20,000 acres on an average, all of which will be 
desh~ cotton. The average area under cotton ~ the Berari Canals 
fo~ the five years ending 1916-17 was 300 acres only, whilst on the 
Shikarpur Canals it was 748 acres. Jttar, 'bajra and rice are the most 
important khari/ crops on the former canals and junr and rice on the 
~atter and there appears no reason to believe that cotton will be in a 
better position to compete with these crops in the future than it has
been in the past. In the Karachi Canals District, rice is practically 
the only crop grown and the- tract owing to the Hooding mentioned 
above is unsuitable for cotton. 

100. The information submitted to us was not sufficient to enable-
'F· . I t r th ·us to express an opinion in regard to the finan-

InanCla aspec 0 '·1 fO h S k . 
Sukkur Barrage Project. CIa aspect 0 t e uk ur Barrage Project 

'hnd, in any case, this would be somewhat 
beyond our province. We would, therefore, in this connexion, merely 
draw attention to an interesting Jlcheme for financing the project which 
was placed before us by the HQu'ble Mr. 111. deP Webb, C.I.E., C.B.E. 

101.* We understand that, in the scheme for the Barrage and ('anals, 
provision is made for an intensity of fifty per 
cent., which means that one half of the cultur

able commanded area only 'will be irrigated annually. Although the
evidence we received showed that this intensity is regarded as sufficient 
especially as it represents a..considerab!e advance on present conditions 
under which the intensity is only 331 per cent., we consider that in 
constructing the canals, their possible enlargement to carry supplies 
sufficient for an intensity of at least 75 per cent. should be kept in view. 
Although such an enlargement may not be required for twenty or thirty 
years after their, completion, it would undoub~y prove cheaper in 
the end, if it were provided for at the outset. A canal, the intensity 
of irrigation on which is high, is cheaper both to construct and to main
tain per acre irrigated than one on which the intensity is low. It is 
hardly necessary to point out that the,higher the intensity of irrigation 
on the· new canals" the greater the probability of the Barrage Project 
proving a financial success. Colonists for the land on the canals would 
be more readily forthcoming as the prospects would be more attractive 

Intensity or irrigation. 

• Mr. Roberts and Mr. Henderson, whilst agreeing generally with. the argument h. 
this paragraph, consider that -the canals dependent on the Sukkur Barrage ehoulcl. he 
designed for an intensity of 75 per cent. at the outset and that provision should be made 

,for possible enlargement by fifty per cent. after fifteen or twenty years. Their reasons 
are that the success of the canals in Sind will depend mainly on Haril crops and that. 
on the _alogy of Egypt, an intensity of 200 per cent. may be regarded aa desirable. 
especially if the cultivation of bersee!ll fulfils the expectations which have been formed 
of it. H provision were made for an intensity of 75 per cent. at the outset, the inten.sity 

'would'probably rise automatically, aa the result of .improvements, to nearly 100 per 
cent. in ten or fifteen years. A sound system of agnculture cannot, be eTolved uuleaa 
a fair proportion of leguminous crops is grown and experience in the Punjalf haeehowD 
that this is not possible if the intensity is below 100 per cent. Mr.Hendenon, who ha. 
great experience of Sind, considers 200 per cent. the optimum intensity for the ProTince. 
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The land under the canals could be kept much cleaner as the cultivator 
~na~es no attempt to keep his land clean when the proportion of fallow 
IS hIgh. There 18 the further consideration that the soil in Sind is rich 
and can stand heavy cropping, provided restorative crops can be ~own. 
If, however, the ultimate intensity is below one hundred per cent., 
the cultivator will not be able to ~fford to put much land under such 
crops as berseem (Egyptian clover) which forms an excellent rotation 
with cotton. In this connexion, we would mention that although the 
Lower Chenab Canal, which is easily the most productive canal in India, 
was designed originally to irrigate 56 per cent. o.llly of the culturable 
commanded area, it is now irrigating practically the whole of it. Whilst 
this is partly due to economy in the use of water, the canal itself can 
now actually carryover 10,000 cusecs instead of the 8,000 cusecs for 
which it was originally designed. We would also point out that on 
the Government farms in Sind, especially those at Mirpurkhas and 
Sukkur, the intensity of irrigation ifl nearly 200 per cent. The wotk 
of the Agricultural Department on the farms has shown that the view, 
which was formerly held, that except in the case of rice, the land in 
Sind. was too poor to grow more than one crop in three years was entirely 
fallacious. It has, we consider, sufficiently demonstrated that a higher 
intensity of irrigation in Sind is both possible and desirable and that 
the construction of modern irrigation works is therefore justified, as far 
as this point is concerned. The work of the Department has, however, 
been based on the view that existing conditions would be entirely swept 
away with the introduction of perennial irrigation. We consider, on 
the other hand that the working out of the most suitable intensity of 
irrigation in existing conditions is perhaps the most important problem 
which confronts the Agricultural Department is Sind and are emphati
cally of opinion that work intended to benefit the cultivators on the 
Jamrao Canal and elsewhere should now be carried out, as far as possible, 
in conditions identical with those obta!n~ on their lands. For work-

- ing out problems that will arise with the mtroduction of perennial con
ditions, we have suggested, in p~ragraph 108 below, the establishment 
of three agriculturahtations with pumping installations. 

102. There is no separate water rate in Sind. The charge for water 

W te t
is consolidated with the land revenue assess-

a r ra es. d' din t the ment an varies accor g 0 crop grown. 
The consolidated rate)s very low and though, in the present unsatis
factory state of tht water supply, it may not be desirable to raise it we 
are of opinion that, if a perennial supply were assured, there would be 
every justification for a considerable in~rease in the rates, which might 
event.ually be brought up to the level of those in force in the Punjab. 
The soil is superior to that of thePlmjab and Sind has the advantage 
over .that Province of proximity to the port of Karachi, which is also 
the main outlet for the exports from the Punjab. It is obvious. that 
increased rates would greatly improve the financial position of the 
Barrage Project. In connexion with the question of water rates., we 
would point out that, although rice takes three times as much water 
as cotton, the rate charged for both crops is, in most cases, exactly the 
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Same. The evidence submitted to us showed that opinion is unanimous 
that the rate charge for rice is too low and should be raised. We do 
not. feel called upon to express an opinion on the advisability of-'this 
course in present conditions as it does not appear probable that it would 
have any appreciable effect on the cultivation of cotton which is the 
only aspect..,f the case with which we are concerned. Should, however, 
a perennial~pply of water be secured we are of opinion that, in order 
to ensure the economical use of water and to prevent waterlogging as 
far as possible, the. rate for rice in tracts in which it is already grown 
should be raised to correspond more nearly to the quantity of water 
used but that no restriction, beyond what is involved in this, should 
be placed on the cultivators in regard to the crops grown by them. 
In tracts commanded by' the perenrual canals in which rice is not at 
present grown, it would, in our opinion, be wi'3e to prohibit its cultin
tion entirely, a course which ha.s'worked well on the .TamTao Canal and 
has lmdoubtedly prevented the land under that canal from becoming 
waterlogged. It has also prevented the unprofitable and wasteful u.,e 
of water. , 

. 103. 'We have little doubt that the very important question of the 
. . . prevention of waterlogging will receive dne 

WaterIOgg~~~~ bnlng 0' consfderation, should the Sukkur Barrage and 
the canals dependent on. it be constructed. 

We were infl)rmed that there is no waterlogged land at prt:Sent in 'Sind, 
except in the Karachi Canals District and in the sout.h of tJIe Fuleli 
Canal, tract, both of which are rice areas. It would, however, appear 
that, since the opening of the Jamrao Canal, the snbsoil water table 
at Mirpurkhas has risen considerably though it has remained more or 
less stationary for some years past. The change from a series of small . 
inundation 'canals, which are only in flow for a few montlls in the year, 
to large perennial canals is a ftry drastic one and must result in a 
considerable alternation in 'ubsoil water conditions. In rew of the 
great importance of this question. we would recommend toot a careful 
survey of the subsoil water table should be carried out either previous 
to 'or concurrently with the construction of the. barrage. It is hardly . 
necessary to point' out that. the waterproqf lining of canals which has 
the double effect of economising water and of prevent,ing waterlogging 
cAn be done very much more cheaply and efficiently when' the canals 
are being conStructed than after waterlogging has manifested itself 
when lengthy closures of the canals in order to carry out the necessary 

. work cannot ]:>e obtained on account of the large areas of crops dependent 
on the regularity of the supply. _ 

Another important question whicD. will come into prominence w~en 

P t· ,kala perennial irrigation is introduced into Smd, 
reven Ion 0 r. . d hi h·· t but m regar to w c It 18 no now necessary 

to make specific recommendations is that of the' prevention of kal'.)r 
(alkaline salts). In a report on the subject in 1906, the Commissio~er 
in gind stated that" the occurrence of saline areas, in every gradatIon 
from isolated parren patch~ to continuous barren tracts many mi!es 
in extent· is one of the most familiar factors in Sind, and the graVIty , . 
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of the evil is to be measured not only by the diminution jn the cultivated 
area and the injury to crops occasioned in localities where attempts 
are being made to control it, but also by the permanent exclusion from 
cultivation of large areas of otherwise valuable lands." That such land 
can be reclaimed has been successfully proved by the wor~ at the Doulat
pur Reclamation Station. The economics- of kalar reclamation are, 
however, large~y a matter of water supply. If this is precarious, the 
cost of reclamation is excessive. 

104. A point which cannot be overlooked in discussing any scheme 
for providing Sind with an assured water supply 

Prevalence of malaria in is the prevalence of malaria in the -Province, Sind. 
especially in the tracts served by the purely 

inundation canals. Experience in the past has shown that the cons
truction of new irrigation works ~equently increases the intensity 
of malaria in the tracts they command. The ag~egation of labour 
forces on such works, without sufficient precautions to safeguard their 
health, has often been accompanied by outbreaks of malaria which 
have not only seriously impeded the progress of construction but have 
contributed to the unhealthiness of the commanded areas for consider
able periods of time. In short, such schemes as the one under consi
deration have a public health aspect which it is important should be 
borne in mind: In view, therefore, of the bearing of this question on 
the supply of labour, diffitlulties in regard to which may well prove a 
serious obstacle to the development of Sind, we are of opinion that it 
should receive special attention when the Sukkur Barrage Project is 
taken in hand, as it seems probable that much could be done to minimise· 
the risks 01 disease. 

105. Our recommendations in regard to the work which should be 
. . done on cotton by the Agricultural Department 

Future policy In regard to in Silld in the future are based throughout on cotton. . 
the assumptIOn that the Sukkur Barrage and 

its connected canals will materialize. If they do not, there is, as we 
have stated more than once in the course of this chapter, no hope that 
long staple cotton can be successfully cultivated in Sind. In paragraph 
91 above, we have already recorded our view that should it eventually 
be definitely decided to abandon the Project, all work on exotic cottons 
should be abandoned at the same time. Until a decision is reached, 
we do not recommend any propaganda in favour of American cotton .• 
Work on this variety should, however, continue on the lines indicated 
below and the Agricultural Department should be in a position to supply 
seed to any cultivators who wish to grow it. Whilst we do not recom
mend any active measures to promote the cultivation of American 
cotton, we do not consider it desirable that it should be discouraged. 
Should interest in this variety be maintained even to a small extent, 
the work of the Department in spreading it will be rendered easier, 
.once a perennial water supply is assured. We are, therefore, of opinion 
that the Department should render all assistance possible, in conjunc
tion with the Central Cotton Committee, the formation of which we 
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have proposed in Chapter XIX below, in marketing any American 
cotton produced. ,-

106. Whilst we are of opinion that the main botanical work should 
Botanical work be on American cotton, we consider that. 

• whether the Sukkur Barrage materialises or 
not, selection work on deski cottons with a view to the evolution of 
superior types with longer staple an4, -higher ginning percentage should 
be carried out on the lines we have already laid down for other provinces. 
We would here mention that efforts were made some years ago to raise 
the ginning percentage of deshi cotton by distributing from !I1irpurkhas 
the seed of the cotton grown at Bhitshah which has a good reputation 
and a high ginning percentage:- Although the seed given out was not 
that of a pure variety, the evidence we received showed that a consider
able improvement was effected as a result of this work. In regard to 
American cotton, we would recommend that special attention should 
be devoted to selection work on the Triumph variety as this appears 
most likely to prove suitable to conditions in Sind. As we have already 
stated, the evidence submitted to us shows that imported varieties only 
succeed in India after acclimitization and, in these circumstances, 
selection work on Triumph is more likely to improve fruitful in results 
than the importation of fresh seed of that or any other variety. A 
comparison between the results obtained from Triumph and deshi 
cotton drawn up]>y the Deputy Director of Agriculture in 1916 on 
the basis of the farm records at Mirpurkhas is of interest. According 
to this, the average yield of the Triumph variety for three seasons was 
739 pounds of kapaa against 935 pounds for the local variety. whilst 

'the ginning percentage was 31·1 against 33-5. There wa. thus a 
balance of outtum in favour of the local variety of at least 25'per cent .• 
but. it was pointed out that, .except in 1914-15, when the cotton market 
was disorganiscd owing to the war, the premium for American cotton 
had fallen far below 25 per cent. Whilst'this comparison is of interest, 
it- cannot be regarded as in any way final. In the first place, the com
parison was between deshi cotton and an imported variety, on which 
no selection work had been dODe with a view to the elimination of un
suitable types and_ to obtaining a higher ginning percentage. In the 
second place,' the land on which the cotton was grown was uneven and 
scarcely suitable for tests of this nature. Lastly, th~ fact that the 
full premium was not obtained for the American cotton was due- to 
lack of orO'anisation and had no rea] relation to the intrinsic merits of 

- -the cotto;. Experience, especially _ in the Punjab where conditions, 
except in regard to water supply, are similar to those in Bind but are 
not so favourable to the cultivation of American cotton, shows that 
if a suitable type is evolved, American cotton yields more heavily than 
deshi varieties under irrigation. Any comparison between the two 
should be based on trustworthy valuations and not on the prices actually 
obtained in present conditions. As we have explained elsewhere, the 
price \fimanted by the intrinsic value of a particomr variety of c~t~n 
is difficult to obtain -when it is not produced in commercial quantItIes. 
Whilst~we consider that American cotton of the Triumph variety ofters 
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the most hopeful prospects of success in Sind, we are of opinion that 
a new series of experiments on the lines we have suggested for American 
cotto.n should be started with Egyptian cotton, preferably with the 
M ita/fi/fi variety. 

] 07. From what has been stated in paragraph 88 above, it will be 
- . . seen that there is a very wide scope for the 

Improvamen.u In culbva· improvement of cultivation in Sind. The 
lion. . ffi' f h is fl' me Clency 0 the present met Ot 0 cu tlva-

tion is, we are convinced, mainly due to the absence of an assured supply 
of water and its consequence, t4e fallow system. No great impro\'e
ment can be expected until Sind obtains a perennial water supply. 
That once secured, a rapid advance ma.y confidently be expected. The 
introduction of improved implements, suitable rotations, sowing in lines 
and interculture will then be possible. In regard to rotations, we would 
mention that we were much impressed by the success which has been 
obtained with berseem on the Government farm~. The crops raised 
w~re as good if not better than those grown in similar conditions in 
Egypt. The work on the farms has shown that this crop forms the 
most suitable rotation with cotton in Sind. The question whether it 
can be successfully grown in that Province has, therefore, an important 
bearing on the future of long staple cotton. We do not, however, foresee 
any great extension of the cultivation of berseem unless seed can be 
produced in paying quantities in India and a more intensive system 
of cultivation is followed. Berseem requires more water than wheat 
and, so long as there is plenty of fallow land available, the cultivator 
will prefer to grow a crop such as wheat in the rabi season as he can sell 
it more easily. It is only when the intensity is as high as one hundred 
pt'r cent. that a rabi fodder crop will be extensively grown. In such 
conditions, a rabi fodder r.rop such as berseem can be.,sown with cotton 
in October whereas wheat requires preliminary cultivation and sMuld, 
if possible, be grown after a fallow. The extensive cultivation of ber
.seem like that of long staple cotton will, therefore, only be possible 
with a perennial water supply. 

- .". I 

108. In order that the Agricultural Department should be in a 
position to deal with the new condit.ions which 

£stablishm~t of pumping will ensue on the completion of the Sukkur stations. 
Barrage and the canals taking off from it, we 

are of opinion that three agricultural stations with pumping installa
tions should be established as soon all possible. One of these might 
be on the Nara Supply Channel, one near Sakrand, about half way 
<lown the proposed Rohri Hyderabad Canal, and the third on the Fuleli 
Cana.l in the south of the tract which will be commanded bv the Rohri
.Hyderabad Cana.l. The area of each station should be at least 200 

.. acres. As a perennial supply of water will be available by pumping, 
it will be possible to work out ~ these stations, on a small scale, the 
agricultural problems that willaris'e--a.tter the construction of the Sukkur 
Barrage. The intensity eventually decided upon for the Rohri-Hydera
bad, Jamrao and Eastern Nara Canals should be strictly adhered to 
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·on the greater part of th~ area but, at"the same time, work on the opti
mum intensity of 200 per cent. should be carried out on the remainder. 
Particular attention should be paid to improved methods of cultivation 
of cotton more especia.lly to that of sowing in lines. (',sreful compara
tive tests with American, Egyptian and deshi cotton should be carried 
out under perennial conditions and efforts should be ma.de'to discover 
the mostsuita.ble rotation with cotton in Sind in such conditions. It 
should be the object of these stations to obtain practica.l results which 
will enable the Agricultura.l Department to give the cultivators' on th~ 
perennial canals tmstworthv advice from the outset and to ensure 
that the development under" those canals should proceed on thoroughly 
sound lines from the commencement. • 
_ 109. It is obviously impossible for us, at this stage, to make any 

C ital' t ts' I d ,recommendations in regard to the establish-
ap IS gran 0 an on t f d fa d h d' 'b' f h perennial canals. men 0 see rms an t e lstrl utlOn 0 t e 

, seed of long !!taple cotton in Sind where, it 
should be mentioned, the co-operative movement has made little pro
gress. We would only emphasise the necessity for the retention by 
the Agricultural Department of control over the distribution of the 
seed of any variety of long staplt~ cotton which it is eventually decided 
to give out. We would point ont that, by the time the Department 
is in a position to take action in this respect, it wIll have the advantage 
of the experience gaIned in other provinces and should therefore have 
little difficulty in deciding upon the policy ",hich is most suitable for 
adoption in Sind. We would, however suggest in this coimexion that 
the question of making large capihlist grants of land under the peren
nial canal/!, from twd to five thousand acres in extent, should be con
sidered. If it is found that the land system of the Province renders 
such grants possible., they would be of great nse in many ways. Their 
existence would greatly facilitate the development of the tract. The 
large scale porduction, which they would mean, would assist the 
surrounding cultivators in marketing their produce and should go far 
to solve the difficult problem of securing a proper price for it. They 
could be utilised, to a large exten"as seed farms as they have been 
in the Punjab where, as already stated, grants have in some cases been 
made on condition that the grantees should utilise a proportion of their 
land for growing pure seed required by the Agricul:ural Department. 
We would suggest that some of these grants mIght be made on 
condition that the land is cultivated by steam ploughs as this would 
also help to bring about the more speedy development of the tract by 
reducing the amoimt of labour required. With direct cultivation by, 
steam power, as compared with cultivation on tbe h'llf share system. 
a landholder can afford to spend on cultivation and maintenance up to 
half the gross value of the crops produced, before he is in a worse 
position than a landholder farming on the half share system. 

110. At present, Sind has one Deputy Director of Agriculture only 
• .. wbose headquarters are at Mirpurkhas. Com-

Recommendations In munication with Bombay is . difficult and the 
regard to staff.. . 1 h b' h".l- fun DIrector of Agncu ture as IS anWl so 
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in the Presidency proper that his visits to Sind are very infrequent 
The conditions in Sind are entirely different from those- in the rest of 
the Presidency ana the problems which will confront the Agricultural 
Department, if the Sukkur Barrage becomes an accomplished fact, are 
so important and complicated that we consider it desirable that the 
Agricultural Department in Sind should have a separate Director of 
Agriculture, whose headquarters should be ~t Karachi. For the present, 
we are of opinion that it will be sufficient if the Province is given two 
Deputy Directors, one for Upper and one for Lower Sind. The head
qua.rters of the Deputy Director for Lower Sind should be fixed at 
Karachi. Mirpurkhas is not only unhealthy but is not on the main 
line of railway through the Province and is therefore difficult of access. 
We understand that it was originally selected as the headquarters of 
the Deputy Director as a temporary arrangement which h'ts, however, 
since become permanent. The main work of the Deputy Director for 
Upper Sind should be that on the pumping stations, the establishment 
of which we have proposed above and his headquarters might con
veninently be Sukkur. It follows fro!ll the recommendations we have 
made in paragraph 106 that we regard the appointment of an Economic 
Botanist for Sind as essential. The most important work of such an 
officer, who should possess special qualifications in research, should 
be on American and Egyptian cotton on the lines we have laid down, 
hut he should also devote attention to the improvement of Mshi cotton. 
III view of the fact that very little botanical work of any kind has hither
to been done on the crops grown in Sind, we would not confine l1im 
entirely to c~ttOD, though other crops should occupy a secondary posi
tion. 

As conditions in Sind much more closely resemble those of the Punjab 
than of the rest ot the Bombay Presidency, we consider it desirable that 
the reorganised Agricultural Department should work in close touch 
with the Punjab Department. We are of opinion that Sind should 
eventually have an agricultural college of its own,... either at Karachi 
or Hyderabad but that, meanwhile, the subordinate staff required should 
be trained at the Lyallpur Agricultural College rather than at Poona. 
Training at the latter college is, in our view, of little benefit to men 
who have to work in ~he conditions which prevail in Sind. 

Ill. Our recommendations and conclusions in this chapter may be 
SU1Junary. summarized as follows!-

In regard to cotton under irrigation :-

(I) The main reason for the failure of past efforts to grow Egyp
tian and American cotton in Sind has been the unsatis
factory character of the water supply. 

(2) There are no l!rOspects of the successful cultivation 01 long 
staple cotton in Sind, unless the Sukkur Barrage ~oject 
is carried out. 
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(3) U the Sukkur Barrage and the connected canals are con
structed, an area 01 400.000 acres 01 long staple cotton 
under the Rohri-Ibderabad, the lamrao and the Eastern 
Nara Canals may be confidently anticipated. 

(4) In present conclitions 01 supply. no area 01 long staple cotton 
can be looked lor on any 01 the canals not affected by 
the Sukkur Barrage Project. 

(5) In constructing the canals taking oft from the Sukkur Barrage. 
their possible enlargement to permit 01 an intensity 01 
irrigation of at least 75 per cent. should be kept in view. 

(6) U the Sukkur Banage Project is carried out, the water ratel 
in Sind might eventuaJ.l7 be brought up to the Punjab 
level. the rate for rice. in any case. being raised to coml
pond more nearly to the amount oJ water used. 

(7) The cultivation 01 rice should be entirely prohibited in tracts 
under the perennial canals in Sind in which it is not already 
grown, but. beyond the raising 01 the rate for rice. there 
should be no other restriction in areas in which it is at 
present cultivated. 

(8) A careful survey of the subsoil water table should be carried 
out. either prior to or conCUlTently with the construction 
of the Sukkur Barrage.' . 

(9) The question 01 the prevention 01 malaria should be inVel-' 
. tigated, if the Barrage Project is undertaken. 

In regard to the colonization of the area affected by the Sukkur 
Barrage Project :-

(10) The question whether the land system 01 the Province is 
such as to render large areas 01 waste land on the new 
canals available lor colonization should be thoroughly in
vestigated 1Iy a strong Committee. 

(11) U tl$ proves to be the case. the desirability 01 making 
capitalist grants on the new canals should be considered, 
such grants to be from two to five thousand acres in extent 
and to be made on conclitions which would promote the 
speedy development 01 the tract and also render large sup
plies 01 pure seed available. 

In regard to the work 01 the Agricultural Department :-
(12) U it is eventuaJ.l7 decided to abandon the Sukkur Barrage 

Project, all 'Work on exotic cottons in Sind should be given 
up at the same time. 

(13) Meanwhile no active propaganda in favour 01 American 
cotton should be carried on but the Agricultural Depart
ment should continue to be in a position to supp!J' seed 
to any cultivators who desire it and' should assist in the 
marketing 01 t1!eir produCe. 
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(14) The main botanical work of the Agricultural Department 
should be on American and Egyptian cottOD and should 
be directed to the" evolution ol,better strains of the Triumph 
and M ita ffi varieties. 

(15) Further efforts should also be made to evolve varieties of 
deshi cotton of long staple and higher ginning percentage 
than those.at present grown. -

(16) Three pumping stations should be established on which the 
problems which will arise on the completion of the Sukkur 
Barrage and the connected canals should be worked out. 
Amongst such problems would be improvements in culti
vation, suitable rotations, the cultivation of berseem and 
the like. 

In regard to agricultural staff:-

(17) The Agricultural Department in Sind should be separated 
from that of Bombay and should have its own Director 
of Agriculture with headquaretrs at Karachi. 

(18) The. Province should be divided into two circles. An addi
tional Deputy Director should be appointed for Upper 
Sind, with headquarters at Sukkur, whose main work 
would be the charge of the pumping stations, the establish
ment of which is suggested. 

(19) An Economic Botanist should be appointed to the Province 
whose main work should be on cotton. especially the 
American" and Egyptian varieties. 

(20) Until such time as Sind has an Agricultural College of its 
own, the subordinate staff of the Agricultural Department 
should be trained at the Lyallpur Agricultural College 
rather than at the Poona Collegl!,: 
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CHAPTER VII • 

. Bombay: 

112. According to the figures for' 1915-16, the area of the BomblY 
Statistical. Presidency proper, exclusive both of LSind, 

. which has been dealt with in the preceding 
.chapter, and of Native States, is 48,642,709 acres. The net area actually 
cropped during-the five years ending 1916-17 averaged 26,161,000 acres, 
of which 3,962,000 acres were under cotton. The percentage of the 
area under cotton to the total area cropped was 15·t., a percentage 
which is only exceeded in Baroda and the Central Provinces and Berar. 
The percentage of the area under cotton to the total area under that 
crop throughout India averaged 17·7 for the five years ending 1916-17. 
In addition, the Native States in the Presidency returned an average 
area of 2,191,000 acres under cotton 'for the same quinquennium, a 
percentage of 9·8 of the total area under cotton in India. These figures 

. are exclusive of those for the Buoda State which is in direct political 
relations with the Government of India and which we have consequently 
dealt with separately. We would mention, however, that Baroda 
territory is so intermingled with British districts that it is impossible 
to treat it entirely as a distinct unit for our present purpose. Refer
ences to conditions in Baroda will, therefore, be found throughout this 
chapter. It will be evident from the figures given above, that Bombay 
and Baroda form together the most important cotton growing tract in 
India. It is' not surprising, in these circumstances, that the cotton 
problems are more complex and difficult than they are elsewhere. 

; 

._ 113. The cotton growing tracts of the Bombay Presidency fall into
four main divisions between which, however, 
there is no well defined boundary. The tract 

which produces the cotton which passes by the trade name of .. Dhol
leras "comprises the greater part of North Gujarat, i.e., the Ahmedabad 
and part of the Kaira a~d Panch Mahala Districts, the adjoining pam 
of the Baroda State and the greater part of Kathiawar. Immediately 
south of it is the tract which produces the cotton known .by the trade 
as "Brl)ach." This tract, which, a'J a whole, forms Southern Gujarat,. 
iPciudes the Broach and Surat district." ill British territory and the 
adjacent parts of tne Baroda State, more especially tl:.e district of 

. Navsari. Outlymg part.<! of it are also to he found in Kathiawar. The 
'third main division, which produces t!ie cotton known alJ .. Khandes~:" 

" origfually included only the two districts of East and West Khandcsh 
but nowcompris£:s tIle Nasik, Ahmcdn:lgar rond Sholapur di..~cts and 
the nodhem part of the Bijapur dil!trict .. All these districts, with the 

Climate and soil. 
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exception of Bijapur, furm pa.rt of the Bombay Deccan. The fourth, 
main division is that which produces the cotton the trade narue of 
which is "Kumpta-Dharwar." It includes the districts of Dharwar, 
Belgaum nnd the greater part of Bijapur, as w('l1 as scveral Native StateR, 
of which Kolhapur ;md S:lngli~are the most ,imp01.'tant, and thus COM

prises practically the whole Ofthat part of Bombay which is known as 
the Karnat.ak. The climate of the cotton growing tracts differs very 
conl:!iderably. Cujarat has an ample ra,infall {)f thirty to fc>rty il1ches, 

-~ wHeh increase~ from north to .south and by far the greate~ part of 
which is l'eceiwd from the south west mOD soon. It lias a pleasant 
cold season but the heat is oppressive during the summer months. The 
tempera,ture falls on the burst of the monsoon but t,he air rema!DS hot 
and sultry till October. The climate of thp. Deccliti districts resembles 
that of B"erar, being ve.ryhot in ~larcb, April and May and fairly tem
perate for the rest of the year. The rainfall varies from twenty to 
thirty inches, The bulk of it is received from the south west monsoon 
but there are heavv storms from the north east in October. The Kar
natak districts, with the exception of Bijapur, where climatic conditioIls, 
differ little from those of the Deccan, have a heavier rainfall than the 
latter, especially in its western portion, the average at Belgaum being 
52·30 inches. They receive more rain from the north east monsoon 
than any of tIle other cotton growing tracts and the extremes of tem
perature are not so marked. , 

The soils of the Presidency vary ",-jth its natural divisions, In 
Cujarat they are classed in two main divisions, kali and gorad~t. The 
first is the black cotton soil of which extensive tracts are found in Broach 
and Surat. It is supposed to be result of an alluvium brought down 
by the Tapti and Narbada rivers and corresponds to the b~ack cotton 
soil of the Central Provinces and Berar. Goradu soils are characterized 
hy immense depth, varying from the drift sands of Ahmedabad to the ~ 
rich loam of Kaira, They are ent.irelY alluvial. The soil of the cotton 
tracts of the Deccan and "the Karnatak is also mainly black cotton soil 
formed, in this instance. by the weathering of the trap rock, It varies, 
greatly both in texture and in depth. -,. 

114. The cotton crop 01 the Bombay Presidency presents more 
. _ bot.arncal problems than any other part of 

va~lebes o. cotton grown. India The cotton l'nown as "Dholleras" is 
(I> Dholleras. :.. -"" . 

espeCIally diverse In its botanical cbaracteris-. 
tics. It ill generally accepted that, previous to the famine years of 
1899-1900, the ,prevailing type was a variety of G .. herbaceu1ll, known 
as lalt'o, wit~ a staple of iths to ~ths inch and a ginning percentage of . 
33. Lalio has now, to a very large extent, been replaced by a mixture 
of various varieties. In the neighbourhood of VirallJgam in the _o\.hmeda
bad district and in parts of Kathiawar and Cutch, the variety known 
as wagad, which is. also G, herbaceum, is grown almost pure. It is peculiar 

--"in that the holls do not"open even when the cotton is ripe. The cottl'>n 
is, therefore, picked in the bolls and is extracted subsequently. It is 
the bes~ cotton in the mixture, its staple being 8ths inch to iths inch. 
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.ana its ginning percentage 33. In the Kaira and Panch Mahala district 
and in the Daskroi taluka of Ahmedabad, the va.rieties known as kanti 
and gogkari are found. Kanvi, the stal)le of which is from ,ths to 
jths inch and the ginning percentage 35, is, in reality, only a mixture 
-of Broach and goghari cotton. Goghari is an in~el"ior variety of G. 
herbar.eum, the origin of which is obscu'r~. It has a weak staple of 'ths 
to£ths inch in length and a ginning percentage (.of 40. Over large tracts 
·of Ahmedabad and Kathiawar, the prevailing type ol cotton is that 
known by the trade as mathio, a mixture the constituents of which-
are the same as those of the Khandesh mixture with the addition of 
the variety known as d. neglectllm kathiawarense. Of the varieties of 
neglectum, three, G. N. cutclticum, G. N. kalMawarense and G. N. '08~um, 
predominate. The first two were introduced from BeraT and Khandesh 
in 1899-1900 to replace lalio which was almost exterminated by the 
.(Irought of those years. The third, G. N. f'oseum, ilta more recent im
portation. The staple of the constituents of the mixture are the same 
as in Khandesh and its ginning percentage is 32. Rozi or faria, a variety 
of G.'obt-usi/olium and a perennial cotton, is found in the Kaira district. 
Its staple is ttbs to iths inch in length and its ginning percentage 35. 
In I!.ddition to these varieties, mention 8hould be made of Bourhon 
-cotton (G. purpurascens) .which represe~t8 the only survival of the 
attempts, w~ch are decribed below, to introduce exotic cottons into 
this tract and is still found in hedges in the Ahmedabad and Raira 
.{\istricts. In recent years, several cultivators in those two districts, 
in which cotton is often grown 'und.er well irrigation, have grown Cam
bodia (G. hirsutum). At the outset, it met with some success but it 
was eventually abandoned almost everywhere iu favour of lalio which 
was considered more certain aud profitable, especially as great difficulty 
was experienced in disposing of the small quantitIes of Cambodia pro
.duced. 

The following table shows the percentage composition of the mixture 
:grown in the" Dhol1eras" tract. It will be seen that, in many cases, 
even when the cotton passes under the specific name of ",lio, wagad, 
.etc., it contains a proportion of other wricties. 
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<D 
C/I 

Name. 

\ 

AHIII!DABAD DISTRICT. 

I.aJilo • 
W8lO:ad 
Lallo • 
Wagad 
Deahl. 
Lallo • 

KAmA DISTRICT. 

Rozi 
Kanvl. 
Rozi 
Kanvl : 
Malvl • 
Kanvl. 
Jadlana 
D.shl • 
Rod 
Americ~n 

PANCH MAHALB, 

Deihl. 
Kanvl. 
Kbnnd:sh 

Locality. 

Dhollera. 

San;;od. 

Viramgaru. 

Anand. 
Thura. 

M.h~abad, 

1rIai~r. 

Nadl;'d, 
Boraad. 

Godhra. 
Kalol, 

White 
Flowered 

Neglectum. 

5S:4 

42:3 

4'0 

'70'4 

Yellow 
Flowered 

Neglectllm. 

, .. .. 

22'2 

53:9 

96'0 

1S'5 

I 
o. HirSutU;"/ - -- -

(Upland. --
Georgian 

Camhodia). Bnd I Broach. Hoghari. 

-----1 

5g'3 

14'2 

45'2 
19'4 

4'7',S 
3'S 
4'5, 

100 

5l'4 
11'1 

G. HERBACEU}f. 

Kanvi. 

60'S 
3'7 

M'S 

0"2"2 

16:7 

4S'6 

Lalio. 

89'S 
10'0 
97'3 
13'6 

41'7 

Wagad, 

10'7 
90'0 
2'7 

87'S 
100'0 

n.Obtn8i· 
folhun UOl.i. 

100 
25 
96'3 

95'5 
83'3 



115. Whatever may have been the position formerly, it is now 
impossible to treat the tract wb"ich produces (ii) Broach tract. 
" Broach" cotton as a whole botanically and 

is must be sub-divided into three tracts. The first of these comprises 
the Broach district north of-the Narbada and the adjacent parts of 
Baroda wit.h some outlying areas in Kathiawar. The second tract 
includes the southern part of the Broach district 8S well as the SUI'at 
,district. No definite boundary can be laid down between this Rnd the 
third tra.ct, of which the centre is Nav~ari. The cotton of the whole 
Broach tract reaches its maximum excellence at Bilimora in the Navsari 
,district. It should be clearly understood that, throughout the three' 
sub-divisions mentioned above, except for the small amount of Bourbon 
·cotton (G. purpurascens) which is grQWD. for domestic purposes, only 
-()ne species of cotton is found, viz., G. herbaceum. No tangible distinc· 
tions are to be Iound in the plants themselve!l, and t.he differences in 
the lint and, to a less extent, in the ginning percentage do not manifest 
themselves until after the crop is ripe. The position in tIle Broach 
·tra(~t, taken as a whole, is that the cotton increases steadily in value 
from the north downwa.rds. All the evidence we have received goes 
to show that, until recent years, the cotton of the first of the three tractS 
"Which, for eonvenience, mav be called the Broach deshi tract, W&II the 
.same excellent type of G. herbac.eum as that grown in the Surat nnd 
Navsari tracts. Unfortunately there existed in this tract, more especially. 
in the Amod and Jambusar talukas, the inferior variety of G. herbac.e!lm, 
.known 8S gogha1'i, to which reference has been made in the preceding 
paragraph. The high ginning percentage of this variety brought it 
into such favour with the-1:nltivators that its extension throughout 
the Broach t!eshi tract has proceeded with extreme rapidity and it has 
-been the main cause of the fall in the reputation of all Broach cotton 
in recent years. There is good reason to believe that it will continue 
·to spread both in the Broach deshi tract and in~he Surat and Navsari 
-tracts unless immediate steps are taken to check its exten<;ion. In 
regard to the two latter tracts, it would appear tbt the superiority 
·of the cotton grown in the Navsari tract to that grown in the Surat 
-tract is due to the more genial climate, resulting from its closer proxi
mity to the sea, and to the sligbtly higher proportion of clay in the soil. 
The staple of the cotton grown in the Broach ileshi tr~ is lths inch 
-to -lths inch and its ginning percentage 32, except where it is grown 
'wit~ goghari and becomes the mixture known as kanvi. ItS staple then 
falls between tths and lths inch but ita ginning percentage increases 
to 35. The staple of the cotton grown in the Surat tract is iths inch 
and its ginning percentage is 32. The corresponding figures for the 
N'l\vsari tract are one inch and 31. 

An analysis of the cotton grown in the Broach deshi tra;ct has shov.-n 
_ -.that the composition of the cotton is as given in the following table :-
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Nam<.'. Locality. Broach Goghari 
variety. variety. 

De.hi Ankleswar 63·6 36·6 

Deahi Hansot 93·1 6·9 

Goghari Rajpipla. 89·7 10·3 

Goghari Jambusar 7·9 92-1 

Goghari 
I 

I Broach - 20·7 79'3 

Deahi Broach 52'4 47-4 

An analysis of the cotton grown in the Surat and Navsari tracts 
has shown that it consists throughout of the pure Broach variety, except 
in the Choreshi taluka where the cotton contains 8·3 per cent, of goghari 
and in the Olpad taluka, where the percentage of gogltari is 2·5. 

116. The cotton known by the 'trade as "Khandesh" which, as 

(iii) Khandesh tract. already stated, is grown in East and West 
Khandesh, Ahmednagat, Nasik, _ Sholapur and 

part of Bijapur, consists of a mixture of the same varieties of Gossypium 
neglegtum as are found in the Central Provinces and Berar. There are 

·G. N. malveflse, G. N. verum, G. N. dutchicum and G. N. roseum. The 
mixture includes, as in the Central Provinces and Berar, a small propor
tion of the Upland Georgian variety (G. Mrsutum) , a survival of past 
efforts to introduce exotic cottons into Khandesh. Bam: (17. indic!lm) 
is, however, entirely absent. The staple of the Khandesh mixture is 
slightly shorter than that grown in Berar, being on an average tths 
inch to iths inch. Its ginning percentage is 32. G. N. rosettm is now 
gradually replacing the mixture, though its progress haa b!len mnch 
slower than in Berar. It is estimated that_30,OOO acres are' now under 
tp(s variety in a pure state. The staple of roseum in Khandesh is from 

/iths to ~ths inch and its ginning percentage is 38. 
117. The most important variety of cotton grown in the" Kumpta-

(. ) K ta Dh t t Dharwar" tract, which, as mentioned above, 
IV ump· arwar rac. . I d h d' . t f Dh d B I mc u es t e IstrlC s 0 arwar an e gaum, 

the greater part of Bijapur and the Native States of Kolhapur, Sangli, 
et.c., is that known as kumpta, a variety of G. herbaceum, which is grown 
throughout the tract. It is at it.s best in Belgaum but is almost equally 
good in Dharwar, falling off in quality further eastwa~ds. It differs 
from the variet~· of G. herbaceum grown in Gujarat in its shorter period 
of growth, smaller bolls and lower ginning percentage, the lat.ter being 
only 26. The staple of the kum1Jw variety is 1ths inch iIllength. The 
cotton known as "Saw ginned Dharwar" or "Dharwar American" 
is a more or less intimate mixture of two acclimatized varieties, Upland 
Georgian (G. hirslltum) and New Orleans (G. mexicanum). It is ffi41inly 
found in the Dharwar district where it is usually grown as a mixture 
with kllmpta, sometimes intentionally but more often unitentionally 
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The staple of Dharwar American is {ths to Iths inch and ita ginnin~ 
percelltage 30. Of .minor importance in this tract' are Cambodia (G. 
hirsutum) which is now grown on about five thousand acres in the Gada" 
and Ron talukas of the Dharwar district and Dharwar Broach, introduced 
by the Agricultural Department some ten years ago. The latter is 
grown on I!>bout five thousand acres in the west of th9' Dharwar"district 
where the south west monsoon sets in sufficiently ~rly to give it the 
long 8eason necessary for its successful cultivation. 

118. l.n North GUJarat and in Khandesh, 't:otton is sown in June. 
Cultivation 01 cotton In South Gujarat, cotton is sown between 

• June and September and cotton sown in Sep-
tember often does very well. In the north of the Broach tract, resowing 
in July and August is often necessary. Picking in Gujarat commences 
in-January and continues until April and :May. The growing season 
may thus be said to extend over 200 days but the climate is cool during 
the formation of the bolls which takes as much as sixty days. In 
Khandesh, which has a much shorter season, picking begins in October 
and is over in December. In the.Karnatak, which receives more rain 
from tJte north east monsoon than any of the oth.er cotton growing 
tracts, sowing does not commence till, the latter part of August and 
·extends into September. Picking takes place from March till May. 
The cultivation of cotton throughout the Bombay Presidency is very 
good, especially in the Broach tract, where it is perhaps mOEe thorough
and advanced than in any other part of India. In Gujarat and in the 
heavier soils in Khandesh, the land is seldom ploughed but is harrowed 
during the dry season after the harvest of the preceding crop. Plough
ing is, however, the general practice in the lighter soils in Khandesh 
and throughout the Karnatak. In the latter tract, the land is some
times dug over by hand, owing to the presence of.deeply rooted weeds 
and grasses. Such weeds and grasses are specially common in North 
Gujarat and are found more or less throughout the Deccan as well as 
in. large tracts in Khandesh. Lavala (Cyperu, rotundua) is worst in 
Gujarat, whilst in the Deccan and the Karnatak, hariali (Cynodun 

. dac-:ylon) and lcunda (Ischmnum pilosum) give most trouble and prove 
:serious enemies to cotton. Experiments with gear and steam ploughs 
have been carried out by the Agricultural Department in the Karnatak 

.~and have met with a moderate measure of success. Cotton throughout 
the Presidency is sown in lines with drills and, in the Broach tract, it 
is the practice to thin it out subsequently. On deep retentive soils 
in that tract, ..,hich have a good rainfall, rice is sometimes grown with 
cotton either in the same row or in alternate rows. It is .. however, 
the subordinate crop. Coriander and other condiments, and occasionally 
sesamum or gram, are also often grown with cotton, especially whe, 
there are found to be gaps in the latter crop. In Kaira, the perennial 
rozi cotton is invariably grown in rows with bajra (PenniBetum typ1wi
deum). Interculture is most efficient in the Broach tract but is also 

. very< well done in Khandesh. In the former tract, the Agricultural 
Department has had some success in introducing planting in squares. 
which enables interculture to be done in both directions. An obstacle 
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to the progress of this method ill -presented by the fact that it takes _ 
more time than t,he ordinary method but it is estimated that about 
ten thousand acres are now sown in this way. The most usual rotation 
throughout the Presidency is cotton and juar (Sorghum t;ulgare). In 
the Dholleras tract, baira (Pennisetum typh01.·dettm) takes the place of 
iuar on light soils and wheat is occasionally substituted for it on heavy 
Boils. In the Broach tract, lang (Lathyrus satil:Us) wheat or tur (Cajanus 
indicuB) often take the place of juar. Cotton, however, often follows 
cotton, especially in the Surat and Navsari districts. Fallowing is much 
resorted to in these tracts and cotton is often sown in rows from six 
to twelve feet apart, the intervening space being left unoccupied and 
thoroughly cultivated, to be sown with cotton in the following year. 
Efforts have been made by the Agricultural Department to introduce 
leguminous crops, especially grOlmd-nut, into the rotation and also to 
secure the cultivation of sann hemp ",ith cotton as a green manure. 
Both these methods have been takelL up on a fairly large scale in the 
Broach tract and, in Khandesh, the cultivation of ground-nut as a 
rotation with cotton is spreading rapidly. It should be mentioned 
that, although in the Dharwar American part of the Kumpta Dharwar 
tract, that variety is often sown with Kumpta, the latter ripens later 
so that both varieties are marketed fairly pure. Throughout the whole 
of the Bombay cotton tract~, cotton occupies an unusually high propor
.tion of the cropped area, which means that a three year -rotation is 
seldom found. Cotton is usually grown in alternate years and frequently 
in two successive years. The most usual manure is farm-yard manure, 
but, as elsewhere, the supply of this is limited and it is rarely applied 
mQre than once in three years. Artificial manures have not proved 
profitable in the case of cotton. Poudrette and crude night soil have 
given excellent results in Gujarai and Khand.esh but their use as a. 
manure has, until very recently, been no more popular in Bombay 
than in other parts of India. Cultivators are now, however, beginning 
to use them where proximity to a municipality renders them available. 

119. The history of the 'efforts to grow exotic cottons in Bombay as 
well as to improve the indigenous varietiell is 

History of e~rts to i'!tro- very lengthy and only a brief and necessarily 
duel exotic cotton In . h·'· I Bombay. lIDperfect, sketc of It can here be given. t 

commences, as does that of Madras, about 1790. 
when Dr. Anderson was employed to distribute seed from Malta and 
Mauritius throughout the Peninsula. The Bourbon cotton, which is 
still to be found in parts of the cotton tracts as well as in the Konkan. 
is a relic of his work. A fresh supply of seed was obtained from 
MaUiltius'in 1812, and was distributed to the Collectors of Broach 
a.nd Surat.Experiments with this variety on a fairly large scale 
were carried out by an Assistant Surgeon named Gilders in Kaira in 
1815 and the following years, but in spite of the offer of money prizes 
for its successful cultivation, proved a failure. About 1830, the first 
two experimental farms in India were opened, that at Broach ~eing 
placed under the superintendence of Mr. Fmney, whilst Dr. Lush was 
appointed to the charge of the experiments in the Deccan, including 
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Xhandesh, and at Dhanvar, where the second farm was located 
Although the introduction of American cotton into Dharwar is often· 
attributed to Dr. Lush, neither his work nor that of Mr. Finney left 
any real mark on cotton in Bombay. Of the twelve American planters 
who, as already mentioned in' the chapter on the United Provinces, 
were brought out to India in 1840, three were allotted to Bombay, 
where they started work in Broach. They entertained so little hope 
of ultimate success and 'were so discontented with their prospecta that 
they shortly afterwards resigned their appointments. In spite of this, 
it was decided to continue the experiments but although the services of 
planters from other provinces were secured, neither in Broach nor in 
Khandesh was _any: success obtained. Trials of exotics carried out 
about this time both by officialS and .non-officials all over Gujarat, 
the Deccan and the Konkan were no more fruitful in results. It was 
only in Dharwar that there has been any survival of the work of the 

. (twelve planters in India and, even there, the initiative came from 
:Mr. A. N. Shaw, the Collector. New Orleans seed grown by him in 
the Hubli taluka in 18~ was favourably reported on by Mr. Mercer, 
one of. the planters, who had been transferred to Bombay from the 
United Provinces and, partly as a result of his efforts, and partly owing 
to the fact that Government in the early years agreed to purchase the 
whole of the crop, its cultivation, in spite of some checks, made rapid 
progress, the area under it reaching 178,682 acres in 1861-62. About 
1858, tne ,reputation-of the Dharwar-American variety fell, owing to 
adulteration and admixture with the indigenous cotton. The difference 
in price between Dharwar-American and kumpta which, in 1850-51, 
had been from Id. to lid. per pound in favour of the former had, in 
1859; dropped to a farthing. Steps were, however, taken to prevent 
the careless sowing of mixed AmeriCIII.n and indigenous cotton and to 

. secure that the saw gins used for ginning the former were kept in proper 
order and this resulted in a marked improvement in the quality of the 
cotton. 

A Cotton Commissioner was appointed for the Bombay Presidency 
in 1863,the first. holder of the appointment being Dr. :t~orbe&. Shortly 
afterwards, four superintendents of cotton experiments were also ap-
. pointed who were posted to Dharwar, Gujarat, Khandesh and Sind 
. respectively. Trials of' Sea Island, Egyptian, Peruvian,' and other 
exotics were carried out at Viramgam and Surat and in Khandesh and 
attempts were made to introduce Dharwar American, Hinganghat and 
Broach into parts of the Presidency in which they were not already grown 
but these fared no better thav. their predecessors. The efIom of 
Mr. Ashburner, Collector of Khandesh, in 1866, to stamp out the variety ~ 
known as Nagpur ian m7,ayati or It Old Khandesh " which resulted in 
driving it into Berar have already been mentioned in the chapter on 
the Central .Provinces. In 1873-74; it was decided that the experi
ments in introducing exotics into Khandesh should be abandoned but 

. theycwere renewed in the case of Dharwar American about 187~80. 
It. should. be mentioned that fresh seed was imported from America 
at intervals and distributed in the Dharwar district_ In 1883-84, the 
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work of the Cotton Department was taken over by the Department 
of Land Records and Agriculture. This history of cotton improvement 
in Bombay for the next few years is almost entirely that of expe!iments 
with American and other varieties on the Bhadgaon farm in Khandesh. 
It is unnecessary to describe these at length and it is sufficient to s~y 
that when the farm was sold in 1892-93, Mr. Ozanne, then Director of 
Land Records and Agriculture, considered that it had been proved 
that long stapled varieties, though not successful when sown at once 
as received from America, would succeed well if acclimatized at Dharwar 
and that such cottons were useful on light land. Meanwhile in 1891-
92, and subsequent years, American cotton had been tried at Nadiad 
in Gujarat, Dharwar American in the Nara Valley and Egyptian cotton 
in various places in Gujarat and elsewhere but with the usual lack of 
success. By 1897-98, Mr. Mollison, then Deputy Director of Agricul
ture, had come to the conclusion that exotic varieties of cotton were 
unsuited to the conditions of Indian agriculture, that an indigenous 
variety found suitable in one district might prove unsuitable to another 
and that the only hope of improvement lay in taking the varieties that 
were found in general cultivation and in trying to improve them by 
selection of seed carried on from year to year. From this time onwards, 
the attempts to introduce exotics into the Bombay Presidency may 
be said practically to have ceased, though experiments with American 
and Egyptian varieties continued to be carried out on the farms, more 
especially between 1905 and 1910. With the exception of unsuccessful 
attempts to introduce tree cottons into the Karnatak, the introduction 
of Cambodia on a small scale in the west of the Dharwar district and 
some work on Dharwar American in the same ,district, the energieS of 
the Agricultural Department have been devoted to the improvement 
of the indigenous cotltons and are described in detail below. Making 
every allowance for the advance of scientific knowledge since the early 
efforts to introduce exotics in Bombay, we see very little prospect for 
such cotton except in the Kumpta Dharwar tract and are, .therefore, 
of opinion' that the policy followed by the Agricultural Department 
has been the ~orrect one. . 

120. Very little botanical work has so far been done by the Agri

Botanical work :
(i) Dbolleras. 

cultural Department on the varieties which 
make up the mixture known as .. Dholleras." 
It should, however, be mentioned that experi-

ments in hybridization with exotic cottons have been carried out on 
the Nadiad farm near Ahmedabad but have led to no definite results 
as it has b~en found that none of the hybrids produced is suited to the 
climatic conditions of t.he tract. . 

121. The main botanical work on the cotton of the Broach tract 
n Bro b tract has been carried out at Surat, where operations 
II ac • commenced in- 1896, the object of which, as 

then stated, was to estab).ish a variety of long and silky staple but of 
sufficient hardiness to pay the cultivator to grow it. The crossing 
work carried out resulted, in 1905-06, in the evolution of a cross between 
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~umpta and goghari known as 1027 A, which was valued as high as 
twenty per cent. above the ordinary cotton of the tract. Two other 
crosses, 1338, a, cross between Broach and Broach and 1319, a crOSB 
between kumpta and kumpta, also showed marked superiority over the 
local variety. In 1907-08, there was, however, a set·back tQ the work. 
It was found that there was considerable variation in the Surat crosseB 
and that, whilst the relative advantage in quality which some of them 
possessed over the ordinary cotton was high, their ginning percentage 
was, steadily falling. In spite of this, 1,500 poundB of hybrid seed were 
distributed in 1908-09, the growers obtaining a premium of Re. 7 per 
Mar of 924 pounds over the ordinary variety. In 191()"ll, the hybrids 
and selected strains on the Surat farm were narrowed down to three. 
" Selected Surat" and two crosses, known as 1018 PG and 1027 ALF. 
and three thousand acres were sown with these cottons. The following 
year, matters had progressed so far that a .syndicate was formed "1 
certain members of the Bombay Millowners' Association, whidt under
took to buy the cotton grown from the seed at five per cent. above til. 
market rate and to return the seed to the Agricultural Department 
for distribution. The scheme did not, however, prove a success and 
the operations of the Syndicate ceased in 1912-13. We have dealt 
with the causes of this unfortunate result in Chapter XVI. Since the 
break down of the arrangements with the Syndicate, other methods 
of disposing of the cotton grown from the seed supplied by the Agricul
tural Department have been adopted and are described in paragraph 
130 below. They have not proved successful in promoting the exten
sion of the cultivation of the improved I!trains, the maximum area 
under which, in .recent years, has been only 1,200 acres. Although 
three improved strains, Selection lA, the cross known as 1027 ALF 
and Selection II, are still being grown- on the fann, it has been decided 
to concentrate almost entirely on Selection IA and the seed given out 
last year was nearly aU of this variety. The c~mparative value of 
the. three jltrains just mentioned and of the local cotton have been worked 
out on the Surat farm as follows :-

Yield of seed 
Valuation cotton yer Ginuing per. 

Name_ acrem oentage. per 1;1wI1uli. 
pounds. 

Ra.. -
(I) IA . · 559 36-5 341 

(2) 1027 ALF 519 35-4 346 

(3) II . . . . . . · 632 35-1 330 . 
(4) Local cotton . . . . · 503 33-2 232 . . 

It should be mentioned that an experimental station has recently 
been established near Broach, the main object of which has been to. 
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ascertain definitely the actual characteristics of goghari. Four types of 
this variety were separated and tested but it was found that none of 
them possessed any good feature from the point Of view of quality. 

122. The botanical work in the Khandesh tract, since the re-organi-
(iii) Khandesh tract. zation of the Agricultural Department in 

1903-04, has proceeded on very much the same 
lines as in the Central Provinces and· Berar. Work on the separation
of the constituents of the local mixture was commenced in 1905, and it 
was found that, as in Berar, G. neglectum roseum was the most profitable 
both as regards yield and ginning percentage. In this tract, the Agri
cultutal Department has, therefore, mainly devoted its energies to the 
spread of this variety and in 1916-17 seed sufficient for thirty thousand 
acres was distributed. The Sindewahi cross between bani and " deshi 
Lahore" introduced from the Central Provinces has been tried in this 
tract and has produced cotton of fair quality with a ginning percentage 
of about 36. 

123. The main botanical work in the Kumpta Dharwar tract has 
. been directed to the improvement of the kumpta 

(IV) Kumpta Dharwar tract. variety and has been carried out on the Dharwar 
<a) Kumpta and Dhar- • ' 

war Branch. farm. It may be mentIOned that kumpta, as 
is the case with other varieties of herbaceum, is 

possessed of very stable characteristics and that it is therefore difficult 
to produce anything in the nature of a recognizable improvement 
in· it. Recent researches have, however, shown that the quantity of 
the crop can be sensibly increased by a change in the mode of 
growth. Such a change can be brought about by the selection of an 
early maturing type, the characteristics of which are an upright habit 
of growth with many fruiting branches and few vegetative branches. 
This character is freely inherited although it is sometimes masked by 
the check caused' to the leading shoot by the borer which attacks 
its pith. The selections which are now being made all conform to 
this type, which furnishes a distinguishing mark capable of easy detec
tion in the field, where plants of the bushy type are most prevalent. 
The more compact habit permits of closer planting and therefor~ 
results in a heavier crop. It should be added that the same type 
of plant is being tested in the case of the varieties of herbaceum grown 
in Gujarat, as any factor which tends to an increase in the outturn 
of cotton without adding to the area lmder it is obviously of great 
importance and worth careful study. 

The work on the Dharwar farm, which for some years past has been 
('onfined to the J.:u1IIpta variety and to Broach cotton introduced from 
Navsari·and now known as Dharwar Broach, has resulted in the evolu
tion of two excellent strains of k'umpta, one of which, known as {>harwar 
Selection I, is a selection from kumpta and the other known as the 
kumpta cross is a cross between kumpta and 1.umpta. A cross between 
kllmpta and goghari has also shown great promise. The comparative 
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merits, of the various strains and of t.he local cotton are shown in the 
following table :-

Yield of aeed 
Name. cotton per Ginning per· Valuer.r 

acre in centage. ilia" i. 
pounds. 

- .----~. 

-
Reo', 

Selection I 583 28 341 

Kampta Cross 552 30 344 

K 'Umpta x gogllari (a) • 598 32 326 

Do. (6) 498 35 315 

Local wmpta . . 527 25 310 

Although the kumpta cross has reached a field scale and the Depart
ment, assisted by the local Agricultural Associations has distributed 
seed, for which there is an increasing demand, it is now proposed to give 
out the seed of Selection I instead. The objections to the kttmpta crosa 
are that it is later than either Selection I or the ordinary /';umpta, is 
1Il0re subject to wilt and produces a certain number of barren plants. 
On the other hand, Selection I has all the agricultural characteristics 
of the ordinaty kumpta to which the cultivator is accustomed. Careful 
control of seed distribution is therefore especially necessary in the case 
of this ,selection. ' 

In regar~ to Dharwar Broach, tests carried on for fourteen years 
on the Dharwar farm have shown that, from the third year onwards, 
there is a st~dy fall in the ginning percentage which goes down to 28 .• 

, Fresh importations of seed from Broach are therefore necessary. The 
period of growth of this variet.y is much longer than that of kumpta 
and the fact that the time at which it is sown coincides with that of 
;uar also tells against it. 

The work on American cotton which was, for many years after the 
• ' . reorganization of the Agricultural Department, 
(b) Dbarwar Am.erlC8l\. and carried out on the Dharwar farm was trans-

CambodlL • 
. ferred entirely to Gadag m 1912. Numerous 

varieties of Upland American imported from the United States have 
been -tested but, so far, without any definite results. Experience' 
throughout India has shown· that, wherever annual American cottons 
have been grown, the Upland Georgian type is more immune to the 
effects of climate and insect pests than -the New Orleans type and step& 
are, therefore, being taken to eliminate the latter from the Dharwar 
4merican mixture .. The comparative tests of the two varieties at 
Gadag have established that the ginning precentage of the Upland 
variety is 32 against a percentage of 28 for the ordinary mixture and 
that its value is Rs. 5 per khandi. higher. 
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The superiority of Cambodia, more particularly in the matter of 
ginning percentage, which, on the Gadag farm, has been 38 against 
28 for the Dharwar American mixture, appears to have resulted, to a 
somewhat undesirable extent, in the diversion of the attention of the 
Agricultural Department from Dharwar American to this variety. The 
results obtained in the first year after the introduction of Cambodia 
were satisfactory and the variety, consequently, spread with some 
rapidity until it was realized that it suffered severely from rain after 
germination, to which the. Dharwar American mixture proved less 
sensitive. Through the usual want of care, many cultivators allowed 
it' to become mixed in their fields with the result that their produce 
could not be certified as pure by the Agricultural Department. There 
has also been a marked deterioration in staple. 

124. The botanical problems which confront the Agricultural 
Recommendations in Department in the Dholleras tract are, perhaps, 
regard to botanical even more intricate than they are elsew1l.ere. 
work :- The cotton trade has, in recent years, com-

(i) Dholleras. plained frequently and seriously in regard to 
the indiscriminate mixture which passes unaer the name of .. Dholleras " 
but it is not an easy matter to suggest a suitable remedy. The des
truction of the herbacettm variety in Kathiwar accounts, in the greatest 
measure, for the recent alteration in the .. Dholleras" type, another 
reason for which, is, however, the fact that the widely prevalent demand 
for cotton with a high ginning percentage has favoured the extension 
of the inferior goghari and rnathio and the increasing importation of 
seed from Jambusar and Khandesh. We consider that the first .essen
tial in this tract is that exhaustive tests should be carried out in order 
to ascertain which of the constituents of the present mixture are most 
suitable to the different parts of the Dholleras tract. Thus, for example, 
tfagrJd should be tested against other varieties near Viramgam and
Sanand, lalio near Ahmedabad or Nadiad, mathio in either the Dhanduka 
or Gogha taluka of Ahmedabad, goghari near Jambusar and kant;i in 
the extreme south of the tract. It is obvious that, until work of this 
character has been carried out, the Agricultural Department will not 
be in a position to decide to which variety its attention should be devoted 
in the different localities. Some tests of this character have already 
been commenced but, the staff of the Department, in regard to which 
we make recommendations below, has been insufficient to cope with 
t.he work and it is necessary that the problems should be attacked with 
increased energy in order that the relative values of the components 
of the .. Dholleras" mixture may be 'definitely ascertained and that 
the Agricultural Department and the cotton trade may be in a positi?n 
to decide what steps should be taken in regard to them. In the mean
tinle, we are of opinion that efforts should be made by persuasion 
and encouragement and by the provision of facilities for obtaining 
pure seed to maintain the purity of wagad in the neighbourhood of 
Viramgam and to restore lal·io to something like its former purit! in the 
remainder of Ahmedabad district, in the Kaila District and in the ad
joining parts of Baroda and Kathiawar. In regard to wagad, the problem 
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sh'ould be rendered easier by the 6.ction of the merchants and owners of 
ginning factories in Viramgam, tne principal centre for this variety. In 
order to maintain the reputation of the cotton of the tract, these have 
combined together to refuse to gin any cotton other than wagad and 
have by so- doing, set an example which we could wish were widely 
imitated but which is, at present, unique. 

125. Throughout the whole of the Broach tract and more especiaily 
.. in what we have called, in paragraph 115 above, 

(II) Broach tract. the Broach deshi tract, "the problem which has 
to be solved by the Agricultural Department, is whether the positipn 
should remain in the unsatisfactory state in which it is at present or 
whether active steps should be taken to stop the advance of goghari. In 
our opinion, it cannot ultimately prove in the real interests of the culti
vator that the quality of Broach cotton should be allowed to deteriorate 
still further, in view of the great trade reputation that variety has 
possessed till recent years and still possesses so far as the cotton coming 
from the Surat and Navsari tracts is concerned. The restoration of the 
staple of the whole of the Broach crop to the standard of ten years ago, 
would represent a great advance. It would be contrary to the whole 
.tenor of our report to recommend that any measure savouring of com
pulsion should be taken to prevent the cultivator from growing goghari. 
But, as the additional profit given by this variety is estimated to be n"o 
more than Rs. 3 per acre, we consider that it should prove comparatively 
easy for the Agricultural DepartmeJ1t to evolve a type of Broach cotton 
which, whilst as superior to goghari in the matter of staple as is the 
present Broach cotton when grown pure, will also prove superior to it 
in yield and ginning percentage. We are, therefore, of opinion that its 
main energies in the Broach deshi tract should be devoted to this purpose 
and that it should do nothing to promote the spread of goghari until the 
question of the value of this variety relative to Broach cotton has been 
definitely settled. We' would suggest that specially selected strains 

, frour the Surat farm should be tried in the Broach tract and that the 
Broach farm should be enlarged and utilized, not only for tests of this 
character but also as a seed farm, i.e., for the multiplication of the seed 
of any strain which it is Hecided to give out on a field scale. In regard 

"to the Surat tract, we consider that it has been definitely established 
that the varieties evolved on the Suratfarm are superior to the ordinary 
cotton of the Surat tract though they are not equal to the best Navsari 
cotton. The extension of the cultivation of these varieties is, therefore, 
in the main, one of organization, a point in regard to which we have 
made recommendations below. We would merely state here that, if 
any permanent improvement is t6 be efiected, the control of seed dis
tribution must remain in the hands of the Agricultural Department and 
that it is essential that the improved strains should be grown in whole 
villages in compact areas. We are of opinion that the work on the 
Surat farm should continue on" its present lines and that efiorts should 
'be mafie to evolve strains at least equal to, if not superior to the best " 
Navsari cotton. We would add that we hold the view that, both here 
and elsewhere, the Agricultural Departmen' should come to a definite 
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decision as to which of its strains is superior and should confine the 
distribution of seed to that st'rain only, until it is satisfied that another 
is really better. It follows, therefore, that we approve the recent action 
of the Department in giving out the seed of Selection IA only. 

126. In regard to the botanical work which should be done in the 
Khandesh tract, we would refer to our recom
mendations in the chapter on the Central Pro

vinces and Berar, as the problems in this tract are much the ·same as in 
those provinces and we consider that a similar policy should be followed 
in both cases. We think it has been established that brmi (G. i'ndil:um) 
is not suitable for this tract but we are of opinion that it is desirable t.ha.t 
attention should be devoted to the improvement by selection or hybridi
zation of the yellow flowered varieties in the present mixture, G. 
ne~lectttm '1IUll'veltse and G. N. vemm. The aim Rbould be to evolve a 
strain of these which, whilst superior to rQ.3eum in staple, is at lea.st 
equal to it in yield and ginning per.centage. If this prOves impossible, 
then, as in the Central Provinces and Berar, we are of opinion that 
every effort should be made to cover the whole tract with roseum. 
Meanwhile, until a final decision on this point has been: reached, we 
(:onsider that the work which is being done in promoting the cultivation 
of roseum in a pure Rt,ate should continue on its present lines. We 
would re,commend that special attention should be paid to hybridization 
as selection by itself may not prove sufficient to bring about the re
quired result. It is very desirable that botanical work on Khandesh 
eotton 'should be carried on in close co-operation with the Agricultural 
Department in the Central Provinces as the work should have an im
portant bearing on ~milar problems, in the adjacent tracts of those 
provinces and vice versa. -As the best Khandesh cotton is grown in the 
neighbourhood of Dhulia, we -consider that a better centre than Jalgaon 
for the botanical work we have rE'commended. We would adrl that the 
seasonsof 1916 and 1917, in which the rainfall was abnormal, appear 
to have shown that the yeUow flowered varieties recover more quickly 
and decidedly from the effect of heavy rain than the white flowered 
and that, owing to this, the cultivators have reverted to some extent, to 
the practice of mixing the different varieties. This furnishes an 
additional argument in favour of intensive botanical work on the 
yellow flowered val·ieties. 

/' 

(iii) Khandesh tract. 

127. We are of opinion that the botanical work which has been done 

~iv) Kumpta Dharwar tract. 
(a) Kumpta and Dhar

war Broach. 

by the Bombay Agricultural Department on_the 
""umpta variety has been carried out on sound 
lines and that it should continue on the same 
lines. Whilst we regard both Selection I and 

the kumpta cross as strains which s~ow great promise, we consider that 
the decision of the Agricultural Department to give out seed of Selection 
I in preference to that of the kumpta cross is correct. The length of t3e 
growing season of the former renders it more suitable to the climatic 
(:onditions of the tract. It gives a better yield than the kumpta cross 
and,-although its ginning percentage is somewhat lower, it may proYe 
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to be quite as high when the strain is grown on a field seal;. Here, 
as in the Broach tract" we are not in iavour of the distribution of 
two strains simultaneously and are of opinion that the Agricultural 
Department should confine itself to the one which it considp,l8 superior 
from an all round point of view. 

In view of the small success which has been achieved durin .. the last 
ten years in introducing Broach cotton into the Kumpta-D~r~ar tract 
and the fact that fresh seed has to be imported annually, we question 
the advisability of devoting much attention to this variety and do not 
recommend that any further botanical work should· be done on it. The 
organization of the auction sales of the' cotton produced has, in itself. 
involved the expenditure of a vast amount of time and trouble and experi
ence has, in our opinion, shown that this might have been more profit
ably directed into other channels. 

128. We cOJ).sider that the question of the improvement of Dharwar 
American cotton has not received the attention. 

(b) Dharwar A'!'erican and that the importance of this variety merited. 
Cambodia. This h . 1& , as been due, marge measure, to the 

diversion of the energies of the Agricultural Department to Cambodia 
and to the inadequacy of the staff to work on both varieties. We 
approve the policy of the Department in endeavouring to eliminate New 
Orleans Eom the mixture and are of opinion that more intensive work 
on the improvement of the Upland type by selection on hybridization i& 
required. We regara this as a matter of some grgency. 

As in the case of Dharwar Broach, we consider it somewhat unfortu
nate that the Agricultural Department has devoted'so miruh attention to
Cambodia which experience has now shown cannot take the place of 
Dharwar American in this tract and can never be the anything but subsi
diary to it. The staple of Cambodia cotton in Dharwar is not more
than lths inch in length and the fact that it is grown mixed with Dharwar 
American to'such a large extent makes it almost certain that the cotton 
trade will never look to the Karnatak as a source of supply for Cambodia. 
We are, therefore, 9f opinion, that botanical work on this variety should 
be abandoned and that the Agricultural Department should concentrate 
on the main American cotton of the tract-the Dharwar American type. 
The problems connected with kumpta and Dharwar American are of 
sufficient importance and difficulty to justify the Department in devoting 
itself entirely to them and it is not desirable, in our opinion, tha,t it 

, should branch off into any by-paths. 

129. We hav& little to recommend iIi regard to improvements in 
cultivation, in view of the work which has. 

Improvemen!S in cultiva- already been done in this direction. If the staff 
lion. of the Department is incre8l1Cd in accordance 

with the proposals we have made below, more rapid progress in the in
·troduQtion of such improvements as the cultivation of leguminous crops, 
green manuring, square planting and the use of iron ploughs, s~ould be 
possible. A drill that will. automatically drop seeds at proper mtervala 
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is a desider~tum both in the Bombay Presidency and elsewhere and is a. 
matter to which Agricultural Engineers are giving their attention. As. 
already stated in paragraph 118, the Agricultural Department has ex
perimented with steam and power ploughs in Gujarat lI.nd the Kumpta
Dharwar tract with a view to the eradication of deeply rooted weeds. 
and grasses'. A charge of Rs. 25 per acre is levied in the latter tract, 
whilst in Guja.rat, where it is not necessary to plough so deeply, it is· 
Rs. 13 per acre. The charge barely c()\rers expenses in the Karnatak 

_ but leaves a small profit in Gujarat. We consider that there is great. 
scope for an extensive development of deep ploughing and that such a. 
development would have an appreciable effect on the outturn of cotton. 
But if steam and power ploughing is to prove a practicable proposition,. 
it is necessary that a programme should be laid down which will keep 
the machinery fully employed. The subject is one which should be 
thoroughly investigated and the possibility of handing over the work to
a private agency subsidized, if necessary, by Government. at the outset 
deserves consideration. 

130. The organization evolved for the distribution of the seed of 
. . improved strains and of roseum as well as for 

Seed farm. a~d seed dlstrl- the disposal of the produce raised from it differs. 
bubon. 'h' - " h '" m t e different cotton growmg tracts of t e 

Presidency. Since the break down of the operations of the Surat Syndi
cate, the improved strains given out by the Agricultural Department 
from the Surat Farm have been grown in six or seven villages. These· 
villages have been formed into a group and the cultivators in each village· 
select one or two of their number who form a committee of which the 
Divisiona1 Superintendent of Agriculture is Chairman and which super- . 
vises everything connected with the cotton -from the distribution of seed 
to the marketing of the produce. Th& lint is at present purchased by 
the firm of Messrs. Narandas Raja Ram and Company at a premium of 

. Rs. 12 per khandi over the price of the local cotton, the seed being
returned to the Agricultural Department and stored on the Surat farm 
to be distributed 'the following season. The premium over ordinary
Surat cotton is equal to seven per cent. and represents an increase in 
the value of the produce of an acre of land of rather over Rs. 4. The 
Director of Agriculture estimates that, on the basis of the valuations 
obtained during the last five years, the premium should be at least 
thirteen per cent. In Khandesh, the policy, which was first followed .. 
was to multiply the seed of the roseum cotton produced by the Depart
ment through the agency of registered seed growers, who were selected 
from amongst good cultivators all over the tract. A beginning was ~de
with thirteen of these in 1912-13 and, in 1916-17, the number of seed 
plots had increased to thirty-two. It was, however, found that the 
output of seed was not equal to the demand 'for it and, in consequence 
seven seed societies were formed in 1916-17. These societies obtain seed 
from the Government farm at Jalgaon which is given out to a few of the 
members who have specially good land and have also a reputatiolil for 
agricultural skill. Amongst the conditions under which such members. 
grow the seed are that the first two pickings shQuld be kept separate and 
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:should be ginned at a factory selected by the managing committee of 
-the society and that the growers should sell the lint separately and hand 
over the seed to the committee at a price to be fixed by it. In addition 
-to these seed societies, four co-operative sale societies have recently been 
·established in Khandesh. The main object of these societies is to secure 
for their meuibers the full value of their cotton but the members of the 
managing committee do what they can to instruct the -growers in the 
importance of using improved seed and of picking their cotton clean. It 
:should be mentioned that a cot.ton market on the lines of those in the 
Central Provinces and Berar has recently been established at Bodwad 
in East Khandesh on the initiative of the Mamlatdar of Bhusawal and 
that effort~ are being made to establish similar markets in other Illaces. 
W ~ are, however, of opinion that if such markets are to be successful, 
legislation to provide for their control is necessary and have made recom
mendations on this point in Chapter XVI. In the Kumpta·Dhllrwar 
-tract, auction sales of the Dharwar Broach and Cambodia varieties have 
been organized by the Department since these varieties were produced 
-on a commercial scale. Auctions of the Dharwar Broach variety com
menced in 1910-11, and for Cambodia. in 1912-13. The cotton sold at 
-these auctions is grown under the supervision of the Department. Only 
-cotton produced by ce-rtified growers is ,,"ccepted as the cotton is sold by 
.auction under the guarantee of the Department. On arriving at the 
auction ground, the cotton is separated into lots acCording to its ginning 
percentage. > The qua~tities of Cambodia disposed of at these auctioIlJ 
nave been very small. The maximum quantity of Broach which has so 
far been sold was 3,460 nagas (of 1,344 pounds each) in 1913-14, when the 
-extra profit realized by the cultivators as the result of cultivating this 

. variety was estimated at Rs. 40,595. The figures in 1916-17, had fallen 
to 265 nagas and Rs. 14,434 respectively and even these represented a 
very considerable advance on those of the previous year. The fact that 
the ;Broach and Cainbodia varieties have made so little progre88 in the. 
Kumpta-Dharwar tract in spite of the success of the auction sales in 
securing a fairly substantial premium for them, furnishes, in ouropinioQ, 
:sufficient evidence of their unsuitability for it. The policy of multiply
ing the seed of selected strains through the. agency of registered growers 
nas only recently been adopted in this tract. Four co-operative 80eietiel 
have also very lately been formed and; in 1916-17, two of these societies 
sold Broach and Cambodia cotton by public auction, whilst all four lold 
-cotton {or their-members by private treaty. 

131. Though, both in the Broach and Kumpta-Dharwa tracts, the 
. . . Agricultural Department has evolved strains of 

.#uture policy In-reganl to cotton which are definitely superior in every 
work on cotton. h I I' hink b way to t e oca cotton It must, we t ,e 

admitted that the results of the efforts to promote the cultivation of· 
these strains have been distinctly disappointing. This has, in our 
-opinion, been mainly due to the inadequacy of the staff of the Depart
ment which has, it may be repeated, been able to do practically no work 
in the Dholleras tract. It is only in the Khandesh tract that any measurEl 
-of success in putting out a variety of cotton .which has any advantages 
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oyer the indigenous cotton has been achieved. Work in both the Broach, 
and K umpta-Dharwar tracts presents peculiar difficulties in that the 
improved strains are strains of the iridigenous varieties and are therefore· 
not easily distinguishable from them as is the case with Punjab American 
in the Punjab, Cambodia and karunganni in Madras and roseum in the 
Central Provinces and Berar, the varieties which have made the most 
striking progress in recent years. In these circumstances, it is obvious· 
that a strong organization is necessary, if the improved strains are to 
be successful. The closest supervision over seed distribution, over the· 
actual cultivation of the cotton and over the disposal both of seed and 
lint is essential but, in Bombay, there has not been sufficient staff avail
able for this. In addition to inadequacy of staff, other causes have, in 
our opinion, contributed to the slow progress of the improved strains .. 
The failure of the operations of the Surat Syndicate undoubtedly deeply 
discouraged the Department which has since then done little more than' 
mark time in the Broach tract. In the Kumpta-Dharwar tract, the 
efforts of the Department have, as we have already mentioned, been' 
devoted more to work on Broach and Cambodia.than on 'kumpta and' 
Dharwar American. We wish here to record our opinion that the De-· 
partment was, in every way, justified in its efforts to introduce these 
cottons. Experience alone could show that they were not entirely suited: 
to the conditions ot the tract. Now that such experience has been. 
obtained, we think that the correct policy is to abandon further work on! 
them and to concentrate on the indigenous cottons of the tract. 

It is not an easy matter to make recommendations in regard to the
best methods of pushing improved strains of cotton in Bombay. . The 
difficulty arising from the fact that the cultivator is not willing to grow 
such strains unless he is convinced that they will pay him well and that· 
it is not possible to secure a. sufficient premium until they are produced 
in commercial quantities has perhaps been felt· more acutely in Bombay, 
especially in the Broach tract, than elsewhere. The prospects of success· 
for an improved strain are obviously most hopeful when it is grown 
almost at the outset on a fairly large scale and, at "the same time, a suit
able organization for marketing the produce is established. It is neces-· 
sary that the two should synchronize as far as possible and they can only
do so if the staff of the Agricultural Department.is both adequate and 
efficient. An essential preliminary to the porduction of cotton in any-· 
thing like commercial quantities is thlit a sufficient supply of seed should 
be available. Although much may be done by means of registered 
growers and seed societies, we are of opinion that this is not sufficient 
and that, in order that the Department may be in a position to put out 
large quantities of the seed of its improved strains, more seedfarms are' 
inlmediately required, both in'the Broach and Kumpta-Dharwar tractS_ 
We would, tlierefore, recommend that steps should be taken .at' once to-
secure suitable land for this purpose. . -

In regard to the organization for marketing the produce of impreved 
strains of cotton, we would state that, after close. examination of the 
'working of the buying syndicates both in Sind and Surat, we are con-
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vinced that this method offers the smallest prospects of success. We 
have d.ealt with this subject at some length in Chapter XVI and have 
there pointed out that a buying .agency is only likely to prove successful 
1.f the. cultivators are compelled to dispose of their cotton to it, a measure 
wh~ch we are unable to recommend;· We entirely approve the beginnings 
w~ch have been made both with co-operative seed societies and sale 
~ocieties in Khandesh and the Kamatak but, 'unless progress proves to 
be much more rapid than there is at present rea~n to consider probable, 
it is obvious that. it must be many years before these do more than touch 
the fringe of the problem, more especially as the co-operative mevement 
has made small progress in the very important cotton tracts of Gurjarat. 
We consider it most desirable, however, that every effort should be made 
to extend the numbers and activities of these societies. On the whole, 
we are of opinion that, in the conditions prevailing in Bombay, the system 
-of auction sales is the,most likelrto solve the problem of.obtaining for 
the cultivator the'full value'or long staple cotton. In view of the close 
-proximity of the cotton tracts in the Bombay Presidency to the chief 
-centre of tlie cotton' trade in India, tht! successful organization of lIuch 
sales should present fewer difficulties than in other parts of India. But, 
if such sales are to be successful, it is necessary that the Agricultural 
Department should keep the closest control over them lor some yean 
to come and until the system is sufficiently developed to be taken over by 
-other agency._ For this reason, we are somewhat doubtful about the 
wisdom of handing over the conduct of the auctions in the Kumpta
Dharwar tract to co-operative societies, more especially as the Dierctor 
.()f Agriculture himself is of opinion that, whilst co-operative societies are 
.quite competent to manage credit business successfully, it is diflicult to 
;get them to take sufficient trouble in handling a commodity such as 
cotton. If the system of au~tions by co-operative societies is continued, 
the auctions should be closely supervised by the Agricultural Depart
ment. We consider it advisable that the cotton should be sold, as far. 
as possible, on the' basis of purity rather thai!. of ~g percentage. 
It will be obvious that if the cotton is that raised from the seed of improved 
.strains given out by the Agricultural Department, and is certified as 
pure by that Department, the trade will have sufficient information and 

<sufficient guarantee as to its staple. 

In connexion with the subject of this paragraph, we would draw 
.attention to our recommendation in Chapter XVI that efforts should be 
-.made to establish open markets on the Berar system in the cotton tracts 
·.of the Bombay Presidency. The fact that the cotton growing areas in 
·the Province are more concentrated than in most other parts of India 
.and their close'proximtity to.Bombay should vuy materially reduce the 
.difficulty of establishing such markets. 

132. Irrigated cotton in Bombay is grown entirely under wells and 
there does not appear to be any prospect of its 

,Prosgec:ts of !O,!g ~ple competing with such crops as rice or sugarcane 
cotton under 'rrlgatlOn. d 1 tanks Th tl· eel un er cana s or . e grea y mcreas 

yields of cotton which have been obtained under wells in the Kaira. 
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District should, however, be mentioned and point to the desirability of 
increasing the number of wells in North Gujarat. We would, therefore, 
suggest that loans (takavi advances) under the Land Improvements 
Loans Act, XIV of 1880, should be granted with some liberality for this 
purpose. The possibilities of replacing bullock power by pumps have 
already been investigated by the Agricultural Department and con
siderable progress has been made in this direction. 

133. The Bombay Presidency proper is at present divided into three 
.. Circles for agricultural purposes. The Northern 

Recommendations In Circle comprises the districts of Ahmadabad 
regard to staff. . ' Kalla, Panch Mahals, Broach, Surat, East 

Khandest, West Khandesh, Nasik, Ahmednagar and Poona. The 
Southern Circle comprises the districts of Dharwar, Belgaum, Bijapur, 
Satara and Sholapur. The Konkan Circle is made up of the districts of 
Thana, Kolaba, Ratnagiri and Kanara. The Northern and Southern 
Circles are normally in charge of a Deputy'Director of Agriculture who 
is a member of the Indian Agricultural Service whilst the Konkan Circle 
is in charge of an extra Deputy Director, who does not belong to that 
service. It will be evident from the mere enumeration of the districts 
comprised ,in each circle that the superior staff of the Agrioultural De
partment is seriously inadequate to the work with which it has to deal. 
The Northern Circle is a specially unwieldy circle; comprising as it does 
not less than three of the four main cotton growing tracts of the Presid- ' 
ency, the Dholleras, Broach and Khandesh tracts. In view of the 
specially difficult nature of, the cotton problems in Bombay and of the 
necessity for a strong organization which we have emphasized in the 
preceding paragraphs of this chapter, we ar~ of opinion that the division 
of this circle into three circles is very urgently required. Alunadabad, 
Kaira and Panch Mahals should form one circle,' Broach and Surat a 
second whilst the third should comprise the districts'of East and West 
Khandesh, Nasik, Ahmednagar, Sholapur and Poona. We recommend 
the excision of Sholapur from'the Southern Circle, and its addition to the 
third circle proposed above as it is desirable that the whole of' the area 
which grows Khandesh cotton should be in the same circle. We are 
aware that the Dholleras and Broach Circles, the formation of which we 
have suggested, will be unusually small in point of area, but we are of 
opinion that the cotton problems in these circles are of such exceptional 
difficulty that our recommendations in tliis respect are fully justified. 
We 'consider that the staff proposed is the minimum required if condi
tions in regard to cotton in this tract are to be placed on a thoroughly 
sound basis. We would point out that the Deputy Director in charge 
of the Dholleras Circle should be able to render assitance to the Native 
States in Kathiawar and that both he and the Deputy Director in charge 
of the Broach Circle should work in close touch with the Agricultural 
Department in the Baroda State. The Southern Circle should, in our 
opinion, remain as at present except that the Sholapur district should be 
taken from it and added to the Khandesh Circle. In view of th'2 fact 
that there are two quite distinct varieties of cotton grown in'this circle 
which makes it a very heavy charge for one officer, we consider it advis-
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able that the Deputy Director of Agriculture in chatge of it should be 
given the assistance of an Assistant Director of Agriculture, who should 
be a member of the Indian Agricultural Service. We regard this as 
preferable. to an attempt to form the Dharwar American tract into a 
separate circle as where that variety is grown, it is often mixed with 
kumpta. The net result of our recommendations is, therefore, the addi
tion of two Deputy Directors and one Assistant Director to the superior 
staff of the Bombay Agricultural Department . 

• he present position in regard to botanical work is that the Province 
. has two Economic Botanists. The senior of these is Professor of Econo
mic Botany at the Poona Agricultural College and is fully engaged in 
teaching work and in work on fruit, millets and fodder crops, whilst the 
other, who has only recently been appointed, is devoting his attention 
mainly to rice. 'Neither of them has done any work on cotton, mainly 

• because the advice and assistance of the Imperial Cotton Specialist, 
whose headquarters are at Poona, have always been' available and, in 
fact, his principal work has been on the cottons of Bombay. We have, 
liowever;recommended in Chapter XIX that the appointment of Imperial 
Cotton Specialist should be abolished on the retirement of the present 
holder and; if this recommendation is accepted, the Bombay Agricultural 
Department, will no longer be able to avail itself of his services. As we 

. stated at the commencement of this chapter, we regard the botanical 
problems in Bombay as more complex and difficult than in any other 
part of India. The scope for botanical work on cotton in this Province; 
is, therefore, particularly wide and; in these circumstances, we are of 
opinion' that three additional botanists should be added to the Agri
cultrlal Department, one for the Dholleras and Broach tract, a second 
for the Khandesh tract and a third for the Kumpta-Dharwar tract. 
The creation of the Drst these appointments we regard as especially 
urgent, in view of the very small amount of work which has hitherto 
been done on Dholleras. 

134. Before concludiBg this chapter, we wish to emphasize the.im-
, portance of the Native States in Bombay from 

Kathiawar and other NattYI the point of view of cotton cultivation. The 
States. d" h Sta~-- ' hird . area un er cotton m t ese """ ~ over a t 

of the total area unde,r cotton in the Presidency, exclusive of Sind, and 
forms nearly one-tenth of the total area under cotton in India. It is 
especially high in the Kathiawar States, whilst, in the south of the Pro
vince the States of Kolhapur, Sangll, etc., grow large areas of lcumpta 
cotto~. It may be mentioned that the States of Morvi, Wadhwan, Mull, . 

- Wankaner, and Lakhtar in Kathiawar grow wagad and kanvi unmixed 
whilst patches of lalio are grown under irrigation. In addition to these 
varieties the remaining States in Kathiawar grow matMo over large " 
areas and this, at present, makes up the larger proportion of the total. 
Time unfortunately, did not permit of our visiting any of the Native 

"States in Bom1Jay but we understand that many of their rulers and high' 
officials take a keen interest in the agricultural development of their 
territories and that,in some cases, they employ trained agricultural 
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officers who work in co-operation with the Bombay Agricultural De
partment. We would suggest for consideration the possibility of 
appointing an experienced agriculturist as Agricultural Adviser to the 
small States which cannot afford to employ, on their own account, an 
officer of the standing of an Assistant Director of Agriculture. We also 
consider it desirable that all the States throughout the Province should 
decide, in consultation with the Bombay Agricultural Department, 
which type of cotton they wish to encourage in their territories. The 
necessity that any work on cotton in the States should be carried out 
in close co-operation with the Bombay Agricultural Department need 
hardly be insisted on. . 

135. Our recommendations and conclusions in this chapter may be 
Sttmma,'1I' summarized as follows :-

In regard to botanical work :-

(1) The relative value of the constituents of the Dholleras mix-
. ture should be definitely ascertained in order that the 
Agricultural Department and the cotton trade may be in 
a position to decide what steps should be taken in regard 
to them. 

(2) In the meantime, efforts should be made by persuasion and 
encouragement and by the provision of facilities for obtain
ing pure seed, to maintain the purity of wagad in the 
neighbourhood of Viramgam and to restore lal1'O to its 
former purity in the Ahmedabad and Kaira Districts and 
in the adjoining parts of Baroda and Kathiawar. 

(3) In the Broach deshi tract, the Agricultural Department should 
endeavour to evolve a type of Broach cotton as superior 
to goghari in staple as is the present Broach cotton when 

_ grown pure and also superior to it in yield and ginning 
percentage. 

(4) Work on the Surat farm should continue on its present lines, 
but efforts should be made to evolve strains at least equal 
to, if not superior to, the best Havsan cotton which could 
be given out in the Surat tract. Only one improved strain 
of cotton should be given out at" a time. 

(5) In the Khandesh tract the aim of the Department shoUld be 
to evolve by selection and hybridization, a strain of the 
yellow flowered varieties, such as G. negleclwn malvense 
and G. N. verum' superior to G. N. ,oseum in staple and 
at least equal to it in yield and ginning percentage. 

(7) In the Kumpta-Dharwar tract, the work of the Department 
on the kumpta variety should continue on its presen~ 
lines but only one improved strain of that variety should 
be given out at a time. 

U5 
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(7) The eiloris to eliminate the New Orleans type !rom the 
Dharwar American mixture should continue and more 
intensive work should be done on the Upland type by 
selection and hybridization. 

(8) No further botanical work should be donf on the Dharwar 
Broach and Cambodia varieties. 

In regard to agricultural work :-
(9) The posSibilities of steam and power ploughing should be 

further investigated and the possibility 01 handing over 
the work to a private agency subsidized. il necess&r1. at 
the outset by Government should be considered. 

(10) Steps should be taken to increase the number 01 seed IarmJ 
in the Broach and Kumpta-Dharwa tracts. 

(11) Efforts should be made to extend the number and activities 
of co-operative seed unions and sale societies. 

{12) Efforts should be made to orgaIijze auction sales 01 the II'-'pal 
of the improved strains 01 cotton in the Broach and 
Kumpta-Dharwar tracts. the ""pas being sold on the basil 
of purity rather than 01 ginning percentage. 

(13) The policy 01 handing over the control 01 auctiolJ. sales to 
co-operative societies is 01 doubtful expediency but. if it 
is continued. such sales should be closely superivised by 
the Agricultural. Department. 

(14) No further eilorts should be made to push the Broach and 
Cambodia varieties in the Kumpta-Dharwar tract. 

(15) The work on pushing r08eum in the Khandesh tract should 
continue on its present lines until a final decision has been 
reached in r.egard to the possibility 01 replacing this variety 
by an improved strain 01 neglectum cotton. II this is 
found impossible, vigorous eilorts should. be made to cover 
the whole tract with roseum. 

(16) Efforts should be made to establish open markets on the 
Berar system in the cotton growing tracts 01 the Presi-
dency. . 

(17) Loans under the Land Improvements Loans Act lor t1!.e 
construction of wells should be granted with some liberality 
in North Gujarat in .view of the greatly increased yields 
of cotton which have been obtained under wells in that 
tract. -

In regard to agricultural stail :-
(18) The Northem Circle._with the addition 01 the Sholapur district 

from the Southern Circle, should be divided info three 
Circles the Dholleras, Broach, and JCbandesh tracts each 
forming a separate circle. • 

(19) As Assistant Director of Agriculture, who should be a 
. member of the Indian Agricultural Service, should be 

appointed to the Southem Circle :which should no longer 
include the Sholapur district. 
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(20) Three additional botanists should be appointed to the Pro
vince, for the Dholleras and Broach, Khandesh, and 
Kumpta-Dharwar tracts respectively. 

In regard to cotton in Native States :-
(21) The possibility 01 appointing an experienced agricultural 

officer as Agricultural Adviser to the small States which 
cannot afford an officer 01. the standing of an Assistant 
Director 01 Agriculture should be considered. 

{22) All the Native states in the Province should decide, in 
consultation with the Bombay Agricultural Department 
which type 01 cotton they wish to encourage in their 
territories. 
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. CHAPTER VIU. 

Madras. 

136. The area of the Madras Presidency according to the figure" for 
statist. I 1915-16,is 91,046,722 acres, exclusive of Native 

IC8 • States. The net area actually cropped during 
the five years ending 1916-17 averaged 34,449,000 acres, of ,,-hich 
2,280,000 acres were under cotton. In addition, the Native States of 
the Province returned an average area of 24,000 acres under cotton for 
the five years ending 1916-17. The percentage of the area under cotton 
to the total area cropped was 6-6. Although this percentage is consider
ably exceeded by the Central Provinces and Berar, Bombay, Hyderabad 
and Baroda, Madras is one of the most important Provinces from our 
point of view, ~s_ it at present produces more long staple cotton than 
any other part of India. Out of a total crop of about 500,000 bales, 
very nearly half falls under our definition of long staple cotton suitable 
to Lancashire whilst practically the whole of the remainder, with the 
possible exception of the cotton produced in the Coconada tract, is long 
staple cotton as defined by the Bombay cotton trade. The percentage 
of the area under cotton in Madras to the total area under cotton in 
India ~veraged 10'2 for the five years ending 1916-17. 

137. The cotton tracts of Madras fall into three fairly well-marked 
- divisions. The first of these is the Deccan 

. Climate and soil. table-land,comprising the districts of BeUary, 
Kurnool, Anantapur and Cuddapah, in which the varieties known as 
.. Westerns" and" Northerns" are grown. The second tract lies along 
the east coast of the Peninllula and comprises the-districts of Guntur, 
Kistna, Nellore and Godavari, of which Guntur is much the most import
ant.. This tract produces the cotton known by the trade as .. Coconadas." 
The third tr~ct comprises the southern districts of Tinnevelly, Ramnad, 
CQimbatore, Madura and Trichinopoly. This. again, haa two subdivi
sions, Cambodia cotton being grown on the red soils throughout and 

-being by far the most important crop in the Coimbatore district, on the 
black soils of which uppam is the only deski cotton grown. On the black 
soils of the remaining districts, the varieties known aa kanl1lganni and 
uppam are grown either mixed or pure. The distribution of the difTerent 
varieties is dealt with in aetail in the following paragraph, but it may be 
mentioned here that although the uppam, Mdam and Bourbon varietiea 
pass under _ the trade name of ff Salema," the area under cotton in the 
~alem pistrict is insignificant, being only about 7,000 acres. 

Of the cotton growing tracts, Tinnevelly has the highest annual mean 
temperature, which is due less to great heat in the summer than to abaen~ 
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()f moderate coolness in the cold season. The climate of the Deccan 
table-land resembles that of Berar, being marked by great heat in March, 
April and May and being fairly temperate for the rest of the year. The 
-average rainfall in the cotton growing districts varies from 22'66 inches 
!in Bellary to 39'40 inches in Godavari. Whilst all districts get rain both 
from the south-west and north-east monsoons, the bulk of the rainfall in 
the Deccan and east coast districts is received from the south-west 
monsoon. In the south, the position is reversed, Tinnevelly getting only 
3'10 inches of rain in the south-west monsoon months against 17'79 
inches from the north-east monsoon. Bellary with Ii rainfall of 22,66 
inches and Coimbatore with one of 26'16 inches are the two driest districts 
in the Presidency. 

The soil on which most of the indigenous cotton of the Presidency is 
grown is the well-known retentive black cotton soil which, however, is 
not such a rich soil as in Berar and is oIten saline and shallow. In the 
Deccan districts, indigenous cotton is also grown on red soils, mostly 
loamy in character, whilst in the south, Cambodia is almost entirely 
grown on such soils. Except in the case of Cambodia, 'of which a large 
proportion is grown under well-irrigation, cotton in the Madras Presi
dency is a " dry " crop, i.e., is dependent solely on rainfall. The" dry " 
soils even of the black class are, generally speaking, deficient in organic 
matter and other constituents of vital importance, such as humus, phos
phoric acid and nitrogen whilst lime is in defect in the red soils. The 
outturn of cotton per acre in Madras is in consequence lower, both on 
irrigated and unirrigated soils, than in any other Province in India. 

138. The'cotton known by the trade as "Northerns," which is grown 
in the Kurnool district and in parts of the 

Varieties of cotton grown- -Cuddapah and Anantapur, the chief centres being 
(i) .. Northems" and .• . 

.. Westerns" tracts Nandyal, Proddatur and Tadpatn, IS a mixture 
• of Gossypium herbacium Madraspatna and 

(]ossypium indicum, the former predominating on black soils, whilst, on 
red soils, G. indicum is the chief ingredient of the mixture, being frequently 
:grown almost in a pure state. A large proportion of the cotton has lit 

reddish tinge and is considered superior :iB quality. The average length 
.of the staple of "Northerna" cotton is !ths inch and its average ginning 
percentage 27. ' . 

The cotton which passes under the trade name of " Westerns" }s 
grown in the Bellary district and the adjacent Gooty taluk of the Ananta-
pur district and Pattikonda taluk of the Kurnool district. In consists 
,almost entirely of G. herbaceum. but there are traces of G. indicum. The 
,staple of "Westerns ~ cottOn is lths inch in length and-is therefore 
shorter than that of "Northems." Its ginning percentage is also lower~ 
heing only 25. 

Cambodia and Dharwar American (G. hirsutum) as well as G. neglectum 
.are found on small areas in both the" Northerns" and "We~terns" 
tracts. Until last year, when Dharwar American was introduced on a. 
fairly large scale into the" Northerns .. 'area round Tadpatri. this variety 
'Was found mainly on red soils in the west of the Bellary district. 
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G. neglectum is grown on red soils in the neighbourhood of Adoni in the 
Bellary district where it appears to be spreading with some rapidity. 
Such soils, however, form only about ten per cent. of the cotton area. 
A recent examination of the cotton grown on them has shown that 
although typical roseum occurs, the bulk of the crop consists of superior 

"types of neglectum. 

139. The variety of cotton known as " Coconadas .. which is grown in 
(") C d scattered tracts in the Guntur district and in 
II ocona as. parts of the Nellore, Kistna and Godavari dis-

tricts, appears to contain many types but is classified by Mr. Gammie 
as G. obtusifolium Ooconada and G.' indicum (yems patt~). The larger 
part of the " Coconadas" crop which is produced on the typical black 
cotton soils of the Guntur district and the Nandigama taluk of the Kistna 
district has a reddish tinge and, as in the case of" Northerns," is superior 
to the remainder of the crop. The cotton grown on the fringes of the 
tract, where the soils are poor black or red, is whiter in colour but shorter 
and weaker in staple. The average length of the staple of this variety 
appears to be about iths inch to ith1 inch and its ginning percentage 
about 23. It should, however, be mentioned that this cotton has so far 
received no attention from the Agricultural Department and, in conse
quence, we received very (:onHicting evidence in regard both to length 
of staple and ginning percentage, the estimates for the former varying 
from iths inch to 1iths inch and for the latter from 21 to 26 per cent. 

140. The indigenous cotton grown in the Tinnevelly, Madura and 
'" .. Ramnad districts, known to the trade as 

(III) The Southern DIStricts. "Tinnevellies" now falls under two main 
classes. Upto about 1907, the variety known as karunganni, a variety 
of G. indicum! was grown in those, districts ~ed with uppam (G. her
baceum), its cultivation as a phre crop being confined to a few villages in 
the extreme south of the tract. The work of the Agricultural Depart
ment on karunganni, described below, has resulted in the evolution of 
two superior strains of this variety and it is estimated that about half 
the cotton tract which produces If Tinnevellies," is now sown with these. 
Uppam in the remainder of the three districts is being gradually replaced 
by karunganni but is still grown comparatively pure on black soils in 
the Coimbatore and Trichinopoly districts, where, as already stated, it· 
passes under the trade name of If 8alems." In the Coimbatore district, , 
it is,however, being replaced by Cambodia grown as an unirrigated crop. 
The staple of the superior varieties of karunganni distributed by the, 
Agricultural Department is at least iths inch, which makes it one of the 
finest indigenous cottons in India and their average ginning percentage 
is 32~ The staple of the remainder of the cotton grown in the ,three 
districts of Madura, Ramnad and Tinnevelly, which is now uppam with' 
an . admixture of karunganni, is t hs to iths inch and its ginning per- . 
centage 27. The staple of uppam, as a pure crop, is IIths inch and its-. 
gummg percentage 25. Pulichai, a mixture of two varieties of g08SypiUm. 
neglectum, was introduced into the Tinnevelly district about 1908, but 
its cultivation has now been practically exterminated. The only other 
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indigenous cotton of the Presidency is nadam (G. obtusi/olium), a peren .. 
nial cotton grown on light soils in the Coimbatore and Trichinopoly 
districts. Its staple is ~ths to iths inch in length and its ginning per
centage 23. It is of· very little importance, as it is only cultivated on 
light and precarious soils and the area under it is not more than twenty 
thousand acres. The two exotic cottons grown in the Presidency are 
Bourbon and Cambodia. Bourbon (G. purpurascens), like nadam, is a 
perennial cotton grown on light soils in the Coimbatore district. Its 
staple is at least an inch in length and its ginning percentage 25. It also 
is of small commercial importance, the area under it being only about 
ten thousand acres. The case is quite different with Cambodia cotton, 
a type of American Upland (G. hirsutum) the seed of which was obtained 
direct from Cambodia about 1905 by Mr. C. Benson, formerly Deputy 
Director of Agriculture. It was grown at the outset as an unirrigated 
crop on the black soil of the Koilpatti farm and, in such conditions, 
showed little promise. Its rapid extension throughaut the southern 
districts of Madras was, in no small measure, due to the discovery by 
Mr. A. Steel of the firm of Messrs. A. and F. Harvey and Company of its 
possibilities as an irrigated crop on red soils. It is now grown on red 
soils throughout the southern cotton growing districts of Madras and, in 
the Coimbatore district, the bulk of the cotton area is under this variety. 
:As already stated, it is the only cotton in Madras which is grown under 
irrigation and it was not until it was discovered that it flourished on 
light soils under wells that it ssuccess was assured. About two-thirds of 
the area under the Cambodia. crop is, however, unirrigated and the crop 
on this is, in every way, inferior to that grown under irrigation. In point 
of fact, the total yield from the irrigated and unirrigated areas is appro
ximately equal though the unirrigated area is twice as great as the irri
gated. Estimates in regard to the length of its staple differ consider
ably, probably owing to the differing conditions under which it is grown, 
and vary from iths inch to iths inch in the case of the unirrigated crop 
and from tths inch to 11ths inch in that of the irrigated crop. Its gin
ning percentage averages about 33. In the main, it has not replaced 
any other variety but has been introduced into' tracts in which cotton 
was not already grown. It is now the most important variety produced 
in Madras both as regards acreage, outturn and length of staple. 

141. The cultivation of cotton in the" Northerns " and" Westerns" 

Cultivation 01 cotton. 
tracts and in the black soils of Madura, Tinne
valley and Ramnad reaches a ITery high level. 

That of irrigated Cambodia is also exceptionally good. Both 
" Northerns" and" Westerns" are cultivated on black and l"ed soils 
and are always sown with a drill. On black soils, "Northerns" cotton 
is usually sown in August and September with a small admixture of horse 
gram (Dolichos biflorus) and is succeeded in the following year by iuar 
(Sorghum vulgare) mixed with green gram (Phaseolus mungo). On red 
soils, it is sown a little earlier and is usually mixed with Italian .millet 
(Setaria italica), two lines of millet being sown to one of cotton. In this 
case also, the succeeding crop is usually iuar, mixed with one or more· 
pulses. .. Westerns" cotton on black soils is sown in July and August 
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and on red Boils in .\ugust and September. The rotation is much the 
same as in the" Northerns" tract, cotton being sown mixed with Italian 
millet and being followed by a mixture of itv.Jr and pulses. The picking 
of "Northerns" and of "Westerns" on black soils commences in 
February and continues till April. That of " Westerns" on red Boils 
begins in October and as it is in boll during the north-east monsoon . 
the produce is usually stained. In both cases, the methods of pickin~ 
are extremely bad. Picking does not commence till about 10 A.H. when 
the leaf, bracts and bolls are very dry and brittle and no care is taken to 
keep the cotton clean. In consequence, the kapaa is marketed in a very 
leafy and dirty condition and'mill reports show that the average blow
room loss is as high as eighteen per cent. As already stated, the Agricul
tural Department has done no work on Coconada cotton and we, there
fore, received.no information in regard to the cultivation of that variety. 
but it would appear to be more backward than that of the other cotton 
growing tracts elf Madras. Cotton in the lI(>uthem districts is a much 
later crop than in other parts of India. It is sown in October, picking 

'commencing in February and going on as late as July. Throughout 
the black cotton soils it is sown broadcast. The Agricultural Depart
ment has, however, for some years past made strenuous efforts to intro
duce the practice of sowing in lines. These have been moderately BUC
cessful and over 15,000 acres are now sown in this way. Except in the 
matter of broadcast sowing, the cultivation of cotton on the black BOils 
of the Madura, Ramnad and Tinnevelly districts is excellent. It usually 
follows a cereal which, in the south of the tract, is invariably kumbu 
(Pennisetum typkoideum), the haira of other parts of India. In the 
north, kurribu is replaced to some extent by varagu (Paapalum .crobicu
Zatum). Coriander is usually mixed with cotton, the proportion varying 
with the price of the former. Cattle manure, composted with tank silt, 
vegetable refuse, house-ashes, etc., is the main manure. This is alwaYB 
applied to the cereal crop as, owing to the lateness of the season in this 
tract, the. vegetative growth would otherwise be too luxuriant and the 
ripening of the crop would be delayed until tb,p hot weather let in with 
the result that the plant would lose its vigour and drop its bolls. In 
the black soils of the Coimbatore district, much lesa attention is paid 
to the ,question of rotation and cotton is sown year after year without 
manure. In Trichinopoly, cultiva'tion is poor and cotton only forms a 
mixture with pulses and cereals which are sown broadcast together. 
The conditions under which Cambodia is grown are very variable. When 
it is grown under wells, the crop is usually manured with tank silt and 
{lattle manure. Cultivation is much less efficient when it is grown as a 
.. dry " crop and the effect of this on the length of staple is very marked. 
In some tracts, the crop is left on the ground for two or three years, 
although the yield after the first year is comparatively small. In such 
cases it acts as a host to insect and other pests. The reason aBBigned 
for this practice is that sufficient'seed is not available for resowings. 

, The fibre of the lint produ@d in the second and third years is weak and 
uneven. Another peculiar practice which came under our notice in 
some of the more out-of-the-way tracts is to rick the bo~ green ~nd to 
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open them out by hand in the sun. This method, which also has a very 
.(ietPmentaleffect on the strength of the fibre, is said to be due to fear 
.of theft. 

-
142. The history of efforts to introduce exotic cottons in Madras 

dates, as does that.of Bombay, from 1790 when 
:'::~:~~::~afr::' Dr. Anderson distributed a variety of foreign 

seeds from Malta and Mauritius throughout the 
'Peninsula. The only surviving relic of his labours is the Bourbon 
o(!otton mentioned above which became naturaliZed in the districts of 
'TinneveIly, Salem and Coimbatore, largely owing to the exertions of a 
'Tinnevelly merchant named Hughes. In 1819 four cotton farms of four 
:hundred acres each were established at Tinnevelly ,Coimbatore, Masuli
.patam and Vizagapatam, but the results obtained left no mark on cotton 
in Madras. Of the American planters who, as mentioned in the chapters 
·on the United Provint:es and Bombay, were brought to India in 1840, 
three were sent to Madras. They commenced work in the Tinnevelly 
·district where, however, the ryots refused either to adopt the American 
method of cultivation or to sow seed of American cotton lIDless Govern
ment guaranteed to buy the produce. They were consequently trans
ferred to Coimbatore and, in 1842, Dr. Wight became Superintendent of 
Cotton Operations. Trials of New Orleans, Sea Island and Bourbon 
cotton were made on four farms which were opened in the Coimbatore 
.district, but the Madras Government were so dissatisfied with the results 
that, in 1845, it was decided that two of the thre6iplanters should be 
,sent to Bellary and Tinnevelly respectively. The third, Mr. Simpson, 
was transferred to Bombay, Dr. Wight remaining in charge of the work 
in Coimbatore. Mr. Morris held out no hope of success with American 
cotton in Bellary, where 'he. died in 1846. From 1847 to 1849, Dr. Wight 
.and Dr. Finnie were engaged in a heated controversy regarding their 
respective methods which ended in the Madras Government terminating 
the engagement of both in 1849. The proceedings of the Local Govern
ment in Dr. Wight's case were reversed by the Court of Directors and his 
experiments continued until 1853 when, -in consequence of further 

,strictures on the meagre results produced, he retired from the service. 
With his departure, interest in the cultivation of exotic cotton ceased. 
ls01ated experiments were carried on by private individuals, but it was 
not until the Saidapet farm was opened about 1878 that any systematic 
'work was undertaken. New Orleans; Sea Island, Upland American, 
'Yea Valley and Brazilian varieties were tried for many years on the 
farm, but the results obtained were of a negative character. For some 
:years after the re-organization of the Madras Agricultural Department 
in 1905, American, Peruvian, Egyptian, Sea Island and Caravonica 
·cotton were experimented with on the farms at Bellary, Attur, Tali
'paramba and Hagari, but with no success. Except in the case of Cam
bodia, • the Agricultural Department has, 'in recent years. confi.il.ed its 
attention to the improvement of the indigenous cottons, its work on 
which is described in detail in the subsequent paragraphs. We consider 
that its policy in this resp~~t has been a Bound one and, except to the • 
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limited. extent indicated below, do not recommend that any further 
experiments with exotic cotton should be undertaken. 

143. l30th on the Bellary farm, which was opened in 1901 and given 
- . ' up in 1912-13, and the Hagari farm which was 

Botanical work- ed' 1906 07 th . k f h A . (i) Westerns and Northern.. open m -, e mam wor 0 t e gn-
cultural Department has been on .. Westerns" 

cotton. The Nandyal farm in the Kumool district, which was opened 
in 1906-07; was established mainly with a view to the study of 
" N ortherns." In both cases, almost from the outset, seed selected in 
bulk was given out, but it was found that, in the Bellary district., the 
cotton grown from selected seed was in no way better than the ordinary 
local varieties. At Nandyal, however, the cotton grown from such seed 
which became known as " Sircar" cotton, was superior both in yield 
and ginning percentage. By 1913-14, the Agricultural Department was 
in a position to give out seed of a selected strain both at Hagari and 
Nangyal. The ginning percentage of the variety" distributed at Hagari 
known as Hagari No.1, was 27'3, against the local average of 25, the 
yield being equal to that of the local variety, but the length of staple 
superior.. At Nanq.yal, the ginning percentage of the variety distri
buted, known as Shcar No.2, was 30 per cent. against the local average 
of 25. In this case, the yield was equal to that olthe local variety, but 
in every other respect, the strain was superior. Both varieties were of 
a fuzzy seeded heTbaceum type, the produce of a single plant selected in 
1907 at Hagari. These strains have been the only ones given out up 
to date in ,these tracts and neither of them has fulfilled expectations. 
Both were selected for good staple, colour and strength, the qualities. 
desired by the cotton trade, but, 8S the Director of Agriculture pointed 
out in his report for 1916-17, the yield of lint per acre is the all important 
matter from the point of view of the cultivat(u as the difference between 
long and short staple cotton is not .sufficient to compensate h4n for the 
poorer yield of the fOlmer. For this reason, as it has not 80 far been 
possible to find a strain combining long staple with high ginning per
centage suitable for the "Northerns "and .. Westerns" trac~, the 
neglectum types, which app~ared near Adoni for the first time on an 

. appreciable scale in 19Hi-17, give promise of proving a serious rival to 
the local cottons on red soils. In these circumstances, the Agricultur.al 
Department has under consideration the question of discarding Hagari 
No.1 in the" Westerns" tract,.in favour of a new type known as No. 25~ 
which appears very promising. In regard to II Northerns," it should be 
mentioned that the trade has, in the past, paid a small premium. of 
about Rs. 5 per khandi of 500 pounds of lint for white II Northerns,'r 
in spite of the fact that the staple of red "Northerns" is superior. This 
tendency appears to have misled the Agricultural Department to BOrne 
extent and resulted in its putting out the Sirear No.2 variety, which is 
white in colour. Recent mill tests would, however, seem to have r~ted 
.in a c~ange of policy on the part of the trade and, at the time ~ e\K 
visit to the." Northerns" tract, red and white" Northerns" were selling 
at the same price. The Sircar No.2 variety is reported to have spread 

. over the greater part of the tract and the ginning percentage of the cetton 
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produc£d in it has cons€quently increas£d frem 25 to 27. The staple of 
this variety is, however, somewhat lacking in strength and uneven in 
feel and, owing to these disadvantages, the Agricultural Department has 
now stopped distributing it and is contEmplating the distribution of a 
strain of fndictJm known as No. 14. This was one of the finest indigenous
cottons we saw during our tour. The length of its staple is fully one 
inch but, whilst its outturn is good, its ginning percentage is only 25. 

144. Selection work on " Tinnevelly " cotton has been carried on at 
.. the Koilpatti farm in the Tinnevelly district on 

(II) Karunganni cotton. much the same lines as at Hagari and Nandyal,_ 
but has proved much more successful. As already stat€d, up till about 
1907, the cotton which passes under the trade ntlme of " TinnevelIies " 
consisted of a mixture of tJ'Ppam (G. herbace-um) and karunganni (G. 
indicum), the latter being grown pure only in a few villages near Tuti
corin. Tests carried out on the Koilp~tti falm, work on which CGm
menced in 1902-03, soon shOWEd the superiority of karungarl.1li both in 
staple and outturn and, from 1!l07-08, the sHd of this variety was pur
chas~d from selected growers and fown on an increasing scale. This 
sEed was merely se€d selected in bulk and not that of improv€d strains. 
By 1913-14, a t,pe of karunganni had been more or less fix€d on the 
Koilpatti falm as a result of the selection work carri£d out by Mr. H. C_ 
Elampson, Deputy Director of Agriculture. Twenty acres of this type, 
which was lmown as Company No.1, were grown on a field licale in 1912-13 
and the seed obtained from this area was sold to select€d villages through
out the cotton tract from Virudupatti to Tuticorin. In 1915-16 it was, 
however, decided to discard it on account of its persistently low yield. 
A variety known as Company No.2, an unevenly ripening cotton with a 
ginning percentage of 30, was first given out in 1914-15 and Company 
No.3, a variety which ripens early and evenly and has a ginning per
centage of over 33, was distributed the following year. These two
varieties have proved extelmelysuccessful and it was mainly owing to
the fact that the Agricultural Department had, in the latter variety, a 
cotton which was able to hold its own both in yield and ginning per
centage against p,!lichai (roseum) that enabled the successful campai~ 
against that variety, whiGh has been described in Chapter XVI, to be
carried out. Selection work 'on karunganni is still being carried on at 
Koilpatti, and it is proposed to distribute a variety, known as Company 
No. 3A, which has given on the farm the very high yield for this tract 
of 171 pounds of lint per acre. It is also under contemplation to give 
out a mixture of Company No.2 and Company No.3, as, if an evenly 

, ripening valiety and one which ripens unevenly are distributed toge~her, 
there is some guarantee that the cultivator will get a good outturn, it 
being very unlikely that the season will prove unfavourable for both. 

145. The only botanical work so far done on Cambodia cotton has 
... . . been a small amount of preliminary selection at 

(III) Other varilbes. Koilpatti and Coimbatore. Some selection·work 
on 'Uppam was done at the outset on the Koilp,atti, farm but, as the 
superiority of the l:arunganffi variety as far as the Tinnevelly tract was 
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-co"'ncerned had been demonstrated, this was abandoned and the Agri
.cultural Department devoted its energies to the latter variety. Crossing 
.between the Bourlton and Cambodia varieties has been tried at Coim
.batore but has not' yielded any definite results, mainly because it proved 
.impossible to devote sufficient time to the work. We understand, how
.ever, that good material, which can be utilized as a basis for further 
.experiments, is available. No botanical work has been done on Coco
.nadas or nadam. 

146. We consider that the botanical work so far done on " Northerns," 
Recommendations in " W estern~" and karunganni cotton has been 

.regard to botanical work. carried out on thoroughly sound and scientifio 
(i)" Northern.," lines and, hence, have only a few comments to 

.. Westerns" and .• II 
karunganni. make ill regard to It. In regard to" Westerns, 

we would point out that the spread of neglectum 
1:.ypes in this tract has introduted a new factor into the situation. O. 
neglectum is at present grown on red soils only, which form about ten 
-per cent. of the area under cotton in this tract, and there does not appear 
to be any great danger of its spreading on the black soils. The problems 
"in. regard to this tract, therefore, fall under two heads, the improvetnent 
·of" Westerns" on the black soils and the discovery oLa type which caB 
~ompete successfully with roseum or other neglectum varieties on red 
-soils. The work done by the Agricultural Department in Tinnevelly 
:shows that there is reason to believe that both these problems can be 
successfully solved and the solution of the second should be rendered 
-easier by the small proportion of the red soil areas. As regards work 
'On " Northerns," we would point out that, on the basis of the present 
.price of fifteen annas a pound for cotton, it ~ necessary that the culti
vators40uld get a premium of about Rs. 25 per naga of 312 pounds of 
lint over the local" Northerns," if the variety No. 14, the ginning per
centage of which is only 25, is to be successfully introduced. If, however, 
-the ginning percentage of this variety could be 'Wt)rked up to 27, the 
,general average for the" Northerns" tract, a small premium of about 
'Rs. 5 per naga would be quite sufficient. We are, therefore, of opinion 
that efforts should be directed to this end. We would point out that any 
-work on "Northerns" and" Westerns" carried out in Madras should 
.also prove applicable to the adjacent tra~ in Bombay and Hyderabad 
:and we consider it desirable that this should be borne in mind. In 
-regard to karunganni, it is sufficient to say that, whilst the distribution 
-of a mixture of Company No. 2 and Company No. 3 will entail strict 
-control of the seed supply by the Agricultural Department, this should 
not be difficult owing to the extent to which the Department has already 
gained the confidence of the cultivators in this tract. If it were found 
possible to isola:te a type intermediate btltween these two types, w~rk 
would be much simplified and we have little doubt that dne attention 
",ill be paid to this point. ' 

147. We' consider that, before any botanical work can be done on 
C Coconadas, it is eBSential that \. botanical and 

J:ii) Coconadas and Cam- economic survey of the tract should be carried 
~~ h out." Work should then proceed on t e same 
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lines as in the adjacent '1 Northerns" tract-. In view of the increasing
importance of Cambodia both as regards area and length of staple, it is, 
most desirable that botanical work on this variety should be undertaken 
at an early date. We regard this as the most urgent of the problems affect
ing cotton in the Madras Presidency. As the staple of Cambodia when 
grown under favourable conditions is at least an inch in length, this-· 
should be taken as the minimum staple in any work on this crop. The 
length of one of the selections on the Coimbatore Farm, which is looked 
upon with favour by the Agricultural Department, was stated to be 
:79 inch or only a little over ~ths inch. We consider that it would be· 
fatal to the reputation of Cambodia, if any type were put out, the staple
of which on the Government Farm only measures '79 inch. The argu
ment that the premium that the cultivator can secure from the higher
ginning percentage is certain whilst that he can secure from longer
staple is indefinite does not, in our opinion, hold good in the case of 
Cambodia. There is no doubt that the reputation. of this cotton alreadr 
stands so high that the full value for. longer staple can be more easilr 
obtained by efficient organization than in the case of other longer stapl~ 
varieties. We would point out, in this instance, as we have already 
done in regard to American cotton in Sind, that, for the purpose of 
comparing profits per acre, figures obtained from authoritative valu
ations are, in present conditions, more reliable than the prices actually 
fetched in the local markets, which are usually based on class and grad~ 
and not on staple. In this connexion, we would mention the possibility 
of evolving different types of Cambodia suitable to irrigated and unirri·· 
gated conditions respectively and the desirability of work on these lines. 

148. As already stated no recent botanical work has be~n done on 
uppam cotton. It is, however,disappearing· 

(iii) Uppam. nadam and with some rapidity, Cambodia grown as an un-
Bourbon. .. d . 1_' •• he' b llngate crop repUicmg It m' t e ·OlID atore 

and Trichinopoly districts and karunganni in the Tinnevell)r tract. In 
these circumstances, we do not recommend any botanical work on this. 
variety and consider that in the southern distric~, the Agricultural 
Department should concentrate its attention on karunganni and Cam
bodia. Whilst we consider that the experiments in crossing Bourbon 
and Cambodia . should be recommenced and carried out on a scale that 
will enable definite conclusions to be reached, we are not in favour of 
independent botanical work on either the Bourbon or nadam, varieties 
and should be glad to see the cultivation of these varieties entirely 
eliminated, if possible, as the insect pests, more especially the ring 
weevil, which they harbour, are a serious menace to other varieties .of 
cotton, particularly to Cambodia. 

149. We have already mentioned that the cultivation of cotton 
_ . . almost throughout the Madras Presidency is of 

Improvemen~s In cultlva- a high order and have therefore few suggestions 
tlon. ff' d" In h • to 0 er m regar to Its Improvement. .t e' 

" Northerns" and" Westerns" tracts, it has been found that the seed. 
rate is not excessive and that the topping and thinning of cotton and_ 
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-growing it unmixed with gram have not proved more successful than the 
local practice. The use of cattle and sheep manure increases the outturn. 
but the supply~£ such manure is limited. If Bengal gram were to pre
·cede cotton in the rotation, the yield of the latter would certainly be 
increased, but Bengal gram is an uncertain crop and its introduction 
'into the rotation would mean that cotton would be grown only once in 
three years instead of every other year as at present. The cultivation 
'0£ groundnut in these tracts is extending and this may prove a good 
substitute for Bengal gram. But here, as in tho majority of the tracts 
in which the area under cotton forms a high percentage of the total 
·cropped area, the great desideratum is a leguminous fodder crop which 
would yield heavily and could· be grown either alone or mixed with 
iuar (Sorghum vulgare) in alternate years. W\, would therefore recom
mend experiments with a view to discovering a suitable leguminous 
·crop for these tracts. We would also mention that BOme of the BOils 
in the" Northerns" and" Westerns" tracts are badly infested with 
deeply rooted weeds and, as ploughing is seldom restored to in such BOils, 
the question of thoroughly cleaning the land by using steam or power -
ploughs, wo~ked on a co-operative basis, appears to us to be worth in
vestigation. Even more necessary than improvement;s ill cultivation in 

- these tracts is an improvement in the methods of picking, which are 
probably the worst in India. We would, therefore, draw special atten
tion to our recommendations on this point in Chapter XVI and·would 
-state that the establishment of open markets in such centres as Nandyal, 
Adom and Proddattur, on the lines we have advocated in that Chapter, 

_ .as well as the provision of proper openers for kapas in the ginning fac
tpries is, in our opinion, very necessary. The establishment of such 
markets should do much to promote the adoption of better methods of 
picking. They would check the tendency to sell "forward" which is 
.at present very prevalent in these tracts to the detriment of the quality 
-0£ the cotton, as it is only in the case of cotton bought on the spot in 
.-open competition that the buyer is in a position to encourage the market
ing of clean cotton. We would here add that the Coimbatore district 
is also, in our opinion, a tract in which the establishment of open markets 
is most desirable. 

In the Tinnevelly tract, the Agricultural Department has devoted 
- -considerable attention for many years past to the introduction of the 

practice o£ sowing in lines. 1& also manufactures and sells at cheap 
:rates sets of implements suitable for BOwing and interculture. We 
regard this work as of very great inportance as it is only by such methods 
tbt improvements in cultivation can be introduced and bullock labour 
-can-- be substituted for hand labour in weeding operations. We are, 
however, satisfied that the l\ladras Agricultural Department is doing 
-everything possible in this direction and have, therefore, no specific' 
Tecommendations to make under this head. 

In regard to.Cambodia, we consider it desirable that the question of 
suitable manures and rotations shbuld be' thoroughly investigated. 
Cambodia cotton is A... more' exllausting crop than tkshi cotton, aa its 
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root system is mainly a surface one. So far no suitable remedy has been 
discovered for the decrease in fertility this involves and it is therefore 
desirable that special attention should be paid to this point. We under
stand that a Bill has been introduced into the Madras-Legislative Council, 
under which it will be possible to take action to stop the practice of 
allowing Cambodia to remain on the ground for more than one yea~~ 
We need, therefore, only state that we are cordially in sympathy witli 
the object of this measures as we consider that the continuance of this 
practice must have a detrimental effect on the staple of quality of 
Cambodia cotton. That it has not been without such an effect 
already is shown by the fact that we received a considerable amount of 
evidence in regard to the deterioration of Cambodia. We are, however, 
satisfied that there has been no real aeterioration and that complaints 
of it have arisen partly as a result of the practice mentioned above and 
partly from. the fact that t\,e success of this variety has led to its exten
sion to unirrgated black soils which are not suitable for it. Where 
gro,vn on red soils under irrigation, it appears in every way to be up to 
its original standard. We would add that if the practice of allowing 
Cambodia. to remain on the ground for more than one year is stopped 
by legislation, it is essential that the Agricultural Department should be 
in a position to supply good seed for resowings. 

150. The Madras Agricultural Department has already an organiza
tion of seed farm and seed distribution, which 

Seed larml a~d seta distri-' only needs extension to rival that of the Centraf 
butlon. p.. ffi . S h .. . rovmces m e Clency. uc extensIOn 18 

maiuly a question of staff and we have little doubt that, when the super or 
staff of the Agricultural Department in the Presidency is brought up to 
its full sanctioned strength, progress will be very rapid. There are 
now about 1,900 acres in the Bellary and Kurnool districts and 1,700 
acres in the Tinnevelly tract on which pure seed is grown for the Agri
cultural Department under seed farm conditions, i.e., in which seed is 
grown by private landholders under arrangements with the Department. 
It is only, however, in the Tinnevelly tract that a. suitable organization 
for seed distribution has so far been evolved. In 1916-17,362 ryots ins. 
71 villages combined for the purpose of getting their cotton ginned and 
sold. In_ six villages, regular seed unions working under proper rules 
were constituted. The organization of these unions is as follows. A 
union consists of five or six ryots, who undertake to sow the whole of 
their cotton area with selected seed supplied by the Agricultural Depart
ment, to gin the cotton and sell the lint jointly' under the supervision of 
the Department and to keep the seed for sale in the following season. 
To enable it to finance the sale of the seed, the union borrows, if neces-' 
sary, from the local co-operative credit society, to which its members 
also belong. The Agricultural Department supplies it annually with 
-sufficient fresh seed of selected strains to sow one-twentieth of the total 
area usually cultivated with cotton. This seed is sown by one member 
on his land which thus serves as a seed farm for the union and th~seed 
produced from this is used in the second year for all.the cotton area of 
the union. In the third year, seed is available for outsiders and at 
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ilresent is sold at double the price of ordinary seed. It is estimated 
that about 302,000 pounds of seed were sold for sowing by co-operativ& 
ginning and seed unions in 1916-11. Additional unions are being started 
and it 'is considered that the number will shortly be large enough t~ 
ensure a supply of pure seed to the whole of the Tinnevelly tract. It 
will be seen that the system has much in common witli that which haa. 
been adopted in the Central Provinces. We have no improvements t~ 
suggest and would only recommend that eiIorts should be made to in
troduce such unions into the other cotton growing tracts as soon as 
the Agricultural Department has any improved varieties which it can 
give out with confidence in these tracts. 

151. Ai! in the other major~cotton growing provinces, we have 
examined the prospects of long staple cotton 

Prospects d. lonl staple d'·· t· ·t h ld h b . d' coHon under irrigation un er lITlga lon, 1 s ou per aps e mentlone 
• that in Madras there is no question of cotton in 

any way competing with rice which is by far the most important irrigated 
crop. As already stated, no variety of cotton except Cambodia is 
irrigated and Cambodia is grown only under wells and not under canals. 
or tanks; Whilst it is desirable that Cambodia should be grown as an 
irrigated rather than as " dry " crop, we do not consider that any special 
measures to promote this are called for. 

152. Before coming to our recommendations in regard to the staiI of 
. '. the Madras Agricultural Department, it is neces-

Recommendations In sary to mention that, under the reorganization 
relard to staff. hI' ad, h p. . ..., sc eme recent y sanction ~ e rovmce 1& 

divided into seven Circles, each of which will eventually be in charge of 
a Deputy Director of Agriculture. Owing to the absence of officera on 
military duty and to difficulties in rec~tment arising out of the war. 

_ the majority of the sanctioned posts are at present unfilled and there 
-are only three Deputy Directors for the seven Circles. Had it not been 
for the war, the last two or three years would undoubtedly have seen a 
very striking development in the cotton work pf the Presidency. The 

."first Circle, which comprises the districts of Ga1!iam, Vizagatam and.. 
Godavari, is not an important cotton growing tract though the Coconada. 
variety is grown in the Godavari district. The second Circle, which 
comprises the districts of Kistna, Guntur and Nellore includes the 

'-greater part of the Cocona4a tract and we consider it desirable, in view 
of the small attention this tract has hitherto received, that a Deputy 
Director should be appointed to it at an early date. The survey of the 
cottons grown in it should, in our opinion, be carried ,out by a botanist 
and we have made further recommendations on this point below. The 
third Circle comprises the Kurnool, Cuddapah, Bellary and Anantapur 
districts and thus includes the whole of the "Northerns" and 
"Westerns" tracts in the Madras Presidency. We have already em

,phasized the importance o£- these cottons and the magnitude of the 
problllms which have still to be solved in regard to them. We consider 
that the two tracts are too heavy a charge for one officer and strongly 
recommend their division. We therefore propose a new Circle which 
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would comprise the" Northerns" tract and the headquarters of which 
might suitably be Nandyal. The headquarters of the "Westerns" 
tract would remain as at present at Bellary. The fourth Circle comprises 
the districts of North and South Arcot, Chittoor and Chingleput, in 
which Cambodia is practically the only variety of cotton grown and that 
on a small scale. The main cotton crop of the fifth Circle which com
prises the districts of Salem, Trichinopoly and Tanjore is uppam though 
some Cambodia is grown in it. In the si.'{th Circle which is made up of 
the Madura, Ramnad and Tinnevelly districts, karunganni is the most 
important variety though the' area under Cambodia, espfcially on the 
red soils of Madura and Ramnad, is considerable. The 4;Jlventh Circle 
includes the west coast districts and Coimbatore. No cotton is grown 
on the west coast but Coimbatore has large areas under both Cambodia 
and uppam. We would suggest the sub-division of the fifth and seventh 
Circles into three Circles. The first of these would comprise the Tanjore 
and Trichinopoly Districts, the most important crops in which are rice 
and Cambodia cotton. The west coast district's would form a separate 
Circle whilst the remaining Circle woul,d comprise the Coimbatore and 
Saiem Districts, the most important crop in which would be 
Cambodia. This is, in our opinion, the most suitable method in 
which provision can be made for the work on Cambodia which we have 
recommended. Although under this division, Cambodia would be grown 
in three Circles, we consider that Coimbatore should be regarded as the 
centre for work on it. Our recommendations thus are that two addi
tional Deputy Directors should be appointed, one with headquarters at 
Nandyal for the "Northerns" tract and the other for work on 
Cambodia. 

The Economic Botanist in Madras has so far devoted his attention 
almost exclusively to rice, his position being practically that of a crop 
specialist. Although the major part of the work on cotton in the Pre
sidency has been done-and done extremely well-by Deputy Directors, 
we consider it desirable that a second Economic Botanist should be 
appointed whose principal work should be on cotton. His first duty 
should be to carry out the survey of the Coconada tract which we have 
proposed above and he should also take up the experiments in crossing 
between Cambodia and Bourbon to which reference has been made. 
He should also render all the advice and assistance possible to DeputY 
Directors in the selection work that is being carried on in the different 
circles. 

153. Our recommendations and conclusions in this chapter may be 
Summary. summarized as follows :-

In regard to botanical work :-

(1) The work on "Westerns" cotton should continue on its 
present lines. efforts· being mllde to evolve an improved 
type on black soils and to di,cover .a type which can sue-
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cesslully compete with 'Oleum anel other 'IItglectum8 on 
red soils. . 

(2) Th(work on "Northerns" shoUld also connnue on its pre
sent lines, efforts being made to bring the ginning percent
age 01 the selection known as No. 14 up to 21 in order to 
enable it to be substituted for the local variety. 

(3) In the case of karungarmi cotton, the object should be to 
. isolate a tne intermediate between Company No. 2 and 

Company No.3 •. 

(4) A korough survey 01 the Coconada tract should be taken 
up, as a preliminary to selection work on this variety on' 
the same lines as are being followed in the" Westerns " 

. and "N ortherns " tracts. 

(5) Work on Cambodia should be taken up, the object being to 
evolve an improved type with a staple of at least an fhch 

, in length, and als~, if possible, different types for irrigated 
. and unirrigated land. 

(6) No bolanical work on ttppam should be undertaken in view 
of the fact that this variety is being rapidly displaced b, 
Cambodia and k l,unganni. 

(7) The experiments in crossing Bourbon and Cambodia should 
be recommenced and carried to definite conclusions bui. 
beyond. this, there should be no independent work on 
Bourbon or nadam cottons, as the elimination 01 these 
varieties is desirable owing to their propensity to harbour 
insect and other pests. 
-

In regard to agricultural work :-

(8) EJlorts should be made to discover a BUitable leguminOUl 
fodder crop for introduction into the rotation with cotton 
in the "Northerns" and "Weste!DB" tracts • 

. (9) The possibilities of gear and steam ploughing in these tract. 
should be investigated. 

(10) Efforts should be made to establish open markets in the 
" Northerns" arid "Westerns" tracts with a view to 
securing an improvement in the methods 01 picking. Such 
markets . should also be established in the Coimbatore 
District. 

(11) The question of suitable manures and_rotations for Cambodia 
cotton should be investigated. 

(12) The organization evolved for the distribution 01 pure seed 
in the Tinnevelly tract should be extended to the other 
cotton growing tracts, as soon as circumstances permit. 
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In regard to agricultural staff :-

(13) Two additional Deputy Directors of Agriculture should be 
appointed, one for the "Northerns" tract with head
quarters at Nandyal and one for work on Cambodia. 

(14) A second Economic Botanist should be appointed whose 
first work should be the survey of the Coconada cotton 
tract and who should also take up crossing work on Cam
bodia" and Bourbon cotton. He should render the Deputy 
Directors of Agriculture advice and assistance in regard to 
the selection work carried out in the different circles. 
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CHAPtER IX. 

Burma. 

154. The lJ,rea of Burma, exclusive of Native States was returned in 

St t· t· I 1915-16, as 109,004,689 acres. The net area 
a IS lea. 't II d d' h Ii d· ac ua y croppe urmg t e ve years en mg 

1916-17 averaged only 14,278,000 acres, of which 250,000 acres were 
under cotton. The percentage of the area under cotton to the total 
cropped area was 1·8 and to the total area under cotton in India 1·1. 
It is, therefore, rather in rega~d to its future possibilities than to the area 
at present under cotton that Burma is of importance. 

155. The important cotton growing districts of Burma are five in 

Climate and soil. 
number, Thayetmyo, Sagaing, Lower Chindwin, 
l\Ieiktila and Myingyan. These aU faU within 

what is known as the" dry zone," the rainfall varying from about 25 
inches in Myingyan to 37 inches in Tpayetmyo. /The rainy season com
mences with the third week in May and ends with the third week in 
October. The dry zone receives its heaviest rainfall at the begi~ing 
and end of the season. July and August are marked by strong s,~dy 
winds almost devoid of moisture and it is only, when these drop that 
showers occur to any extent. The- three months from the middle of 
November to the middle of February are uniformly cool and pleasant. 
From the latter date, there is a marked rise in the temperature until 
shortly after the end of April, when it is sent down by the first showers of 
the monsoon period.· Cotton in Bwma is usually grown' on poor land, 
mainly on light upland red soils though, under the influence of high 
prices, it is spreading to black soils on which, ~owever, wheat is 
normally more remunerative. 

156. Except on the borders of the dry and wet zones in the Thayetmy() 
. . and Prome districts where the yariety knoWlF as 

Varieties Dr cottDn grown. wa-gyi is grown, and for scattered plants of 
Cambodia and Caravonica., the only variety of cotton found in the cotton 
growing tracts of Burma is Gossypium neglectum. Of this, there are 
thr£:e strains or subvarieties. G. N. verum burmanicum, the ordinary 
yellow flowered variety, with a lint which is slightly grey in colour, forms 
by far the greater proportion of the mixture and is known a8 wa-gale : 
G. N. roseum avense, which has a white flower and white lint and is known 
as wa-pyu and G. N. verum Kokalia, which has a khaki lint and is known 
as wa-ni, are occasionally found. The latter is regarded as an impurity 
and a large staff of coolies is employed at the ginning factories to pick 
it out. Both the staple and the ginning percentage of wa-gale vary con
siderably. jhe former is from tths totths inch in length whilst the 
estimates we receiled for the ginning percentage varied from 28 to 33 
per cel~t. The wa-gyi cotton grown in Thayetmyo and Prome is G. obtusi 
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foliu.m var nanking. It is a yello,,: flowered variety with white lint, the 
staple of which is superior to that of wa-gale, averaging ~ths inch~ whilst 
its normal ginning percentage is estimated at 39 to 40 per cent. The 
word" wa-gyi " simply means" big cotton" and it is so-called because 
the plant is considerably bigger than that of the u'a-gaJe variety. In the 
Northern Shan States, a variety of cotton is grown which has not yet 
been clatsified botmically but app£ aril to be im Asiatic type closely 
related to the neglectum varieties. This is stated to be an excellent 
cotton with a staple of about an inch in length but with a very low 
ginning percentage. It is not the only variety found in the Shan States 
for it would appear that a type of American calton, probably Cambodia, 
has recently made its appearance in that tract. 

157. Cotton...in Burma is sown early in May. Picking commences 
about October and continues until the end ot 

__ tuitivat;on of cotton. the year or even later in the case of the wa-gyi 
variety. Cultivation is inefficient, most of the implements used being 
still eminently primitive. Cotton is everywhere sown broadcast though 
the efforts of the Agricultural Department to introduce the practice of 
sowing it in lines have met with some success. The usual rotation with 
cotton is either juar or sesamum, though, when it is grown on black 
soils, it is occasionally rotated with wheat. - Manure is seldom applied 
though village refuse and cattle dung are occasionally thrown on the 
land and are unevenly spread over it with a harrow. Cotton is never 
irrigated as the Burman cultivator always prefers to grow rice whenever 
he can get water. 

158. Experiments with exotic cotton in Burma commenced about 
_ 1890, when American and Egyptian seed was 

Past work on cotton.· distributed in Sagaing, Meiktila and Mandalan 
Nothing resulted from these and nothing further was done until 1901-02, 
when further trials w/,lIe made both in Upper and Lower Burma. By 
1908-09, it had been decided that the climate of Lower Burma was 
unsuitable for exotics and though extensive experiments were carried 
out for some years in Upper Burma at Mandalay, the record up to 1911-12 
was one of ~omplete failure. Cambodia was introduced iIi 1912-13 and 
gave a yield of 1,200 pounds of seed cotton per acre at Tatkon in the 
Yamethin district but, though this variety has been grown annually at 
Tlltkon since then, the yield has never eq,.ualled that of the first year. 
In 1914, a farm of forty acres in extent was opened at Tatkon which has 
as its principal object the improvement of the indigenous cotton and the 
trial of exotic varieties. Buri, Broach and Egyptian cotton have been 
tried and elsewhere but have all proved failures. More success has been 
achieved with the indigenous varieties, especially in regard to improve
ment in the ginning percentage. A white flowered strain of wa-gale has 
. been selected which has a ginning percentage of 40 against 33 for the 
ordinary variety and seed of this strain sufficient for 300 acres has been 
distributed to cultivators. A strain of wa-gyi with a ginning percent~e 
()f 45 against a normal percentage of about 40 has also been selected and 
is being cultivated on a field scale. Attempts have also been made to 
improve the staple of the indigenous varieties by crossing. Three crosses 
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have been effected, one of wa-gale with Shan States cotton, one of wa-gyi 
with Broach and one of wa-gale with wa-gyi. The second of these shows 
some promise but it is as yet too early to speak with confidence in regard 
to any of them as their characteristics are still unfixed. On the small 
farm !1t Padu in the Sagaing district, which is only 31 acres in extent, 
selectIon work has also been done on wa-gale with a view to an improve
ment U1 the ginning percentage. Four strains have been obtained, the 
ginning percentage of which is 34 to 38 and these have been given out 
to co-operative societies in the neighbourhood. 'Cambodia WaB grown at 
Allanmyo in the Thayetmyo district in 1917 and yielded 1,200 pounds 
of kapaa per. acre on an area of about four acres of abandoned paddy 
land. Seed sufficient for about 7CO acres was distributed in 1918. Cam
bodia is also showing promise under well irrigation in Shwebo. 

159. It will be seen from the facts stated in the preceding paragraph 
. that very little work has so far been done on 

Recommendations in tt' B Th' h b d I t regard (0 !Iotanical work. co. on m uuna. IS as ~n ue amos 
. entirely to the fact that cotton 18 at present. 

crop of minor importance in Burma and that the staff of the Agricultural 
Department is too utterly inadequate to the vast area of the Province 
to permit of much attention being paid to it. The first step which we 
would r€commend is a thorough botanical survey of the cotton tracts 
of the Province as well as of the Shan States and a classification of the 
types grown as regards yield and ginning percentage. This should be 
followed by simple slllection work as we are of opinion that work on 
crossmg is not likely to yield definite results for some years. In view of 
the great variatjons in the staple and ginning Plicentage of tea-gale, the 
aim of such work, at the outset, should be the siandardization of the 
quality of the cotton. Work on these lines appears likely to be more 
productive of immediate results than the much more difficult work on 
crossing. This might be postponed until a more adequate staff is avail
able, except in the case of the three crosses already mentioned, work on 
which should be continued. Whilst we consider that the attention of 
the Depaf1;ment should be mainly directed to the improvement of the 
indigenous cottons, especia))y as the greater part of the cotton crop in 
Burma comes under our definition of long staple, being about Iths in 
length, we are of opinion that the-possibilities of American varieties, 
particularly Cambodia, should be thoroughly investigated. The pros
pects of such varieties both in districts such as Prome and Thayetmyo, 
where the rainfall is we)) distributed and the soil open, and under well. 
irrigation in districts such as Lower Chindwin and Shwebo appear favour~ 
able but it is obvious that no definite opinion on the point can be given 
until thorough and exhaustive trials ltav., been carried out. We would 
mention that the climatic conditions of Lower Burma as well as the pre
ference of the cultivator for rice, wherever water is available, make it 
hopeless to expect any extension of the area under cotton in that part 
cJ1 the Province. For the tea-gale tract we would strongly recommend 
the immediate establishment of a large farm in. the Meiktila or Myingyan 
district which would be near the ginning factories and also in a part of 
Burma where co-operation is perhaps more highly organiZed than it' is 
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elsewhere. Such a farm should be equipped with a few gins and an oil 
engine. As regards the wa-gyi tract, we consider it will be sufficient if 
the Allanmyo farm is equipped with an outfit of three or four gins. We 
would also recommend the elitabIishment of a farm for testing the possi
bilities of cotton under well irrigation. A suitable locality for this would 
be Monywa in the lower Chindwin district. 

160. There is obviously a wide scope for the introduction of improved 
implements and of improved methods of culti

. General recommendations vation as soon as increased staff becomes avail
In regard t:o~~~~ work on able. No organization has yet been evolved 

for the distribution of PlUe seed though a 
beginning has been made in this direction at Padu, where, as already 
stated, the seed of the select~d strains is being grown by co-operative 
societies. ·At present, there is nothing remotely resembling cotton 
markets in Burma. The cotton is bought direct fronvthe cultivators 
in their villages by brokers who travel through the cotton growing 
tracts. The greater part of the crop is ginned and pressed at 
Myingyan but there are also factories at Allanmyo and Thayetmyo 
and in the Meiktila district. The cotton is sent from these factories 
to Rangoon, from where it is exported to Japan and ElUope. If 
the AgricultlUal Department succeeds in evolving strains which are 
superior to the local varieties in staple as well as in ginning 
percentage, the question of improving the present methods of marketing 
in order to enable the cultivator to obtain the full value for his cotton 
will assume great importance and we would invite attention to our 
general recommendations in Chapter XVI on this point. Even in pre
sent conditions, we think that an improvement in the method of market
ing might resu.!t in an increase in the area under cotton and would 
suggest that attention should be paid to this point and that efforts 
might be made to form co-operative sale societies. But· we recognize 
that no rapid progress can be expected in any of the directiOns men
tioned in this paragraph until the staff of the Agricultural Department 
is strengthened. 

161. Burma is at present divide"d into two circles, the Northern and 

Recommendations in 
regard to staff. 

the Southern, each of which is in charge of a 
Deputy Director of Agriculture. A third 
Deputy -Director has been recently sanctioned 

and the post will be filled as soon as an officer can be recruited for it. 
The staff at present is therefore very small indeed compared with the 
area of the Province, which is very much larger than that of any other 
Province in India. Whilst it will be evident from what has been said 
in the preceding paragraphs that a material increase in the superior 
and inferior staff of the Agricultural Department· is essential to the 
development of work on cotton in Burma, we do not feel justified in 
making recommendations for an increase specifically for such work in 
view of the minor importance of the cotton crop and the fact that the 
areas in which it is grown are scattered over such a vast tractof ,.country. 
We feer that the conditions in Burma are such that an increase of staff 
is much more urgently required for the general agricultural development 
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of the country than for wor~ on cotton. We understand that proposals 
have recently been submitted by the Director of Agriculture for the 
appointment of a Deputy Director of Agriculture for each Commis
sioner's DivlSionor eight Deputy Directors in all and for the appoint
me.l}t of an Agricultural Assistant for every two districts. Whilst it 
would be going somewhat beyond our province to accord our support tc 
these proposals, we would point out that they will, if sanctioned, enable 
the cotton problems of the province, including the Shan States, which 
up till tht present have been practically untouched by the Agricultural 
Department, to b3 thoroughly investigated. The· prospects of cotton in 
Upper Burma and the Shan States are, in our opinion, sufficiently 
hopeful to justify no small part of the energies of the strengthened Agri
cultural Department being devoted to that crop. In this co~exion, we , 
would mention that we were informed that the time of the subordinate, 
staff of the Department is largely ~ccupied with crop cutting experiments 
in connexion with forecasts. As we have stated in Chapter XVI, we 
are unable to understand the objects of these experiments as we were 
also informed that the forecasts are based on data collected by Settle
ment Officers. We are therefore, of opinion, that the Agricultural De
partment should be relieved of this work and should confine itself to 
more legitimate functions. , 

The cadre of the Agricultural Department in Burma includes a post 
'of the Economic Botanist but this appointment has not yet been filled. 
We'are strongly of opinion that a botanist should be appointed to the 
Province' at an early date and that one of his duties should be to under
take the survey of the cotton tracts which we have recommended in 
paragraph 159. 

162. Our recommendations and conclusions in this chapter may be 
Summary. summarized as follows :-

In, regard to botanical work :-

(1) The first step should be a botanical snneJ 01 the cotton 
'growing tracts and a classification 01 the types grown 
as regards yield and ginning percentage. 

(2) Simpie selection work should then be aildertaken, the main 
object of which should be th~ standardintion 01 the qualitJ 
01 the cotton. 

(3) Work on crossing should be postponed till a more adequate 
staJI becomes available except in the case 01 the crosses 
already eflected. 

(4) The possibilities of American cotton, particMarlJ 01 Cambodia> 
should be thoroughlJ tested. 

(5) A large farm'should be immediatelJestablished in the Meiktila 
or ldyingyan district lor work on UlJ-gale. Another Ihould 
be established at'Mouywa in the Lower Chindwin District 
which should be ma.inly utilized lor experiments with 
cotton under well irrigation. To permit 01 work on UlJ-gvi. 
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the Allanmyo farm should be equipped with a small ginning 
outfit. 

In regard to agricultural work :~ 
(6) As soon as adequate staff becomes available, special efforts 

should be made to promote the introduction of improved 
impelments and improved methods 01 cultivation, the 
evolution of an organization for the distribution of pure 
seed and the improvement of the present system of 
marketing • 

. In regard to agricultural staft :-
(7) A large increase in the superior and inferior staff of the Agri-

/ cultural Department is urgently required for the general 
agricultural development 01 the Province. The strength
ened staff should devote special attention to work on 
cotton. . 

((8) An Economic Botanist should be appointed to the Province 
at an early date, one 01 whose duties should be to under
take a botanical survey of the cotton growing tracts. 
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CHAPTER X. 

Bengal, Biha( and Orissa and Assam. 

163. In view _of the very small ~portance of the cotton crop iu 
Statistical. the three Prolinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa 

and, Assam and· of the close administrative 
connexion between them in the past, we propose to treat them together 
and do not consider it necessary to enter int.o such detail as we have 
done in the case of other Provinces. The average area under cotton 
in Bengal for the five years ending 1916-17 was 48,000 acres and in 
Bihar and Orissa, 73,000 'aCres, forming 0'2 and 0'3 per cent. respec
tively both of the net cropped area and of the total area under cotton 
in India. In addition, the Native States of Bengal returned an average 
area of 22,000 acres under cotton for the five years ending 1916-17. In 
Assam, the average area was 34,000 acres, forming 0'6 per ·cent. of the 
total cropped area and 0'2 per cent. of the total area under cotton in 
India. 

164. The only two district.s in Bihar pro' per, in which the area under 
Varieties grown. cotton is over 10,000 acres, are Saran and the 

Banthal P81ganas. The averages for these tW& 
districts are 15,800 and 13,200 acres re .. ~pectively. As the result of 
the work described in the following paragraph, American cotton (G. 
ltirsutum) is found to a small extent in the Banthal Parganas but the 
variety of cotton mainly grown in Bihar is. Gos.ypium illte,mediuflt 
which is yellow flowered, though white flowered forms are occasionally 
found. Its long growing season is an obstacle to its popularity and 
it is mainly grown only for domestic purposes. 'l'he staple is from 
Iths inch to 1ths inch in length, whilst the ginning petcentage nries 

. from 15 to 30. The average is probably not more than 17 per cent • 
. which is lower tha~ that of any other cotton in India. The area under 
cotton in Orissa is insignificant, there being no district which returns 
as much as 5,000 acres. The cotton consists of the same mixture of 
neglectum varieties as is. found.iIi the Central Provinces and need not 
be further. described. The Chota Nagpur Division, in which Ranchi 
is the m~st important cotton growing district with an average area of 
about 15,000 acres, is the original home in India of the acclimatized 
variety of Upland Georgian known as bu,i, the staple of which is Itb 

1;0 1 inch and the ginning percentage 31. The deski cotton is of the 
same type as that grown in Orissa. In Bengal, with tIte exception of 
small areas of lIeglectum cotton in Banma and Midnapore, the whole
of the cotton crop is grown in the Chittagong Hill Tracts. B()th there 
and throughout Assam, in which the principal cotton tracts are the 
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Garo and the Lushai Hills, the cotton, which passes under the trade
name of " ComilIas," is the variety known as G. cernuum of which there
is a subvariety G. cernuum 8lJlheten'se which has a khaki coloured lint. 
The staple of Comilla cotton is very short, being only ~ths to ~ths inch
in length. It is distinguished from other Indian cottons by the size 
of its bolls, which, in parts of the Garo Hills, attain a length of eight 
inches and by its high ginning percentage which averages about 43 and, 
in some cases, goes up to 50. The lint of this cotton is so harsh in 
character that it is most commonly used as an adulterant with wool' 
and its price is said to be regulated by the llrice of ,wool rather than 
by that of cotton. , 

165. 'I'he buri variety, the chief interest of which lies in the attempts: 
Past work on cotton. whic~ have .beer.;made to spread it in th~_ Central 

PrOVInces, IS saId to have been grown ill Chota 
Nagpur for about a hlmdred years, but there is nothing on record to 
show by whom it was introduced. T,he earliest experiment with exotics, 
in other parts of the Provinces was made by lady Hastings near Barrack
pore in 1823 with seed obtained from the Barbadoes. In 1844, one of 
the American planters, to whom reference has been made in previous.. 
chapters, started a plantation at Rangpur on which American and 
Bundelkhand cotton was groWlVbut·the experiment was no~ long' per-· 
sisted with. Isolated trials both of exotic and Indian varieties were
subsequently carried out at various places by officials and non-officials, 
notably by the Agri-Horticultural Society of India in its gardens at 
Alipore, but the results obtained cwere, in almost every case, unsatis
factory and led to nothing. It was not unt.il the re-organization of the 
Agricultural Department at the beginning of this century that the 
question was attacked with some vigour. The seed of 'various American,. 
Egyptian and Indian varieties was distribu!ed all over the three Pro
vinces, but by 1905-06 the Department tlf Agriculture in Bengal, which 
then included Bihar and Orissa, had decided that if anything was to be 
done towards the improvement of the cultivation of cotton in that 
Province it would be best to work on the indigenous or already accli
matized varieties. A systematic attempt was therefore made for a feW'" 
years to promote the cultivation of buri in certain area!! in the Singhbhum 
and Santhal Parganas Districts but so little progress was made that. 
it was abandoned on the redistribution of the Provinces in 1911. Buri 
and Cambodia were also tried in Assam but, although the results obtained 
by the Kamalpur Estates) Limited, were considered promising in 1912" 
the experiment was subsequently given up as 'unprofitable. It was· 
not until 1917 that work on cotton was resumed in any of the Provinces. 
In that year, Mr. A. C. Dobbs, Deputy Director of Agriculture, com
menced a series of experiments with buri and with several selected 
American varieties from Cawnpore and Lyallpur on the Ranchi farm 
on the Chota Nagpur plateau at an elevation of 2,000 feet. It should 
be mentioned that the cotton of the plateau is deshi, buN being grown' 
at lower elevations. All the cottons tried at Ranchi sufIe~d severely 
from heavy rain but four of the Cawnpore selections gave better yields. 
than ant of the deshi varieties. Both buri and 4.F proved complete 
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'failures. We understand that it is proposed to open a small farm at 
.an elevation of about 1,000 feet mainly for the purpose of further trials 
-with cotton. . 

166. We consider that sufficient work has been done on cotton in 

d t
·• rd these Provinces, except perhaps in Chota 

'Recommen a IOns In rega N h t h h t . .. f -to future work on cotton. ag ur, 0 s ow t a exotic vanetIes 0 cotton 
are unsuited to their climatic and other condi

-tions and see no prospect of any appreciable extension of the area under 
-the indigenous varieties. We would, however, recommend that the work 
at Ranchi should continue on its present lines and are glad to observe 

-that special attention is being paid to selection work on the American 
varieties. We also recommend that the botanical survey of the cotton 

. tracts_ of the Provinces, which was commenced by Mr. Cammie and 
is heing continued in Bihar and Orissa by Mr. Dobbs, should be completed 
as this is likely to lead to the collection of valuable information. We 

. are of opiriion, that, as soon as time and opportunity permit, the Agri
·cultural Department in Bengal and Assam should' take up selection 
work .on Comilla cotton, with a view to obtaining an improvement in 
and the standardization of the ginning percentage of this variety, which 

is at present extremely variable. Some improvement in staple might 
.also be affected by work of this character. We are aware that Comilla 
(:otton is mainly grown by primitive peoples but there appears no reason 
-to believe that they would not take readily to any improved strains 
;put out by the Agricultural Department. 

167. Our recommendations in .this chapter may be summarized u 
Swn,1nary. follows :-

(1) The experiments with buri and selected American varieties in 
Chota Nagpur should ",continue on their present Jines. 

(2) The botanical survey of the cotton tracts in the three pro
'vinces should be completed. 

(3) Se~ection wotK: on the Comilla variety should be under taken 
with a view to Pthe improvement and standardization 01 
its ginning percentage and, possibly also. 01 its staple. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

Hyderabad. 

168. Complete agricultural statistics for the Hyderabad State are

Statistical. not available. The area under cotton for the
five years ending 1916-17 averaged 3,262,QOO 

acres forming 14·7 of the total area under cotton in India, including' 
Native States. The only parts of India which return a greater area. 
and percentage are Bombay and the Central Provinces and Berar. 

169. The Hyderabad State falls into two well marked and nearly 

Climate and soil. equal divisions, if aline is drawn due north 
and south through the Capital city of Hydera-. 

bad. The area east of that line is known as Telingana and that to the 
west as Mahratwarra and the Canarese countn·. In the Mahratwarra 
districts and the Canarese country, the climate fs generally hot and dry' 
from March till the end of May and temperate for the remaining months .. 
In the Telingana districts, it is hot and damp from March till the end~ 
of September and temperate for the Irest of the year. The rainfall 
varies from about 25 inches in the south-west to 50 inches in the north
east. Over three quarters of it is received between June and September,. 
the remainder practically all.falling in October and November. The 
soil of the cotton growing tracts is mainly the black cotton soil found. 
in the adjoining tracts in British territory but in the Telingana Districts 
it is not so rich as in the north and cotton is frequently grown on lighter· 
sandy soils. 

170. No botanical suryey of the cotton grown in Hyderabad has_ 
Varieties 0' coHon grown. be~n c~rried .out an.d whilst fairly full in~or~l 

atlOnlS available III regard to the varietIes. 
grown, it is impossible to speak with certainty re-garding the proportion 
in which they are found. Allover the north of the Province and as f!!or 
south as Gulbarga, the cotton grown, wJ1ich passes under the trade name 
of " Barsi and Nagar," is mainly a mixture of the same varieties a:,; in 
the Central Provinces and Berar except that bani (G. indic-llm) is fOUll& 
in a much higher proportion and that bun (G. hirsutttm) is said to take 
the place of Upland Georgian. We are informed that in the north
eastern portion of the tract, i.e., in the Adilabad, Nizamabad and'. 
Karimnagar districts, buri predominates and is g!own pure over large 
areas. It would appear to be shorter in staple here than elsewhere_ 
We are inclined to think that it is the same variety as the Upland Geor-, 
gian of t.he Central Provinces but, as no' botanical sUrvey of the cotton 
of HyderBbad has been carried out, . are unable to express If definite 
opinion on the point. Further west, mainly as the result of the recent· 
efforts of the Agricultural Department, which are described below" 
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·bani is grown in a pure state over large parts ot the Parbhani and Nande 
districts, whilst round Jalna in the Aurangabad district and in the 
Osmanabad district and the northJlrn part of the Gulbarrra district, 
it forms a high proportion of the mixture. This variety w:S formerly 
the true cotton of the Mahratwarra country but so rapid was its det~rio. 
ntion owing to the_admixture of Berar seed, that, had not the Agricul
tural Department taken up the question of restoring it to somethinO' 
like its.lormer standard, its disappearance, except in a few tracts away 
from the railway or as an unimportant constituent of a mixture of 
"Varieties, would, in all probability, have been a matter of a few years. 
'The bani cotton of Hyderabad has now been given a separate classifica
tion by the cotton trade and is known as Hyderabad gaorani. ItI' 
:staple is. about an inch in length and the ginning percentage 29. In 
the southern districts of Hyderabad, cotton is only grown in the u:teme 
west and east. The cotton of the Raichur district and the south of the 
-Gulbarga district is the" Westerns" cotton of the adjacent Madras 
tract, whilst in the south-east of the W arangal district there is , con· 
:aiderable area under the Coconada variety. The cultivation of Cambodia 
is now being introduced in the neighbourhood of Chincholi in the Gul
harga district. A full description of the different varieties of cotton 
grown in Hyderabad will be found in the chapters on the British PUr 
vinces which adjoin the State and need not be repeated here. This also 
-applies to the methods of cultivation which are similar in Hyderabad 
to those followed in the adjacent British districts. 

171. No hotanical work on cotton baa hitherto been done in Hydera

Past work on coHon. bad and the energies of the Agricultural 
Department in regard to cotton have been 

mainly devoted to efforts to restore bani to its former purity. These 
!lave met with considerable success and we were informed that the 
Department had purchased and proposed to-distribute sufficient seed 
for sowing at least 260,000 acres in the season of 1918, as a result of 

. -which nothing but this variety would be grown in three talukl in the 
Parbhani district. It is estimated that the distribution of pure seed 
1)f the' bani v~ety-has increased the ginning percentage to 29, as against 
the previous average of 25 to 26. The Department has two cotton 
larms, one at Parbhani for work on bani and the other -at Mahbubnagar 
in the district of that name for work on Cambodia. We would mention 
that the Hyderabad State has already taken action in regard to two 
-of the malpractices mentioned in Chapter XVI. Damping haa recently 
been made a penal offence whilst in order to stop the practice of trans· 
porting cot~on by. rail ~o a station which is n9~ its ult~~ destination, 
with the object of lDduclDg the purchaser to believe that It 18 the produce 
()f the latter, it has been enacted that bales should be stamped with 
indelible ink 80 that unless they ar.lLOpened out and repacked, they 
tStill retain the mark of their place of origin. ' 

172. It will, we think, be seen that there is a very wide field of work 
• before the Agricultural Department in Hydera • 

.Recommendations in regard. bad in reoO'ard to cotton. We feel that the 
, to future work on coHon_ 

cotton pr\>blems of the State cannot be ade-
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quately dealt with until the staff of the Department has been ,cons:
.(ierably increased and have made recommendations on this point in 
the following paragraph. We consider it most important that a thorough 
botanical survey of the cotton tracts should be carried out. as soon as 
sufficient staff becomes available. The Agricultural Department will 
then be in a' position to, decide upon a definite policy for each of the 
main cotton growing tracts. In the absence of staff, the Department 
naturally turned to the work which lay nearest at hand, the restoration 
'<If bani to its former standard. Whilst we cannot but regard any efforts 
to promote the cultivation of long staple cotton in India with the 
:greatest sympathy, we feel bound to point out that the primary consi-' 
deration must be the interests of the cultivator. It has not yet, in 
·our opinion, been definitely established that bani is the most profitable 
variety from the cultivator's point of view in the conditions which 
prevail in the north of Hyderabad. We trust that, as the result' of our 
recommendations as a whole, it will be easier for the cultivator to obtain 
the full value of long staple cotton than it has been in the past. If 
this proves to be the case, the work which has been done to preserve 
the bani variety in Hyderabad will have been of the greatest value. But 
whilst we would recommend that it should continue for th~ present, 
we are strongly of opinion that, either simultaneously with or on the 
-completion of the botanical survey we have proposed. exhaustive tests 
should be carried out in order that a definite conclusion may be reache~ 
in regard to the merits of bani as compared with other varieties. Should 
.such tests establish the superiority of bani, the Agricultural Department 
,,'ill be able to continue its work in spreading that variety with all the 
greater confidence. We would also recommend that further tests should 
be carried out with Cambodia before seed is given out on a large scale. 
We would suggest 'that selection work on bani should be undertaken 
as soon as possible'on the lines we 'nave proposed in British Provinces 
with a view to obtaining further improvement both in staple and ginning 
percentage. We consider that selection work on other varieties is of 
less importance in pres~nt conditions. The botanical survey and the 
tests we have proposed above should shew on what varieties such work 
-can be most advantageously undertaken. It is, in our opinion, eminently 
desirable that anr. botanical work done in Hyderabad should be carried 
'<lut in close co-operation with the specialists working on the same 
problems in the adjacent B:ritish Provinces and we would strongly 
Tecommend that if His Exalted Highness the Nizam's Government 
.desires any advice Qr assistance from scientific officers in .British service, 
whether Imperial or Provincial, in reg~o work on cotton, it should 
!be freely given. __________' . 

173. The superior staff of the Agricultural Department in Hydera-
.. bad at present consists only of a Director of 

Recommendations In regard Agriculture. We would suggest for the con-
to staff. sideration of the Darbar the desirability of a 

-considerable addition to the sta:ff not only for work on cottM but 
in the interests of general agricultural development. We would 
~ecommen~ the appointment of two Deputy Directors of Agriculture, 
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one for t~e ~Iahratwarra and the other for the Telingana country .. 
whose mam work should be on cotton. Even after such a divisioD 
the fOl'IIl~r will be a heavy charge on account of the mi.ud characte; 
of the cotton grown in it and further sub-division will eventually 
be desirable. We would also suggest the appointment of An Economi~ 
Botanist whose work on cotton would be on the linea proposed in 
the preceding paragraph. 

174. Our recommendations in this chapter D1&J be I1lDlD1&rizecl ... 
Summary.· follows :-

(1) A botanical surver of the cotton tracts shouIcI be carried out 
in order that the Agricultura1 Department should be in a 
posiuon to decide on a definite policJ for each tract. 

(2) SimultaneouslJ with, or subsequent· to such a survel. exhaus
tive tests should be carried out in order that the comp&l&-
tive merits of b'lni and other varieties maJ be authorita
tiveIJ ascertained. 

(3) Further tests should be carriecl out with Cambodia before the
seed of this variety is given out on a large scale. 

(4) Botanical \Vork on b.lni on the lines proposecl for British Pro
vinces should be commenced as soon as possible and shooId 
be followed br similiu' work on other varieties. 

(5) Botanical work should be carriecl out in close co-GperatiOD 
with the specialists working in British Provinces and if Ilia-

- Exalted Highness me Nizam's Government desires it. IUch 
officers should freelJ render advice and assistance. 

(6) The superior staff of the Agricultura1 Department should fHt
increased bJ the appointment of flvO Deputy Directors. one 
for "the Mahratwarra and the other for the Telingana 
counf;rJ. and of an Economic Botanist and the main work 
of these officers should be on cotton. -
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CHAPTER XII. 

Baroda. 

175. Complete agricultural statistics for lihe Baroda State are not 
Statistical. available. The average area under cotton for 

the five years ending 1916-17 was 725,000 acres 
or 3·2 per cent, of the total area under cotton in India. It is estimated 
that the percentage of cotton to the total cropped area is about 24, 
a figure which is exceeded in no other Native State or in any British 
Province in India, taken as a whole; 

176. The territory of the Baroda. State consists of scattered tracts 
Varieties 0' cotton grown. in Gujarat. and ~athiawar. As has already 

. been mentlonl.ld m the chapter' on Bombay, 
these are so intermingled with British Districts that it is impossible to 
treat the State entirely as a separa~e unit for our present purpose. Of 
the four districts into which it is divided, three, Kadi, 'Baroda, and 
Navsari, are in Gujarat whilst the fourth, Amreli, is in..Kathiawar. The 

. climate and soil of these districts is similar to that of the adjacent British 
territory and need not therefore be further described. The varieties 
of cotton grown in them are also the same, Kadi and Amreli falling into 
the" Dholleras" tract and Baroda and Navsari into the Broach tract. 
A full description of these has already been given in the chapter on 
Bombay and it is only ne~essary to add a few details in regard to their 
distribution in the Baroda State. The mixture of varieties of Gossypium 
neglectum known as mathio is the only cotton grown in the Ameli District, 
except in the Kodinar talttka where some Upland Georgian is found in 
it. In the Kadi District, u;agad is grown in the heavy soils of the Kadi" 
Kalol and Chanasma talukas. In the remainder of the district, lalio 
is preferred and is usually grown as an irrigated crop. In the black 
soil or kanam tract of the Baroda District, which includes the Sinor, 
Dabhoi, Karjon, Saoli and Waghoda talukas, the cotton grown is the 
mixture of Broach and goghari known as kant'i. On the light soils of 
the Bhadran and Petlad talukas of the Kadi District, the perennial 
variety rozi (G. obtusiMittm) is grown mixed with kodra (Paspalum 
sc¥obiculatum) but is unimportant. In the Navsari District, the Navsari 
tract extends from Bilimora to Sachin, the Surat tract commencing 
at Sachin and extending to Kosamba. The spread of goghari in recent 
years, owing to its higher outturn and ginning percentage, has been 
as rapid in the southern districts of the Baroda State as in British terri
tory. 

177. The superior 

Past work on cGtton. 

staff of the Baroda Agricultural Department 
consists of a Director of Agriculture and a 
Deputy Director. The Department has at 
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present three farms at Baroda, Jagudan (north of Ahmadabad) and 
Dwarka. The latter is being closed on account of irrigation difficulties 
but additional farins will shortly be opened in the Navsari and Amreli 
Districts. Experiments With exotics, more especially buri, Cambodia and 
various varieties of Upland American, have been carried out on the 
Rhoda and Jagudan farms since 1909-10 but have proved no more 
suc~essful than in:British Gujarat. In 1914-15, an attempt was made 
to introduce «;ambodia into the Kadi District. The yields obtained 
were moderately good but considerable difficulty was experienced in 
disposing of the small quantity of cotton produced and the cultivators 
therefore went back to the indigenous varieties. Some work on 
mathio and-lalio has been done on the Baroda and Jagudan farms but 
bas not yet led to any definite results .. In 1916-17, sufficient seed of 
pure Navsari cottOn for I,OOO'acres was selected by mass selection, and 
distributed by the Agricultural Department. We understand, however, 
that the cultivators did not realize any more for the cotton produced 
from this seed than for the ordinary kanvi mixture and that attempts 
to extend the area lmder such seed 'have been abandoned. 

178. The recommendations we have made in regard to the Dholleras 

d ti 
. ani and Broach tracts of the Bombay Presideney 

Recommen a ons In reg l' h I f h Bode • . to future policy. apP! WIt equa orce to tear a otate 
and It does not appear necessary to supplement 

them except in a few respects. We do not recommend that any further 
attempts should be made to introduce exotics in Baroda. In those 
parts of the State, in which the climate and rainfall are suitable, indi
genous varieties whicn. fall under our definition of long staple cotton 
are already grown. We ~re therefor.e strongly of opinion that the 
Agricultural' Department in Baroda should confine its attention to 
the improvement of the indigenous nrieties and the production of _ 
good seed for .distribution on the lines we have laid down for the adja
cent tracts in Bombay. We understand that the Bombay and Baroda 
Agricultural Departments work in close co-operation and we do not 
therefore consider that any inlmediate addition to the superior staff 
of the Baroda !gricultural Department is called for. We would, how
ever, point out that the organization of the production and distribution 
of good seed will necessitate an increase in the subordinate staff and 
would suggest the appointment of additional officera of the class of 
Agricultural Assistant for this purpose. We have recommended that 
a botanist should be appointed for the Dholleras and Broach tract of 
the Bombay Presidency and we have no doubt t~at the results of this 
work will be freely placed at t,he disposal of the Baroda Agricultural 
Department. We are of opinion that the line of work in which the 
latter Department can at present most usefully co-operate with the' 
Bombay Agricultural Department is the investigation of the relative 
values of the constituents of the Dholleras mixture. We would also 
recommend, as we have done in the case of Bombay, that efforts should 
be niade to maintain the purity of uaglJd in the Kadi District and to. 
restore lalw to its former standard in that district. If; in the Broach 
deshi tract, the Bombay Agricultural Department succeeds in evolving 
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a type of Broach cotton superior to goghari in yield or ginning percentage 
or, in the Surat tract, a strain equal, if not superior to the best Navsari 
cotton, the Baroda Department will doubtless co-operate in promoting 
the cultivation of such strains in the adjacent territories of the State. 
It is, in our opinion, essential that the same strains should be given 
out by the two Agricultural Departments and to secure uniformity of 
policy in this respect and the fullest measure of co-operation possible, 
we would reco~end periodical conferences. between the officers of 
the two Departments. It is to be regretted that the recent efforts to 
promote the cultivation of pure Navsari cotton have proved- a failure. 
We think these might have been more successful, had there been some 
organization for the disposal of the cotton produced and would invite 
attention to our recommendations on the subject of organization in 
the chapter on Bombay. We would suggest that further efforts should 
be made in this direction and that the possibility of holding auction 
sales of the kapas produced should be considered. 

179. We should .perhaps mention that we were informed that some 
canal projects are under investigation in the 

Prospect~ ~I ~otton under Baroda State and that, if these were carried Irrigation. ... . 
out, a consIderable illcrease ill the area' under 

cotton might be expected. The information placed at our disposal 
was not, however, sufficiently de.finite to enable us to express any opinion 
on this point. . 

180. Our recommendations in this chapter may be summarized as 
Summary. follows :-

(1) No further efforts should be made to introduce exotics in 
the Baroda State but the efforts of the Agricultural Depart
ment should be confined to the improvement of the in
digenous varieties and the production of good. seed for 
distrtbution. 

~) In order to build up an organization for the production and 
distribution--of good seed, the subordinate staff of the Agri
cultural' Department should be increased by the appoint
ment of additional officers of the class 'of Agricultural 
Assistant. 

(3) The Agricultural Department should devote itself more parti
cularly to work on the DhoUeras mixture and should make 

. special efforts to maintain the purity of wagad and to 
restore lalia to its former standard in the Kadi District. 

(4) All work on cotton in Baroda should be carried out in close 
co-operation with the Bombay Agricultural Department, 
periodical conferences being held between the officers 01 
the two Departments. 

t(5) The organization for the spread either of pure varietiei or 
of improved types should follow the lines proposed for 
the adjacent hacts in the Bombay Presidency. 
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CHAPTER xm. 
Central India. 

181. For the five years ending 1916-17, the area under cotton in 
Statistical. the Native States which make up the Central 

.India Agency.averaged 1,335,000 acres or six 
per cent. of the total area under cotton in India. Of this, Indore con
tributed about 450,000 acres, Gwalior 380,000 acres and Bhopal 73,000 
acres. It is estimated that the net cropped area of the Agency amounts 
to about thirteen million acres of which the area under cotton is, there
fore, about 10 per cent. In Indore it is as high as 23'6 per cent. of the 
net cropped area and in Gwalior 9'31 per cent. These figures show 
that Central India is one of the most important cotton growing tracts 
in India. 

182 .. The main coUon growing tract of the Agency is the southern 
climaJ and soil. part o.f th~ ~est~rn of the tw~ deta~hed ar.eas 

of whIch It 18 composed. ThIS agam consists 
of two natural divisions, by'far the larger of which lies on the Malwa 
plateau. The smaller, known as the Nimar tract, lies south of Malwa 
proper below the Vindhyan range. The average rainfall of the cotton 
tract averages about thirty inches, almost all of which is received from 
the sout.h-west monsoon. The main soil of the plateau is the black 
soil formed by' the disi.qtegration of the Deccan trap. IJl the Nimar 
tract, except actually in the bed of the river Narbada, there is a prepon
derance of the lighter soils which makes irrigation n~essary while the 
stiffer texture of the soil necessitates the use of heavier implements. 

183. The main cotton of Central India is the same mixture of varie
Varieties of cotton grown. ties .of Gossypiu"!." neg~u~ with a small pro-

portIon of banI (G. 11uluum) and Upland 
Georgian (G. hi1'sutum), here known as marwari or bani, as is found in 
the Central Provinces and Berar. TheSe have alre!,dy been fully de
scribed in the chapter on those Provinces. In the Nimar tract, the 
mixture differs in no way from that grown in the Central Provinces 

. and Berar, but on the plateau, the proportion of G. negkctum malven.e 
is high. This variety, which is probably the jndigenous cotton of the 
plateau, from which it derives its name, isari excellent cotton with a 
st.aple of Iths to 1ths inch which brings i~under our definition of long 
staple cotton. Its gin.ning percentage is, however, only 25, a fact which 
is sufficient to account for the way in which the other varieties of neg
Zectum; more' especially 1'oseum, have gained at its expense in recent 
years. We estimate that it is not now grown in a pure state on more 
than 112,000 acres and the evidence we received shows that very little 
of it comes on the market exrept in an adulterated condition. 
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184. The keen interest displayed by the rulers of many of the Stales 
Past work on coHon. in Central India in the agricultural development 

of their territories led in 1916 to the appoint
ment of Mr. B. Coventry, C.I.E., as Joint Agricultural Adviser to the 
States of Gwalior, Indore, Bhopal, Dhar, Datia, Ratlam, Jaora, Sitamau, 
Dewas (Senior Branch) and Sailanaand the Estate of Bagli which 
represent about half the area of the -Agency. Since Mr. Coventry's 
appointment, special attention has been paid to problems connected 
wit~ cotton and a large part of the work on the experimental farms 
which have' been establish~d at Indore and Bhopal has been on this 
crop~ Experiments with exotics of various kinds and with Mr. Leake's 
improved varitlties K-7 and K-22 have been carried out but have not 
proceeded long enough to enable any definite conclusions to be reached 
in regard to them, more especially as the conditions in 1916 and 1917 
were most unfavourable to all varieties of cotton. In 1916, K-22, 
however, showed promise and considerable success was achieved in 
1917 in isolating the Upland Georgian variety and in growing it under 
irrigation on lands on which poppy was formerly cultivated. Cambodia 
under similar treatment has also been moderately successful, the 
sub-tropical climate of the plateau appearing to favour the growth of 
American varieties.- It should be mentioned that the Gwalior State 
has already enforced a system of licensing ginning factories which, 
though its primary object is fiscal, secures the submission of full statistics 
(If the cotton ginned and could, without difficulty,-be exte'nded to such 
purposes as the prevention of malpractices. A system is also in forc~ 
in the Gwalior State tinder which bales of cotton produced in the neigh
bourhood of Ujjain are stamped as such, inferior cotton brought into 
Ujjain from other tracts for re-export to Bombay or elsewhere as Ujjain 
cotton being stamped as "Ujjain mixed." l'he name of the factory 
at which the cott9n has been pressed is also stamped on the bales in 
both cases. ~ 

185. We see no objection to the continuance of the experiments 
_ _ with exotics ~ Central India and, indeed, 

Recommendalions In regard consider it desirable that the suitability of to future work on coHon.. . 
Cambodia or of some type of Upland GeorgIan 

for irrigated soils should be thoroughly tested. We would also recom
mend that further careful comparative trials of Mi. Leake's improved 
varieties should be carried out. We would, however, point out that 
the difficulty of evolving a suitable organization for marketing small 
-quantities of improved cottons is likely to be more severely felt in Central 
India than elsewhere owing t.o the way in which the territories of the 
.different States are intermingled and the small extent of many qf them. 
In these circumstances, we are strongly of opinion that the most hope-: 
mlline of work in Central India lies in efforts to improve the long staple 
-cotton, malvense, which the tract already produces and to ensure that 
the crop is placed on the market in a pure state and is thus able to secure 
the price which is warranted by its intrinsic merit. At present; as we 
ihave already said, the cotton trade only sees it in bulk in an adulterated 
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co~dition. It should be possible to secure a considerable improvement 
in the very low ginning percentage and also in the outturn of this variety 
by selection work. We need hardly add that this recommendation is 
based on the fundamental assumption which underlies our report, which 
is that the general result of our recommendations, if accepted, will be 
to enable the cultivator to obtain the true premium justified by the 
superiority of his cotton. We understand that there may be some 
difficulty in regard to work on malven,e owing to the fact that the crop 
was almost totally destroyed by the abnormal rains of 1917 and that 
therefore very little pure seed is obtain~e. Should this difficulty 
prove insuperable, which we trust will'not be the case, we would recom
mend that the Agricultural Department should concentrate its energies 
on spreading Upland Georgian or Cambodia on irrigated lands but we 
consider that further tests in regard to the suitability of these varieties 
are neceSl'ary before seed is given out on a large scale. It will be obvious 
that, both for the work on 'malvense and American varieties and for 
the evolution of an organization for ensuring that the produce of superior 
varieties is marketed in a pure state, a considerable increase of the staff 
of the Agricultural Department in Central India will be necessary. It 
is with considerable hesitation that we make any recommendations on 
this point as we feel that our acquaintance with the--circumstances of 
the individual States is somewhat meagre. We would, he.wever, express 
the hope tha~ the post of the Joint Agricultural Adviser to the Central 
India States will become a permanent one. Its value in securing unifor
mity of policy in such matters as cotton development can hardly be 
overestimated. We would, therefore, suggest that the position of the 
Joint Agricultural Adviser should be strengthened and that a farm 
should be established and, placed under his direct control on which 
he can carry out work for the benefit of all the States. We would 
mention that the Gwalior State has already a Director of Agriculture 
who is, however, only iI. part time officer and that it is under contempla
tion to appoint two Deputy Directors of Agriculture, one for the northern 
and the other for the southern division of the State. In Indore, the 
Director of Agriculture, is also Registrar of Co-operative Societies and 
in Bhopal, he is also Director of Land Records. The area under cotton 
in both these States is so extensive that we would suggest for the consi
deration of the Darbars the desirability of appointing separate Directors 
of Agriculture. Taking the Agency as a whole, we would recommend 
an expansion of the experimental work on cotton and also an increase 
in the subordinate staff of the Agricultural Department. In spite of 
the importance of Central India as a cotton growing tract, we would 
not propose the appointment of an Economic Botanist as we consider 
that the selection work on malvense which we have recommended could -
be carried out under the guidance of the Agricultural Adviser, with 
the advice and assistance of the scientific officers working in British 
territory. We understand that Mr. Leake has given considerable help 
in th~ botanical work on cotton in Central India and we would recom
mend that some arrangement of this kind should be continued and 
that; if necessary, matters might be placed on a more formal footing. 
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186. The usual practice in Central India is to sow cotton after the 
first rainfall of the monsoon. The work on 

Prospects ~, c.otton under the agricultural farm at Bhopal and Ratlam irrigation.. . 
pomts to the conclusIOn that cotton sown under 

irrigation before the monsoon gives a heavier yield. As we have already 
stated, Upland Georgian and Cambodia have shown some promise 
under irrigation. In these circumstallce~; the question of extending 
irrigation facilities is of some importance. Except in the northern parts 
of Central India where cotton is comparatively unimportant, flow irri
"gation from canals is impossible owing to the configuration of the country. 
As the existing canals are not in the main cotton growing tracts, any 
extension of the area of cotton under irrigation must be looked for 
under wells. The attention of the Darbars has already been drawn 
to the possibilities of well irrigation by Mr. W~ H. Moreland, recently 
Agricultural Adviser to the Indore State, and by Mr. Coventry and we 
would recommend that a thorough investigation into -the subject 
should be carried out on the lines proposed by them. We would mention 
that a commencement has already been made in this direction by the 
formation of Departments of Agricultural Engineerigg in the Gwalior 
and Indore Btates. 

I 
181. Our recommendation in this chapter may be summarized as 

Summa •• y. follows :-
(1) The main line of work on cotton in Central India should be 

selection work on malvense and the evolution of a suitable 
organization to secure that this variety is marketed in a 
pure state. 

(2) The experi)Dents with Upland Georgian and Cambodia under 
irrigation and with Mr. Leake's improved varieties should 
be continued. 

(3) If work on malvense proves impossible owing to difficulty 
in obtaining pure seed, the Agricultural Department should 
concentrate its .nergies' on pushing Upland Georgian or 
Cambodia on irrigated soils provided further tests establish 
the suitability of" those varieties. 

(4) The desirability of making the post of Joint Agricultural 
" Adviser a permanent one and of establishing a large farm 
on which he can carry out work for the benefit of all States 
should be considered. 

(5) Separate Directors of Agriculture should be appointed by the 
Indore and Bhopal States. 

(6) Throughout the Agency there should be an expansion of the 
experimental work on cotton and an increase in the sub-
ordinate staff of the Agricultural Department. " 

(1) The advice and assistance of scientific officers working in 
British territOry in regard to botanical work on cotton in 

, Central India should be obtained. / • 
(8) The possibilities of well irrigation should be thoroughly inves

tigated. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

Rajputana and Mysore. 

188. Tilne did not permit of our visiting Raj putana and Mysore. 
Statisti~al The areas under cotton in these States are, 

• however, by no means insignificant and, in 
order to render our report complete, it appears desirable to add a few 
remarks in regard to them. The average arca under cotton in Rajputan& 
for the five years ending 1916-17 was 372,000 acres or 1'7 of the total 
area under cotton in India. This is exclusive of an average ar~ of 
45,000 acres in Ajmer-Merwara which represented thirteen per cent. 
of the net cropped area of that province and '2 per cent. of the to~l 
area under cotton in India. The average area under cotton in MY80re 
for the same five yea~s was 115,000 acres forming '5 per' cent. of the 
total area under cotton in India and about '2 per ccnt. of the net cropped 
area of the ltate. 

189. As far as we are aware, no work on cotton has been done in 
Rajputana. any of the Rajputana States. The most 

important cott()n growing tracts in the Agency 
lie in. the east and are adjacent to the cotton growing tracts of the 
United Provinces !/oDd Central India. The cotton grown is a mixture 
of the same varieties as are found in the United Provinces. We under
stand that, except in Ajmer-Merwara., it is entirely hand ginned and 
is used for hand weaving goods for local consumption. The cotton 
problems of the resi of India have not therefore assumed the same. 
importance in- Rajputana. -Work on cotton must await the develop
Plent- of Agricultural Departments in the different States and it would 
be premat:ure to make any recommendations in regard to the policy 
which should be followed. We would, however, point out that an 
essential preliminary to such work must be a botanical survey of the 
cotton tracts and that when snch a survey bas been earried out, the 
different States shol!ld decide to which variety the energies of tbe Agri
cultural Departmentsl which will doubtless be formed in due course 
in their respective territories, s110uld be devot.ed. 

190. Cotton in Mysore is almost entirely confined f() the black soil 
Myso areas of the Chitaldrug and-·f() a very much 

re. smaller extent-{lf the f'hirnoga District. With 
the exception of a negligible.1Crea Imder Cambodia, the varieties grown 
in ~sore are those of the adjacent districts of Bombay, viz., kumpta 
(Gossypium herbaceum) and Dharwar American. Systefnatic work 
on cotton was commenced by the Agricultural Department about two 
yeats ago when a cotton farm was established. Selection work on 
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lumpta has been undertaken with a view to obtaining an improvement 
both in yield and quality and it is proposed to commence similar work 
()n the Dharwar-American variety. As regards future work on cotton 
in Mysore, we would strongly recommend close co-operation with the 
J30mbay Agric:uJtural Department and would invite attention to our 
recommendations for the Kumpta-Dharwar tract of the Bombay Presi
dency. Improved strains either of l-umpta or of the Upland type of 

,Dharwar-American found suitable in that tract should
4
prove equally 

suited to the conditions of the adjacent tracts in Mysore. We would 
also recommend that further tests in regard to the possibilities of 
Cambodia cotton under irrigation should be carried out though we 
understand that t~ area in which irrigation is possible is very limited. 
"Ve understand that the practice of mixing Dharwar-American cotton 
with desl!i cotton in ginning factories is prevalent to some extent in 
:Mysore and would therefore draw attention t{) the recommendations 
we have made in Chapter XVI on this and kindred matters. 

191. Our recommendations and conclusions in this chapter may be 
Summary. summarized as follows :-

(1) Work on cotton in Rajputana must await the development 
of Agricultural Departments in the different States. A 
botanical survey of the cotton growing tracts is an essential 
preliminary to such work. . 

(2) Work on cotton in Mysore should be carried. out in close co
operation with the Bombay Agricultural Department as the 
problems are similar to those arising in the adjacent tracts 
of the Bombay Presidency. 

(3) Further experiments with Cambodia on irrigated soils should 
be carried out in Mysore. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

General recommendations,in regard to agricultural work on 
. cotton.. 

192. In the previous chapters, we have described.in detail the local 
Scope of the chapter. ~onditions in eac~ Province in which cotton 

18 a crop of any unportance or possesses any 
possibilities and have made recommendations based on a study of those 
conditions. We would emphasize that our proposals have been framed 
in the light of existing circumstances. The policy we have recom
mended has not, perhaps, in all cases been that wEich we should have 
suggested had there been a clean slate on which to work but we have 
not felt justified in proposing the abandonment of work which has 
resulted in substantial progress or which still holds out any prospect 
of ultimate success. In this chapter, we propose to discuss briefly 
some important questions of general applicability to all Provinces and 
to add a few remarks in regard to the staff required to carry out our 
recommendations. We would here mention that we were much 1m
pressed by the extent and accuracy of the knowledge of cotton problems 
possessed by agricultural officers. The evidence we received from the 
Directors of Agriculture and froIl). the officers of the Agricultural Depart
ment generally was of the greatest assistance to us and considerably 
lightened our labours.-

193. We have, in several of the chapters on the different provinces, 
Botanical surveys. recommr.nded bo~nical surveys of many ?f 

" the cotton growmg tracts and would agam 
insist on the importance of such surveys. Unless the Agricultural 
Department possesses a detailed knowledge of the different varieties of 
cotton grown, it has no solid foundation on which to base its work on 
cotton. Such surveys are obviously especially necessary in tracts in 
which a mixture of different varieties of cotton is grown. Work in 
this direction has already been done in the Punjab, the Central Pro
vinces, Bom1>ay and Madras but, even in those provinces, it has been 
by no means exhaustive and we consider that it should be definitely 
recognized as one of the first duties of the Agricultural Department 
in all.provinces. Whether such surveys should be carried out by a 
Botanist or by a Deputy Director of Agriculture must depend on local 
conditions and we have recognized this in the recommendations we 
have made on the subject. Simultaneously or subsequent to the 
botanical survey, the varieties found on a field scale sho1lld be tested 
iIi. duplicate or triplicate plots in order that it may Le ascertained 
whether any of the types is distinctly superior to the ot!.ers. If such 
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a type is then put out by the Agricultural Department, the result is' 
greater uniformity in the crop and its standardization to a large extent. 

194. It is essential that an investigator, working on cotton, should: 
Selection verSU8 crossing. have before him a clear idea of the staple· 

which the tract is capable of producing in· 
ordinary conditions. Irrigation produces an alteration in the conditions 
and the cultivation of cotton of longer staple may become feasible .. 
We would lay stress on "selection" as much the most r,apid method 
of securing a type of cotton suitable for a particular tract a(nd ofbbtain-· 
ing an improvement in staple and ginning percentage. Plants of pure' 
strain with a higher ginning percentage and a tonger staple than the' 
cotton ordinarily grown can usually be isolated in the field. The work 
of the Madras Agricultural Department on karunganni has furnished: 
a strikiDg example of this. The ginning percentage of ordinary karun-· 
ganni is 25 and its staple iths of an inch in length. Plants have, how
ever, been isolated with. a ginning percentage of 35 and others with a 
staple of 1iths inch in length. 'Whilst we consider that selection work 
should be the first step, we do not underrate the importance of cross· 
breeding as a means of improving cotton. This, however, as has been 
already pointed out in the chapter ,on the United Province.s, is work 
of a more scientific character than selection work and requires close 
application and considerable skill. It is also much slower in yielding 
tangible results. We consider, therefore, that, as 1i. general rule, it 
should not be undertaken until the possibilities of selection work have 
been thoroughly examined as, unless the ~aterial on which it is based. 
has been investigated, it is aIm.ost certain to result in disappointment. 
Reference has already been made to the work on crossing which has 
been done at Cawnpore and Dharwar, and which has resulted in some 
promising crosses. We consider t~at work of this character should be 
entrusted only to an officer who CI41 devote personal attention and 
considerable time to it. Whilst it is work that can be done by Deputy 
Directors with botanical training, it will probably be found advisable
to Jeave it to a hotanist. On the whole, except in the cases we have 
mentioned above, very little progress has been made in this direction, 
but we consider that there is a great future for work of this character 
if it is properly and systematically conducted. It is for this -reason 
that we have recommended that Mr. Leake's work at Cawnpore should 
continue on its Eesent lines and that assistance should be given him 
in carrying it out. 

195. We found that great diversity of practice exists in the different 

Field tests. 
provinces in regard to the tests of cotton on a 
field scale. In many cases, such test.s are 

carried out on small plots whilst, in others, the plots are an. acre in 
extent. In both cases, there mayor may not be.duplication. We 
consider that tests on a field scale should be carried out in at least two 
series. The first series should consist of preliminary tests ®. small 
plots from four cents (one twenty-fifth of an acre) to ten c~nts (one 
tenth of an acre) in size. Tests ,on plots of four cents repeated two or 
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- -three times have 'bee~ successfully carried out in the "Northerns If 
:and " Westerns" tracts in Madras and, if carefully conducted, should 
·enable a good general idea of the value of the variety tested to be formed. 
'The second series should consist of tests on larger areas. The plots 
·should be at least' a quarter of an acre in extent and there should be 
five or six of such plots ·side by side with plot!! on which the same 
'standard variety of cotton is grown. At Lyallpur, tests of this 
·<tharacter are carried out on the land of the farm tenants, in order that 
the closest possible approximation to conditions outside the experimental 
station may be formed. We consider it most important that tests on . 
:a large scale should be carried out under the same conditions as those 
in which, cotton is ordinarily grown before an improved type is given 
,out on an appreciable scale. Definite rotations should be followed on 
the plots on which the tests are made an,d as large an area as possible , 
:should be allocated for 'Such tests. , We are of opinion that there was 
room for improvement in this respect in all the Provinces we visited 
but have not thought it necessary to do more than indicate the 
:general lines which should be followed. 

i96. In the course of our enquiries, contrasts between the two 
greatest cotton producing countries of the 

lniproye~:~!~~ yield 0' world, India and the United States of America, 
. have constantly thrust themselves upon us. 

In no respect is the contrast more marked than in the relative pro
.ductivity of the soil.! The United' States of America produce a crop 
.of twelve to sixteen million bales of 500 pounds each from an area 
.of 36 million acres whilst India, from an area of about 221 million acres, 
'produces a crop of slightly over 41 million bales of 400 pounds each 
.or 3,600,000 bales of 500 pounds each. As was mentioned in Chapter I, 
·.the yield per acre is only a little over one-third of that obtained in 
.America, being about 85 pounds all' acre. as against 200 pounds in the 
United States. As has also been pointed out in. the same chapter, the 
;scope for obtaining an increase in outturn merely by an improvement 
in agricultural practice is therefore considerable. In India, taken as a 
whole, cotton cannot be regarded as a crop which receives intensive culti
-vation, especially as compared with such a crop as wheat. It is seldom 
manured as the manure available is either required for more profitable 
.crops oris insufficient for mQre than 'a small fraction of .the area under 
;it. We have, in the previous chapters, dealt with the cultivation of 
cotton in the different provinces in detail and need here only mention 
that in many tracts such as Gujarat, the Central Provinces and Berar 
.and parts of Madras, the cultivation of cotton is extremely good, 
;as it is sown in lines and given frequent intercnlture. There is, how
.ever, much room for improvement over very large areas in the 
Punjab, Sind, the United Provinces, and parts of Central India and 
Madras. Over the bulk of the cotton areas, more especially in Berar, 
.central India, Bombay, Baroda, Madras and Hyderabad, the percentage 
.of cottdD. to the' cropped area is oft~n as high as fifty and the result 
is that it is grown at least every alternate year and frequently year 
-after year.. In such conditions the grel!'t need is suitable rotations. Th. 
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most common rotation with cotton in such tracts is juar (SOrghum' 
vulgare), the advantage of which is tha.t it provides grain for human· 
cO{l8umption as well as fodder for cattle. It is most important, in~ 
onr opinion, that efiorts should be made to introduce into the rotation' 
a heavy yielding leguminous fodder crop which can be grown· 
either with or instead of filar. The evidence we received pointed' 
to t.he beneficial influence of nitrogen on cotton in all tracts and this· 
appears the simplest method by which it can be obtained. .As we have· 
already pointed out in the chapter on the Central Provinces, a three· 
year rotation would have the effect of reducing the area undercottoll". 
and is not, therefore, likely to prove .acceptable to the cultivators in, 
the principal c~tton growing tracts owing to t.he high prices of cotton' 
at present prevailing. It should, however, be pointed out that these' 
prices have introduced a ne", factor into the situation. They should: 
render it possible for the cultivator to use artificial manures to a much 
greater extent and to expend more labour on cultivation than has 
hitherto been the case. Some attempt has been made to push the use' 
of poudrette and crude night-soil as manure in Bombay and there is no' 
doubt that these are excellent manures for cotton. The use of improved 
implements for interculture and other purposes is a matter to which 
the Agricultural Depart.ments are paying increased attention. We have 
made detailed recommendations on all these points in the preceding ... 
chapters and have emphasized their importance. 

197. It will be seen from the general trend of the recommendations· 
. . we ha~e made in the provincial chapters that 

Seed farm:u~~:n seed dlstrl- we are of opinion that the selection and distri-
• bution of pure seed should be controlled by . 

t.he Agricultural Department in the ma.nner best suited to the local' 
conditions of each tract. We lay great stress on this point as no real' 
progress in increasing t.he' outturn or ~n improvi!% the quality of cotton' 
can be expected unless pure seed of high germmating power is issued. 
We consider, therefore, that one of the first duties of the Agricultural' 
Department after it has been strengthened, as we have recommended, 
should be the evolution of suitable organizations for seed distribution .. 
For this purpose, a considerable increase in the number of seecf'farms. 
will be necessary in all proVhtces. It will be obvious that the establish
ment of such seed farms must, in many cases; await the evolution of 
pure or improved strains of cotton but we consider that the subject 
in one to which immediate a.ttention should ,be paid, as, in view of the 
constantly increasing price of land, it may be advisable that steps should~ 
be taken at once to select and acquire suitable sites for such farms. 

, . -
198. We hlwe pointed out in paragraph 196 above that another' 

Demonstration. most important branch of work to which t.he 
increased staff of the Agricultural Department 

must devote its energies is the improvement of agricultural ~ractice~ 
It must demonstrate the usefulness of improved agricultural implements 
and must convince the cultivators of the advantages resulting from 
the use of manures and from good cultivation such as sowing in lines. 
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-and keeping the ground clean from weeds. The methods of demon. 
stration must vary according to local conditions, but, in most ciues, it 
will probably be found best to carry out demonstration work on ~e 
fields of selected cultivators. The advanta"e of this svstem is that 
-successful methods are adopted without hesiiation bv the nei"hhourin" 
.cultivators. Small cultivators are apt to regard demonstration work 
-on Government farms with suspicion on the ground that it is carried 
-out regardless of expense and to question the suitability of the methods 
followed on the farms to .... their conditions. Demonstration on their 
-own lands is free from the suspicion of officialdom. The experiment 
forms merely an ordinary incident in the-agriculture of the villa«e. 
In some cases, however, where there are large bodies of landholders 
with extensive holdings it may be found expedient to have separate 

.demonstration farms of considerable size. which can serve as model 
farms. Where such farms are established, they should be run on 
-thoroughly practical business lines, an accurate profit and loss account 
:being maintained in order that the financial results of their working 
.can be definitely ascertained. ' 

199. We consider it 'desirable to make some, mention of work on 
tree cottons as it has been asserted from time 
to time that the solution of the prohlem of 

.growing hmg staple cotton in India lies in this direction., From 19M 
-to 1909, experiments with tree cottons were carried out on an extensive 
:scale in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa by the Indian Long Staple Cdtton 
.Growing Syndicate and in 19M-05 and the subsequent year, the Bomhay 
Agricultural Department carried out an experiment on a fairly large 
,scale' with Peruvian cotton. . In both cases, the experiments proved 
.comptete fajlures. For some years, the Bombay Agricultural Depart
:ment continued to devote considerable attention to work on tree cottons 
-on the Dharwar, Surat and Nadiad farms but it led to no definite results 
.and was eventually abandoned. It was urged before us that the failure 
·of the operations of the Syndicate was due to the fact that the cotton 
-was grown on waterlogged land. This, however, could not have been 
-the case in Bombav. Whilst there is some reason to believe that tree 
.cottons, which undoubtedly produce lint of excellent staple, can be 
gror.vn successfully on small areas in favourable circumstances, we are 
:strongly of opinion that there is no prospect of such cottons being 
-produced profitably on a commercial scale and consider that it would 
be a waste of time and involve an undesirable dissipation of energy 
lor the Agricultural Departments to devote any further attention to 
-work on these varieties except to the very limited extent we have recom
mended in the case of Madras, where there appears some prospect of 
-obtaining a satisfactory cross between a tree cotton and an annual 
.cotton such as Bourbon and Cambodia. 

Tree cottons. 

200. The cotton crop in India sufiers relatively little from fun.,crns 
M Ie icaI peel. diseases. The most serious of such diseases is 

yeo og IS the root disease known as wilt which occurs in 
.an area extending from the Central Provincea and Berar through Khan-
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desh to the Kumpta-Dharwar tract in BombaY'. It is not found in 
the Punjab, Si,nd, North Bombay, Madras or Mysore though it appears 
probable that it is extending from Dharwar in a southerly direction. 
There has been a considerable increase in the disease, especially in the 
Central Provinces and Berar, during- the last ten years and hitherto 
the only methods of checking it have been the adoption of rotations 
and the growth of resistant varieties. Neither of these methods can 
be regarded as entirely satisfactory. The obstacles in the way of the 
adoption of rotations have been described above. The growth of resist
ant varieties, such as buri in the Central Provinces, means that the 
cotton of the wilt infected area differs from the ordinary variety of 
the tract and that there is considerable danger of the two being mixed. 
Another root disease of cotton, which is often confused with wilt, i-s 
the root rot found in the Punjab and Bombay. This disease' occurs 
usually on the same patches of land year after year and there is no 
evidence that it is increasing appreciably. Whilst leaf diseases are 
comparatively unimportant, the disease known as red leaf blight occa
sionally occurs and no remedy has so far been found for it. In these 
circumstances and more especially in view of the possibility of the 
spread of wilt, we'" consider the mycological questions connected with 
cotton of sufficient importance to justify the appointment of an addi
tiona.l mycologist to the Pusa staff whose principal duty would be the 
investigation of these problems. 

201. We have made recommendations in the preceding chapters 

t 
. which involve a very considerable expansion 

Expansion or he Agr.- f th A . I I D W h cultural Department. 0, e . gr~cu tura epartment. - _ eave, 
however, Indicated only what may be consicrered 

the minimum staff necessary in present con4itions. Our recommenda
tions are, in fact, studiously moderate as we have been compelled to 
recognize the difficulties which stand in the, way of the recruitment 'of 
the superior staff and of training the subordinate staff. required. We 
need hardly point out that though we have confined ourselves to pro
posals for an increase in the superior sbl.ff, these involve a corresponding 
expansion of the subordinate staff of supervisors, fieldmen, etc. We 
would emphasize the necessity that the staff we have suggested should 
be appointed without delay. The cotton position calls for immediate 
action. Time is an essential factor. An increase in the production of 
cotton throughout the world, especially within the Empire, is of primary 
importance, if the raw material is to be kept at a reasonable price and 
cotton is to be sold throughout India at reasonable rates. It must 
not be forgotten that the price of "Fine Broach," the standard on 
which the prices oLIndian cotton are based, ruled before the war at 
about Rs', 250 per khandi. At the time of writing, it is Rs. 770 per 
khandi and there appears to be considerable likelihood that it will go 
much higher. The Liverpool price of "Middling American" which, 
before the war, ruled ordinarily at 6~d. to 7d. per pound is now Iks high 
as 25d. per pound. In these circumstances, it is of vital importance 
that every effort should be made to increase the production of cotton 
in India in order that prices may be reduced to more normal figures. 
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202. The recommendations we have made in regard to the sta! of 
eost or proposa/l. ~he Agricult~a.l Department are summarized 

m the followmg table :- • 

Province. Dlrec\on. Deputy A .. lltant Economic If ycolOfllat and 
Directora. Dlrec\on. Botaolata. J>ntomolop&' 

Imperial . .. .. .. .. .1 Mycologist • 

Paojab • .. 8 8 1 .. 
(ProYlncial 
aervlee.) 

North· W eat Frontier Province • .. 1 .. .. .. 
United Provinces .. a .. J. 1 EntomoI08l.', 

Central ProYlnceB .. .. .. 1 .. . 
Sind 

.. 
1 1 .. 1 .. 

Bombay .. I 1 8 • .. 
(I n d I an 

> Agricultural 
aervice.) 

Madras • .. I .. 1 .. 
Burma. .. .. .. 1 .. 
Hyderabad - - I 1 . .. .. .. 
Central India I .. I .. .. .. 

As far as British territory is concerned, it will- be seen that they 
involve the immediate addition to the existing staff, and to the appoint
ments which have been sanctioned but not yet ruled, of one Director 
of Agriculture, thirteen Deputy and Assistant Directors of Agriculture 
belonging to the Indian Agricultural Service, nine Economic Botanists, * 
one Agricultural Entomologist, and three Assistant Directors belonging 
to t~e Provincial Service. In the case of Native States, they involve 
the appointment of two Directors of Agriculture, two Deputy Directors 
and one Economic ·Botanist. We have made no specific proposals for 
an increase iIi the subordinate staff of the Agricultural Department 
as this woUld have involved an examination into the internal organiza· 
tion of the Department which was beyond our province. We would, 
however, state that .we consider the subordinate staff very inadequate 
in most provinces and are of opinion that it should be considerably 
strengthened not only for work on cotton but also in the interests of 
agricultural development generally. It is impossible to estimate the 
cost of the proposals with any approach to accuracy as the cost of the 
subordinate staff, upkeep of farms and other expenditure involved in. 
addition to that on the superior staff varies so greatly in the different 
provinces. But if Rs. 50,000 be taken as the_average cost of a 
Director, Deputy Director or other scientific officer and his subordinate 
establishment, etc., in British territory with half as much in Native 
States, . the cost of our proposals works out very roughly at about 
Rs. 14.lakhs !>er annum, exclusive of the cost of the Cotton Cooimitteer 

• This number includes the appointment of EcQIlot:Uo Botanist in Burma lI'hic~ 
has been sanctioned but not yet 6IIed. 
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the establishment of which we have recommended in Chapter XIX and 
for which we consider that an annual grant of at least two ~khs of 
rupees should be provided. 

In the financial year 1916-17, the total expenditure on the Imperial 
Department of Agriculture was Rs. 5,18,603 and on the Provincial 
Departments Rs. 47,74,524, a total of Rs. 52,93,127 which is equivalent 
to £353,000 at the usual rate of exchange or less than £1;.5 per 1,000 
of the population of British India. In point of fact, ·the actual cost of 
the Agricultural Department to the country was less than this, as the 
sales of produce from the Government farms were not credited to the 
Department. An addition of some RI:l. 16 lakhs to this expenditure 
cannot, in our opinion, be .regarded as in any way excessive in view of 
the great importance of the cotton crop both in India and the Empire 
as a whole. We would point out that, whilst the increased staff we 
have recommended is primarily for work on cotton, it will not, in the 
majority of cases, be employed exclusively on that crop. The additional 
Deputy Directors, for example, will be utilized in other directions. 
This will tend to the improvement of crops grown in rotation with 
cotton. 

The figures we have given above suggest a further contrast. Great 
Britain spends on its Agricultural Departments £46 per 1,000 of the 
population, Queensland £92'5, Australia as a whole £86'5, the United 
Stat·es of America £36 and France £27. None of these countries can 
claim to be so predominantly agricultural as India and iii comparison 
with them, the expenditure on agriculture in India can only be regarded 
as entirely disproportionate to its -importance. We have every hope 
that when financial conditions improve, both the Government of India 
and Provincial Governments will be able and willing to make much 
larger assignments for agricultural development but if it is considered 
that the expenditure involved in our proposals is larger than Govern
ment would be' justified in undertaking, we would mention that the 
evidence we received showed that no objection would be raiSed if a 
small cess of eight annas a bale were levied on all cotton consumed 
by the mills in India as well as on all cotton exported, provided the 
proceeds of such a cess were definitely earmarked for work on ~tton 
in India. It would, in all probability, not be feasible to levy such a 
cess on cotton used outside the mills and therefore, if the conventional 
estimate of 450,000 bales for" extra mill" consumption be deducted, 

. the proceeds of the cess would be in the neighbourhood of Rs. 20 lakhs. 
The cess we have recommended amounts to only one-fiftieth of a penny 
per pound and is, therefore, almost nominal. It could suitably be 
collected from the mills by the staff at present engaged in collecting 
the excise duty and on exports by the customs authority. We need 
hardly point out that; if Rs. 20 lakhs per annum could be made avail
able for work on cotton, the programme we haye recommended could 
be carried out on a larger scale and could be supplemented in vltriou8 
ways and that, consequently, more rapid progress would be possible. 
One advantage in the levy of a cess would be that it would be possible 
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to make grants 'to Native States, which might otherwise hesitate to 
accept our recommendations on the ground that to do 80 would involve 
an undue strain on their resources. 

203. The greater part of the additional stafI which we have proposed 

R itm t 01 th dd
• must be recruited at the outset either from 

ecru en eal- hU·dKi d hU·d tional stall proposed. t e rote ng om or t e rote States as 
Indian agriculturists with the requisite training 

and experience are not yet available in sufficient numbers. ~ we have 
already stated, time is of the utmost importance if India is to make 
any appreciable addition to the world's crop of cotton in the neat future. 

- It is therefore necessary that a thoroughly trained stafI should be re
cruited as rapidly as possible from any available source. We realize, 
however, that the ultimate aim should be to recruit Indians for such 
post as those of Deputy Director or Economic Botanist and are of opinion 
that the activities of the Agricultural Colleges should be expanded 80 

that trained Indian agriculturists may speedily be forthcoming. In 
order to give such men openiIigs for appointment to the Indian Agricul
tural Service, as soon as they are available, we would suggest that 
candidates for some of the appointments, the creation of which we have 
recommended, might be recruited on short term agreements, i.e., for 
periods of five or ten years. In brief, we'consider that the Agricultural 
Department must be very considerably expanded, th'lt the ultimate 
aim should be a Deputy Director for each main agricultural tract, if 
not for each district, that the pay should be such as to attract the best 
men and that the best men should be recruited, at the outset, from 
any available source, the ultimate goal being the recruitment of the 
Indian Agricultural Service from Indians possessing the highest agri
cultural qualifications. Whilst the primary object with which we have 
recommended an increased staff is the improvement in the outturn and 
the quality of the cotton crop, such an improvement is bound to react 
on the general agriculture of the country. 

There is every reason to anticipate that if the stafI we have proposed 
is entertained as Boon as possible, if adequate control of the distribu
tion of seed of selected varieties is secured and if the improvements 
in agricultural practice we have recommended in preceding chapters '" 
are aftopted, there will be an appreciable increase in the near future 
in the outturn of Indian cotton and a marked improvement in its 
quality. 

204. Our recommendations and conclusions in this chapter mal be 
Summary. summarized as follows :-

(1) Botanical surveys of the cotton growing tracts are of "elJ 
great unportance: SimultaneouslJ with or subsequent to 
such surveys, the 'farieties found on a field scale ahould 
be tested on duplicate or triplicate plots in order that it 
maJ be ascertained whether any of the types is distincUl 
superior to the others. 

(2) Selection work should be regarded as the first step in obtaining 
an improvement in cotton but should be fonowed bl ClOSS-
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ing which should, however, only be entrnsted to "properl1 
qualified officers who can devote personal attention and 
considerable time- to it. 

(3) Tests of cotton on a field scale should be carried out in two 
series, the first series consisting of preliminary tests on 
small plots and the second series of tests on larger plots 
under conditions approximating as far as possible to those 
under which cotton is ordinarily grown. 

(4) As regards the question 01 obtaining an improvement in the 
outturn of cotton, one of the most important requirements 

" is the introduction into the rotation of a heavy yielding 
leguminous fodder crop. 

(5) The selection and distribution of pure seed should be entirely 
controlled by the Agricultural Department. The desir
ability of taking immediate steps to select and acquire land 
for seed farms should be considered. 

(6) Demonstration should ordinarily be carried out on the lands 
of selected cultivators. Where the establishment of large 
demonstration farms is considered desirable, an ,accurate 
profit and loss account should be maintained. 

(7) No further work on tree cottons should be done b,Y the Agri
cultural Department, except where it is desired to obtain 
crosses between such cottons and annual varieties. 

(8) An addition mycologist should be appointed to the Pusa staff 
whose principal duty should be the investigation of my
cological problems connected with cotton. 

(9) The total cost of the proposals for the expansion of the Agri
cultural Department and for the Central Cotton Committee 
amounts roughly to Rs. 16 lakhs. If considered desirable 
funds might be provided by the impositiolf of a cess of 
eight annas a bale on all cotton used in the inills in India 
or exported. 

(10) The additional std proposed should be recruited immediatel1 
from any available source. In some cases, candidates 
from the United Kingdom or the .United States might be 
recruited on short term agreements, in order that their' 
place may be taken by Indians possessing the requisite 
agricultural qualifications as soon as they become avail
able. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

Commercial. 

205. One of the most important and difficult questions which has 
Marketing. occupied our attention is that of securihg to 

thE} cultivator an adequate price for his cotton. 
Before dealing with this question so far as it affects the introduction 
of new varieties, it is necessary to discuss the subject of marketing in 
its more general aspects. A mass of evidence was submitted to us in 

regard to the unsatisfactory character of the 
Unsatisfactory character 0' ttl t hi· present system presen sys em. n mos cases, t e cu tlvator 

• sells his kapas to a village bania (shopkeeper 
and money-lender) to .whom he is, as a rule, under financia.l obligatio~, 
and who purchases it at a price much below that to which the cultivator 
is really entitled at the current market rate. We also found that it 
was a very common practice for the bania to buy the standing crop, 
the estimated outturn from the field being valued at from Rs. 30 to 
Rs. 100 per khandi below the prevailing rate. The small lots which 
the bania purchases he mixes indiscriminately and sells to up-country 
.dealers, who dispose of them in turn either to bigger dealers, to the 
large exporting firms, or to ginners who deal in cotton. The latter 
get the kapas ginned and pressed and either sell it to mills up-country 
or send it to Bombay or other ports for consumption there or for export. 

It is obvi~us that the cult~vator is heavily handicapped in securing 
an adequate price for his produce by tlie number of hands through 
which it passes. He would be more likely to obtain this if the number 
of middlemen could be reduced and if he could be brought more directly 
in touch with the larger buyers. One of the most satisfactory ways 

Cotton markets in the 
Central Provinces and 

Berar. 

in which this can be brought about is by the 
establishment of open markets. Such markets, 
up to the present, have only been established 
in the Central Provinces and Berar. Cotton 

markets, where they exist Qutside those provinces, are, in reality, nothing 
more than a collection of godowns in which merchants store their cotton. 
The cotton markets in Berar are established by law, the Act under 
which they are administered being the Berar Cotton and Grain Markets 
Law of 1897. Under this Act, markets and ba.zaars may be notified 
and committees may be appointed for the purpose of managing them. 
Rules may be made ·in regard to the management of the markets and 
bazaars, the levy, collection and disposal of fees therein, the co~ditions 
under which licenses may be issued to brokers, weighmen and measurers, 
the places for weighment and measuring, the scales, weights and measures 
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- to be used and their inspection, verification and correction and so on. 
Unauthorized markets and bazaars may be prohibited. Detailed rules 
under 'the Act in regard to the points mentioned above were promul
gated in a Notification dated April 1st, 1898. The Act and the rules 
framed under it will be found in Appendix VI. There are at present 
21 cotton markets in Berar. The system in: force in the Central Pro
vinces is somewhat different. Under Section 105 of the Central Pro
vinces Municipal Act of 1903, Municipal Committees have power to 
frame by-laws, which are subject to confirmation by the Chief Com
missioner, for the inspection and regulation of cotton markets and for 
the charge of fees for the use of buildings and places therein. Nine 
cotton ma;kets have so fa.r b~en established under these provisions, 
the most Important of whIch 18 at Nagpur. The by-laws regulating 

. these are less elaborate than those in force in Berar. 
We consider that the rules under which cotton markets have been 

.established and are regulated in Berar are excellent and we understand 
that they work well on the whole, the most serious weakness in the 
market administration being the unwillingness of the committees to 
take energetic action, owing to the fact that the majority of their 
members are Matyas (general commission agents) or large buyers, .who 
do not wish to offend the class to which they belong or on which they 
are very closely dependent for a successful season's trade. This, 
however, is a defect which time will probably remedy as men of more 
independence of character become available with the spread of education. -
The advantages of the Berar system are that the cultivator is brought 
into direct contact with bond fide purchasers and is, therefore, in a 
position to sell his produce when and to whom he likes and that, as a 
result of the open competition in the market, he can secure the full 
competitive price for it. He is also paid for the full weight of his cotton, 
a matter in regard to which there is every reason to believe he is fre
quently cheated by the village banias and the ginning factory owners. 
In an open market, the· bllyer actually sees the cotton he is buying 
and can fix the price he is willing to pay, accordiDg to its quality. The 
establishment of such markets should, therefore, have important effects 
in regard to the promotion of clean picking, and, the prevention of 
damping, mixing and adulteration. We consider it most desirable that 
markets on the Berar system should be established in other provinces, 
and are of opinion that conditions throughout the cotton tracts of the 
Bombay Presidency (except Sind), the Madras Presidency (with the 
exception of the Coconada tract, as the area under this variety is not 
sufficiently concentrated) and the Punjab Canal Colonies are especially 
favourable to the establishment of such markets, owing to the fact 
·that the proportion of cotton to other crops in those areas is high. We 
therefore reoommend that steps in this direction should be taken without 
delay. The markets might either be established, as in the case of the 
Central Provinces, by the introduction of suitable provisions in the 
_provincial Municipal Acts under which, at present, only markets for 
the sale of provisions are regulated, or if the local conditions are such 
that it is desirable that markets should be established in places which 
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have not been constituted municipalities, under a special Act for thE) 
purpose as in Berar.· In the remainder of the Punjab and in the greater 
part of the United Provinces, the areas under cotton are probably too 
scattered at present .to justify the establishment of cotton markets, 
but we consider that the question should be thoroughly investigated 
by the local authorities. -

206. In connexion with the establishment of open markets, we have 

P bl
· t· I tto • considered whether the publication in up-country 

u u:a Ion 0 co n pnces k ts f th· il·· th L· 1 in up-country markets. mar e 0 e pnces preva mg m e Iverpoo 
and Bombay markets would have any effect 

in enabling the cultivator to obtain a better price for his cotton. A system 
of publication is in force in the Punjab, where the price of Broach cotton 
at Bombay and of Punjab American and deshi cotton at Lyallpur are 
posted daily in the mandis (markets) together with a method of working 
out, from the Bombay price, the proper price of the kapas of the district 
in which the mandi is situated. The daily prices of certain grades of 
cotton prevailing in Bombay are also telegraphed daily to Beawar and 
Kekri, the principal cotton centres of Ajmer-Merwara. After consi
deration of the evidence placed before us in regard to the working of this 
system and 'the possibility of its extension, we are of opinion that the 
publication of Liverpool prices in up-country markets is unlikely to 
result in any advantage either to dealers or cultivators, as the great 
majority of them are quite unable to understand the significance of 
prices expressed in pence per pound, and the Liverpool price quoted 
is for" middling American," a variety in which their interest is too indirect 
to make the publication of its price of any real :value to them. We do 
not, therefore, recommend the publication of Liverpool prices. We are 
somewhat doubtful about the advantages likely to be derived from the 
publicaHon of Bombay prices but, on.the whole, are inclined to think 
that it may result in benefit to the cultivators. We would, however, 
only recommend publication with certain limitations. In districts, 
which have properly regulated markets under the supervision of market 
committees, as ~ the Central Provinces and Berar, we are of opinion 
that the price quoted for the cotton of the district in Bombay should be 
given in rupees per kkandi and that from it the corresponding price of 
kapaa and lint which should prevail i,n the local market, after the necessary 
deductions have been made for freight and ginning, pressing and other 
charges, and due allowance has also been made for ginning percentage, 
should be worked out and posted. The cultivator will then be able to 
see for himself from a glance at the board the true price of his variety 
of cotton in the local market, and the price either for kapfUJ or_lint that 
he ought to obtain in that market. Our reason for confining this recom
mendation to properly constituted markets is that it is only in such cases 
t,hat the somewhat complicated calculations necessary could be regularly 
and satisfactorily made. In tracts in which there are no market com
mittees, but where the cotton grown is of :varieties quoted in Bombay, 
we would only recommeng. the publication, in anything which a~proxi
mates to a market such as the mandis in the Punjab, or in such other 
place as the Agricultural Department or the Municipal Committee 
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"might consider suitable, of the Bombay price of the local varieties of 
cotton and the price of the kapaa and lint of those varieties at the most 
important ~entre of t~e tract. Thus, at Montgomery and Gojra, the 
Bombay pnce of PunJab American would be posted in addition to the 
price of kapaa and lint at Lyallpur. Where a variety is one for which 

. there are no quotations in Bombay, it will be sufficient if the price of 
the latest transaction recorded in that variety in regard to which informa
tion is available is published. We do not consider it advisable that the 
price of Broach cotton in the Bombay markets should be published 
anywhere, except, of course, in the Broach tract itself, as this might 
promote a tendency to undesirable speculation. There is, however, 
we need hardly add, no objection whatever to the Agricultural Depart
ment obtaining full information in regard to both Liverpool and Broach 
prices and it would probably be advantageous for ij; to do so. 

As to the cost of publication, where there are market committees, 

cost of publication. we consider that it would be a legitimate charge 
on market funds. In other cases we arc of 

opinion that it should be borne by the 4gricultural Department, that 
is by Government, only at the outset. If the experiment proves success
ful, the cost might, in our opinion, suitably be met by the Municipal 
Committees or the .Pistrict Board of the town or district in which the 
plat:e where the prices are posted is situated. In this connexion, we 
would,point out that the pUblication of prices is not in itself likely to 
put the cultivator in a position to hold up his cotton. This point will 
hardly be reached until his financial position is sounder than is usually 
the case at present. We look forward, ultimately, to the development 
of a system of Government warehouses an in _4merica to which a cultivator 
or dealer may bring his cotton and obtain a receipt from the warehouse 
keeper, on which he. can, if necessary, borrow money. 

207. To place the cultivator in abetter position to bring his cotton 
" . to an open market, it is necessary that he 

ReVISIOn. of dates of pay- should be freed as -far as possible from his 
ment of mstalments of land • '.. ' 

revenue. mdebtedness to the village banw. As a result 
of the very great increase in the price of cotton 

in recent yeais, the cultivator of cotton should now be in a stronger 
financial position'than he has ever been. The rapid extension of the 
co-operative movement should also bring about a great improvement in 
this respect, especially where indebtedness has been incurred on account 
of advances for bullocks, seed or agricultural implements. It was 
represented to us that one reason for the indebtedness of the cultivator' 
to the bania is that he has to pay his land revenue assessment before bis 
crop of cotton is ready for marketing and has, therefore, to bop-ow in 
order to doso._. We have carefully examined this point in regard to all 
provinces in which cotton is grown and consider that the dates on which 
the instalments of land revenue fall due are, in all cases, suitable except 

. in thi'Bombay Presidency, exclusive of Sind, where in villages in which 
the principal crops are the cold weather (raln) crops, the dates .of the 
instalments have been fixed as the 5th February and 5th April. In 
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none of the cotton grewing districts of Bombay, except Khandesh where 
cotton is a hot weather (kharij) crop, is any cotton ready for marketing 
by the 5th February and we would therefore recommend that, in the 
cotton growing tracts of the Presidency proper with the exception of 
Khandesh, in regard to which we would propose no alteration, the dates. 
of t.he instalments should be altered to the 5th April and 5th May; , 

208: Whilst we regard the establishment of o'pen markets as much 

Co-operative sale. the most important step which can be taken 
to secure the cultivator an adequate price for 

his product, we would welcome a great extension of the activities of the 
Co-operative Department in this connexion. Partly, we believe, owing 
to the unwillingness of co-operative societies to handle agricultural 
produce and their preference for banking business pure and simple, 
the energies of the Co-operative Department in regard to cotton have 
been almost entirely confined to the formation of cotton seed societies 
and seed unions, the work of which has been dealt with in th~ provincial 
chapters. Owing to the superiority and purity of their produce, the 
members of such unions and societies are undoubtedly in a position t(} 
command a Itigher price for their cotton especially where, as in the Central 
Provinces and Berar, the cotton is ginned by a member of the seed 
union, but their effect on prices is much more indirect .than that of'8 
co-operative society formed specially for the sale of cotton. Of such 
societies there are at present very few in existence. In Bombay, four 
have been established in the East Khandesh District and four in the 
Dharwar District but these only commenced work very recently. In 
Madras, six regutar seed unions were formed in 1916-17, the members of 
which undertake to gin and sell their lint jointly under the supervision 
of the Agricultural Department. These agencies have been working s(} 
short a time that_it is nnpossible to offer any opinion as to the measure 
of success with which they have met, though we understand that higher 
prices were obtained for members of two of the societies in Dharwar' 
at the auctions.of Broach and Cambodia held by their societies than 
would have_been the case if the cotton had been disposed of in the ordi
nary course through brokers (known as dalals). We should, perhaps, 
point out that the societies in Bombay are not truly co-operative in 
some respects, the management being largely in the hands of dalals and 
the societies, ~ order to increase their turnover, selling the cotton of 
non-members as well as of members. We should be glad to see these 
defects removed but we cordially approve the small beginning which 
has been made and trust that there will be a rapid expansion in the 
numbers and activities of these societies and unions. Their usefulness 
in eliminating the middleman and in educating the cultivatpr is a factor 
of the utmost importance. On the whole, we are of opinion that, in the 
preliminary stages, the Agricultural Department is the best agency for 
the initiation and supervision' of societies and unions of this character. 

209. We have described at length the system of auction sales adopted 
Auction sales.. in the Punjab Canal. Coloni~s and ih parts 

of the Bombay PresIdency m the chapters 
relating to those provinces. Where such sales have been undertaken, it 
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nas been with the ·object of securing an adequate premium for a new 
variety grown under the supervision of the Agricultural Department 
whilst the quantity of the variety was small and the trade walt without 

. .any organization to enable it to be taken up at ita intrinsic value. It 
has been pointed out that the auction sales have not been altogether 
successful in securing the true premium for the cotton sold at them and 
there is 11,0 doubt that their sphere of usefulness is limited though, up to a 
point, they have proved of great value and were, in fact, the best agency 
available. The success achieved with Punjab 4 F cotton would certainly 
not have been ~o marked, if it had not been for their assistance. We 
:regard them, however, as only a temporary step, if for no other reason 
than that the staff of the Agricultural Department is totally inadequate 
to handle very-large quantities of cotton and that ita energies can be 
more usefully employed in other directions. We consider, therefore, 
that they should only be continued until such time as 'they can be taken 
-over by co-operative societies o~ by private agencies which are willing 
to co-operate with the Agricultural Department in any measures whicll 
it may consider necessary to secure the control of seed. As to the point 
at which auction sales should normally cease, we are of opinion that the 
Agricultlllal Department should ngt attempt to deal with more than 
060,000 maunds of kapas, i.e., the equivalent of about 4,000 bales of lint. 
This would give-it co~trol over 40,000 maunds of seed which is sufficient 
lor 400,000 acres. This stage should, if conditions .prove reasonsbly 
favourable, be reached in five to ten years after a new variety is put out, 
though the length of time taken to attain it would, of course, vary 
according to the measure of success achieved by the variety. After it has 
been reached, the Agricultural Department should be able to make 
arrangements to secure the seed it requires from the agencies to which 
the sales are handed over. The auction sales which were organised last 
.season by certain large landholders in the Punjab show that the work 
can be successfully carried out by private agency. There appears no 
reason why smaller landholders should not combine to hold their own 
auctions, the Agricultural Department, at the outset, giving advice and 
.assistance, especially in regard to such matters a.s grading, classification 
and the settlement of disputes. We understand that, in some cases, '. 
smalllandholdelS were encouraged to avail themselves of the facilities 
<offered by the printe auction sales in fte Punjab, an iJJ.stance of public 
.spirited action which is worthy of imitation. 

210. We have considered the possibility of establishing buying 

B
• • agencies, as a means, alternative or supple-

uYlng agencies. ha f . 1 f - to mentary to t t 0 auctiO,llsa es, o. secunng 
the cultivatpr an adequate premium. for a new variety' of cotton. By 
buying agencies, as the term has been understood in the past, has been 
meant a syndicate formed by the Bombay Millowners' Association or a 
similar body, which would make arrangements to buy cotton on the spot 
in consultation with the Agricultural Department and would get the 
-cotton ginned, pressed, baled and placed on the market. Two 8u:ch 
syndicates have been formed, -on both occasions by th~ ~ba!. l~
-owners' Asso(liation, one of which commenced operations 1:1 8md JD 
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1912-13 and the other in.Surat in the same year. Unfortunately, in 
neither case, were the operations successful. The failure in Sind appears 
to have been due to the too sanguine estimates which had been formed 
by the Bombay Agricultural Department of an immediate increase in 
the area under American cotton. In Upper Sind, where the syndicate
established a ginning factory at Shikarpur, it had not been definitely 
established that American cotton could be grown in COII1mercial quantities, 
whilst, in Lower Sind, sufficient allowance had not been made for the 
thoroughly unsatisfactory character of the irrigation from the Jamrao
Canal. In the case of the Surat syndicate, the failure seems to us to have 
resulted from the fact that the cultivators were under no compulsion to 
dispose of their cotton to the syndicate, a cause which also contributed 

- to the failure of the operations in Sind. This resulted in disputes between 
the syndicate and the cultivators in regard to the quality of the cotton 
and the price which should be paid for it, with consequent mutual dis
satisfaction. We find it difficult to see how any agency of this character 
can· work satisfactorily unless the cultivator is compelled to dispose
of his cotton to it, a step which we are quite unable to recommend as we 
do not think it desirable that any agency should be given a monopoly. 
The establishment by a combination of firms, either in the cotton trade 
in India or !llsewhere in the Empire, of agencies of their own up-country , 
in India, would doubtless have an excellent effect in bringing the ulti
mate consumers in more direct touch with the first sellers of cotton and 
would, by so doing, enable proper prices to be obtltined for small quantities 
of new varieties. But this is, in our opinion, a matter for the trade itself 
and appears to us to be somewhat beyond the functions of Government. 

211. In connexion with the question of marketing, our attention has 

Forward sales. been drawn to the forward sales which are 
made by cultivators and middlemen especially 

in seasons of high prices such as are at present prevailing. It has been 
represented to us that such sales are objectionable as, even if prices 
do not rise between the time at which the contract is made and that at 

'which the cotton is delivered, the tendency of the middleman and, to a
less extent, of the cultivator is to tender as Iowa quality of cotton as he 
thinks is likely to be accepted against his contract .. The tendency 
naturally becomes much more ~rked in a year in whiCh prices have risen 
rapidly. Whilst there appear to us to be substantial grounds for the
complaints of deterioration resulting from this practice, we do not see
how any steps can be taken to prevent it or- that there would be any 
justification for interference with the cultivator in his attempt to make 
certain of a profit on the whole or a portion of his crop by selling it forward. 
We are, however, of opinion, that·the establishment of markets OJ} the
Berar system should do much to reduce the practice of forWard selling 
as it would make the cultivator much more certain of securing the intrinsic 
value of his cotton. It follows, from what we have said, that we do-not 
desire any steps to be taken in regard to the purchase of cotton" forward 'O' 

by mills or exporters in the ordinary course of trade. In short", we do 
not wish to see the liberty of the cultivator to 'sell his cotton, when .. 
where, and to whom he likes, fettered in any way. 
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212 .. Before leaving the general question of marketing, we would 
Standardization of weights. mention t~at, during the course of our tour, 

our attentIOn was frequently called to the 
hampering effect on the cotton trade which results from the great variety 
in the weights used for transactions in cotton not only in different pro
vinces but also in different districts and parts of districts in the same 
-province. Over the greater part ~f the Bombay Presidency, cotton is 
bought and sold on the basis of a khandi of 784 pounds of lint, which is, 
in consequence, known as the Bombay khandi. In the south of the 
Presidency, the unit is the nag of 336 pounds. In Khandesh, the khandi 
-varies from 160 to 250 pounds and the weight of the maund varies from 
42 p.ounds at Bodwad to 144' pounds at Dhulia and Amalner. The 
MajIras khandi is only 500 pounds of lint, but in the II Westerns" tract, 
-cotton is sold by the nag of 312 pounds. At Cawnpore, there is a special 
-cotton maund of 100 pounds for both lint and kapa8. In other parts 
-of 'the United Provinces, the standard maund of 82J pounds is genera1\v 
used for kapa8, lint being sold in bales of 400 pounds. In the Punjab 
.and Sind, both kapa8 and lint are sold on the standard maund of 82. 
pounds. It is only in the Central Provinces and Berar that the weights 
used in the cotton mar~ets have been prescribed or are regulated by 
{}overnmen~. In both cases, the maund used is one of 28 pounds. Under 
the by-laws of the Nagpur market, the khandi is one of 784 pounds of 
ltapa8 and a bhoja means 392 pounds of lint. The khandi and the bho-ja 
are not defiIled in the rules of the Berar markets but are, in practice, 
the same as those in use at Nagpur. 

The advantages to the trade which would result if some uniform system 
.()f weights could be adopted for all transactions in cotton are so obvious 
that they need not be enlarged upon. At the same time, a fruitful 
,source Of loss to the cultivator would be removed. There is no doubt 
that the preseni lack of system offers great opportunities for cheating 
him, of which many dealers and others are not slow to avail themselves 
.and they are assisted in doing so by the fact that, even where the maund 
is in use, many of the weigh-bridges in ginneries are marked in hundred
weights, quarters and pounds instead of in maunds. We are, therefore, 
,strongly of opinion that in the interests both of the trade and of the . 
. cultivator, the weights used in cotton transactions throughout India 
,should be standardized. The Bombay khandi is such a well-known 
weight and is already in use in so many of the principal cotton tracts 
'in India that we consider it desirable that the standard weights should 
be sub-multiples of that. We do not, therefore, support the recom
mendation of the Weight~nd Measures Committee of 1913-14, that the 
;standard maund of forty seers or 82t pounds should be adopted as this 
is only used, at present, for cotton transactions in the Punjab, Sind, 
and p!lofts of the United Provinces, does not correspond to the avoirdupois 
scale and bears no relation to any of the khandis in use in cotton growing 
tracts. ~e maund we would recommend is one of 28 pounds. Fourteen 
maunM'would then be equal toone bhar, naga, or bhoja of 392 pounds 

.. and two bhars, nagas or bhoja8 would be equal to one khandi of 784 pounds. 
'The advantage of this scale is that it fits in with the scale which, as we 
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have pointed out, is in use in the Bombay markets as well as in the 
principal cotton growing tracts. It also fits in with the weight of the 
ordinary bale which, everywhere in India, except in the south of Madras 
where it is 500 pounds, is 400 pounds gross. The allowance for tare is 
eight pounds which reduces the net weight of the bale to 392 pounds or 
exactly half a khandi. Its adoption would therefore cause the least 
dislocation and inconvenience to the trade. To avoid confusion, we 
wOlJld recommend that the maund we have suggested should be known 

. as.-the "cot.ton maund." We consider it desirable that all the weights 
used in cotton transactions should be in pounds avoirdupois and, in our 
opinion, the introduction of the seer into the scale would only cause 
unnecessary complications. 

213. As regards the measures which should be taken to bring about a 

Measures necessary to 
bring about standardiza

tion 01 weights. 

universal adoption of the scale suggested above, 
we have included in the scheme for the licensing 
of ginneries and presses put forward in para
graphs 223 et seq below, -a recommendation 

that one of the-eonditions on which licenses should be granted to ginneries 
and presses should be that only the certified standard weights prescribed 
for the tract should be used. We would further recommend that, in the 
legislation we have proposed in regard to the establishment of cotton 
markets in provinces other than the Central Provinces and Berar, power 
should be taken to prescribe standard weights to be usei in such markets 
-and that, in any rules framed under such legislation, a rule should be 
inserted similar to that already in force in Berar, under which the Chair
man of the Market Committee, every member of the Committee and every 
employee of the Committee duly authorized to do so, are entitled, at 
any time and without notice, to inspect, examine and test any scale or 
weights used, kept, or possessed in any open place within the limits of a 
market. If standard weights are prescribed for markets, ginneries and 
presses, there can be no question but that their adoption for all transac
.tions in cotton will follow in a very short time. The weights, which 
we recommend should be kept in all markets, ginneries, and presses, 
are the following :-1,2,4,7,14,28, 56lnd 112 pounds. These weights 
would be duly tested and stamped before issue and arrangements should 
be made to retest and restamp them every year, as well as to test all 
scales in use, in order to prennt the possibility of their being tampered 
with, as is not infrequently the case with the weights and scales used at 
present. W~ would further recommend that all weigh-bridges and plat
form-bridges in use in markets, ginneries or presses, should be marked 
with the above scale. We are so impressed with the disadvantages of the 
present system, both to the trade and the cultivator, that we consider 
that, if there are difficulties in prescribing uniform standard weights 
for the whole of India, an attempt should, at any rate, be made to secure 
uniformity within each province. 

214. The condition in which Indian cotton is pla~ed on the market 
as the result of the practic~s of adulteration, 

Adulteration, mixing and mixing and damping has made it a by-word damping 01 cotton. ~ 
in certain markets almost throughout the history 
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of the British connexion with India. The question of restoring ita 
reputation by the prevention of these malpractices is one to which we 
have given the. most serious consideration. The evidence which has 
J?een submitted to us shows, in our opinion, that the cultivator is only 
to a small extent responsibIe.. and that the bulk of the adulteration, 
mixing and damping which is practised is carried on in the ginneries and 

. presses. A .certain amount of admixture is undoubtedly due to the fact 
that the cultivator often grows, and consequently sells, a mixture of 
different varieties of cotton, in some cases because he can obtain nothing' 
but mixed seed frOJll the ginneries and, in others, because the cotton of 
the tract is a natural mixture'. -The measures we have suggested in the 
provincial chapters, especially in regard to the distributidn of good seed
of pure varieties, should have a considerable effect in reducing the mixture . 
of cotton, arising from this cause. It may also happen that the cultivator 
deliberately grows cotton of an inferior variety for the purpose of mixing 
it-with a superior variety growing in the same tract. The only instance 
of this kind which came under our notice. was that of pulichai in the 
Tinnevelly district of Madras, and merits a brief description. Pulichai, 
a variety of neglectum cotton, probably '08eum, appears to have been 
introduced into the Tinnevelly tract from the Central Provinces about 
1909. Its yield per acre was about the same as that of Tinnevelly 
cotton, but its gillning percentage was at least five per cent. higher. 
In these 'circumstances and as the price of Tinnevelly cotton could be 
obtained' for it iy-mixing the two varieties, its cultivation made rapid 
progress and by 1915, its presence in the Tinnevelly crop constituted a 
serious danger to the reputation of the latter. It was felt that if this 
was to be preserved, combined action on the part of the Agricultural 
Department and the trade was i~perative. After some negotiation 
between the two, all the buying firms interested in Tinnevelly cotton 
agreed not to purchase any pulichai cotton pure or mixed in the Beason 
of 1917. Leaflets announcing the fact were printed in the vernacular 
and distributed widely before the sowing season commenced in 1916. 
The Agricultural and Revenue authorities co-operated in dissuading 
the cUltivators from sowing pulichai. In consequence, the area under it 
fell to one-third that of previous years. It was not, however, eradicated, 
and although the firms agreed to take cotton on the understanding that 
the puZichai mixed in jt should not be paid for, more stringent measurea 
were considered necessary. Finally, all the firms concerned entered 
into a formal legal agreement permitting inspection of their yards and 
books bya selected officer of the Agricultural Department and the impo
sition of penalties if it was found that any pulichai had been paid for. 
In consequence of their action and of the distribution of the variety of 
karunganni cotton known as Company No.3, which yields the cultivator 
a better return per acre than pulichai, the latter has been almost com
pletely stamped out though it still exists as an impurity in the crop over 
'a wide area. The successful campaign against it shews that, in certain 
circ1lI\lStances, the combined action of the trade and the Agricultural 

- Department can be extremely effective in preventing a mixed crop being 
grown. We would, however, point out that conditions in Madras are 
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of a somewhat special character, as the trade is in the hands of a few 
large firms and thus combination and co-operation with the Agricultural 
Department are rendered Ivery much easier than would be the case else
where. It is, of course, impossible to -prevent the cultivator growing 
any crop he likes but we consider that the general effect of the proposals 
we have made in the provincial chapters and in this chapter should be 
greatly to reduce, if not entirely to obviate, the likelihood of his growing 
different varieties for the purpose of mixing. As regards the admixture 
for which the village bania is responsible, we have suggested certain 
remedies above, the mest important of which is the establishment of 
open markets. 

215. One factor which contributes largely to the unsatisfactory state 
. in which Indian cotton is marketed is the 

Uneatlsfactory methods 0' th d h' hid' . ki . picking. me 0 s w lC are emp oye In plC ng It 
and for these the cultivator must be held 

almost entirely responsible, though it must be pointed out that, owing 
to the dryness of the Indian climate, it is impossible, except perhaps 
in the coast tracts, to pick cotton as clean in India as in America. Under 
present conditions, ripe and unripe bolls are picked indiscriminately 
owing to the cultivator's desire to get the whole of his crop picked with the 
labour he has already secured. If cotton is picked early in the morning, 
when the ground is wet with dew, no trouble is taken to dry it, and the 
l.:apas is marketed in the damp condition in which it has been pickeq. 
If it is picked later in the day, the leaves of the plant and the valves of 
the bolls are brittle and come a.way and are mixed with the kapaa. The 
kapas is frequently heaped on the bare ground and consequently becomes 
nuxed with dirt, sand and small stones. The methods of picking are 
especially unsatisfactory in the Kumpta-Dharwar tract in Bombay and 
in the "Northerns" and "Westerns" tracts of Madras. The loss 
resulting from bad methods of picking must, in the aggregate, be con
siderable. In the first place, railway freight)s incurred unnecessarily 
orr-the foreign substances contained in the cotton. In the second, the 
blowroom loss on cotton badly picked is very heavy/and the additional 
processes through which it has to pass in order to get it into a condition 
in which it can be used weaken the staple. Finally, it is impossible 
entirely to extract all the leaf and the cloth ultimately produced from· 
badly picked cotton is, to some extent, inferior in quality. This is bound 
to react on the price the cultivator obtains for his produce. 

216. The only way in which cleaner picking of cotton can be secured . 
Remedies. is by convincing the cultivator that it, pays 

him better than his present haphazard method~ 
Very little has so far been done in this direction. Cotton systematically 
picked by a large landholder in the kumpta tract and sent to a local 
mill lost only five per cent. in the blowToom against twelve to fourteen 
per cent. from cotton picked in the usual way but was valued by the 
mill only at about seven to nine per cent. more than the cotton ordin4Lrily 
bought from respectable merchants. Experiments carried out by the 
niadras Agricultural Department also show that, in present conditions. 
a premium cannot be obtained for clean cotton sufficiently high to make' 
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it worth the cultivator's while to produce it.' In the Madras experiments, 
the stained and damaged kapaa was picked out and marketed separately, 
but the buyer . merely paid very little more than the market rate for 
ordinary kapaa for the better 'quality and considetably le88 for the re
mainder so that, for the whole lot, the cultivator obtained le88, or at 
least no more, than he would have done if it had all been of one quality, 
in spite of the fact that he had incurred an expenditure estimated at 
Rs. 3 per acre .on careful picking. We do not, however, con!!ider.that 
these experiments were carried out on a sufficiently large scale to make 
their results conclusive and think that the difficulty in obtaining a suitable 
price fOi' the clean cotton was due to the smallness of the quantities 
offered and the consequent difficulty on the part of the buyer in marketing 
it separately. We would, therefore, recommend that, in tracts in which 
the methods of picking are not satisfactory, the Agricultural Department 
should select. a village or group of villages capable of producing not less 

. than 100 bales of cotton, get the cotton in it picked properly and make 
arrangements to market it separately, in order to enable a definite con
clusion in regard to the value of the cotton so picked to be arrived at. 
We have little doubt that if this procedure were adopted, the advantages 
of clean picking would be established. The provision of open markets 
in which the.buyer can see the kapaa he is purchasing and pay a suitable 
premium for cotton picked clean should also tend to improve matters. 

217. As to the time of picking, it is undoubtedly the case that the 
chances of mixture with foreign substances are 
lessened if cotton is picked early in the morning 

before the leaf becomes brittle. The objection to early picking is that the 
cotton is often marketed with the dew still on it. As an extreme case of 
this, we may mention the experience of one firm in the Moradabad 
and Etawah districts of the United Provinces which was that, out of one 
maund of forty seers of kapaa paid for, the actual quantity available 
within a few hours of drying the kapaa in the sun was only thirty seers. 
We regard early picking, however, as the lesser evil especially 8S it is 
only in the North of India that heavy dew persists late in the day during 
the cotton picking season and also as it is easier for the buyer to refuse 
damp kapaa or to make a suitable allowance for the amount of dampness 

.in it than to allow for impurities such as bits of leaf, valves of the boll, 
etc. We recognize that picking early in the morning would mean, in 
some cases, a change in rural economics, the reason for picking late in 
the day being that the women prefer to do their household work before 

Time 0' picking. 

, going to the fi~ds. . 
218. A p~int which arises, in this connexion, is in regard to the 

. system of payment for picking which is usually 
System 0'. I!ayment for adopted and which consists in paying the pickers 

plCkmg. • •• hi h . 
a proportIOn of the day's PICkings w c vanes 

throughout the picking season according to the state of the crop. This 
system tends to make the pickers careless, as their sole object is to secure 
as heavy a weight of kapaa as possible. The small lots of cotton obtained 
aa the day's wages are usually disposed of to the village bania and are . 
lumped together bY,him, forming a fruitful source of mixture of seed. 
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In these circumstances, payment in money or in grain should bring 
about an improvement in the quality of the cotton picked, especially 
if the pickers were provided with bags and were not allowed to heap 
the cotton on the bare ground. Here again, we recognize that the present 
method has the advantage, from the cultivator's point of view, that it 
relieves him of the necessity of keeping his labourers up to the mark 
and enables him to get his crop harvested more quickly. Any alteration 
in the time of picking and in this system of picking can only come about 
gradually as the advantages of clean picking are brought home to the 
cultivator and we do not therefore consider it necessary to make any 
specific recommendations under these heads. . 

219. We would again reiterate our conviction that the malpractices 
for-which the cultivator and the village bania 

Malpractices in ginneries are responsible are of minor importance comand presses. 
pared with those which are carried on in ginning 

and pressing factories. The evidence in -regard to these we received was 
overwhelming and the numerous inspections of giuneries and presses 
which we made showed us that the complaints were entirely justified. 
We would make a differentiation betwetn deliberate malpractices and 
abuses which merely arise from faulty conditions. As to the former, 
it has, we regret to say, been defin"ttely established that, in a large number 
<>f ginneries and pressing factories, watering of cotton takes place, though 
there has been a considerable improvement in this respect" in recent 
years.. Cotton is mixed with waste imported from mills specifically 
for the purpose. Cotton damaged by rain is mixed with good cotton.
Cotton of dill'erent varieties is mixed, short staple or inferior cotton 
being often imported from places hundreds of miles away to be mixed 
with cotton which has a better reputation and commands a higher price. 
Ginning machinery is adjusted in such a way that cut or crushed seed is 
allowed to pass into the ginned cotton and seed or unginned cotton is 
placed in the middle of ginned -cotton. As regards abuses which arise 
out of faulty conditions', most of the ginneries we inspected have no 
separate entrances and exits for kapas. Coolies bringi.i:lg in kapas cross 
others carrying out lint, and the kapas and lint, which fall from the 
heaped up bundles, are mixed together and usually form part of-the 
next bundle of lint that is taken out. The platforms behind t.he gins 
on which the kapas is stored are usually very narrow .. Too large a quan
tity of kapaa is stored on them with the result that some oi it ialls over 
the gin into the ginned cotton, into which, also, seeds and dirt fall from 
the gin owing to insufficient attention-being paid to keeping it in proper 
order. It is generally the case that no part of the compound of giuning 
.and pressing factories is paved and that the godown accommodation 
provided is quite insufficient. Cotton both before and after ginning and 
pressing is heaped or rolled on the ground and left without any covering 
with the result that it picks up large quantities of dust and becomes 
damp from dew .. In many giuneries, the kapas is not passed through 
.an opener before being ginned and even where it is, fans are often st~pped 
purposely in order to allow the dust beaten out to fly back into the cotton. 
We are much impressed by the magnitude of these evils and the necessity 
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of providing some remedy for them. We are unable to concur in the 
view that it should be left to the trade to deal with them. The extent 
to which they have grown shows that the trade has been powerless to deal 
with them in the past and we see little reason to believe that it will be in a 
better position to do so in the future. If it were only the trade that 
was affected by them, the argument for the continuance of a policy of 
laissez faire on the part of Government would be much stronger than it is. 
But, in our opinion, Government, the trade and the cultivator are equally 
concerned in securing an improvement in the state of affairs we have 
described. As we have already pointed.out in Chapter I, there is a 
'consensus of opinion that it is in the interests both of India and of the 
Empire as a whole that larger supplies of better cotton should be produced 
in this country. It is, however, self-evident that the efforts of the Agri
cultural Department to· promote the extension of the cultivation of 
improved varieties of cotton must, to a large extent, be frustrated and 
that the expenditure of public money on them cannot, to that extent. 
be justified, if the cotton when produced fails to obtain its intrinsic value. 
owing to the condition in which it is marketed. The loss to the trade 
as the result of the practices oi adulteration, mixing, and damping need 
not be dilated on. The protection of the interests of the third party. 
the cultivator, must always be a paramount consideration with Govern
ment in the case of a country which is so predominantly agricultural as 
India. That the existence of the malpractices in ginneries and presses, 
for which he is not at all or only to a very small extent responsible, must 

. have a very serious effect on the price he obtains for his produce is a point 
which need not be laboured. If, as there is every reason to believe. 
the war will be followed by a period of keen competition among industrial 
nations, including India herself, for the raw cotton of India, that effect 
will be accentuated by the fact that the majority of the mills in England 
and the Continent, which are accustomed to use clean cotton, have not 
the blowroom machinery suitable for dealing with cotton in the condition 
in which it is exported from India and "ill therefore naturally turn first 
to other countries for their supplies. In these circumstances, we are 
emphatically of opinion that the time has come for somewhat drastie 
action on the part of Government. The steps which we consider should 
be taken are discussed in detail bel($v. 

220. As an instance of the prevalence of the reprehensible practice of 
. . . mixing cotton waste and cotton fly with good 

MIXing of c:= willi coHon cotton, we may mention that, in the railway 
• station yard at Hubli,. we found waggons con-

taining nothing but cotton waste imported from Bombay, and that, in a. 
ginning factory there, we saw such waste being mixed with kafHU in the 
proportion of two maunds of waste to six of kapa6. It is a matter for 
regret that railway waggons should be available for traffic of this character 
at a time like the present when there is such an urgent demand for them. 
for g~nuine trade purposes. Cotton waste and fiy can only be utilized 

~ ~egitimately by cotton and woollen mills in certain lines of manufacture
. or for the manufacture of munitions. The only satisfactory method by 

which the illegitimate use of it can be stopped is by the total prohilritioa 
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<If the transport of such waste hy rail, whether in the form of loose boraB 
·or full pressed bales, except from one spinning or weaving mill to another 
·or from a l mill to a port of shipment such as Bombay and we strongly 
recommen'a this course. We would enforce the same restriction in the 
·case of transport by sea between Indilln ports except from one Indian 
nlill to another. In regard to the export of waste from Native States, 
·our enquiries left us 1).0 reason to doubt that the Darbars would be willing 
to co-operate in any measures of this character that were decided on by 
the GovHnment of India. If an agreement on the point failed to be
reached, import of waste from a Native State into British territory could 
be totally prohibited. -

221. A more difficult problem is presented by the mixing of di~erent 
. . . .. varieties of cotton, a practice to which, owing 

.Mlxlng of dIfferent varIeties to the mixture of the seed that results from 
of cotton.. .. . 

It, the complamts'we receIved of the deterIora-
tion of many of the superior varieties of Indian cotton must be largely 
.attributed. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that, with few excep
tions, long staple cotton very seldom finds its way to the chief markets, 
.especially to Bombay, in an unmixed state. Many districts which were 
formerly celebrated for their cotton have, in consequence, acquired, a 
bad name both with Indian consumers and with exporters and, as it is 
.impossible to detect that cotton contains a small mixture of an inferior 
variety before it passes through the spinning machinery, even pure cotton 
from such districts is approached by buyers with distrust and the price 
.offered for it is reduced accordingly. The ftvidence submitted to us 
showed that the import of short stapled cotton into tracts which grow' 
long stapled cotton for the purpos,s of being mixed with the latter and 
passed off as the produce of the long staple tract is extensively carried on. 
A special enquiry on the point made in the Bombay Presidency in 1909 
showed that, during three months of that year, the imports of short 
stapled cotton into the Broach tract amounted to five per cent. of the 
whole crop. The Broach tract is one in which the practice is especially 
·common and there is no doubt that the deterioration in the reputation 
.of Broach cotton in recent years is, to some extent, due to this cause. 
The cotton so imported .comes mainly from Khandesh. Cotton from 
this tract is also largely imported into Berar for mixing purposes and 
some of it finds its way to the Kumpta-Dharwar tract to be mixed with 
lump/as. We had ocular evidence of this fact in the Rubli railway 
station yard where we found se\'eral waggons ~ontaining Khandesh 
cotton which our enquiries showed had been imported for mixing as it 
was not consigned to the local mill. That the cotton shotl1d have been 
brought so far is,evidence of the extent to which the practice pays. In 

. .. this case also, we are of opinion that the only 
,ProhIbitIon ~i:~nsport by remedy lies. in the total prohibition of the 

transport by rail of cotton, whether in the 
:shape of loose kapaa or'lint in docras* or in that of half pressed or full 
pressed bales, except to bona fide consumers, i.e., to spinning and "eaving 

~/Bags of unpressed cotton. 
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mills for disposal there or shipment outside India. We recognize that 
certain exceptions will be necessary. The first case which has to be 
provided for is that of the removal of cotton from areas which have taken 
so lately to growing it that they have as yet no ginneries or pressing 
factories. In this case, until sufficient gins and presses spring up to 
meet the needs ,of the tract, we would permit transport by rail Wider 
license to ginneries or presses in adjoining districts. The Ilecond case 
is that in which a firm or individual buyer wishes to bring in cotton to 

• be ginned or pressed at a central station- in a district from outlying 
stations in the same district. We recognize that it might be a hardship 
to compel such a firm or buyer to erect a ginnery or press at or near the 
place where the cotton was ~ought when there were factories within easy 
distance by rail. It might be impossible also for the firm or individual 

_ to get the cotton ginned or pressed locally owing to the owners of the 
_ local factories combining and refusing facilities. Instances of this kind 

have come under our notice. In this case also, we would only allow 
transport under license in order to ensure the legitimate use of the cotton 
1'0 transported. In both cases, licenses should be issued only t~ a specified 
firm or individual for transport between the stations specified in it. They 
should be in force for one season only but should be renewable on appli
cation. At the end of each season, a return of the total quantity trans
ported under a license should be submitted to the licensing authority. 
Any breach of the terms of the license should be followed by its cancella
tion. The procedure in regard to the issue and Withdrawal of licenses 
would be similar to that which has-been suggested below in regard to 
licenses for ginning and pressing factories. In this case, as in that of the 
prohibition of the transport of cotton waste, legislation would be neces
sary. The insertion of suitable provisions in the Railway Act would 
meet the case'but it would perhaps be preferable to have a separate Act 

- covering our recommendations under these heads as well as the scheme 
for licensing ginning and pressing factories we have put forward below. 

-222. It will be observed that we have made no provision for the case 
T rt b - d of transport by 'road. Cotton is undoubtedly 

ranspo . 'I roa • taken long distances by road for the purposes 
of mixing but there are obvious limits to the practicability of doing 
80 which do not exist in the case of the transport b)!' rail. Prohibition 
of transport by road would be extremely difficult to enforce and the cost 
would probably not be commensurate with the advantages gained. We 
feel that we are striking ,at the root of the evil in recommending the pro
hibition of transport by rail. If this measure does not prove as effica
cious as we trust it will, it might be possible to, test the~ffect of prohibi
tion,of transport by road within a particular limited area. We have no 
doubt of the cordial co-operation of the Governments of Native States in 
this matter as well as in regard to the transport of cotton waste, especially 
as they have- already in some cases, notably that of Hyderabad and 
GwalioS:, taken steps to safeguard the purity of the cotton grown in their 

. territories. We would mention the strong support which the recommen
dations we are making under this- head have received on all sides. We 
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would, also, point out that, if adopted, they will have the efft!bt of putting 
a stop to the practice; which is at present very common, of railing cotton 
in full pressed bales from one station to another, the cotton normally 
exported from whiclA. has a better reputation and commands a higher 
price. The cotton is then rebooked from the latter station to its ultimate 
destination. The object of this device is to lead the buyer to believe, 
from the evidence of the railway station mark on the balfs and of the 
railway receillt, that the intermediate station was actually the station 
of origin and to pay for the cotton accordingly. 

Whilst the prohibition of transport of cotton by rail and sea 
except under the restrictions suggested above will stop the import of 
cotton for mixing purposes, it will not stop the mixing of different varie
ties which grow side by side in the same tract, such as Punjab deshi and 
Punjab American, Bengals and Khamgaon Akolas and ordinary Tinne
vellies and karungarmi. We are referring here to the case of deliberate 
mL"{ture in the ginneries and presses. With the mixture for which the 
cultivator and the village bam'a are responsible we have already dealt. 
Cases were brought to our notice in which the owners of ginne~ies and 
presses in the Punjab deliberately mixed Punjab deshi cotton with Punjab 
American to the extent of twenty per cent. as they found that they could 
get a better price proportionately for the mixture than if the cotton 
were sola pure. In order to stop practices of this kind, we think that 
the only course is for the trade to penalize the mixed cotton. This will 
be easier in the future than it has been in the past if our proposals in 
regard to the marking of bales are accepted, as it will then be easy to 
tra~e the persons responsible for the mi .. ",ture. We are unable to suggest 
any other remedy in cases of this kind owing to the impossibility of 
detecting a small mixture of inferior cotton before the cotton of which 
it forms part has passed through the spinning machinery. Much the 
more important part of tl1e mixing which goes on will be prevented if our 
recommendation in regard to the prohibition of transport by rail and 
sea is accepted and such of it as results from the growing of different 
varieties side by side in the same area should diminish as each cotton 
growing tract becomes more and more the home of one variety only, as 
is contemplated in our recommendations in the provincial chapters. 

223. Whilst we feel that the recommendations we have made in the 

Licensing 01 gins and 
presses. 

preceding chapters will do much, if adopted, 
to enhance the reputation of Indian cotton, we 
are of opinion that they are not, in themselves, 

sufficient to stop the malpractices we have described and that this result 
can only be secured by a system of licensing ginning and pressing fac
tories. In making proposals to this effect, we have given full considera
tion to the history of the Bombay Cotton Frauds Act. We shall revert 
to this point later and hope to show that the scheme we put forward is 
not open to the objections which were urged against that Act an~ which 
finally led to its repeal in 1881. We realize the importance of ginneries 
~nd presses as a necessary.Jtnk in the cotton trade between buyers and 
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consumers Ilnd 'wish to emphasize that nothing we propose will, in the 
least, interfere with legitimate ginning and pressing. Control of ginning 

. and pressing faqtories, however, appears to us to be the only way in which 
the reforms we consider essential can be brought about, more especialIy 
as the conditions under which cotton is ginned are rapidly becoming 
worse in large areas, such as the Cambodia tract in.Madras, owing to the 
erection of a large number of small factories containing som~time8 as 
few as three or four gins. 

We recommend, therefore, that all ginning and' pressing factories 
should be required to take out licenses, the authority which would issue 
and wi~hdraw such licenses being the Local Government acting in con
sultation with the Central Cotton Committee and the Provincial Com
mittees in accordance with the scheme which we have proposed in 
Chapter XIX. For this purpose, it would be necessary to have an Act 
of the Governor General in Council in the framing of which the Central 
Cotton Committee would be consulted. It would also be consulted in 
regard to any rules framed under the Act by Local Governments. 

224. The first object of a system of official licenses would be to enable 
. . cotton in regard to which any complaints 

ASSignment of numbers and d b d b k h .. 1 marks to lactories. were ml\ ~ to e trace ac to t e ongma 
pressing or ginning factory from which it issued 

in order that suitable action might be· taken in regard to it. For this 
purpose, the licensing authority should assign to each ginning and pressing 
factory a serial number which, in the case of a ginning factory, it should 
be required to stamp on every package or bora of loose cotton .• In 
the case of a pressing factory, the serial number of the ginnery from which 
the cotton came as well as the serial number of the press should be 
stamped on the flat side of every bale which left the premises. In both 
cases, the name of the station at which the cotton was ginned or pressed 
should also be stamped on every bora or bale of cotton issuing from the 
fa~tory. Thus, to take the case of a ginning factory at lIultan, the 
mark" Multan G.51 " on a bora of loose cotton would show that the 

, cotton had been ginned in a certain factory at Multan whilst "Multan 
G.51 P. 81" would show also the factory at which it had been pressed. 
We understand that, in most pressing factories, every bale is given a 
serial number which is stamped upon it. The practice 'is, however, 
not universal and we' consider that it should be invariably followed. 
Objection 'may be taken to the system of double ,marking proposed in 
the case of bales on the ground that the owner of a pressing factory may 
press cotton for a client who has had it ginned at more than one factory 
and that it may be difficult to keep cotton ginned at different factories 
but belonging to the same owner separate. To meet such cases, the name 
of the owner of the cotton might be stamped on the bale instead of the 
number of the ginning factory, the owner of the press, however, keeping 
a record of the ginning factories from which the cotton came. This 

. would 'give all the information necessary to enable the cotton to be traced 
back to the ginning .factories. 
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225. Licenses should, in our opinion, -be granted to pressing and 
C:onditions on which licenses ginning factories on the conditions specified 

.hould be granted. below. 
(a) All ginning factories hereafter to be erected should conform to 

the standard plan attached to this report, suitably modified, 
if necessary, to suit the conditions of the various provinces. 

The plans have been kindly drawn up for us by Messrs. Marshall, 
Sons and Company of Bombay, who have special experience 
of this class of work. They appear to us tq be in every way 
suitable and we consider that they represent the minimum 
standard which should be required in tlfe case of new 
factories. 

(b) All existing ginning factories should be provided with sufficiently 
wide platforms for Jwpaa and lint. These should, in no case, 
be less than five feet wide for each set of gins, exclusive of the 
width of the gin. In the case of factories with two sets of gins, 
which are more than 24 feet but less than 27 feet wide and of 
which there are a large number,the necessary width of plat
form can, in mo~t cases, be secured by replacing the kapaa 
platforms along the sides of the factory by a joint platform 
in the middle which would serve both sets of gins, and no 
structural alterations should, therefore, be required. It is 
only in the case of factories less than 24 feet wide that such 
alterations would be called for. If a central kapaa platform 
is provided, it should be at least seven feet wide. All factories 
should be provided with separate entrances for kapaa and 
exits for lint so as to remove all possibility of lint and. kapaa 
becoming mix~d when the coolies carrying them cross each 
other. We would allow twelve months after the necessary 
legislation has been pabsed in which to carry out the alterations 
required, the licenses to be cancelled if they are not completed 
within this period. -

(c) All ginning factories should be provided with paved platforms for 
kapaa in the compoUnd and also with sufficient godown 
accommodation. 'Ve consider the size of the platforms and 
godowns a matter which..may be le~ to t.he discretion of the 
licensing authority but would suggest that the minimum 
should not be less than would hold sufficient kapaa to keep 
the factory working for four days. 

(d) All press houses should be paved. 
(e) All ginning factory-owners should undertake to keep their gins 

in good working order, to keep the knives prope~ly set and the 
rollers so adjusted as not to permit cut or crushed seed to pass 

. into the lint. 
(/) The owners both of ginning and pressing factories should under

take to submit regularly and punctually su(h returns as may 
be prescribed by. Government from time to time and to 
certify the correctness of the returns so submitted. 
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(g) The provis10ns of the Factory Act in regard to such matters as 
working hours, the employment of women and children, the 
fencing of machinery, etc., should be strictly observed. 

(h) Only the certified standard weights prescribed for the tract 
should be used and also correct scales so as to ensure that 
both cultivators and dealers are given correct weight. 

(i) The owner of a ginning factory s~ould undertake to keep a com
plete daily record of all the cotton ginned in his factory, 

. showing in details the name of the merchant from whom it 
was bought or for whom it was ginned, the variety of cot~n 
ginned, the weight of each bora and the number of bortU 
ginned daily. In the case of a pressing factory, the daily 
record would show the name of the ginning factory from which 
the cotton came, the name of -the person for whom it was 
pressed, the weight of each bale and the number of bales 
pressed daily. In bO.th cases, the owner of the factory 
should also undertake to mark boras or bales with the number 
assigned to the factory under the system proposed above. 

. It may be thought that the daily record here suggested is of too 
elaborate a character and that its prescription may entail, 
hardship on factory-owners. We understand, however, 
that complete records of this character are maintained by aU 
reputable ginning and pressing factories. 

(i) Access to ginning and pressing factories must at all times be given 
to any members of the Central Cotton Committee or of the 
Provincial or local Committees, to the Collector or Deputy 
Commissioner of the District, to gazetted officers of the Agri
c,ultural Department and to officers of the Factory Depart
ment for all purposes including the verification of records and 
returns. 

(k) Owners of ginning factories should undertake to carry out aU 
. _ regulations for the disposal of seed which may be made by 

Government from time to time. 
We have inserted this condition to meet such a case as that of 

the United Provinces, where large quantities of seed infested 
with bollworm and therefore useless for sowing purposes is 
sold by ginning-factories. This evil may, become 80 serious 
as to necessitate the issue of re~latlons in regard to the 
disposal of such seed. The condition would also be applicable' 
to cases in which it was considered necessary to keep and store 
seed from different varieties of kapall separately. 

(l) Wher~ any ginning or pressing factory works at night, such factory 
should be adequately-lighted to the satisfaction of the Factory 
Inspector or the local Committee. 

This recommendation is made as the evidence submitted to us 
showed that night working facilitates every kind of abuse. 
We think, however, that it is a'matter which might be more 
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suitably dealt with by a provision in the Factory Act and
that night working with inadequate light might be-made an. 
offence under that Act. 

(m) Owners of ginning and pressing factories should undertake to
work for at least eight weeks in the year, unless prevented by 
causes beyond their control, such as a short crop, cases of 
this kind to be dealt with on their merits by the Central 
Committee. 

This condition is inserted with a view to stopping, as far as 
possible, the erection of ginning and pressing factories which, 
are not intended to work but are merely put up with a view 
to sharing in the profits of pools. We have dealt with the 
question of pools in paragraph 231 below. 

The above conditions, with the exception of conditiolli! (a), (b) and (e),. 
should, in our opinion, apply to all factories whether the gins in them are 
saw gins or roller gins. We have not considered it necessary to have a 
standard plan prepared for new factories with saw gins as few factories of 
this character are likely to be erected in India in the near future. Even 
in the case of such factories, however, we hold the view that no license
should be granted unless the licensing authority is sat,isfied that the 
accommodation provided is sufficient to enable cotton to be handled in 
such a way that th1l accidental mixing of kapas and lint is impossible. ' 
In view of the very small nu~ber of saw ginning factories already in 
existence in this country, a point to which further reference will be found 
in paragraph 2q2 below, we would not, in their case, insist on any struc
tural alterations as in condit.ion(b) but we consider that condition (e} 
above should apply mutatis mutandis and that the owners of the factories 
should undertake to keep their gins in proper working order. The condi
tiolli! we have laid down would, of course, require suitable modification 
to meet the case of factories which have both saw gins and roller gins. 

, 226. As regards the procedure which should be followed in respect of 
\ the issue of licenses, it is, we think, for the 

Procedure in regard to F D - 'fy h-issue 01 licenses. actory epartment. to certl t at a new 
ginnery conforms to the standard plan and 

that existing ginnel'ies and presses have been brought up to the standard 
laid down in conditions (a) to (d) in the preceding paragraph. Licenses
would then be issued by the licensing authority in the case of new ginneries 
and presses. We consider that licenses should be issued to all ginning 
and pressing factories already in existence at the time of the passing 

. of the Act which apply for them but should be withdrawn on a report by 
the Factory Department that the specified changes have not been carried.. 
out within the period of one year after the passing of the Act which we 
have suggested above . 
• _ 227. In this connexion, we would mention that the Factory Act does

Application 01 the Factory 
Act to factories employing 

less than fiftY persons. 

not at present apply- to ginning and pressing 
factories which employ less than fiftY' persons. 
As we have already stated, a large number 
of small ginning factories, containing a'S few as 
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"three or four gins, have been erected'in recent years, especially in the 
Madras Presidency. As these are subject to no control or_ inspection, 
-the abuses prevalent in the bigger factories are reproduced in them on a 
larger scale. The fact that no restrictions are placed upon them in such 
matters as the employment of women and children, the houn for which 
-they can be employed and the fencing of machinery, cannot but tend 
·to have a bad effect on the quality of cotton turned out. We regard the 
·existence of these small unregulated factories as a serious evil and are of 
·opinion that all ginneries and presses should not only be brought under 
·the operations of the Factory Act, irrespective of the number of work 
people they employ, but should also be required to take out licenses in 
-accordance with the scheme we have put fo~ward. 

228. It will be observed that amongst the conditions on which licenses 
would be issued is one that the provisions of 

· Withdrawal of licenses for th F tAt h uld b b ed. B h ,breach of conditions and e ac ory c s 0 e 0 serv reac es 
- other reasons. of that Act would, of course, be punishable 

. under it but we have thought it advisable that 
-this condition should be inserted in the licenses in order to bring home to 
the factory owner his responsibility in the matter. Breaches of the 
.con~tions-in regard to the submission of returns, the use of standard 
weights and correct scales, the maintenance of records, the disposal of 
· seed and the minimum period for working during the year would be 
followed by the suspension or withdrawal of the license. In regard to 
-the condition that gins should be kept in proper order, we consider that 
.it would be sufficient if the Factory Inspector were to report to the local 
-Committee, when making his annual or other visits to a factory, if h. 
found the condition of the gins unsatisfactory. This would result in 

.consignments of cotton from the ginnery in question being carefully 
watched and, if it were tound that they contained an undue proportion 

-of cut or crushell seed, the license of the ginnery would be withdrawn. 
We consider that licenses should also be withdrawn in cases in which 
:it is proved that cotton is fraudulently damped, that it contains ,n 
undue admixture of seed, that it contains an admixture of waste or 
"that it is " false packed" i.e., contains an excessive amount of foreign 
.substances such as dirt, sand, leaf, etc. We should, perhaps, explicitly 
.state that where cotton damaged by rain or in any other way is plainly 
:marked on the bale as sJlch, no action would be required in regard to it. 

229. As regards the procedure' which should be followed before a 
· .' license is withdrawn, it has been our object 
Prot:eclure In ~ganl to to avoid putting forward any recommend&-

withdrawal of licenses. • hi h uld 4. 1 . .. . 1 . tIons w c wo mvo ve mqwsltona mspec-
"tion by poorly paid subordinates with its consequent evils. We realize I 
"that, in any case, the acceptance of some of our rec9mmendationa will 
·entail more work on the Factory Department, which we should be gla4 
to see strengthened, as our enquiries showed that in some provinces 
-many iatltories are far from thoroughly inspected. Our aim has been 
-to devise some method of securing the participation of the trade itself 
in preventing abuses and to avoid making them penal ofiences, a course 
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which we feel certain would prove most unsatisfactory. We therefore
propose that action in regard to cotton which has been fraudulently 
damped, mixed or adulterated in any of the ways mentioned in the pre
ceding paragraph, should only be taken on a complaint from the ultimate
user or exporter to the Central Cotton Committee or to the Provincial 
Committee. The Central or Provincial Committee would require the
person complaining to give the marks and numbers on the bales and 
would then delegate one or more members to examine the bales to ascer
tain the genuineness of the complaint. The local Committee for the place
at which the cotton was ginned or pressed would be requested to enquire
fUIther into the matter and to report to the Central or Provincial Com
mittee. The Report of the local Committee and of the Provincial Com
mittee, in cases in which th~omplaint wall made to it, together with the 
explanation, if any, of the owner of the ginning or pressing factory would 
be duly considercd by the Central Committee, which would recommend ' 
to the Local Government the withdrawal of the licenses or the issue of a 
warning as it thought fit. We recommend this procedure with a view 
to securing unifoImity of treatment and standardization of punishment 
throughout India.- We recognize that it would be difficult, if not impos
sible, under this procedure, for an English or Continental spinner to
obtain redress against a ginning or pressing factory but if unsatisfactory 
cotton were received by a spinner in England or on the Continent, the 
fault would lie with his exporter or agent who would obviously have
failed to examine the cotton before export and to exercise his right of 
complaint to the Central or Provincial Committee. We realise that the
withdrawal of a license" is a serious penalty. It should, therefore, we
consider, only be recommended after one or two warnings have failed 
to produce the desired improvement unless the circumstances of the case-
are so special as to leave no option but to withdraw the license at once. 
It would be for the Central Committee to decide whether a warning would 
meet the case or whether the withdrawal of the license should be recom
mended. It may be urged that, under this system, the owner of a ginning: 
or pressing factory working on commission might be penalized 40r mal-
practices for which he was not really responsible and which might, in. 
fact, have taken place after the cotton had left his hands. We do not 
think it likely that cases of this kind will occur but should they do so, 
we would point out that one warning should be sufficient to prevent the
factory owner from having any further dealings with a merchant in regard_ 
to whose cotton there had been complaints except under stringent guaran-· 
tees against their recurrence. Complaints in regaId to the continued 
non-submission of returns or the submission of incorrect returns would_ 
likewise be investigated by the local Committee at the request of the 
Central Committee on the complaint of the authority to whom the returns 
should have been submitted. As regards the term for which the with
drawal of-the licenlle should be in force, it should ordinarily be for the-
remainder of the ginning or pressing season though, in extreme ca~es, the 
license might be suspended for a further year or period of years.' Where 
a factory is found working without having taken a license or continuing-
to work after its license has been withdrawn, we consider that a penalty-
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· should be imposed by legislation, say of Rs. 5 for each gin in the case of a 
. .ginning factory and Rs. 100 in the case of a pressing factory for every 
daY,on which work is carried on without a license. 

We would add that the condition in regard to the control of seed 
'issuing from ginning factories which we have suggested above has been 
'adopted from the regulations in force in Egypt. New factories erected 
-in the Punjab since :March, 1917, have to conform to certain condition. 
laid down by the Punjab Government. We would also mention that 
-damping of ~otton has already been made 8. penal offence in Hyderabad 
-and that the licensing of ginning factories under certain conditions is 
• already an accomplished fact in the Gwalior State. This and the evidence 
submitted to us by the official witnesses from the States we visited 
shows that there is reason to believe that the Governments of those 

;'States will be willing to follow the lines we have suggested for British 
Territory. The hope that they will find themselves able to do so is one 

oof the reasons why we have not recommended, as was suggested to us 
-by several witnesses, that the Central Cotton Committee should be the 
-licensing authority but only that action in regard to licensing should 
be taken on its recommendation. 

230. One of the arguments which has been adduced both by witnesses 
• . appearing before us and in past discussions 

,.he Bombay CoHon Frauds OB the subject against the introduction of Act. 
such a system of control of ginning and pressing 

.factories as W6 have proposed is that the history of the Bombay Cotton 
Frauds Act shows' that it is not likely to prove successful. A brief 
reference to the history of that Act should, therefore, perhaps be made. 
lt is unnecessary to enter into the history of the early legislation in regard 
to the adulteration of cotton in Bombay and it will be sufficient to say 

·.tltat the first two Acts dealing with the subject were Regulation III of 
1829, whic~ did not apply: to Bombay City itself, and Act XV of 1851 

.. (India) in which the provisions of the Regulation were applied with some 
modification to the Islands of Bombay and Colaba. In 1863, as the 

.result of the enquiries of a Commission on the subject, the Government of 
Bombay passed the much inore stringent Act of 1863 (Bombay) which, 
in addition to prescribing penalties (fine or imprisonment or both as well 

· as confiscation) for fraudulent adulteration and deterioration of cotton 
(but not for "false packing ") and the fraudulent sale or offer for sale 
of adulterated or deteriorated cotton, also prescribed a penalty for the 

-offer of adulterated cotton for pressing. It enacted that all cotton 
presses should be licensed, that a. new license should be required in the 

-case of alteration or removal of a press, that every license of a preBS should 
use a distinguishing name or mark and that any failure to obey the provi
sions of the Act in these respects should be punishable with fine. It 
further provided for the appointment of Inspectors .f Cotton wlio were 
given powers of access at all times to ginning and pr688ing factories 
and als() powers to seize and detain all cotton in respect of which any 

·.offence under the Act appeared to have been committed. The cost of 
-;the establishment thus created was to be met ~y a fee of four annas levied 
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on every bale of cotton exported from any place in Bombay to any place 
outside British India. The fee was reduced to three annas a bale in 1865, 
and to two annas in 1872. 

The Act aroused strong opposition amongst mercantile bodies and 
others }Vhose protests were mainly directed against the provisions in 
regard to establishment and the export tax. The objections to inspections -
and domiciliary visits were forcibly pointed out and it was argued that 
the Act had been passed in the special circumstances arising out of the 
American war and therefore to meet a state of affairs which no longer 
existed, owing to the great improvement in Indian cotton, which was 
largely due to the introduction of a mutual allowance system. In conse
quence oLthese representations, a new Act VII of 1878 (Bombay) was 
passed, ~he most important change in which was the abolition of all 
personal penalties, i.e., imprisonment and fine, for adulterating cotton 
or selling adulterated cotton and the substitution of confiscation of such 
cotton as was shown to the satisfaction of a magistrate to have been 
fraudulently or dishonestly adulterated. The provisions regarding the 
licensing of presses and the use of pres,s marks, to which no objection 
had been taken, remained. The Act, however, met with no better favour 
than had its predecessor from the mercantile community in Bombay, 
whose opposition was reinforced by that of the Chambers of Commerce 
of Liverpool and Manchester. It was consequently repealed in 1881. 
It is important to mention that, within three years of its repeal, the 
Liverpool Chamber of Commerce memorialized the Secretary of State 
with a view to the re-enactment of the special penal provisions against 
fraud and adulteration, on the ground that the adulteration of Indian 
cotton was every year becoming more extensive, more systematic and 
more skilful. 

It will be seen that the repeal of the Bombay Cotton Frauds Act 
was mainly due to the objections taken to the establishments of inspectors 
and the special tax which was levied to enable its provisions to be carried 
out. In the scheme we have outlined, we do not propose t~e revival of a 
special Cotton Department nor do we suggest the imposition of a special 
tax for the purpose of meeting any expenditure involved by our recom
mendations under this head. Further, we do not propose that mal
practices in regard to the damping, . mixing or adulteration of cotton 
should be made the subject of criminal cases. The only penalty we have 
suggested for such practices is the withdrawal of the license of the factory 
in which they are carried on and this will only be inflicted on the recom
mendation of a ~ommittee, on which the trade itself will be largely 
tepresented. Our object has been to secure the co-operation of the 
trade in the prevention of malpractices to the greate:t extent 'possible. 
In these circumstances, we are of opinion that our proposals ar$ not 
open to any of the objections ur.ged against past legislation. Circum
stances have changed considerably since 1881 and we would agam point 
to the strong body of opinion both in India and in England in favour 
of. a system of licensing ginning and pressing factories. 
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231. In most of the cotton centres, the ginning and pressing factories 
Ginning and pressing pooll. ~ave combined to form pools, Ii system which 

19 in many ways objectionable and prejuwrial 
to the interests of the cultivator. Under this system, the procedure 
is, as a rul~, for the. s~me.cha~ge for ginning and pressing to be levied by all 
the fa~t()nes. partlclpat~g ill the pool. A certain prQpt>rtion of thia 
charge, consIdered suffiCient to cover the actual cost of ginning and 
pressing, .is r.et.ained by each factory and the remainder ia paid inoo the 
pool and IS diVlded at the end of the season pre rata to the number pf gins 
or presses owned by the various members. In some cjises, pools have 
resulted from changes in economic conditions. The opening of new 
railways or roads and consequent improvements 'in communication have 
left ginning and pressing centres high and dry, with an inadequate supply 
of cotton to keep the gins and presses fully employed. The facoories, in 
order to protect themselves against cut·throat competition and to secure 
a reasonable return on the capital invested in them, therefore formed 
themselves into a pooL But, both in these cases and in others, in which 
pools were formed without such good reasons, the result has frequently 

. _ been that new ginning and pressing factories which have never worked 
and which were never intended to work have been erected in places 
already over-supplied. The only object with which they were erected 
was to share in the profits of the pool and the mere threat to start working 
has been sufficient to secure the entry of their owners into the pool. 
In consequence, rates have been forced up to a level which can only be 
regarded as excessive, to the detriment of the cultivaoor who is 'unable to 
stand out against-&. monopoly. Whilst in most districts, the ginning and 
pressing charges, including the contribution to the pool, average about 
Rs. 5 to Rs. 6 for ginning and the same amount for pressing a bale of 
400 pounds of lint, in some cases we found rates as high as Rs: 11 or 
Rs. 12 for each process. 

It is difficult to suggest any suitable remedy for the evils resulting 
from pools. We cannot, on principle, recommend an obvious solution 
which would be the fixing of rates by Government. \Ve look forward 00 a 
great increase in the nUmber of ginneries run by co-operative societies 
but this will be a very slow process. In the meantime, the proposal 
we have put forward above that no license should be granted to a ginning 
or pressing factory, which doeif' not undertake to work for at least eight 
weeks in the year, unless prevented by causes beyond the control of ita 
owner, should have a beneficial effect in preventing the erection of gina 
or presses merely for the purpose of sharing in the profits of a pooL We 
would further suggest that, in districts where there are more ginning or 
pressing factories than are necessary for dealing with a bumper crop. 
the local authori\ies might induce the own$I8 of some of the factories 
to move them to localities, where they would be of real use, by the offer 
of G"overnment land on easy terms. We consider that, where membera 
of a pqQ1. in any district keep one' or more facWries closed, without 
adequate justification, no night shift working should be allowed in any 
circumstances. Night shifts are allowed under the Factory Act with 
the permission' of the FacWry Inspecoor. In the cases specified, such. 
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permission should invariably be refused. We do not see why labour 
should be asked to work at night when there are factories existing which, 
if worked during the day-time, can deal with the crop of the spason,' 
without resorting to a night-shift. 

232. In connexion with the subject of ginning, we should perhaps 
Saw ginl t'erSU8 roller gins mention that the bulk of the giruiing factories 

• in India are fitted with Platt's single and 
double roller gins, There are, however, a few saw gins in the Dharwar 
American tract and two experimental sets in the Punjab and Sind. The 
saw gin' undoubtedly turns out a cleaner class of cotton than the roller 
gin and it has the further advantage of saving much of the manual 
labour required during the ginning process owing to the fact that it is 
)lsually fitted with a suction feeding arrangement for kapa$ and an 
exhaust delivery of lint in a "condenser" form. In view of these. 
advantages, we made extensive enquiries as to the possibility of using 
these gins on a larger scale in India. 'The evidence we obtained on the 
point went to show that, owing to a tendency to cut the staple- of the 
cotton, saw gins were not suitable for dealing with any Indian cotton. 
We consider it desirable, however, that the question should be further 
investigated, especially in the tracts in which cotton of American types 
is grown. We understand that one of the leading exporting firms has 
taken the matter up and the results of its experiments should enable 
a definite conclusion to be arrived at in regard to it. It sHould, in our 
opinion, be feasible to devise an automatic system of feeding With kGpas. 
removing lint and collecting seed which would be capable of application 
to single and double roller gins. The matter is one of some importance 
in view of the increasing cost of labour everywhere and its scarcity in 

, tracts such as Sind. We would, therefore, recommend that it be brought 
to the notice of the leading makers of gins and consider that this might 
well be done by the Central Cotton Committee, the fOImation of which 
we have suggested below . 

. 233. Our recommendations in this Chapter may be summarized as 
Summary. follows :- ' 

(1) Cotton markets on the Berar system should be established in 
other provinces as soon as possible, more especially in the 
cotton tracts of the Bombay Presidency, except Sind, the 
Madras Presidency except the Coconada tract, and the Punjab 
Canal Colonies. • 

(2) Cotton prices should be published in up-country markets, subject 
to certain limitations. 

(3) The dates of the payment of instalments of land revenue in the 
cotton-growing tracts of the Bombay Presidency, except Sind 
and Khandesh, should be &ltered. 

(4) Efforts should be made to expand the numbers and activities 
of co-operative sale societies, such societies, at the outset, 
to be initiated and supervised by -the Agricultural Depart-
ment. . • 

(5) Auction sales, conducted by Government agency, are avisable 
in ~e case of new varieties up to a certain stage, after 
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which the work should' be hauled over to oUler agencies. 
subject to suitable arrau~emants baing mIlia in regard to 
the control of seed. 

(6) The formation of bUJing agencies should be leU to the trails. 
(7) There· should be no injerlerence with the practice of forward 

sales bJ the cnItivator or middleman or with the purchase 
of cotton "forward " bJ mills or exporters in the ordinarJ 
course of trade. 

<8) The weights used in all cotton markets and ginning and' press
ing factories throughout India should be standardized on the 
basis of • cotton maund of 28 po~. 

·(9) The Agricultural Department should undertake eQeriments with 
the cleaner picking of .cotton. in order to enable definite con
clusions to be arrived at in regard to the value of cotton 10 
picked. 

'(10) The transport of cotton waste or ft1 bJ rail or sea. except from 
one mill to another or to a port for shipment outside India 
should be totally prohibited. 

{ll} The transport of loose kapaa or lint in doer .. or of hall 
pressed or fnlI pressed bales by rail. except to· horuS Ii h 
consumers and to ports for disposal there or shipment outside 
India. should also be prohibited except. in certain cases, 
under license. 

(12) All ginning and pressing factories should be licensed. a prell
m.iDarJ to the issue of licenses being the assignment to all 
factories of distinctive numbers and marks which would 
enable the cotton dealt with in them to be traced. 

(13) Licenses should onlJ be granted on certain conditioDi and 
should be withdrawn for breach of those conditiODI and on 
proof of such malpractices as,damping. mbing and adulter
ation. 

(14) All ginning and pressing factories should be brought under 
the operation of the FactolJ Act and required to take out 
licenses. irrespective of the number of hands emploJed. 

(15) Licenses should be withdrawn by the Local Government on 
the recommendation 01 the Central Committee. after the pro
cedure laid down has been followed. 

{16) Suitable penalties should be imposed in the case 01 factoriel 
working without taking out a license or after a license has 
been withdrawn. 

(17) Where ginning and pressing pools exist. anel, in consequence. 
there are more factories than are reaIlJ required, COncessiODI 
in regard to the grant of land should be offered to Induce 
the surplus factories to move to other localities. In ~ch 
circumstances, no night shift workfug should be permittect. 

(18) The question of the possibilitJ of using saw gins for Indian 
cotton .. well as of improving roller gins should be further 
investigated. 
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CHAPTER XVll. 

Statistical. 

234.\ Amongst the questio~s referred to us for report was the possi-

Stat't' lb" bility of improving the accu'racy of the cotton 
IS 1C8 pu "cation. at f d 11 f king h " I present issued. orecasts an genera y 0 ma t e statIStica 

information published by Government of greater 
use to the cotton trade. In addition to.the cotton forecast and the infor
'mation contained in such publications as the" Agricultural statistics of 
India," the" Commercial statistics of India," the" Estimates of area 
and yield of the principal crops in India" and the" Annual statement 
of foreign sea-borne trade and navigation," ~_Department of Statistics 
issues three publications specially devoted to cotton, "Cotton press 
returns," issued fortnightly, " Statistics of cotton spinning and weaving' 
in Indian mills," issued monthly and a " List of cotton pressing factories 
and cotton spiiming mills in India," issued yearly. 

235; It was only in regard to the cotton forecast and the press returns 

The cotton forecast. that we received any criticisms.or suggestions 
and we shall therefore confine ourselves to 

these. Taking first the cotton forecast, we found the general consensus 
of opinion, both of witnesses from the trade and from the Agricultural 
Department, to be that the figures of area given in it were, on the whole, 
very fairly accurate. Opinion was almost equally unanimous that 
little or no reliance could be placed upon the figures of outturn,_which 
are of considerably more importance from the point of view ~f the trade. 
Very few witnesses had, however, any suggestions to offer as to the steps 
which should be taken to obtain greater accuracy. That the complaints 
in regard to the inaccuracy of the figures published in the forecasts are 
justified is clear from a statement .submitted t<t us by the Director of 
Statistics, which shews that the trade figures obtained by' adding the 
net exports to the consumption in and outside mills were, on the average 
of the ten years ending 1916-17, 9'6 per cent. in excess of the official 
estimate of outturn. Although the trade figures include an t:stimate for 
.. extra mill " consumption which is merely conventional, they represent 
-as near an approach to actuals as can be obtained and it is e'Vident there
fore that the cotton crop is per~tently underestimated. The main 
Teason for this is a well-known one and is common to all crops. It is 
the ingrained pessimism of the Indian cultivators and village officers, 
-as a result of which it is very rarely that a normal crop is reported. 
A subsidiary reason is the difficulty of determining the true normal, 
'Which is of rather a visionary character. Various attempts have been 
:made to define it from time to time but it cannot be said that any of the 
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definit!ons have been such as to be easily comprehensible by the primary 
reportmg agenc;y, the ",iliage officer. Further confusion arises from the 
fact that, although practically all over India the outtum is-estimated 
in annas, a certain number of annas being taken to repreeent the normal 
outturn and the outturn of the year under report being estimated at s() 
many annas higher or lower than the normal, the number of annas 
taken to represent a normal outtum is not the same everywhere but 
varies between twelve and sixteen annas. This difficulty is met, though 
only partially, by not using the anna notation in the published forecasts, 
where· it is replaced by the American notation, 100 being taken to re
present a normal crop and the estimated outturn being stated as a per
centage of that crop, the conversion of the anna estimate into the per
centage estimate being made by the district officer or by the provincial 
authority. 

236. Whilst we feel that considerable improvements can be effected 
c' rt·· . in the pre~ent system and have put forward 

rop npo S~t:.tII. United proposals on the subject below, 'We consider 
that it should be recognized that really accurate 

returns both of cotton am ot.her crops cannot be obtained 'Without a 
substantial increase of staff of 'possibly a different character from any 
which has hitherto been employed for the purpose. In this connexion, 
;.t has been suggested to us that a Crop Reporting Board on the lines of 
th~t of the United States should be established in India. A brief descrip
tion of the methods of crop reporting adopted in the United Statea may. 
therefore, be of interest. The data on which the crop reports issued by 
the ~ureau of Crop Estimates in the Unitedj)tates are based are obtained 
through a field service consisting of a co}'ps of paid State field agents 
and crop specialists, and a large body of voluntary crop reporters con
sisting of the followllig classes :-county reporters, township reporter~, 
individual farmers and several lists of reporters for special enquirie.. 
The field service consists of trained field agents, each of whom is assigned 
to a single mate or group of smaller States. These agents, who are whole
'time officers, travel through their State during the crop season, personally 
inspect crop areas, confer with the State and local aut.horities, private 
and commercial agencies and others interested in crop reporting work. 
Each agent supplemen)S his own ob~ervations with reports from a corps 
of selected crop reporters in his territory who report directly to him and 
are wholly independent of the crop reporters who report direct to the 
Bureau. In addition to the regular State field agents, the Bureau 
has a small f,orce of crop specialists, who specialize on particular crops 
and travel throughout the entire legion in which the crop to which they 
are assigned is grO\'l"Ii.. These crop specialists also have selected lists of 
croIt correspondents who report directly to them. Both the S~te 
field agents and the crop specialists are app.ointed by the Civil SeIVlce 
Commission after a rigid competitive examination. As regards volun
ta:t'y crop reporters, there are about 2,800 principal county report~rs 
and 32,000 " township" reporters who report directly to the Bureau at 
Washington. A large number of individual.farmers and planters alfo 
report on the results of their own farming operations throughout the year 
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and -valuable data are' obtained from 30,000 mills and. elevators. It 
-should be mentioned that, owing to the specialized nature of the cotton 
'crop, the reports concerning it are handled separately from the reports 
-on other crops and that, in addition to the regular estimates of the ordinary 
reporting authorities, the Bureau obtains reports on acreage, yields, 

• ginning percentage, etc., from many thousands of special reporters who 
are intimately concerned with the crop, including practically all the 
ginners. The reports received from the different classes of individual 
<:orrespondents are tabulated and compiled by the Bureau and the figure 
for each State is computed. The work of making the-final crop estimates 
<:ulminates at sessions of the Crop Reporting Board which consists of 
five members. The Chairman is the Chief of the Bureau and the members 
are selected from the statistians and officials of the Bureau and the field 
agents and crop specialists, the latter being summoned to Washington 
for the purpose. The perscmnel of the board is changed every month. 
Elaborate precautions are taken to ensure that the reports issued by the 
Board are made available simultaneously throughout the United States 
and that the information contained in them does not leak out prema
turely. 

237. Whilst we are of opinion that the system in force in the United 
States presents an ideal which should even-

United States system too 11 b k d . I d' 'd advanced for India. tua Y e wor e up to ill n la, we consl er 
that, in the present state of development of 

this country and of its finances, it is out of the question to hand over 
the work of crop reporting to a separate.,agency created for the purpose. 
Nor are we in favour .of the establishment of a Crop Reporting Board. 
With the exception of the Director of Statistics, the members of such a 
Board could only be Directors of Agriculture or of Land Records, whose 
()ther duties would not allow them to spare the time to attend meetings 
and who would not be acquainted with crop conditions throughout the 
whole of the cotton tracts, as is the case with the members of the Board 
in the United States. In these circumstances any proposals in regard 
to the removal of detects in the present system must be based on the 
suPi10sition that the existmg agency will continue and it is from that 
point of view that we shall discuss possible improvements. 

238. The Director of Statistics has submitted to us various sug~s-
tions in regard to the improvement of the 

Proposals in regard to im- figures of outturn with which we are, in the ,provements in lorecasts-
,(i) Submission 01 estimates main, in agreement. Some of these" were 
-01 outtum to be banded also placed before us by other witnesses. In 
,over to tbe Agricultural th fir t I 'd 't d . hI th" Department. e space, we COnsl er I esIl'a e a~ 

the- work of submitting estimates of outturn 
should be everywhere handed over, aS800n as possible, to the Agri
,cultmal Department. The figures of areas with which, as we have 
already stated, there is little fault to be found, must continue fa be 
supplied by the Revenue Department, but we do not regard this 
Agency as a suitable one for estimating outturns, work which can only 
be properly done by men who have had practical training in ~ari-
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culture. As the AgricultUIal Department expands, there Gould b • 
. no ~culty in ~eg~d t~ its taking t~e work over completely. In the 
meantIme, a begmrung IIDght be made m such tracts as the Canal Colonies 
of the Punjab where its organisation is already sufficient for this purpose. 
We would, however, point out that it is most undesirable that the time 
and energ!es of the .subordinate staff should be frittered away in making • 
crop cuttmg experIments, as appears to be the case to- an undesirable 
extent in some provinces, especially in Burma. We find it diffioult to 
understand the object of these experiments in that province al we are 
informed that they are not utilized at present for the purpose of fore-
casts, which are based on the data collected by Settlement Officers. 

239. It has been suggested that more use should be made of the results 
,. obtained on the Government experimental 

(I) Greater use 01 nsults f' " h fAd obtained on Govemment arms m connectIon WIt orecasts. -.rOI 
farm.. of caution is, however, neceBSary in this res-

pect. The cultivation on the Government 
farms is, in most cases, much superior to that on the lands of the average 
cultivator, and the outturn on the farms is not a safe guide, therefore, 
to the average outturn over a large tract. But the results obtained are 
undoubtedly of great value in making a comparison between the outturn 
of one season and another and, in the case of cotton, in ascertaining the 
ginning percentage of the different varieties. 

In this connexion, we would mention that in Madras, Bombay, Bihar 
and Orissa, the United Provinces and Assam, crop.forecasts are received 
by the Department of Statistics from the Director of Agriculture, who, 
in the case of the two provinces last mentioned, is also Director of Land 
Records. In Burma, the forecasts are sent to the Director of Statistics by 
the. Commissioner of Settlements and Land Records, whilst, in the 
Central Provinces and the Punjab, they are sent by the Director of Land 
Records, except in the case of the final wheat forecast which is submitted 
by the Director of Agriculture. In view of our recommendations above, 
we are of opinion that in all provinces which have a Director of Agricul
ture, the work of submitting crop forecasts to the Department of Statis
tics should be undertaken by him. 

240. As regards the information submitted by the primary reporting 
.... . . agencies, we are in entire agreement with the 

(II!) Estimates ~ubmitted. by suggestion of the Director of Statistics that 
primary reporting agencllS. . • • 

measures should be taken to Impress the mearung 
of the term .. normal " and its equivalent in annas on the minds o( these 
agencies. We :understand that the trade in general regards sixteen anna& 
as representing a normal crop but that, in most provinces, a twelve anna 
crop is considered a normal crop. In these circumstances, we recommend 
that the latter standard should be maintained. We see no reason why 
it should ·not be adopted throughout India, but if there are any tracta in 
which it is diffioult to bring it into force owing to the backwardness of the 
reporting agency, it would probably be better in the intereBta of accuracy. 
to continue the existing system, a correcting factor -being supplied by 
the Provincial Director. In view of the varying significance attaching to. 
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. the term" normal," we are of opinion that the possibility of substituting 
a quantitative ~imate of outturn, i.e., an estimate in maunds per acre for 
the anna estimate should be considered. If the submission of outturns is 
handed over to the Agricultural Department, this should present no
difficulty. In any case, in order to eliminate chances of error, we consider 
that the primary reporting agency should invariably report the yield of 
cotton in terms of kapaa whenever a quantitative estimate is given and 
that the necessary conversion into cleaned cotton should only be made 
in tl),e office of the Provincial Director. In the same way, conversion 
flom the anna estimate into the American notation should only be made 
in the office of the Provincial Director. One point which it is desirable 
should be impressed on the primary repolting agency is the necessity tor 
the exercise of great care in estimating the outtwn ",hen cottonjs grown 
mind with other ClOpS in'the same fie!d. Faulty fstimating in this case 
has undoubtedly contributfd largely to the pelsistent underestimating 
of the cotton crop in the past. Although experience shows that cotton 
grown mix(d wit.h other CIoIssometimes yields nearly as n:uch as the 
pure ClOp, eSF(Cially when the other ClOpS ale halv€st(d before it, the 
outtUIn is usually estimated on the basis of the ploFortion of the total 

area actually occupied by it. . .-
241. Weare emphatically of opinion that sufficient use has.' not 

. . f hitherto been made of non-official[ agencies 
(IV) AsslStantl ram non- h' h . f' . . d' I bl official agencies. w IC are. 0 ten m a posItIOn to ren er va ua e 

assistance in arriving at a correct e.stimate of 
the crop. Our enquiries showed that many of the leading films connected 
with the cotton trade make estimates of.their own for particular tracts 
which are found to be more in accordance with the actual facts than is 

. the official estimate. We were given to understand that such .. fiIms 
would be willing to render assistance in making the latter more accurate 
than is the case at present, especially if an arrangement were made under 
which these estimates could be sent direct to the Director of Statistics 
instead of to the Provincial Director in order to prevent the possibility 
of the infOImation containt:d in them leaking out, a point in regard to 
which some apprehension is entertained. Only in two provinces does any. 
attempt appear to have been made to make use of non-official reporting 
agencies and only in those to avery limited extent. We consider this 
system capable of very great expansion. In addition to the large firms, 
there are, in all provinces, many landholders, both large and small, who 
would gladly co-operate with the Agricultural Department in this matter 
and would be able to supply valuable and accurate infoImation. We 
therefore recommend that efforts should be made in all provinces to secure 
as large a body of non-official crop reporters as possible. The fOIms 
sent to such reporters should be printed in English and the 'vernacular ' 
and the reports should be submitted direct to the Provincial Directors. 
Another non-official agency of which use should be made is the ginning 
factories. We have dealt with the question of ginning and press returns' 
below and here would only recommend that ginning factories should be 
encouraged to report at the commencement of each season how the ginning 
percentage of the crop is working out as compared with other years. 
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242. We understand that, in most provinces, it is already the practioe 
Co .,.' trail to check figures of outtum "jt.!l the atatistica 

~Y) mpa::~itII I of exports, mill consumption and II extra mill •• 
consumption where these are !vailable. We 

need do no more, therefore, than to call attentio~ to the importanoe of 
the latter figures which, 88 we have already stated. represent 88 near 
an approach to actuals 88 can be obtained. We would also emphasize 
the iIpportaIice for the purpose of preparing crop forecasts of exact 
knowledge of the outturn of the previous year. It is absolutely essc:ntial 
for purposes of comparison that the final estimates of the crop of the year 
previous to the one under report should be finally rorrecletl eatimates. 
If the submission of the fortnightly ginning and press returns is made 
compulsory as we have suggested in paragraph 245, they should also 
provide a valuable check on the forecast estimates. 

243. Finally, we would emphasize the necessity for a close and careful 
( .) Ch k , tu II check of the returns in the office of the Pro
YI Proe:inc~1 D~~ J vincial Director of Agriculture or Land Records 

who is responsible for them as far as his province 
is concerned. Our enquiries showed that in provinces in which the 
Director has sufficient time to take a personal interest in the matter, 
the forecast estimates are much more acourate than in provinces in which 
his other duties do not p~t him to devote any attention to statistical 
work. In the latter case, it has not infrequently happened that obviously 
incorrect estimates have been submitted, which have had to be corrected 
by the Director of Statistics in the light of other information. It is 
obvious that, in such cases, there is every chance of the occurrence of 
mistakes which the Department'Of Statistics may not be in a position to 
discover. We would therefore recommend that, in provinces where the 

'" . Director of Agriculture is unable to devote 
(YII) Ap~lntment of Ass~ sufficient time to statistical work, ad officer of 
tant Directors of Agn- h din f Ass' D' fA' culture for statistical work. t e stan g 0 an istant Irettor 0 gn-

culture should be attached to his office, whose 
primary duty should be the compilation of the provincial forecasts not 
only of cotton but also of other crops. Such an officer would make fre
quent tours throughout the Beason during which the crop was on the 
ground and would also make it his business to keep in touch with firms 
(lonnected with the trade and with the non-official reporting agencies we 
nave suggested above. He would also be in close touch with the C~ntral 
and Provincial Committe.es and the local sub-committees, the formation of 
which we have recommended in Chapter XIX, who would be in a position 
to give him valuable information. We consider that the work in 
(lonnexion with forecasts is of sufficient importance to justify the creation 
of an appointment of this character in provinces in which the Dir~ctor of 
Agriculture has his hand too full to pay sufficient attention to them. 
There should be no difficulty in utilizing the services of such an officer as 
we ha"e suggested on other work but, m..course of time, as his work on 
forecasts developed, he would become a whole-time officer. An appoint
ment of this nature would be a first and important step in the evolution of 
a crop reporting agency such as exists in the United States. 
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iNumller and date 0' 
forecasts. 

First forecast 
:Second .. 
Third .. 
Fourth .. 

~44. At present, the prescribed dates for the 
publication of the cotton forecasts are :-

Provincial. 

August 10th. 
• ,October 10th. 
• December 10th. 
• February lOth: 

AU India. 

August 15th. 
October 15th. 
December 15th. 
February 15th. 

These datest were fixed by the Government of India in 1905. The 
()nly criticism we received in regard to them, which we con~ider it 
necessary to discuss, was that the date of the final forecast is much 
too early to enable the greater part of the Madras crop to be included 
in it. It was pointed out that a large part of the cotton crop in Tinne
veily is often not even sown when the final estimates are prepared. 
When the dates were prescribed, it was suggested, in the case of Madras, 
that when any part of the area sown or of the outturn could not be 
estimated by the 10th February, a note to that effect should be made 
in the February return. In view of the great importance of the Madras 
<lrop to consumers of long staple cotton, we do not con.sider this sufficient 
and recommend that a fifth and final forecast should be iSsued in April, ; 
in which full information in regard to that crop could be included. It 
was suggested by several witnesses that it would be an advantage to 
the trade if a mon1Jtly forecast of the cotton crop were issued. We 
.are unable to support this proposal as we are unwilling to make any 
recommendations which would add to the work of the Revenue or 
Agricultural Departments in this respect. Another argument against 
it is that the Native States, in which, as has already beeIl mentioned, 
-one-third of the cotton grown in India is produced, already find the 
forecasts submitted somewhat burdensome and would be much averse. 
'from such an increase in their number. We consider an improvement 
in the accuracy of the forecasts a much more important matter than 
·an increase in their number and we trust that the recommendations 
we have made in this respect as regards British Territory will 
also commend. themselves to the Darbars of Native States. 

245. The Department of Statistics issues fortnightly a return showing 
. . . the quantity of cotton pressed in the prellsing 

Gmnmg, press and mIll factories and of unpressed cotton received in 
returns. th"'il d' h f . ht t th e spmrung mt s urmg t e ortmg . oge er 

with pl'ogressi ve totals up to the end of the fortnight. These returns 
should be of value as a means of checking the estimates of outturn 
given in the cotton forecast. Their submission, is, however, purely 
voluntary at present and the result is that they are very far from com
plete. Out of a total number of 750 presses and 245 mills for the whole 
of India, the maximum numbers from which returns were received 
during the pressing season of 1916-17 were 271 and 115, respictively. 
The smallness of ~he number of presses from which returns are obtained 
is undoubtedly due to the fact that many of them do not work, owing 
to a short crop, or the existence of pools, as a result of which they 
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remain closed fora whole season. But that the returns are seriously 
incomplete ia.clearly brought out by figures supplied to us by the Director 
of Statistics which show that the total quantity of cotton pressed in 
pressing factories and of unpressed cotton received in spinning mills 

,up to August 31st, 1917, according to the returns from British Territory 
was 2,757, 876 bales only out of a total crop, according to the revised 
estimate, of 3,E47,OOO bales and, in Native States, 103,621 bales out 
of a total crop of 955,000 bales. The witnesses we examined on this 
point were unanimously and emphatically of opinion that the presa 
returns as at present submitted are worse than useless and that, unlesa 
t\leir submissio;n is made compulsory by legislation, they should be 
abolished. On the other hand, there was a consensus of opinion that, 
if the returns were complete and were published more promptly than 
at present, they would be of great use to the trade. We see no reason 
why the submission of returns of cotton ginned and pressed should not 
be made compulsory both in the case of ginning and of pressing ~ctories. 
We consider it desirable that_returns should be submitted by ginning 
factories ali well as by pressing factories. The returns from the one 
class of factories would be a valuable means of check on those mbmitted 
by the other. The desirability a return of unpressed cotton received 
by spinning mills arises from the fact that all the cotton which is ginned 
is not pressed, BOme of it going direct to mills. The mill return, there
fore, supplements the press return. It should, however, be mentioned 
that undressed cottoJ;l not only goes direct to spinning mills but is also 
used for' extra mill' consumption whilst an appreciable amount of 

----han.d-ginned cotton does not pass through the ordinary ginneriea but 
goes direct to presses. As we have already pointed out in Chapter 
XVI, proper records of cotton ginned and pressed are maintained by 
all reputable factories and it is therefore no hardship to require the 
submission of returns by such factories. We have, therefore, proposed 
that one of the conditions under which a license should be issued to a 
ginning or pressing factory should be that the, owner of the factory 
should undertake to keep a complete daily record of all the cotton 
ginned or pressed in the factory and that failure to keep such a record 
or to submit regularly and punctually such returns as may be prescribed 
by Government should be followed by cancellation of the license. This 
should,in our opinion, be sufficient to secure the submission of com
plete returns from ginning and pressing factories. 

In view of the small amount of unginned cotton which reaches the 
mills and of the slight inconvenience involved in reporting the same, 
we would leave it to the good sense of mill owners to submit these 
returns so as to ensure greater accuracy for the statistics as a whole. 

We are of opinion that, as at present, provincial totals only should 
be given and that the particulars submitted by the individual mila _ 
should not be published but should be treated as confidential 

• . 246. At present, the duty of collecting the return&from presses and 
. mills in Native States is undertaken by the ' 

Returns for NatiVe States. _ Bombay Chamber of Commerce. We consider 
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it desirable that the Chamber should be relieved of it and that stepS' 
should be taken either to procure the returns through the authorities
of the States, or with their assistance, to secure that they are sent direct 
to the Department of Statistics. We understand that it has already
been decided at the Conference of Ruling Chiefs held at Delhi in Novem
ber, 1917, that Darbars should be invited to supply the returns and" 
that steps are being taken to carry out this decision. Both in the case
of Native States and. British Territory, we think it would lead to the
more prompt publication of the returns if they were sent direct by
ginning and pressing factories and by mills to the Department of Statis
tics. At present, the returns from British Territory are received by
that Department from the Directors of Agriculture or of Land Records
in a consolidated form. Whilst the procedure we propose would entail, 
some additional work on the Department of. Statistics on which the
work of compiling the consolidated return would be thrown, it would 
meet the complaints we received that the returns are issued, as a rule, 
very long after the period to which they relate. 

247. As regards the form of the return, we are of opinion that it 
might be improved by the addition of a column. 

Improvements in thl lorm showing the number of ginneries presses or 
01 retum. mill 1 d kin d· h' . d' s, c ose or wor g urmg t e peno t~ 

which it-relates and that it would be an advantage if a monthly or
quarterly abstract table were published on postcards as in the United. 
States. We see no objection to the substitution of monthly for half
monthly returns in any province or Native States, in which tJUs..is-:con-
sidered desirable. --

248. In conclusion, we would mention that we understand that the
staff of office of the Director of Statistics which 

OffiCi 01 th~ .Director 01 deals with agricultural statistics consists of 
statiStiCS. fi I k I I'· f th . ve c er s on y. n VIew 0 e Importance 

of this branch of the work of the Department and of the fact that some' 
of the proposals we have made in this chapter will throw additional 
work on it, we are of opinion that it should be considerably strengthened. 

249. Our recommendations in this Chapter may be summarized as. 
Summa,v. . follows :- . 

In regard to the improvement 01 the cotton lorecasts :-

(1) The work 01 submitting estimates of outturn should every
where be handed over to the Agricultural Department as
soon as possible, a beginning being made, in the mean
time, in tracts in which the Department· is sufficienUT 
organized for the purpose. 

(2) The results obt~ed on Gov~ent farms should ~ utilized! 
more largely' than at present, especially for purposes of 
comparison with previous years and for ascertaining ginning 
percentages. 
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(3) Measures should be taken to impress ttpon primarJ report-
iug agencies the meaning 01 the term "normal" and it. 
equivalent in annas. A twelve-anna crop should evel'J
where be regarded as representing a normal croP. anIea. 
there are special reasons to the contrlU'7. 

(4) The desirability 01 substituting a quantitative estimate lor the 
anna estimate should be considered. 

(5) The yield 01 cotton should invariablJ be reported by primIUT 
reporting agencies in terms 01 hpas, the necesslU'7 con
version into terms of ginned cotton and 01 the anna esti
mate into American notation being made in the office 01 
the Provincial Director. 

{6) Special care should be taken in estimating the outturn 01 
cotton when grown with other crops. 

{7) More use should be made in regard to figure/ol outturn 01 
non-official agencies, such as large firms. large and small 
land-holders, and ginning factories. 

(8) The figures of outturn should be checked with statistics 01 
export; mill consumption and extra-factol'J- consumption. 
Care should be taken to see that the comparison with the 
outturn of the previous year is made on the basis 01 the 
finallJ corrected estimates for the latter. 

(9) There should be a careful check 01 the returns in the office 
of the Director of Agriculture. an officer of the standing 
of an Assistant Director 01 Agriculture being attached 
to it for work connected with forecasts in provinces in 
which the Director has not sufficient time to devote to 
them. 

(10) -!\ fifth and final forecast of the cotton crop should be issued 
in April to enable information in' regard to the Madras 
crop to be included in it. 

1n regard to the press returns :-
(11) The submission of returns of cotton ginned and pressed by 

ginning and pressing factories should be made compulsol'J 
by legislation, the penalty to be the withdrawal' of the 
license of the factory. 

(12) The returns both from British Territol'J and Native States 
should }Ie sent direct to the Department of Statistics. 

(13) The form of the retUrn should be improved in certain 
respects. . I 

1n regard to the office of the Director of Statistics :-
(14) The section of the office which deals with agricultural 

statistics-should be considerablJ strengthened. 



CHAPTER xvm. 
Establishment of a Central Cotton Trade Association in: 

Bombay.* 

250. Our attention has been specially directed to the fact that there' 
Th B b H is not at present in Bombay or elsewhere in 

• om ay Co on Market. India any central body standing in the same 
relation to the cotton trade of India as the Liverpool Cotton Associa
tion does to the cotton trade of Lancashire. In case it may be thought 
that we are going beyond our terms of reference in making any recom
mendations under this head, we-would point out that the subject has' 
a most important bearing-on the reputation of Indian cotton in the
world's markets. Its consequent reaction on the position of the culti-
vator of cotton is, in our opinion, sufficient justification for the inclusion, 
of recommendations in regard to it in our Report. 

There are, at present, in Bombay seven distinct bodies representing: 
different branches of the cotton trade. They are :-

(1) The Bombay Cotton Trade Association, Limited. 
(2) The Bombay Cotton Exchange, Limited. 
(3) The Bombay Millowners' Association. 
(4) The Cotton Brokers' Association. 
(5) The Marw~!i Chamber of Commerce. 
(6) The Cotton Merchants' and Muccadums' Association. 
(7) The Japanese Cotton Shippers' Association. 

None of these bodies can be regarded as representative of the trade a8' 
a whole and, at times, the interests of some of them come into conflict 
with those of others. Bombay has, again, on such properly regulated 
" future" market and no such system of weekly settlements as exist 
in Liverpool. The result is, as we shall show below and as_recent events
have proved, that speculation is rife in the Bombay cotton markets 
to a degree which can only be regarded as highly undesirable. The 
principal varieties in which it is carried on under the terms of " future
contracts" are the following :-

Fully good machine giiined Bengals for 25th January delivery. 
Fully good machine ginned Khandesh for 25th January delivery. 
Fine Khamgaon Akola, fair staple, for 25th January delivery. 
Fine or good machine ginned Broach for 25th April delivery. 
Good machlna ginned Westerns 25th May delivery • 

• This chapter, which deals with the conditions existing in the Bombay CottOIl> 
Market in April, 1918, was submitted to the Government of India in May, 1918, in. 
adv&llce of the remainder of the Report. 
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As there is no clearing house and no weekly settlement in Bombay. 
'the result of the present system is that any speculator. who mayor 
may not be in the cotton trade, can gamble'in paper contracts only 
'for a w4Qle year without handling any actual cotton. Thus. to take 
an extreme case, he could, on the 26th April in any year, commence 
-trading in good Broach for delivery on the 25th April of the following 
7~r, acting either as a ".bull" or a II bear" and could stand to lose 
'as much as fifty lakhs of rupees or more. no control being exercised 
-over his transactions in any way during that period, owing to the fact 
that settlement only ·takes place once a year on the dates mentioned 

·:above. Such transactions are opposed to the whole idea of II future .. 
;markets, as understood all the world over. Future markets, especially 

. - . those in Liverpool and New York are primarily 
:Future markets In Liver- intended to facilitate leaitimate trade and 

PDDI and New York.. c'. .' 
operatlons on them are controlled, m Liverpool, 

'by a system of weekly settlements and in New York, by one of daily 
-settlements. The object of a future market, as understood in these 
iimportant centres, is to enable a trader to provide himself with a neces
,sary .. hedge" for his transactions. Under this system, a spinner or 
manufacturer, who has sold yarn or cloth ahead, buys cotton at a fixed 
'price for delivery at a future date so as to cover his sales in order to 
lprotect himself against a rise in the market. Obviously, he does not 
-need to buy the cotton until he actually requires it for use. In certain 
.cases, it may not be possible for him to buy" spot" or .. ready" cotton 
:and, even if it were, it would mean locking up working capital, which 
.could be employed much more profitably otherwise. On the other 
nand, a cotton merchant or grower may have cotton on his hands which 
'he is unable to sell at once, in which case he is able to protect himself 
:against the possibility of the market falling by. selling " futures" in 
.the .. future" market. These are perfectly legitimate trade practices 
and it was to facilitate them that future markets were instituted. It 
was, however, soon found that the existence of such markets was taken 
.ad vantage of by speculator~ for their own purposes and it was therefore 
-consid.ered necessary, both in Liverpool and New York, to put some 
-check on the operations of persons who bought and sold .. futures" . 
for no genui.D.e trade purpose but merely to secure the gain in differences. 
Such speculators were frequently men entirely without means, such as 
'Fetty brokers and clerks, who never saw or handled a bale of cotton. 
In these circumstances, clearing houses were established, both in liver
pool and New York, for the purpose of settling differences for II futures" 
.once a week in Liverpool and daily in New York, the object of this 
:step being to prevent speculators from overstepping the limits of their 
finances by compelling them to pay differences in cash. The attempts 
which were made both in Liverpool and New York to comer a particular 
grade of cotton were met by making the contra~ for II Mid?Jing Up~nds " 
which is the standard for both markets, as Wlde as pOSSIble, delivery of 
any of tU seventeen grades from "good ordinary white" to "fair" being 
.allowed ..... As the difference between these two qualities has been fixed 
at 385 points in New York, this prevents anyone grade being concerned. 
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It will be understood from this brief description that transactions 
in "futures" are very strictly controlled in New York and Liverpool 
by the system of daily or weekly settlements and by a classification 
sufficiently wide to enable any grade to be tendered against a contract. 
There is no control of this nature in Bombay. There is no daily or 
weekly settlement there and in the case of all the five distinct ~lasses 
of cotton in which transactions take place, no grade can. be tendered 
against a future contract except the one grad~ of the particular class 
on which the contract was based. This enables a speculator, operating 
on a sufficiently large scale, to corner the market in respect of the growth 
of any particular district in which the crop may be short. The result, 
as we have said above, may be wild speculation which it is impossible 
to chllck, ending in a crisis such as that which occurred in Bombay in 
April, 1918. 

251. Speculative transactions of the character described are not the 
only ones carried on in India. There are 

Kutcha khandl markets. markets in Calcutta, Indore, Amraoti, Bikanir 
and also in Bombay itself where speculative transactions in what are 
known as kutcha khandis, Ie kutcha Americans" or " single and double 
options" take place on a very large scale, purely on the basis of difier
ences to be paid or received, there being no intention of actual delivery. 
'The operators, in this case also, have frequently no real conn~tion 
with the/trade. We are of opinion that the speculative transactions 
in such kutcha khandi. markets are nothing but gambling pure and simple 
and should be entirely prohibited. 

252. Sufficient has, we think, been said to show the necessity for the 
exercise of some control ovel the .' futures" 

f'ormation oran ~~ Indian market of Bombay. We are of opinion that 
cotton AssocIation. h tim' h . ed f th tablish . tee as amv or e es ment m 

Bombay under a Roy~ Charter of a central body, similar to the liver
pool Cotton Association, to control the trade. This body, which might 
be known as the East India Cotton Association, should take the place 
of the seven difierent associations at present existing, the different 
interests concerned being represented on it. As in New York and 
IJ verpool it should establish a proper basis of classes of cotton for 
•• future" contracts by fixing the number of grades which may be 
tendered under each. It should license brokers and commission houses 
and all contracts should be declared illegal unless made through a broker 
or commission house so licensed and in· accordance with the ruleS e.nd 
Tegulations of the Association. Finally it *ould establish a clearing 
house for settlements at least weekly. 

253. An able scheme for the establishment of a clearing house in 

M W
'I' Bombay was placed before us bv Mr. Noel 

r. I klnson'. scheme.. Wilkinson, Secretary' of the Bombay Cotton 
'Trade Association. In our opinion, it does not, however, go far-enough 
.as it does not provide for difierent grades being tenderable under each 
-class of cotton allowed for future contracts. 
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254. It is now a matter of common knowledge that the Bombay 
. cotton trade itself is tmanimously and strongly 

VleWI of .the Bombay and, in favour of the formation of an Association on Lancashire cotton trad.. . 
. the lines we have proposed. We would here 

mention that.we have every reason to believe that the section of the 
Lancashire tr~e which deals in Indian cotton would also welcome it. 
We -nnderstanli that there is a feeling in Lancashire that there i8 not 
sufficient mutual knowledge. between Bombay and Liverpool and that 

. this not infrequently operates to the advantage of those who 8hip cotton 
. which is not up to standard. The result is to confirm the view taken 
in many quarters in Lancashire of the unsatisfactory character of Indian 
cotton. If the cotton trade in Bombay were controlled by one Associa-

. tion ·only,.. the Liverpool Cotton Association would be able to enter intG 
mutual arrangements with it culculated to put a stop to practices 8uch 
as that just mentioned. The effect of this in removing the unfavourable 
impression of Indian cotton entertained in Lancashire could not fail 
to be entirely beneficial, especially when combined with the improve
ment in the marketing of Indian cotton which should result from the 
adoption of the recommendations we have made in the preceding 
chapters. Spinners and manu~cturers of cotton throughout the Empir. 
would undoubtedly turn their attention more largely to Indian cotton 
than . .-has hitherto been the case and this would result in better prices 
being obtained for it to the advantage of the cultivator and the pros
perity of the country. 

255. The formation of such an Association as we have propo8ed 
. above is a highly technical matter and it is not 

Preparation of a ~hem.. possible on the information before us to deaL 
with it in detail. We consider the question one of some urgency in 
view of the consensus of opinion as to the desirability of preventing a. 
recurrence of the conditions which prevailed in Bombay in the early 
pa~t of 1918. Ilf these 'circumstances, and in the hope that such I/o 

scheme will prove acceptable to the various bodies concerned, we have 
requested one of our members, Mr. N.l':(. Wadia, on his return to England. 
to prepare a full scheme in consultation with the Directors of the Liver
pool Cotton Association and, if possible, with Mr. N. S. Glazebrook. 
Mr. Glazebrook has .been nominated to the Empire Cotton Committee 
both by the Bombay Chamber of Commerce and the Bombay Cotton 
Trade . Association!... of which latter body he' was 'chairman for many 
years. We llnderstood that he. was formerly I/o large exporter of cotton 
from Bombay to the Continent and that since his retirement from 
Bombay he has been a member of the Liverpool Cotton Association. 
He has thus a very intimate acquaintance with the working of both 
the Liverpool and Bombay markets. * 

• Mr. W &dia hall' prepared a scheme which is at preeen' under the cODBideratioD 
of the Government of Indio.. 
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256. In this connexion, it has been represented to us that there is
at present no inducement to a dealer to tender 

.. Mutua' allowance .. better cotton, than the grade he has agreed to 
Claus:, ~:i:~:~~ment deliver as, under the rules of the Bombay 

Cotton Trade Association, if the cotton comes 
to arbitration, he is not allowed any'" points on," i.e., he is not given 
any premium for better quality, whilst he is penalized if the quality 
tendered is inferior. The rules of the Bremen Exchange contain, as 
an alternative in the form of contract, a "mutual allowance" clause 
under which East Indian cotton can be bought and sold, if mutually 
agreed upon between the buyer and the 'seller. A mutual allowance 
clause is also included among the alternative conditions in the fonn 
of contract on which Indian- cotton is sold in Liverpo<;>l. Under this 

,clause, if a consignment is slightly above standard, the seller can claim 
an allowance which is agreed upon between him'and the buyer at the 
time the contract is made. Before the war, this allowance was almost 
invariably one-eighth of a penny per pound, but, owing to the recent 

- advance in the price of cotton, it is now usually one farthing per pound. 
If the cotton is below standard or, in technical language, is more than 
one-eighth of a penny or one farthing "off," as may be agreed upon 
between the buyer and the seller, the former has the option of total 
rejection. 

We understand also that, on the Bremen Exchange, 'the arbitratorS" 
are full time, officials appointed by the Directors of the Exchange and~ 
are not p~rmitted to have any dealings .in cotton. In Liverpool and', 
Bombay, arbitration is carried out by members of the respective Asso-' 
ciations, who,though they have no direct interest in the transaction., 
under arbitration, are merchants or brokers connected with the cotton, 
trllde. The evidence, we have received in regard to these two points; 
does not justify us in making specific recommendations but we consider' 
that they should be given due consideration in drawing up the scheme: 
we have outlined above. 

257. 'The ~ystem under which Indian cotton is at present classified' 
for trade purposes is based on the name of 

Trade classification of the districts in which the cotton is grown and 
cotton. 

. ' frequently on that of the railway stations in 
--- those districts. Particular districts and stations tl1erefore get a good! 

or bad reputation iu the market or are known as produciug a particular 
class of cotton. In consequence, it frequently happens that if a short 
staple cotton district produces cotton of better staple in limited quan
tities, such cotton fails to obtain a price justified by its iutriusic value_ 
Another result of the present system, to which we have alrell-dy referred, 
is that cotton of an iuferior quality is raised to, a station the cotton of 
which has a better reputation and commands a better price. The 
cotton is then rebooked to its ultimate destination, its owner hoping 
in this way to~btain a higher price than he would if it were booked 
direct from its station of origin. We consider that the present s)~tem 
is very unsatisfactory as it attaches too much nnportance to the name 
of the station and too little to the character of the staple and the grade 
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()f the cotton, i.e., to its intrinsic value. As cotton for export is always 
"Sold on types representing a certain grade of cleanliness and colour 
and a certain length and fineness of staple, it has been suggested that 
it would be advantageous to the trade if the present system were abo
lished and all cotton were bought and sold on that basis. This would, 
however, mean such a complete reversal of a trade practice of very 
long standing that we are doubtful about its feasibility in present con
ditions. A difficulty which stands in the way of the sale of cotton 
under a standard name instead of under the name of a station is that 
the same variety of cotton, when grown in different districts under 
different climatic conditions, is of very varying quality. Thus karun 
ganni cotton grown in the Coimbatore district of Madras is inferior 
in quality to that grown in Tinnevelly whilst Cambodia grown in the 
Dharwar district of Bombay is in altogether a different class from that 
grown in Coimbatore. The prohibition of the transport of cotton by 
rail, except to bona fide consumers or to ports, shOllld go a long way 
towards securing that the cotton exported from a particular station 
is actually produced in the neighbourhood of that station and should 
therefore make the name of the station of more real importance than 
is the case at present. We are unable to suggest any other remedy, 
in existing circumstances, but we consider that, if the Cotton Association, 
the establishment of which we have recommended above, becomes an 
.accomplished fact, it should take up the question of deruing some 
better system of classification than that which is now adopted. It is 
possible that with a further extension of the practice of purchasing 
cotton through their own agents up-country, which is now fairly gene
rally followed by the Bombay mills, the undue importance attached to 
the names of stations, amounting almost to a fetish, will disappear in 
the ordinary course of trade. . 

258. Our recommendations in this Chapter ma, be summarized as 
Summary. follows :-

(I) One Central Association to be known as the Eaa& India Cotton 
. Association should take the place of the seven distinct bodies 

which at present control the cotton trade in Bomba,. ThiI 
Association sho'QId' establish a proper basis of classes of 
eotion lor "future" contracts, should license brokers and 
eommissioned houses and should establish a clearing house 
for settlements at least weeklJ. The question of including 
in the scheme for such an Association, which we have re
quested Mr. Wadia to draw up' provisions for • "mutual 
allowance " system on the lines of that of the Bremen Ex
change and 01 the appointment 01 official arbitrators should 
be carelully considered. 

(2) All speculative transactions in' kutc1uJ k1uJndi., " kutcAa 
. Americans" or "single and double options" should be 

, entirelJ prohibited. ~ 
&(3) The East India 'Cotton Association, when Iormed, should ~ 

up the question 01 devising some better methods 01 cla.ssi
fication than that at present adopted. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 
\ 

Formation of a Central Cotton Committee. 

259. The lack of organization of the cotton trade and of co-operation 
between it and the Agricultural Departments 

Lack of c~-or~ination and was a point which was brought prominently to 
co-operallon In matters . . f . . Th relating to cotton. our notlce In the course-o our enqulrIes. ere 

is no one body which can be regat:ded a repre
;f:lentative of all trade interests and such control as is exercised by 
Chambers of Commerce or other important associations is of a very 
haphazard and indefinite character. In the previous chapter, we have 
;suggested measures for the organisation of the cotton trade in Bombay, 
which is by far its most important centre in India, and we consider 
t~t once the East India Cotton Association has been established there, 

/~ch functions as the control of the future market, arbitration and 
the fixing of prices of various grades of cotton should be left entirely 
to it and that it will not be necessary for Government to interfere in 
these matters. We consider, however, that something more than this 
is wanted and that a further organization, less formal and more elastic 
than we have recommended for Bombay itself, is required to co-ordinate 
the work of the various Agricultural Departments and to bring the 
Agricultural Department ,as a whole into closer touch with the trade. 
Complaints of lack of touch between the Agricultural Departments of 
the v.arious provinces in matters relating to cotton and between the 
Department and the trade were made to us by several witI).esses and 
there is no doubt that members of the Agricultural Service working 
.o;} cotton in one province frequently do not know what developments 
are in progress in other provinces. Efforts have been made to. bridge 
these gaps, in some cases, by sending officers of the Department of one 
province to tour in another and, in others, by making Directors of 
Agriculture honorary members of Chambers of Commerce but these 
.are unsatisfactory expedients and we are of opinion tb.at the only way 
in which the difficulties which exist at present can be overcome is the 
establishment of a central body for the whole of India,. on which the 
trade and the Agricultural Departments could meet on equal terms 
and to which the Government of India, Local Governments, the Agri
cultural Department and the trade could all look for authoritative 
.advice on all matters relating to cotton. Th$l constitution of such a 
body and the functions which should be -assigned to it are matters to 
which we have devoted earnest thought. It wiH perhaps be eIDore 
~onvenienit)f we first state the specific proposals we make on these 
points and then proceed to explain them in detail. 
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260. We reeommend that a strong permanent Committee, to be 
known as the "Central Cotton Committee," 

Formation and penonnel 01 should be constituted with headquarten in 
• Central Cotton Com-

mittee. Bombay. This Committee should be com-
posed of officials and non-officials. The official 

representatives on it would be :-
(i) The Agricultural Adviser to the GOYernment of India, who 

.would be President.-
(ii) A representative of the Agriculturai Department, who should 

preferably be an expert working on cotton, from each of 
the following provinces :-

"(a) The Punjab. 
(b) The United Provinces. 
(c) The Central Provinces and Berar. 

-(d) Bombay. 
(e) Sind (if the Agricultural Department in that province is 

separated from that of Bombay). 
(/) Madras. ., . 

(iii) The Director General of Commercial Intelligence. 
(iv) The Director of Statistics. 

The non-offici!ll representatives on the Committee would be :
(i) A representative of each of the following bodies :-
(a) The East India Cotton "Association, if established in accord

ance with the recommendations we have made in the pre
ceding chapter, or failing that, the Bombay Cotton Trade 
Association. 

(b) The Bombay Millowners' Association. 
(c) The Bombay Chamber of Commerce. 
(d) The Ahmedabad Millowners' Association. 
(e) The Karachi Chamber of Commerce. 
(/) 'The Madras Chamber of Commerce. 
(g) !fhe Tuticorin Chamber...of Commerce. 
(h) The Cawnpore Chamber of Commerce; 

" (ii) A representative of the ,Central Provinces. 
(iii) A representative of Lancashire. 

As regards the last two representatives, we would explain that, u 
there is no Chamber of Coinmerce of similar body in the Central Pro
vinces which can be regarded as representative of the cotton trade, 
we consider that the interests of the trade in those provinces should 
be represented on the Committee by a leading manufacturer or ginner 
who would be nominated to it by the Local Administration. If thought 
desirable, a similar procedure might be adopted in the case of the Punjab 
though, in view of the close connexion between the cotton trade in the 
Punjab and Karachi, we are'of opinion that the presence of a represen
tatin of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce on the Committee is suffi
cient. We are of opinion that it is of the greatest importance than 
Lancashire should be represented on the Committ~e by a representative~ 
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who might be nominated jointly by the Liverpool Cotton Association 
and the Employers and Employees. Associations. The duties of the 
Lancashire member of the Committee would not occupy his whole time 
and it would, in our opinion, be in the interests 'both of the Lancashire 
and Indian cotton trade if he could be deputed to represent Lancashire 
interests .generally in India. He might be able to render valuable 
assistance in promoting the extension of new varieties by attending 
auction sales and making purchases on behalf of the interests represented 
by him. This, however, would obviously be a matter for decision by 
the bodies by.which he was nominated.. ' 

In view of the important part which co-operation can and undoubt
edly will play in promoting the growth of better cotton in India and in 
bringing about an improvement in marketing, we are of opinion that 
it is desirable that the Co-operative Department should be represented 
on the Committee. We would lay down no hard and fast rule as to 
whether the representative should be an official or a non-official but 
consider that 'the appointment would most suitably be made· by the 
Government of India. It will be seen that we have provided no direct 
representative of the .cultivating classes on the Committee. We do 
not consider that, in present conditions, this is practicable and are of 
opinion that their interests can safely be entrusted to the officers of 
the Agricultural Department who will serve on it. Nor havewe pro
vided for representatives from Native States as this hardly falls within 
our province. We think it, however, eminently desirable that the 
co-operation of Native States in this matter, as in regard to all the other 
general questions with which we have dealt should be secured, if pos
sible, in view of the fact already-mentioned mO.re than once, that one
third of the cotton grown in India is produced in Native States. We 
are therefore of opinion that the Hyderabad and Baroda ~tates should 
each be invited to nominate a representative and that, if it can be 
arranged, the Central India and Rajputana States should have a joint 
representative. _ 

261. For reasons which we have explained 'below, we consider that 
- the functions of the _ Committee should be 

Functions orthe Committee. almost entirely advisory and we would define 
them as follows :-

(a) It should advise both the Government of India and Local 
Governments in regard to any particular questions of cotton 
policy referred to it. 

(b) It would recommend both to Government and the trade such 
measures as appeared to it suitable for safeguarding the 
existing areas- oUong staple cotton in the various provinces 
,,:here these appeared to be endangered as well as for pro
moting and extending the cultivation of long staple CO~tOD 
in new areas such as Sind and parts of the PUiljab. 

(c) It would bring to the notice of Government and the trade-any 
changes in the conditions of the cotton growing tra£~ which 

. may occur from time to time and suggest suitable mea~ures 
to meet them. 
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(d) It would be consulted by Government in rt'gard to legislation 
proposed on any matters connec~d with cotton. It would 
also be consul~d in respect of any rules framed under any 
legislation in regard to such mat~rs both by the Government 
of India or Local Governments. 

(e) In conjunction with the East India Cotton Association, the
establishment of which we have dealt with in the previous 
chapter, it would deal with the question of the trade classi
fications of the different varieties of cotton. 

(I) It would assist the Agricultural Departments of the various 
provinces to obtain authoritative valuations of new varieties 
of cotton a!ld to get accurate spinning tests carried out. 

(g) It would keep in close touch with the Provincial and local Com
mittees the formation of which... we have su!!gested below. 
and would especially render them assistance, if required. 
in regard to the marketing of small quantities of new 
varieties. . -

(h) It would make recommendations in regard to possible improve
ments in the forecasts and statistics relating to cotton. '.\'he 
statistical work in connection with cotton, such as the com
pilation and issue of forecasts, of ginning and pressing 
returns, and of figures relating to the movement of cotton. 
especially of shipment and local mill consumption, might. 
eventually, be handed over entirely to it. 

(i) It would act as a bureau for the dissemination of informatioD 
both in regard to the cotton of. India and of other countries 
to Agricultural Departments and the trade generally, in 
India and throughout the Empire. To enable it to carry 
out this latter function, it would keep in close touch with 
the Empire Cotton Growing Commit~e and would also 
keep itseU informed of developments in the other cotton 
growing countries of the world. 

(i) One of its most important functions would be to advise Local 
Governments in regard to the withdrawal of licenses for 
ginning and pressing factories under the scheme proposed 
in Chapter XVI. 

(k) Finally, it would publish an annual review of the general cotton 
position with special reference to the Indian cotton crop. 
We consider that a useful model for such a review would 
be the well known publication .. Cotton Facts" published 
by the Shepperson Publishing C(\mpany of New York. 

262. Meetmgs of the Commi~e would be convened at least once a 
, 'year or oftener if required. TPe Committee 

Statio' Comm.~ee. would probably find it advantageous to devolve 
someeof its functions on sub-committees. To enable it to carry out 
efficiently the .important functions assigned to it, a permanent. whole
.time Secretary with an adequate staff and suitable offices in Bombay 
would be required. In view of the fact that the success of the Committee 
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would depend to a very large extent on the Secretary, we are of opinion 
that a rate of remuneration should be offered sufficient to attract a man 
of first class organizing abilities. We also think it most desirable that 
a Technologist should be attached to the staff, who would have a labo
ratory in which he_could carry out tests on samples sent him by the 
experts working on cotton in the Provinces and others. Whilst the 
assistance in regard to tests of samples of cotton which has been rendered 
to the Agricultural Department by leading mills deserves cordial acknow
ledgment, we consider that more detailed reports are required than 
the mills have time to give, and that such mill tests as are necessary 
after the appointment of a Technologist should be supplementary to 
the work done by him. The services of such an officer would be Qf 
immense value to the Agricultural Department in helping it to arrive 
at a correct judgment of the value. of any new varieties of cotton pro
duced. In present conditions, the great variations in the valuations 
of the same cotton by different authorities, a point to which we have 
referred in greater detail in paragrapb 267 below render this difficult, 
if not impossible. 

In addition to the work described above, the Technologist could 
also undertake other lines of research into matters relating to cotton~ 
such, for example, as an Investigation into the differences between the 
fibres of American and Indian yarns. He should also be able to value 
the different varieties of cotton in such a way as to bring out clearly 
the real value -of staple and of definite increases in its length. The 
Agricultural Department is, in our opinion, greatly in need of guidance 
of this kind and its absence largely accounts for the tendency of some 
workers on cotton to devote 'attention almost entirely to securing an 
increase in ginning percentage in preference to an increased length of 
staple. We have dealt with the question of the cost of the Committee 
in connection with the general question of the provision of funds to 
meet the expenditure involved in our recommendations. We consider 
that the Committee should be given an annual grant of a definite 
amount sufficient to leave a margin wide enough to permit of an expan
sion of its activities and have suggested that the amount of the grant 
should be at least Rs. 2 lakhs per annum. The expenditure of the 
grant should be left entirely to the discretion of the Committee, which 
should also have full power in regard to the appointment, etc., of its 
staff. Whilst the staff would work entirely under the orders of the 
Committee, we see no objection to the services of officers in Government 
service being lent to it either permanently or for a term ~f years, if the 
posts cannot suitably be filled in any other way. 

263. To enable the Central Committee to keep in touch with what 
. . . is happening in the various provinces, we. 

rormal!on olPro!lnclal and regard it as necessary that it should work 
Local Committees. h h d . h P . . 1 C' d t roug an WIt rovmcla ommlttees an 

. local sub-committees. The main functions of these committ~s would 

.be to provide the C~ntral Committee with full information in regard 
to all points with which the latter was concerned and to investigate 
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. complaints in regard to malpractices in ginning and pressing factories 
in accordance with the scheme we have proposed in Chapter XVI. The 
Provincial Committee should, in our opinion, consist of representatives 
o()f all branches of the cotton industry as well as of the Agricultural 
Department. The number of members might vary according to the 
'Circumstances of the individual provinces but should not be less than. 
nve or more than nine and the Director of Agriculture would be a suit
able chairman. The local sub-committees should be formed in suitable 
oeentres at the discretion of the Provincial Committee and their com
position should follow the lines of the latter, though the number of 
members would, as a rule, be smaller and should not be less than three 
or more than five. The Deputy Director of Agriculture should invari
ably be an ex-officio member of all the sub-committees formed in his 
circle. Any expenditure incurred by the Provincial or local Committees 
.should be met by a grant from the funds of the Central Committee. 

We would add that, in present conditions, the formation of P}-'om
-cial and local Committees is not necessary in Bihar and Orissa and 
Assam, where cotton is an unimportant crop and there are no ginning 
or pressing factories. Although we have not provided for the direct 
representation of Bengal,- the North-West Frontier Province, Ajmer
. Merwara and Delhi on the Central Committee, we think it desirable 
that Provincial Committees, which would work on the same lines as 
elsewhere, should be formed in those provinces though it may not be 
necessary to have local sub-committees in addition. In view of the 
difficulty in regard to distance, we have also not provided for the 
representation of Burma on the Central Committee though we think 
that, if the area under cotton in Burma lncreases, such representation 
would be advantageous as it would enable the Agricultural Department 
()f that province to get the benefit of Indian experience. Weare of 
o()pinU>n that it is desirable that our recommendations in regard to the 
licensing of gins and presses should apply to Burma and that a Provin
'Cial ~ommittee, and if necessary, local sub-committees should be formed 
·but we would recommend that, in the special circumstances of the 
province, the Provincial Committee should be the body which should 
deal finally with complaints in regard to malpractices in gins and presses 
and .should, if necessary, reCommend the withdrawal of licenses to the 
Local Government. We see, however, no reason why, in regard to 
most of the other functions of the Central Committee, the Provincial 
Committee in Burma should not work in conjunction with it. . 

As we have already stated, the functions we nave assigned to the 
Central Committee are almost entirely advisory. We should perhaps 
here mention that we circulated confidentially to Directors of Agricul
ture, and leading associations and individuals connected with the cotton 
trade, a scheme differing somewhat in essentials from that outlined 
above and that the proposals now put forward have been formulated 
after C8l'Hul consideration of the valuable criticisms received. It was 
represented to us in some quarters, to the opinion of which we attach 
great weight, that the functions of the Committee should be executive 
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;as well as advisory, that it should, in short, dictate the policy which 
1!hould be followed in the various cotton tracts and should also be the 
.authority in all matters relating to the'licensing of gins and presses. 
Whilst we fully recognize the force of the arguments in support of this 
'view, we have been unable to accept it as we consider that the diffi
-culties in the way of entrusting executive functions to the Central 
{;ommittee are insuperable. In the first instance, such a course' might 
make it difficult, if not impossible, to secure the co-operation of the 
Native States in carrying out our recommendations, a point to which, 
;as already stated, we attached very great importance. The second 
-difficulty we feel is that dictation of policy to the various Agricultural , 
Departments by a body outside the province might lead to undesirable 
'friction and that the ultimate authority both in this respect and in 
regard to the licensing of gins and presses must be the Local 
Government. 

264. Objections have been raised to the establishment of a Central --
. . Committee on the ground that it will not have 

Re~JY to objections _to the loca'\. knowledge 'to perform the functions .tabllshment 01 Committee. ',\, . 
we propose should be entrusted to It and also 

to its location in Bombay. These we are unable to regard as serious. 
Bombay is obviously _the only possible centre for such a' Committee, 
!handling, as it does, about three quarters of the whole of the cotton 
trade of India and possessing nearly half the looms and spindles in the 
-country, in addition to being the headquarters of the principal exporting 
houses and ginning firms engaged in the trade. One of the principal 
()bjects of the Committee is to ensure close touch between the trade 
and the Agricultural Departments and nowhere can this be obtained 
so well as in the principal cotton centre of India. The direct represen-
tation of all the cotton growing provinces on the Committee as well as 
the proposals for the formation of Provincial Committees and of local 
:sub-committees, in ol'r opinion, suffic:ently meet the critici8m as to lack 
()f local knowledge. We have met the furthu criticiE:m that the Com
mittee would trench on the functio~ of the Agricultural Advisor to 
the Government of India by recommending that that officer should 
be its President. We would point out that, in any case, owing to his 

, ()ther duties and the distances he has to cover in discharging them, he 
has not the time to devote to any individual crop, such as cotton, the 
attention its intrinsic importance may warrant. 

265. As we have stated, our main 6bject in proposing the establish-
, ment of a Central Cotton Committee is to 

t4ecessity for co-o!'dination secure the co-ordination of the work of the 
and co-operallon. • . I A . ul I D hr h proVlllCIa grIc tura epartments t oug-

<out India and that close co-operation between the trade and the Agri
-cultural Department which is essential in the !nterests both of th~ trade 
and of the cultiva~or, if the most iJp.portant industry in India is to 
develop on sound and healthy lines in all its branches, cultivation, 
manufacture. and export. The necessity for such ~o-ordination and 
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co-operation will be rendered all the more necessary if the large increase
i~ the staff of the provincial Departments of Agriculture which we have
recommended is'sanctionEd. We have in the course of our enquiries, 
met with numerous cases in which Directors and Deputy Directors of 
Agriculture, as well as Botanists, wotking on cotton would ha ve been 
very glad ,indeed to have received opinions on the policv they \nore 
pursuing. Their complaint has been that they do not know what the
trade wants and that, when they produce superior strains of cotton~ 
they are unable to obtain satisfactory guidance as to their real value, 
The result has been, in some cases, a lack of continuity of policy and, 
in others, the pursuance of different policies simultaneously by different 
officers in the same province with consequent dissipation of energy and 
lack of progress. On the other hand the trade is often in ignorance 
of what.has been done by the Agricultural Departments, especially in 
provinces in which there are no large commercial centres. It has, for 
example, been a work of several years to obtain for Punjab 4F variety 
the recognition in Bombay that the intrinsic merit of the cotton 
warranted. Nor, as matters are,at present, is the trade in a position 
to bring to the notice of the Agricultural Departments any changes 
in the conditions in which cotton is picked, ginned or marketed with 
a view to alteration or improvement. We are of opinion that a central 
body, constituted as we have suggested, would command the confidence 
both of the trade and the Agricultural Departments and would remove 
these obstacles to development. 

266. If our recommendations in regard to the formation of a CentraD 

The Imperial Cotton 
Specialist. 

Cotton Committee and an increase in the 
staff of the provincial Agricultural Depart
ments, especially on the botanical side, are 

accepted, we consider that the appointment of Imperial Cotton Specialist 
will cease to, be required and recommend its abolition on the retirement. 
of its present holder. At the same time we wish to place on record our 
sense of the obligation which all botanists-working OD cotton in India. 
are u~~er to Mr. Gammie for the work he has done in that appointment~ 
especially on the classification of Indian cottons which is now practically 
complete. The cotton tracts of India are so vast and the problems 
so numerous and complicated that it is impossible for one man to deal. 
adequately with them even in an advisory capacity and it is for this 
reason that we have felt that what is required to secure co-ordination 
and co--operation is not one expert but a body of experts. Mr. Gammie'& 
valuable library and collections could, in due course, be transferred to-
~he Central Cotton Committee. ' 

267. Amongst the functions assigned to the Central Cotton Com-
. mittee is that of assisting the AgriculturGt 

Trade valuation of samples. Departments of the various provinces to obtain 
authorttative valuations of new varieties of cotton and to get accurate 
spinning tests carried out, ard for this purpose amongst others, we have 
recommended the appointment of a Technologist to its staff. It was 
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represented to us by several officers of the Agricultural Department-
that they found considerable difficulty in obtaining valuations of cotton 
from the trade on which absolute confidence could be placed, owin.,. 
to the great ~ariations in the valuations made by different firms, asso~ 
ciations or mills, whether in Bombay or Lancashire. In some case'S 
in which samples of different varieties of cotton were sent to more than 
one firm for valuation, the cotton which headed the list in the valuation 
made by'one firm was entered at the -bottom or very low down in the 
list sent by the others. This difficulty is especially felt in the case of new 
varieties, such as the American varieties in the Punjab ·or the improved 
strains evolved by the Bombay and Madras Agricultural Departments 
on their farms. The result of the variations in the valuations is that· 
the Agricultural Department is left in doubt as to whether a new vanety 
is likely to prove ,acceptable to the trade and whether, if grown on a 
commercial scale, it will be taken up by it. Our enquiries on this point. 
show that the reasons why the Agricultural Department has not been 
able to obtain valuations on which more reliance could be placed, are
two in number. In the first place, the samples submitted to the trade 
for valuation are usually very small, at most only a few pOllI!-ds. In 
the second place, the cotton, as a rule, is very carefully picked and is· 
ginned under the close supervision of the Department. It is not sur
prising in these circumstances, that the valuation of cotton grown on 
an experimental farm and picked and ginned under optimum condi-· 
tions should diffel' considerably from the actual price obtained for the 
same variety grown on a large scale under ordinary conditions and. 
marketed in the ordinary way. To obviate the disappointment which 
has not infrequently been caused in the past by the fail;ure of a new 
variety to come up to the expectations based on a valuation obtained 
in its early stages, we recommend that, in every case in which the Agri
cuIt.ural Department requires a valuation of any cotton grown by it, 
it should, in the first instance, send to the Central Cotton Committee,. 
or, until that has been formed to an association of standing such as 
the Bombay Cotton Trade Association, a sample of not less than twenty 
pounas of lint for valuation. If the valuation proves satisfactory, it 
should then grow the cotton on a field scale sufficiently large to give 
200 pounds of lint, have it picked under the ordinary' agricultural con
ditions prevailing in the tract in which it is grown and hav"e it ginned 
and pressed under the commercial conditions prevalent in that tract. 
The cotton should then be sent to the Central Committee which would 
arrange with a leading mill to have a proper spinning test with the 
standard turns per inch not exceeding seventeen turns per inch for 
20s. counts to be carried out. We have suggested 200 pounds as it is 
the smallest quantity which would enable the spinning mill to get four 
clean laps from the blmvroom. If the spinning test proves satisfactory, 

'. the Agricultural Department will be able to proceed with confidence 
to push the new variety. As we have already sug$ested, it would be 
one of the duties of the Technologist attached to the Central Committee 
to explain to the Agricultural Department the exact significance of the: 
valuations and tests carried out. 
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:268. Our recommendations in this Chapter mar be summarized as 
Summar.". follows :-

~1) In order to secure co-ordination and co-operation in all matters 
relating to cotton, a Central Cotton Committee 01 a permanent 
character. cOmposed 01 representatives 01 the Agricultural 
and Co-operative Departments, the Director General 01 Com
mercial Intelligence, the Director 01 Statistics and represent
atives 01 the trade should be established with headquarterl 
at Bombay. The Agricultural Adviser to the Government 01 
India should be the President 01 the Committee. the staff 01 
which should include a whole-time Secretary and a Techno
logist. The main functions 01 the Committee would be to 
act as an advisory body to Government and the trade on all 
matters connected tvith cotton, including questioDi relating 
to legislation and the licensing 01 ginning and pressing fac
tories .. to act. as a centre lor the dissemination 01 information 
regarding cotton and to assist the Agricultural Department, 
through its .Technologist, in obtaining authoritative valuatioDi 
01 new varieties. 

12} In order to carry out its functions. the Committee would act 
through anll with Provincial Committees and local sub
committees. Such Committees would be lormed in all the 
provinces in which cotton is grown except Bihar and Orissa 
and Assam. In view 01 the special circumstances 01 Burma, 
the Provincial Committee in that province would be the 

-advisory body in regard to the licensing 01 ginning and 
pressing factories. 

~3} The post of Imperial Cotton Specialist will cease to be necessary 
on the fOlmation 01 the Central Cotton Committee and should 
be abolished on the retirement of its present holder. 

i(4} Samples 01 cotton submitted by the Agricultural Department lor 
trade valuation should, in the fitst instance, be not less than 
twenty pounds .01 lint. n the report on these is satisfactory, 
200 pounds of the cotton grown' on a field scale and bandled 
nnder ordinary conditions should be sent for a miD test, 
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CHAPTER XX. 

Conclusion. 

269. We have divided our report into two parts, the first of which> 

Conclusion. deals with the agricultural and irrigational 
aspects of/ cotton cultivatiQn -and the second 

with the commercial aspect. But, in conclusion, we wish to emphasize· 
as strongly as possible, that the Iecommendations in both parts must 
be treated as an organic whole. It is of little avail if the Agricultural
Department evolves pure or improved strains of cotton, increases the
outturn by the introduction of improvements in agricultural practices. 
and ensures cleaner methods of picking or if the Irrigation Department. 
provides facilities for the extension of the cultivation of cotton, unless. 
the cotton- produced is marketed in a _condition which enables it to· 

_ secure its proper price and unless the cotton trade pays that price- fo-: 
it. We have pointed out that the cotton trade is not in a position to· 
cope with the numerous abuses which have been so detrimental to the 
reputation of Indian cotton in the _ past without assistance from Gov
ernment and that a policy of laissez faire in such matters is no longer
possible or desirable. The recommendations we have made in the 
second part of our Report are, therefore, in every way, as important. 
as those in the first part, if a real improvement in Indian cotton is to be 
obtained. If the proposals we have made in both parts are accepted l _ 

the future of Indian cotton will be in the hands of the trade. The
fundamental assumption on which we have acted throughout is that 
there is a genuine demand for long staple Indian cotton and that the 
trade is willing to pay a sufficient premium for it to make it worth the' 
while of the cultivator to grow it but that there have been various· 
obstacles in the pat>t which have prevented it from doing so. We have 
submitted proposals which will remove those obstacles and will enable. 
long staple- cotton to compete with short staple cotton on its merits. 
It will, therefore, rest with the cotton trade to convince the cultivatqr
in the only way in which he can be convinced, that long staple cotton 
pays him better than any other varieties. If it succeeds in doing so .... 
as we trust it will, India will be able to make no mean contribution. 
to the resources of Empire . ... 

.J . .MA.CKENNA, President. 
N. N. W ADIA. ) 
F. HODGKINSON. l 
H. F. ASHTON. ) Member8~ 
G. S. HENDERSON. 
W. ROBERTS. 

F. NOYCE, Secretary. 
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APPENDIX I. 

Itinerary of the Indian Cotton Committee. 

Lyallpur • 
Jhang 
:8argodha 
lIIultan 
Mirpurkhas 
Hyderabad 
Iqbalnagar 
lIIontgomery 
Itenala Khurd . 
Hansi 
Hissar 
Aligarh 
~awnpore 

Jalgaon 
Raipur 
Nagpur 
Akola 
Khamgaon 
Sehore 
Ujjain 
Indore 
Poona 
Lahore 
Lyallpur • 
Sukkur . 
Nawabshah 
Karachi • 
.Bombay. 
ViramFm 
Ahmadabad 
:BfOach 
Surat 
. Navsari 
. Bijapur 
Dharwar. 
Hubli 
oGadag 
:Hagari 
Raichur 
Nandyal . 
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October 8th-12th, 1917 
13th. 
14th and 15th. 
16th and 17th. 
19t~-21st. 

22nd-24th. 
25th. 
26th. 
27th. 
29th. 

i, 29th. 
30th 
31st-Nov. 6th. 

November 7th and 8th. 
9th and 10th. 

11th-14th. 
15th-17th. 
18th. 
19th and 20th 
21st and 22nd 
23rd-26th. 

I>ecember 9th-13th. 
. January, 7th-10th, 1918. 

11th-16th. ~ 
17th. 
18th. 
19th-23rd. 
25th-Feb. 3rd . 

February 4th. 

" 

". 

5th-10th. 
11th. 
12th 
13th and 14th . 
16th and 17th . 
18th and 19th. 
20th and 21st. 
22nd. 
23rd .• 
24th-26th. 
27th 



. 
Guntur • February 28th-Mar. Jat.. 
Madras • March 2nd-6th. 
Madura 

" 
7th and 8th. 

Virudupatti 
" 

9th. 
Koilpatti 

" 
10th. 

Tuticorin 
" 

11th-13th. 
Coimbatore 

" l'th-17th. 
Calcutta 

" 
20th-26th. 

Simla " 
28th. 
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APPENDIX U. 

Statistics of the World's Production arid Consumption of 
Cotton. 

TABLE I.-THE WORLD'S COTTON SUPPLY AND THE BRITISH EMPIRE'S 

SHARE IN IT. 

(Oompiled by Professo/ J. :A.. Todd, Secretary, Empire Ootton Oommittee.) 

(Based on pre-War figures.) 

Grade and quality. 
World;s crop Empire's I Per Where grown. Dales of share. I cent. 5001bo. BaleS. 

I. Dest Se .. Island Islanda, South Carolina .- 8,000 I . 
West Indies 4,000 I 

I 

12,000 4,000 i 33 

II. Bea Islana Fiorida and Georgia 70,000 

West Indle. 2,000 

Best Egyptian Egypt 550,000 I (Sakel, eto.) , 
622,000 552,000 I 89 

II. Egyptian Egypt 700,000 

i Sudan ~O,OOO 

Staple American l\!Issi!sippl delta, etc. 200,000 I 
Nyassaland, Uganda, & E. & S. Africa 40,000 

I 

Peruvia.n Peru 125,000 ! 
1,085,000 760,000 70 

IV. American United Stat .. of A~erica • 15,000,000 ! 
Mexico 150,000 i 

800,000 
I 

Brazil 
I 

Russia. 500,000 

West Africa 15,000 

Levant 100,000 : 

India 400,000 I 

China and Corea 250,000 I 

16,715,000 415,000 I 2-5 

V. Indian, etc. India 4,500,000 
I 

'RUBsla 750,000 

China 1,800,000 

- 7,050,000 4,500,000 64 

25,484,000 I 6,231,0004 24-5 

NOTB.-In the case 01 Egypt, the allocat.on between Grades IL and III ... based on ~he most recent 
ligures avai:able. 225 



TABLE 2,-BALANCE OJ' PRODUCl'ION .AND CoNSUMPTION 01' ConON, 
, 1914--1918, 

(Oompiled by Pro/es8or Todd,) 

I WORLD'S COIO'KBCUL CIIoP. &110 MILL AllaBle .. ('RoP UO WORLD', COIIIlllI.-
CON8l1l1PTlOII, TIO. THBBIIor, 

Mean 
(''lops, 

Mean 
Con· 

Bump
tlon, 

Balance, 

Average 
Price of C 

A. merican, ommer- CoD8um~ 
Indian, clal . tlOD, 

and Croptl, 
EgyptlaD, 

Averaae 
Bal&D"', Prtee of 

~;""rl"D' 

1904-1905 , 19,648 17,726 + 1,922 5·06 13,656 12,064 + 991 t·83 
----~-------I--

1905-1906 , 17,266 18,214 - 948 

1906--1907 , 20,815 19,523. + r,292 

1907-1908 , 17,564 19,893 - 1,829 

1908-1909 , 20,229 19,828 + 401 

1909-1910 , 17,216 19,148 - 1,982 

ll1'1D-1911 , 18,854 20,222 - 1,368 

1911-1912 , 22,IS7 21,495 + 062 

1912--1913 , 21,503 22,302 - 799 

1918-1914 22,309 23,296 + 1,013 

1914-1915 , 

1915-1916 , 

Complete statistics not available, 

1918-1917 , 

1917-1918 , 
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6'78 11,'f3 If,081 - 638 

7'21 13,735 18,208 + 631 

6'68 11,458' 12,112 - 666 

0'29 18,831 18,167 + 676 

l 
9'10 10.692 I 11,764 - 1,162 

8'64 11,988 

7'09 16.108 

7'57 14,106 

7'52 14,882 

15,108 

12,938/ 

12,054 - 68 

14,515 + 1,593 

14,716 - 609 

14,541 + 841 

18,834 + 1,27' 

14,812 - 1,874 

13,906 - 965 

12.282 - 375 

6'3' 

6'19 

6'60 

"'78 

21'68 



TABLE a.-ACREAGE, YIELD AND PRICES OF THE WORLD'S CruEl' 
CRoPs, 1913-19. 

I 
I 
I 

Season. I 
i 

~ 

, 

Amoriea ... I 
191~H • I 
19U-15 • 

: I 191&-16 • 

191&-17 • I 

1917-18 • 

1918-19 • 

i 
I 

I 
India ... 1 

191~H • I 

19U-lS • 

191&-16 • 

1918-17 • 

1917-18 • 

1918-19 • 

Bgl/pl"' .. 

191~H • 

19U-15 • 

191&-16 • 

1918-17 • 

1917-18 ; 

1918-19 • 

(Oompile<l by Pro/ess(W Todd.) 

Per cent. Acreage. on 1913. Crop. 

Bales-50 0 lbo. 
Acres. approximately. 

37,458,000 - 14,609,968 

87,406,000 100 15,067,247 

32,107,000 86 12,953,450 

36,052,000 96 12,976,000 

34,925,000 93 12,000,000 

37,073,000 99 12,liOO,000 

Acres. Bales-400 I bo. 

25,020,000 - 5,065,000 

24,595,000 98 5,209,000 

17,746,000 71 3,738,000 

21,745,000 87 4,502,000 

24,781,000 99 4,036,000 

Feddans. Kantars. 

1,723,094 - 7,684,172 

1,755,270 102 6,490,221 

1,186,004 69 ',806,331 

1,655,512 . 96 5,111,080 

t.677,310 97 6,2liO,000 

1,315,572 76 4,930,000 

The ligures in italics are estimat<s. 
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Yi.ld 
per acre. 

Bales. 

'S9 

·40 
-
·40 

·36 

'34 

'34 

lbs. 

81 

85 

84 

83 

65 

• 
lbo. 

444 

369 

406 

310 

307

1 
J76 

LlVBBroOL PRICES (PENCE 
PBRlb.). 

Lowest. 

I 
Highest. Average. 

I 

Middling. 

6·20 7"96 7"26 

4'25 6'50 5·22 

5,34 8'74 7-51 

8·12 19·45 12',33 

16·90 24·95 21-68 

- - -

No.1 Fine Oomra. 

4·70 6·56 5·87 

3·94 5·00 4046 

4·75 6·90 6·ot 

7·10 18'30 11'00 

15·50 20·36 16·60 

. 

F.G.F.Brown. 

8'15 10·45 9'H 

6·30 8·30 7·34 

7·50 11·90 1()042 

11-60 31'50 21-5J1 

27'50 32·800 .30'97" 

- ..,... -
" Sakel. 

Q2 



TABLE 4.-DISTRIBUTION OF THE AMERICAN COTTON CRoP. 
"-

Tak:n IrW/, the Annual Statemen,t 01 the American Ootton Orop published by t!+e Liverpool Ootton Association. , 
DISTRIBUTION IN A VEB.AGE PERIODS OF FIVE YEARS. I PROPORTIONAL DISTRIBUTION. 

-'----

Taken I ExPOB!r. Taken by EXPORT. by YeaN. American Total A~erican '. \ I North 
aplnnel"ll. Dellverlca. Great 8ptnner., ypan. Gre .. t Other TOUL. north Bnd BrI· Franoe. North Other TOTAL. 

north 
Britain. Fran... Europe. Porte. loutb. Europe. Porte. and taln. 

"outh. , ---
1830·41 983,978 824,187 6',118 89,876 1,401,60' 268,080 1,669,68' 68-114 . 19·41 8·2' 2'86 83-96 16·06 1836·41 
1841·46 1,229,908 849,208 I- 117,609 11',880 l,771,OS6 • 890,82' 2,161,409 68'9& 16·16 HI H7 81-9' lS'08 IS4146 
18'6·61 1,249,629 1196,980 . 1111,629 129,007 l,7S1,288 64S,6S8 11,829,821 69-87 12-70 ,·s, 6-68 76'" 28'68 1846-61 
1861·66 · l,696,09a 622,6'6 188,S86 190,&78 11,'98,002 720,688 8,21S,68S 62'70 19-1S 5·86 5'91 77-60 22,'0 1861·68 

~ 1866·61 1,0110,649 'S3,U1 1160,&55 lS9,106 8,958,261 826,825 8,780,076 5H5 12'78 0'89 5·00 78'12 21'88 1856-01 
1866·70 1,23',869 237,68~ 1",107 68,08' 1,679,18' 87',860 2,553,99' '8'84 11'80 5'04 U8 85'7' 8H8 1866-70 
1870·711 1,897,838 1161,2411 898,890 118,1711 1,666,9'6 1,188,6'8 8,849,'89 '9·80 8·79 10'22 2·\1& 89·16 80.75 1870.76 
1876-80 11,151,081 "7,'80 600,621 207,881 8,890,'63 1,661,060 &,9'7,528 48·60 9·08 11-90 '·20 88·80 81-8' 1876-80 
1880-86 · 11,60&,209 '60,1&8 110,lU1 119',1" ',168,618 1,025,196 8,088,816 "'88 NO 18-82 '·81 88·88 81·04 1880.85 
1886·90 .,836,57' 63U!'0 1,00&,241 8",088 ',820,178 1I,268,lllT 0,878,8011 '\'28 0·8& 11'60 6·00 ON7 82-88 1886-00 
1890.06 8,111,786 838,001 1,840,608 6011,780 6,688,086 1,768,188 8,840,261 87·28 7-69 18·08 0·02 88-96 88·06 1800.115 
1896·1900 • 8,063,976 696,800 1,791,'81 828,111 8,258,818 1,410,061 9,888,860 »&e Nil 18'66 '·62 86-71 85-211 1895·1000 
1900.06 8,12\),881 768,7611 . 8,099,960 888,611 8,879,008 6,S19,lI28 l1,l98,sM 1lT'06 6-85 18'Ti 7·89 81," 88'57 1000-06 
1906·10 8,126,806 924,'99 11,878,987 983,&16 7,'07,OM 6,889,08' 11,397,018 26'~1 "'8 19-11 7'93 611-75 026 1906-10 
1810.1& 8,706,399 977,266 1,661,879 1,'58,061 8.788,676 6,789,240 16,567,716 16-66 6-7~ 18·22 .98 10-37 a.u 1911).15 

11,871,270 
, 

1916-18 · a,607,Ul 881,124 I lSl,saO 1,869,801 ',259,878 7,811,806 .26 8·811 1·01 12·110 088 51H6 11116-18 
(I )'eaIII.) 

(I yean.) 



TABLE 5.-WORLD'S ACTIVE COTTON SPINDLES, 1900 and 1914. 

(Oompilation 0/ the United States Bureau 0/ the Oensus Bulletin 131. 

Active Cotton Spindles. 

CountJ'Y. 

1914. 1900. 

-
United Sta.tes 

Cotton.growing Sta.te( • 12,711,000 4,368,000 

AU other Sta.tes . 19,396,000 15,104,000 

fTOTAL 32,107,000 ' 19,472,000 

Europ&-

United Kingdom 56,300,000 45,500,000 

Germa.ny 11,550,000 8,OOO,uOO 

Russia. ... 9,160,000 7,500,000 

Fra.nce . 7,410,000 5,500,000 

Austria.-Hunga.J'Y 4,970,000 3,3'00,000 

Ita.ly 4,620,000 ] ,940,000 

Spain 2,210,000 2.615,000 

Belgium 
" 

1,530,000 920,000 . 
Switzerland 1,380,000 1.550,000 

Sweden 560.000 360,000 

-Portugal 480.000 230,000 

Netherla.nds . . 500,000 300,000 

Denma.rk . 90,000 40,000 

Norwa.y. - 65,000 35;000 

Other Etlropea.n Countries . . 200,000 130,000 

India. .' 6,500,000 4,9U,OOO 

Ja.pi:m 2,750,000 1,274,000 

China. 1,000,000 550,000 

Bra.zil • 1,250,000 450,000 
. 

Canada. . 965,000 550,000 

All oth,. countries 800,000 52<1,000 

TOTAL 146,397,000 105,681,000 
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APPENDIX m. 
I 

Statement showing the progress made by auction sales of 
American cotton in the Punjab. 

Approsl· PBalllu ... a MluaD 
A .... und.r Number IDA'" o. to"... oa. 

Y.ar. Am.rlcan Area under oJ quantlt, Value 0' 
cotton. 'F. aal ... of kGp ... - to"...lOId. - lold In DaAl. Other 

maundo. AmerI ..... 
------ ---

Acr ... Acree. lla ....... Ro ....... Ro. , 

11105"()8 Under 1,000 Nil. 801d b, private &reat, -.. .. .. 
I 

11108"()II 1,000 I 
I 

1 • 0 • 0 .. 
I 

1 1,001) 
to to to 

1,500 1 II 0 1 II 0 -I 
A few bUDclre4 

19011·10 8,000 .. II maundo. 

1910-11 0,000 .. I 1 • 0 1 • 0 ApprMl. ' 
to to ma&e11. 

1 • 0 1 • 0 Ro.7,OOI) 

1911·12 9,000 .. 
• } ........... __ .. n ... _ 

price of d"AlIn \he open mark ... 

191\1-18 15,000 .. -
1915·It 80,000 80 1 1150 I II 0 1 0 0 0.001) 

1 
to • 0 

ll1a·1S 00,000 8,000 I 6,200 I .18 0 118 0 25.000 

8,000 I S!~ 
1915·16 66,000 9,000 8 8 • 0 1 8 0 80,000 . 

I 
1916·17 125,000 30,900 \I 48,000 , 0 

to 
0 1 • 0 578,000 

to 
7 0 0 , 0 0 

170,000 125,000 11 I , 0 0 1 • 0 t,800.000 1917·18 100,000 I 
to to 

! Ii 0 0 I 8 0 

2prln'" 22,000 • 8 0 1 8 0 '40.000 

I 
oal ... 
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APPENDIX IV. 

Details of a typical auction sale of American cotton in the 
Punjab held at, Lyallpur, January 13th, 1918. 

(i) Oopy 01 notificati<m under which the sale was held. 

AUCTION SALES OF AII1ERICAN COTTON, 1917-18. 

Auction sales of American cotton will ~ held by the Punjab Agricultural Depart-
ment at the following places on the dates shown against each:- . 

Colony. Place. Date. 

Lower Bari Doab Montgomery. 22nd November 1917. 
Ditto Mian Chanu 24th 1917. 
Ditto Chichawatni 28th 

" 
1917. 

Ditto Jahanian 2nd December 1917. 
Ditto Okara 6th 1917. 

Lower Chenab Lyallpur 11th 1917. 
Ditto ,. Sangla Hill 15th 1917. 

Lower Jhelum Sargodha 17th 
" 

1917. 
Ditto Bhalwal 20th 1917. 

Lower Chenab Jaranwala 21st 1917. 
Ditto Jhang. 3rd Ja~~ary 1918. 
Ditto Gojra . 7th 1918. 
Ditto Tandlianwala 11th 1918. 

Each auction will commence at noon save that at Mian Chanu which will commence 
at 4 P.M.: no cart will be allowed to enter the auction which has not arrived at the 
sale ground before 9 A.M. on the day of sale. Any person who wishes can bring his 
cotton ,for sale at these auctions, subject to the following conditions, which will 6e 
binding on both buyer and seller:-

(1) The auctions will be held on common ground and the cotton weighed there, 
unless otherwise decided. 

(2) The arti of the seller will supply the scales, weights, and men for weighing 
purposes; the buyer will supply men for taking down the cotton from 
the scales. The scales used will be the iron scales, with pointer, as com
monly used in most mandis. Either the buyer or a responsible and 
authorized representative must be present throughout the weighing. 

(3) Commission agents will charge nothing from the buyer. 
(4) The seller will be responsible for all costs up to, and including, the putting 

of the kapaa on the scales. Mter this the buyer is responsible. 
(5) Carts will be classified by the Agricultural Department before the sale 

starts and weighments must follow the order of arrival of carts as far as 
possible. The cotton will be sold as it is on the basis of classification. 
A seller is not at liberty to refuse to accept the classificaticn of his 
cotton by the Department, or to withdraw his cart from the sale on the 
ground that he considers the amount bid for it insufficient, or for any 
other reason. Every seller will be given a parena, showing the class in 
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which his cotton haa been put, and will affix his signature or thumb-mark 
to an agreement to the effect that he agrees to this and evfSl1 other 
condition of this sale. -

(6)~The Agricultural Department reBefVe die right. to refuse to acoept. any bid. 
even the highest. The Department will only accept. bids from either 
actual bUyerB themselves or thejp re&ponsible and authorized representa.
tives; and reserve the right to refuse bids from persons who are not. 
known to be either or-their authorized representativeB. 

(7) The buyer will be expected to weigh the whole of the lcapu on ths day of 
sale. In the event of delay considered by the Agricultural Department 
to be avoidable penalties not exceeding the following may be charged 
by order of the Department:-

On any cotton left unweighed after the first day and weighed before the 
evening of the second day one anna per maund, for the third and subse
quent days an extra three annas per maund per day. 

(8) In the event of rain, hail, or other natural calamity after sale and before 
weighing or in the event of any disputes arising out of the conditions 
or the interpretation of the conditions of the sale, the Agricultural Officer 
in charge will be BOle arbitrator and his decision shall be final. 

(9) After the auction, the buyer shall deposit Re. 0-4-0 a maund earnest money 
with the Agricultural Department, to be held in trust for the lIeller. 

(10) The buyer must pay in full for all cotton bought by him and delivered to 
him 'within three days of the weighment.' The buyer will be charged 
three pies per maund daily for all kapu unpaid for at the end of three 
days. " 

(11) Wherever damj or any other tax on tpe cotton ia due to the Municipality, 
it will be paid by the buyer but he ia not liable to any charges on acoount. 
of any ma1l(U charities or other funds. The buyer will get one fKJO per 
maund, j.e., 401 ~ in place of (a'seers in weighment. Thua, the 
buyer will pay for, say, 10 maunds at Be. 10 the amount of R& 100 in 
full, which the zamindar ~ receive after the following deductions for 
tulai and, arat, etc. In the Chenab Canal Colony the deductions will 
amount to Re. 1-6-0 per 100 and in the Lower Bari Doab Canal Colony 
to Re. 1-9-0 per 100. The ani ia responsible for prompt payment to the' 
seller. 

(12) Should the Agricultural Department require the seed of the cot~1l BOld, 
the buyer must arrange for separate etorage of the kapu and must gin 
the kapu without paasing through the opener and Bet and clean the 
machines to the satisfaction of the Department. A premium' which 
will be announced at the time of the sale will be paid for seed thns re
quired. The seed must be delivered at the town where the auction waa 
held. • 

(13) No cotton will be BOld by sample at these auctions unI_ the sample baa 
been duly taken and passed aa correct by the offiCerB of the Agricultural' 
Department. For this a charge of one per cent. on the price realized 
at the sale will be made, to be paid by the seller. Notice must be given 
by sellerB desiring to take advantage of this section at least fifteen days 
before the auction at which it is desired to sell the cotton to the Professor 
of Agriculture, Lyallpur, in the case of auctions to be held in the Lower 
Chenab and Lower Bari Doab Colonies and to the Deputy Director of 
Agriculture, Gurdaspur, in the case of auctions to be held in the Lower 
Jhelum Colony, to enable the necessary arrangements to be made. 
The Agricultural Department reBerves to itself the right to decline to 

- take samples of any lot it wiaheB. 
A)4) The auction sale shaIJ be subject to the conditions Bet out above and aU 

bids given, and all bids received, at the auction shall be considered .. 
given and received, subject to the above conditions. 
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C1 .... Description. 

(ii) Details 0/ the cotton sold. 

I Quantity. 

, 

Price 
Price of realized 

seed paid. per maund 
of knp(JII. 

Buyer. REMARKS. 

________ ' ____ .1 ____ - -- ------1--------

A, 

A. 

B 

c 

D 

E 

I . Mds. Srs Ch. BB. A. P. BB. A. P. 

4F AmerIcan 1.638 3S 12 
rO~re8ced.meant 

'Pure 4F but not 1.3.5 13 8 
for aBe:!. \ 

I 
4F AmerIcan! 6 •• 68 24 14 

with a mixture I 

of up to one 
per .ent. ot 
deahl. 

4F American li1'106 19 4 
with a mixture 
of up to live 
per cent. of 
deaM. , 

i 
Other American ' 
varieties pure. 

, 
Other American 

i varieties with 
I 8 Itnh."ture of 

I ~t~°of ft;:ah~er 

743 27 8 

3.7.8 29 10 

1----._1-

'.fOTAL 14,170 30 S 

3 12 0 

3 10 0 

23 1 0 

22 12 0 

Messrs. Forbes, 
}I'orbes CamP"' 
bell and Com· 
pany. Bombay. 

}Jessr •. Tata Bons 
and Company, 
Bombay. 

Price of cmhi at 
Lyallpur on 13th 

. January BB. 16·6 
permaun~. 

Price of American 
at Lyallpur on 13th 
January BB. 20 
to 21·2 (latter price 
for six caria only). 

22 7 0 Messrs. TataSons Price of Broach at 
• and Company. Bombay on 12th 

20 12 0 

21 4 0 

2011 0 

Bombay. January, Its. 19 
per maund. 

Messrs. Forbes, 
~'orbee Cnmp
bell and Com· 
pany, Bombay. 

Messrs. Tata 
SODS llnd Com
pany, Bombay 

:Mcssrs. Tata 
Sons and Com .. 
pany. Messrs. 
F'orbcs, }i'orbe.s 
Campb .... n and 
Company. 

Price of Punjab 
American at Bom
bay on 12th 
January BB. 20-4 
per _maund. 

Price of cotton seed 
I n the bazar on 13th 
January BB. 3·8·6 
per maund. 

Actual quotations 
for Punjab Ameri
can and Brooch 
at Bombay on 12th 
January ~-

Rs. 

Punjab ADl~ica. 6aO 

Broach . 610 

• Seed was taken from this also at Lyallpur. 
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'APPENDIX V. 

Report on the auction sale of Auierican cotton held by the 
Okara Zamindars' Co-operative Society on 22ncl 
January 1918. 

The Okara Zamindars' Co'operative Society which has been establiahed to &88iat 
its ~ember~ to sell their agricul~ural produce to the best advantage, held ita fint 
auction at Its Agency at Okara m the Lower Ban Doab Canal Colony on the 22nd 
January, when some 11,500 Ulaunds of American ootton was put up for 1Ble. 

Owing to the unfavourable nature of the weather during the flowering -0. the 
yield this year has not exceeded an eight anna average. Moreover, the memben 
of the Society had already sold the bulk of their crop at an auction held by thlt 
Agricultural Department in December, BO that the amount of cotton offered for 
saJe at this auction was comparatively small. 

The cotton which was pure 4F American kapa8 (fifty per cent. fint and last 
pickings and fifty per cent. second pickings) was put up for lBle in three Iota H' 

follows :-
.. Maundl. • 

~A 1_ 
~B U~ 
Lot C 1,000 

Lots A and C, respectively, were the property of Colonel Cole and Chowdritt 
Jehangir Khao. and Lot B was contributed by five different estate., which had. 
combined to sell together, namely: Major D. ~nreneo. Military Oat-Bay Farm. 
Sirdar Mala Singh, 10th Lancers Horse Run. and Dr. Ghulam Kadir. 

The cotton was BOld-on sample, each member producing and being individually 
responsible for his sample. After the sale, each sample had to be _led and de
posited at the Agency. 

The conditions of the sale were roughly as follow. :-
. (a) Weighment to take place at the godoWD8 of the respective estatee. 

(b) Delivery to be taken before 31st March. 
(e) Payment on delivery. 
(d) Cartage free to Okara or railway. 
(e) The Agricultural Department to arbitrate in case of dispute. 

There were only three buyers present to bid, namely :
(a) Messrs. Tata and Sons, Millownerll, Bombay. 
(b) Messrs. Kirpa Ram Brij Lal, Proprietors, Ginning Factory, Okara. 
(e) Messrs. Gulzan Mal Ram Chand, Proprietors, Ginning Factory, Pattoki. 

All three lots were secured by the ProprietorB of the Ginning Factories at Okara 
and Pattoki. The prices realized were Rs. 20 per maund for each of the lots A 
and C and Re. 21 for the big lot B. 

The local market rate on the same day was Rs. 18 per maund and the Bombay 
rate as telegraphed to the Agency by Messrs. P. Chrystal and Company, Bombay~ 
was Re. 610 for good Broach (equivalent to Re, 670 for American). 

Havjng regard to the Bombay rate, the prices realized were not good but the • 
restrict~on of goods traffic undoubtedly affected the bidding, .ince the represent&- . 

. tives of Messre. Tata and Sons, who would have had to rail the cotton to Lyallpur 
or Raewind to gin. stated that, if wagons had been available, he would have bid 
up to Re. 23 a maund delivered at either of those places. However &8 the eellers .. 
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in case of railway diffic11lties, had offered to store the cotton at their estates on .behalf 
of the buyers until freight became available, the millowners' representatives should. 
not have given way so soon to tpe local ginners who are merely middlemen. It is 
the middlemen that our Society desires, if possible. to eliminate, since we are con
fident that if we as producers can get into direct dealings with the Bombay manu
facturers, mutual advantages must inevitably resulJ;_ 

Next year it is expected that our Society will have some 100,000 maunds of 
pure American cotton for sale, and it is hoped that Bombay manufcaturers wiJI 
make -a special effort to secure this by sending representatives to our auctions at 
Okara. . ' 

Sirdar Labh Singh. of the Agricultural Department, who was present at our 
auction on the 22nd instant, afforded much assistance, and our Society, desires to
express its deep appreciation of the support and help it has received throughout 
from the Agricultural Department. 

OKARA; 

The 22nd January 1918. 

E. H. COLE, Colonel, 

D. VANREN'EN, Major, 

for the Okara Zamindar8' Co-&perative Society. 
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APPENDIX VI. 

(i) Berar Cotton and. Grain Markets Law. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

Notification No. l'127-I.B, dated Simla, the 6th May 189'1. 
Whereas it hIlS been customary in the Hydera.bad Assigned District. for the 

Government to 01'en markets and bazara for the sale of agricultural produce, to 
arrange for the conservancy and management thereof, to levy feee therein. and to 
provide for the collection and disposal of the feee levied &8 aforesaid i 

And whereas it is expedient to continue the custom aforesaid: 
In exercise of the powers conferred by Sectiollll 4 and {) of the Foreign Jurisdic

tion and Extradition Act (XXI of 1879) and of all other powers enabling him in 
·this behalf, the Govern.or-General in Council is pleased to issue the following 
orders:-

1_ (1) These orders may be called the Berar Cotton and Grain Market. 
TlUe aDd aommeucement. ~w,,~897, and are hereinafter referred to &8 .. thia 

uaw. 
(2) This Law shall come into force at· onoe. 

~. The Resident may, by notification in the Hyderab041luideney Ot-d6" declare -
. . that any place, the property of the Government or 

.OtiBcatiOD .:!.... marllelll ana of the public or of a Municipal Committee or Distri~ 
, . Board, is a market or hazar for the sale of agricultural 

produce generally, or for the sale of a particular class or c1assee of agricultural pr0-
duce, and may from time to time amend, vary or reecind any euch notification. 

*3. (1) Such committee or person as may from time to time be appointed for the 
purpose of carrying out this Law may, in the case of any officer or servant of the 
Government employed in connection with a 'market or bazar-

(a) where his services are wholly lent to euch committee or person. subecribe 
for his pension or gratuity and leave allowances in accordance with any 
regulations of the Government for the time being in force relating to 
such pension or gratuity and leave allowances i and, 

(b) where he devotes only apart of his time to the performance of duties in 
behalf of such committee or person. contribute to his pension or gratuity 
and leave allowances in such proportion as the Resident may determine. 

(J:!) Any such commit~ or person may, in the case of any officer or servant not 
beging an officer or servant of the Government-

(a) grant him leave allowances and, where his monthly pay does not ex~ ten 
rupees, a gratuity; and, 

(b) where such committee or person is empowered in this behalf by the Resident. 
(i) subscribe in his behalf for his pension or gratuity and leave allowances 

in accordance with any regulations of the Government for the 
time being in force relating to euch pension or gratuity and leave 
allowances; or 

• This section was added by Foreign Departmen\ NotilicatiOll No. 3101-I.B, cIa&ed ~ laJy lllOZ.. 
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(ii) purchase for him from the Government or otherwise an annuity on 
his retirement: 

Provided that no pension, gratuity, leave allowances or annuity shall exceed the 
sum to which, in accordance with the regulations of the Government for the time 
being in force relating to pensions,' gratuities, leave allowances or annuities, the 
officer or servant would be entitled if the service had been under the- Government: 

Provided also that, with the sanction of the Resident, a gratuity no~ exceeding 
one-half of the cost of the annuity admissible under this section may be granted' 
in lieu of such annuity. - ~ 

4. (1) The Resident may, in respect of any market 
Power to :'''.l'eb~::!,r markell or bazaar notified under Section 2, make rules 

for-
(a) the management of the market or bazaar, the levy of fees therein, and, 

subject to the provisions of Section 4, the collection and disposal of 
such fees; . 

(b) the conditions under which licenses shall be issued to brokers, weighmen, 
and measurers using the market or bazaar, and the fees to be charged 
for such licenses ; 

(e) the place or places for weighment and measuring, the description of scales, 
weights, and measures to be used, the periodical inspection, verification, 
and correction of such scales, weights, and me~ures, and the seizure and 
confiscation of such scales, weights, and neasures if used in violation of 
such rules; and, 

(d) generally, the guidance of such committees or persons as may from time 
to time be apppinted for the purpose of carrying out of this Law. 

(2) All rules under this Section shall be published in the Hyderabad ReBideney 
Orders, and shall thereupon have the force of Law. ' 

(3) In making any rule under this section, the Resident may direct that a breach 
of it shall be punishable with fine which may extend to fifty rupees, and, when tlie 
breach is a continuing breach, with fine which, in addition to such fine as aforesaid. 
may extend to five rupees for every day after the first during which the breach 
continues. 

5. (1) All fees under the last foregoing section shall be levied at rates calculated 
Disposal oJ fe .. collectell. so as to meet, as nearly as may be, the expenditure 

dtlemed necessary for the purposes hereinafter men
tioned, and the collections therefrom shall be applied in the first instance to those 
purposes under the direction of the Resident, and through such agency as the 
Resident may appoint in that behalf; that is to say-

(1) th_e maintenance and improvement of the market or bazaar in which the 
fees are levied, its surroundings and approaches; 

(2) the construction and repair of buildings, ehalndras, and other erections 
necessary for the purposes of such market or bazaar; 

(3) the health, convenience, and safety of the persons using such market or 
bazaar; and 

*(4) the provision of pensions, gratuities, leave allowances and annuities for 
any officers or servants employed in connection with a market or bazaar. 

(~) The surplus (if any) shall; in the case of a market or bazaar within muni
cipal limits, be paid over to the Municipal Committee concerned for expenditure ,on 
thc purposes specified in the Berar Municipal Law, 1886, and, in the case of any 
other market or bazaar, to the District Board concerned for expenditure on the 
purposes specified in the Berar Rural Boards Law, 1885. 

6. (1) No trade allowances shall be recognized in any market or bazaar notified 
Abolitio tr under Section 2, and no civil court shall, in any suit 

D of ada aIlOWIUlC... arising out of a transaction entered into in any such 
market or bazaar, have regard to any usage or trade custom or allegecl usage or 
trade custom to the contrary. , 

• This waa added by Foreign Department Notiftcation No. SlOl-I.B, dated 25tb July 100-2. 
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(2) In every cotton market or bazaar notified under Section 2, alIl1&1Dplea 
-shall be paid for, and no civil court shall, in any suit arising out of a transaction 
,entered into in such, market or bazaar, have regard to any usage or trade custom or 
,alle,ged usage or trade custom to the contrary. 

(3) In every transaction entered into in any cotton market or bazaar notified 
1IDder Section 2, it shall be presumed that the parties intend that cotton IIhall be 
weighed in the sacking, and that the seller guarantees that the sacking of each 
-package shall not weigh more than ten pounds. 

Explanation.-Every deduction other than deductions on account of deviation 
trom sample when the purchase is made by sample. or of deviation from standard 
when the purchase is made by reference to a known Btandard, or on account of a 
difference between the 'actual weight, of the Backing and the atandard weight, or 
on account of the admixture of foreign matter, Bhall be regarded 118 a trade allowance 
-for the purposes of this Law. 

7. (1) When the Resident has, by notification under Section 2, declared any place 
to be a market or bazaar for the sale of agricultural 

-l'rO~:ko:. ::'d w.::.~ad produce generally, or for the sale of any particular 
class or claesee of agricultural produce. no new market 

.or bazaar shall, except with the sanction in writing of the Resident and lubjeot 
to such conditions as the Resident may think fit to impose, be established for the 
like purpose within five miles of the market or bazaar notified 118 aforesaid. 

(2) Whoever establishes a market or bazaar in contravention of thit section, 
.or violates the conditions under which he is authorised to establish a market or 

, 'bazaar under this section, shall be punishable. with fine which may extend to fifty 
'rupees, and, in the case of a continuing breach, with fi!}e which, in addition to such 
fine as aforesaid, may extend to five rupees for each day after the first during which 
,the breach cQntinues. 

BecoverJ 01 1-. 
8. Fees leviable in pursuance of any rules under 

this Law may be realized 118 fines under the orden 
of any Magistrate. 

9. The bazaar cess; the levy of which was authorised by the Notification of the 
Government of India in the Department of Revenue. 

Abolition 01 amting bazaar cea Agriculture, and Commerce, No. 11, dated the ~th 
iD mark:d;rSa':.:1. DoWietl January 1875, shall cease to be levil(d in any market 

or bazaar notified under SectioD 2. 

W. J. CUXL~GHAM, 
Secretary 10 eM Govern1M1ll o/India. 

(ii) Rules under the Berar Cotton and Grain Markets Law. 
HYDERABAD RESIDENCY ORDERS. 

:Notification No. 79-B., dateiJ, Hyderabad Residency, the lit April 1918. 
(A8 amended up 10 the 3181 July 1914.) 

The Resident in exercise of the powers conferred on him by eection ~. of the 
Berar Cotton and Grain Markets Law, 1897, is pleased to make the following Rules 
for the purposes specified therein. These Rules shall come into force from the 
.date of this notification :-;-

Appointment 0/ the Managing Commitiu. 
1. Immediately on the publication of these orders, and hereafter on or as SOOD 

as possible after the 1st April in each year, the Deputy 
'PraparetioD 01 lists, 01 perIOlI8 Commissioner shall prepare a list of persona eligible 

eligibl,lor appombDeDL - for appointment as members of the' Managing Com. 

mittee of a market or bazaar • 

• ltesideDey Orden )rotiJIcation No. 258, dated tbe 7th October 1902. 
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QualilicalioD 01 memben. 2. The following persons shall be eligible for 
appointment :- • I 

(I) Every member of the Municipal Committee-if the market or bazaar is 
situate within municipal limits-who is not in any way personally inter· 
ested in the cotton trade. 

(2) Every person who on his own account, or on account of the undividtid 
Hindu family of which he is the manager, has in the financial year 
immediately preceding the financial year in which the appointment is 
made, purchased or sold in the market, as evidenced by the market 
registers, not less than 100 bhojaB of ginned cotton or 100 ~handi8 of 
unginned cotton. 

NOTE.-For the purpose of th .. e rul .. ginned cotton Includes cotton from which the seed bas been 
removed by any process whatever. 

(3) The principal agent, or, if the principal agent is otherwise disqualified, the 
next senior agent or servant, of every firm or company which has in the 
financial year next precedill8 the financial yvar. in which the appoint. 
ment is made, purchased or sold in the market, as evidenced by the 
market registers, not less than 500 bhojaB of ginned cotton (200 bhojaB 
for Karinja cotton market) or not less than 500 khandi8 of unginned 
cotton (200 khandiB for Karinja cotton market): 

Provided that-no person shall be eligible for the appointment who-
(a) has not resided within the limits, or within five miles from the limits, of 

the town or municipality, as the case may be, in which the market or 
bazaar is situate for three months on the date on which the list is 
prepared ; 

(b) is a female, is not 21 years of age, is of unsound mind, or is affected with 
incurable disease; , 

(e) has been declared an insolvent, or has been convicted of such offence, or has 
been subjected by a Criminal'Court to such order as implies, in the 
opinion of the Deputy Commissioner, a defect in character which unfits 
him to serve as a member of the Committee ; 

(d) is a clerk or servant of the Committee, or is a licensed broker, or is a licens'ed 
weighman; or 

(e) has directly or indirectly any share or interest in any contract or employ. 
ment with, Dr on hehalf of, or under, the Committee; 

(I) being a buyer or seller has not registered his name under rule 50. 
*(4) An aratya who has in the financial year last preceding the financial year 

in which the appointment is made, purchased or sold in the market, 
as evidenced by the market registers, not less than 500 bhojaB of ginned 
cotton or not less than 500 khandi8 of unginned cotton. 

Explanation.-An aratya means and includes a general commission agent who 
in consideration of arat or commission offers to make or makes purchases or sales 
of kapas or cotton and offers to do or does all things necessary for completing and 
carrying out those purchases, or sales for and on account of others, that is, his prin
cipals or constituents. 

3. A copy of the list prepared by the Deputy Commissioner shall be exhibited 
Lisll prepared by the Depnty on a board for public information at each of the fol
CommissioD'" to be publiahed. lowing places, namely:-

The Deputy Commissioner's office; 
The Tahsildar's office; 
The office of the Municipal Committee; and 
The 'principal gate of the Cotton Market. 

4. The Deputy Commissioner may, if he thinks fit, at any time, on receipt of 
" an application, enter in the list the name of any person 

corr.c~~:u~; ~~.!~~~.:.y the who is eligible for appointment, an~ may from time 
. to time order the removal 'frOm the bst of thd'name of 

any pe;son who has ceased to be eligible for appointment . 

• Central Pro.it .... Gazelle. Notiflcatiou No. 490, dated the 19th April 1909. 
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5. A person shalf become ineligible for appointment it he oeases te be a member 
nil aWl II of riliD of the Municipa.! Committee, or if he oeases to reaide 

q:oDl :~:'!.t in :':.liall. P- within the limits of the town or municipa.!ity, as the 
case may be, in which the market or bazaar is lituate, 

or within five miles from such limits. A person shall be held to have .. oeased 
to reside" if he is continuously absent from his residence for four months, and for 
eight months in case of Karinja Municipa.!ity. 

6. On or as soon &8 possibl~ ~ter the 15th J~e in every year the Deputy Com. 
CODilituli of the CommlUee. ml8BlOner shall submit for the CommiBBiont'l". approva.! 

OD not less than five persons selected from the liat prepared 
- under rule 1 for appointment to the Committee of Management. -",uch Committee 

shall ordinarily consist of five mefnbers, but shall not be considered to be improperly 
constituted by reason only of the number of members being at any time lese than 
that number. . 

Selection shall ordinarily be made by !,.he Deputy CommieBioner in the following 
mauner:-

(a) Two of the five members of -the Committee shall be elected by the Muni. 
cipa.! Committee at a special meeting to be held not later than the 31st 

. May in each year from among such of the members of the Munioipal 
Committee &8 may be fully qualified under rule 2, and the result ,hall 
be communioated to the Deputy ~rnmiasioner before the 8th June 
following. 

(b) The remaining three members of the Committee shall be elected by ballot 
at an election to be held by the Deputy Commissioner or luoh offioer 
&8 he may depute for the purpose not later than the 10th June by the 
persons appearing on the list prepared by the Deputy CommiBBioner 
under the foregoing rules. , 

(c) In the event of the Munioipal Committee failing to elect and report the 
election of two representatifes by the date preeoribed above, or electing 
and reporting the election of only one by that date, or in the !!Vent of 
the market not being situated within munioipal limits the vacancies. 
one or two, &8 the case may be, shall be filled by election as provided in 
olause (b) of this rule or by nomination by the Deputy Commissioner. 
as that offioer may decide. 

(d) The ballot shall be scrutinized by the Deputy CommiBBioner or by an officer 
appointedfy him for the purpose. and their decision thereon ,hall be 
recorded i writing and deemed finaL In the event of the votes being 
equa.! in any case, the officer conducting the election shall have a casting 
vote. 

(e) Should the persons entitled to vote under clause (b) fail to elect the number 
of members required, the Deputy Commissioner shall nominate them. 
and should the Commissioner not approve of the names submitted after 
election or otherwise, the nomination and appointment of other persona 
in their place shall rest with the Deputy CommiBBioner and the 
Commissioner. . 

(I) No second election will be held under any oircumstances. 

7. The names of the persons approved by the Commissioner shall be notified in 
the Central PrOfJi_ Gazdte. and they shall oome into 

Datera:'D =0:'::0:;:"'-- offic:e on the. first day of the NoVember • ~ext following 
their appointment. A member appointed to fill 

a casual vaeanoy shall come into office on the date on which his appointment shall 
have been notified in the Central PrOfJincea Gazette. All members shall vacate office 
on the first day of November· following the date of their entrance into office: 
provided that between the date on which these rules come into force and the thirty
first dar of October 1898 a provisional co~t~ s~ be nominated by.the Deputy 

.. CommieBioner and appointed by the CoDlIlll8Bloner In the manner 'Provided by the 

• ResideDcy Orders Notillcation No. Sill. dated.Ule 16th_December_18O!. 
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first paragraph of rule 6, such provisional committee _being composed as far as may 
be of the members of the committee already in office when ,these rules are published. 

8. A casual vacancy occurs when a member having died, reSigned, or become 

Cuaal neancill. ineligible for office, whether before entry into office or 
during the term of' office, the Deputy Commissioner, 

011. the matter being brought to his notice, declares a. vacancy. It shall be the 
duty of the ChaiIman of the Committee to bring to the notice 'of the Deputy Com. 
nlissioner facts which would justify the Deputy Commissioner in making such a 
declaration. On the occurrence of a casual vacancy, the Deputy Commissioner 
shall submit the names of not less than two persons for the Commissioner's approval, 
and the person selected by the Commissioner shall thereupon'succeed-tO the vacancy. 

9. Nothing in these rules shall be deemed to prevent the Chief Commissioner 
from at any time superseding a Committee or removing 

Power. ,of Chief Commissioner .. any member from the Committee and appointing ,other 
10 apPOllllm:!:'::rs~emoVal of members either in lieu of or in addition to the members 

appointed under these rules, and from selecting such 
members in such manner as he may consider advisable. 

The powers aifO; duties of the Committee. 

10. The Committee shall so faJ: as the funds at its disposal will permit, but subject 
DaIiN' of the Committee. . to the provisions of these rules, and to such exceptions 

and oonditions as the Deputy Commissioner may, 
subject to the provisions of these rules, from time to time make and impose, provide 
(1) for the maintenance and improvement of the market, its surroundings, and 
approaches: (2) for the construction and repair of buildings, chabutars,.and other 
erections necessary for the purposes of the market; and (3) for the health, con·' 
venienoe, and safety of the persons using the market. ' 

. ' 11. The Committee may, with ,the previous sane· 
Power of Comllllitea to mat, tion of the Deputy Commissioner, from time to time 

ruiN. make rules consistent with these rules as to-
(a) the time and place for meetings; . 
(b) the manner of convening meetings and of giving notice therefor; 
(e) the quorumreqnired at meetings; 
(d) the conduct of proceedings at meetings; 
(e) the division of duties among the members; 
(I) the per~ns by whom receipts may be granted on behalf of the Committee 

for money paid; and . 
(g) the guidance of all persons employed or appointed for the purpose of carry· 

ing out the law or the rules framed under the law. 
12. The Committee may also appoint one or more of its members to be a sub· 

- . com!llittee or to be a joint·committee for the con· 
:rP~~~I~~~.J'~':,a~3~~el::! duct of any work or works, or to report on any matter 

lioll of duliN 10 members. or matters, and may delegate to anyone or more of 
its members such ?f its own powers as may be necessary. 

The Chairman: his powers 'and duties. 
_,0-

, /. 

13. The Committee shall, subject to the confirmation of the Deputy Commis·' 
,o4 sioner, appoint one of its members to be Chairman. 

!rha Chauman. He shall conduct all C0!lespondence. All contracts 
shall be enter€d into in his name, and the servants of the Committee shall, subject 
to these rules and to, the orders of the Committee, be subject to his control. He 
shall keep the accounts, shall be responsible for the punctual rendition of all reports, 
and returns, and for the custody of all monies not dllFosited in the treasury 01" 
with a banker, and shall be the chief executive officer of the Committee. 

14. The Chairman shall, subject tolthe provisions of rule 15, hold offi~ from 
the date of his appoint~nt until a new Committee 

!rarm ,of ~mc. of. and c~ual va- has come into office. But III the event of the Chair· 
canCIN m omoe of. Chauman. . '. b . bl f t' man's dying. reBlgnmg, or ecome mcapa e 0 Be mg. 

the Committee shall appoint another Chairman. 
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-15. A Chairman may be removed by the Chief Commissioner by rcuo 
]hmOC:~tCt>C:=::er~' tile of his having ceaaed to be eligible for appointment 

~ member of the Co~ttee or for any other caule. 

MuUnp o/IM Commillu. 
16. The Chairman: or, in his absence. a member eelected for the occasion, .hall 

Cllairmaa &0 ...Mid preside at meetings. and the Chairman or presiding 
~--.. .. member shall be entitled to speak and vote on all 

questions, and shall also have a casting vote in e"£..ry case in which the votes are 
equally ~vided. 
1~ minute book shall be kept for permanent record, and a record of the pro-

IliDllie book &0 .. k pi. ceedings. at every meeting, shall be made by, or under 
• the supervision of, the Chairman or other presiding 

member, and shall be signed by him. 
,18. The Deputy Commissioner, or the Chairman of'the Municipal Committetl, 

. or any member authorized in writing by such Dl'puty 
cacm ntitl~ &0 ailend m.. Commissiener or Chairman, shall be entitled to attend 

lIIIL any meeting of the Committee and to ad~ the Com
mittee on any matter. 

19. The meetings of the Committee shall, as a rule. be open to the public. 
1Ieeting1 open &0 tile publio u. but on a motion carried by two·thirds of the members 

ru1e. present, strangers may be required to withdraw. 
20. A copy of the proceeding. of every meeting o! the Committ.e shall be for-

Co of . of warded to the Deputy Commissioner forthwith, and, 
PJ proceedinp meelincl. if the market or bazaar is aituate within municipal 

limits, through the office of the lIlunicipality. 
21. Ref-:nces from the Committee to any Government officer .hall be made 

Bef_DCeL through the Deputy Commissioner. , , 

SenJCl.nU of 'M Committu. 
22. The Committee may employ such aervanta as may be neceuary and proper 
bpi t of I&. for the efficient execution of ita dutiee, and may &88ign 

Oran""1111 to such ,servanta mch pay .. it thinb fit. 
23. When any appointment is made by the Committee to an office carrying a 

. ' ealary exceeding Rs. 10 per mensemL the Committee 
Appomtmenll of Ier9IIIIII. shall furnish to the Deputy Commissioner full particwars 

in writing regarding the age, parentage, caste. reaidence. and qualificatioDl of thl!
person appointed and the ea1ary allotted to him. 

NOTB.-Original Roles 26 and 27 ....... ean .. 1Jed and Rol .. 28 to 83 were renumbered .. Jlulee lUI &0 81 
by :Residenc, Orden Notilleation No. 258, dated tile 7th October lllOi. 

24. No servant of the cOmmittee in pensionable employ drawing a eaIary 
. . exceeding Rs., 10, nor any other servant drawing 

DiaaUnI of ... l1li1&. a ealary of Rs. 25 or upwards. and no Govemnrent 
official employed by the Committee, shall be dismissed or degraded eave with the 
previous sklction of the Deputy Commissioner. 

25. If in the opinion of the Deputy Commissioner-
(a) the number- of servants employed by the Committee under rule 2~ or 

- ' . 'the pay a38igned by the Committee to these 
CO,!troi 01 tile J)epl\&:I eo....... servants or to any particular aervant is - _ OYer .lablillunlDla. -

excessive; or 
(b) any such servan~ is unfit for his emplo,.t, 

the,Co~mittee shall, on tlie requisition of the Deputy Commissioner, redUCt! the 
number or the pay, or, as the case may be, dismiss the unfit servant. 

. , 
Jlei,criclio7Ul {111 1M powerll 01 ,he Commtttu. 

26. The Committee shall be guided by those general 
,eolllllli&tee~~'!:" GoY- principlee of which the Government has approved in 

" their leveral departments of administration. 
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27. The Committee shall take all possible steps to secure an adequate check OD 
. the due crediting. of receipts and on payments made 

Check 011 ,reo~::'r~_d e",Blllli. by its officers and servants, and it shall furnish to the 
, , Deputy Commissioner all information he may require 

re,garding the action taken in this respect. ' 
28. The Committee shall make due' arrangements to insure that works 

Enonlioll 01 IIIIIoliolle4 worD. sanctioned have been duly execJ.!ted. 
29. All receipts on account of fees recovered under these rules and all other 

I items of income whatsoever shall 'be daily credited 
:B.e~~:~:;~:.::~~~tr&::':y~to in full into the Government tretsury or subtreasury 

where there is one, and all balances shall be kept in 
fiuch treasury, and shall not be drawn out except in accorda~ce with these 
rules. i ,-'-

*29-A. The surplus of the Cotton Markets on tlili 31st October shall be transferred 
on the 1st November of each year to the Municipal Committee pr the District Board 
concerned under Section 4 (2) of the Berar Cotton and Grain Markets Law, 1897. 

NOTE.-Tbo word" surplus .,'shall be taken to mean all unexpended balances. 

l'aymenll to be made b, cheqnes 30. All payments shall be made on cheques drawn 
oaly. on behalf of the Committee. 

31. Every_cheque drawn on behalf of the Committee shall be signed by the 
E Ilitnr Chairman, or, in his absence, by two other member~. 

",ell e. No such cheque may be'drawn except on a bill which_has 
been examined and passed by the Chairman or on the issue or recoupment of an 
imprest, if any. And the said Chairman shall not pass any bill for payment without 
the previous sanction of ,the Committee, except to provide for the foll~ mat
ters:-

(1) Sa.Jary of fixed establishment. 
(2) Payment for works and repairs sanctioned by competent authorit~ 
(3) Sums for emergent purposes which, in antibipation of the sanction of the 

Deputy Commissioner, may be met on the authority of the Chairman: 
t Provided that, in the absence of the Chairman from the town, billS-for payments 

of the above nature may be passed and signed by any two membC1rs. 
32. No payment shall be made from the Governmen~ury on any cheque 
.. purporting to be drawn on behalf ,of the Committee 

Anthont, to IIgII cheQn~ unless it be signed by the Chairman or by two members 
as already provided. 

t32-1A. All remittances to the treasury shall be accompanied by challans in 
-duplicate and a pass-book. Upon reoeipt of the money by the treasury, both sides 
of the pass-book shall be written up to date by the Treasury Accountant: the entries 
shall be initialled by the Treasury Officer and the books returned. 

32-13. The pass-book is not an account book of the COllUnittee, but is simply 
a copy of the account kept in the Treasury of the money paid in and withdrawn 
on behalf of the Committee and must therefore always be written up by the Trea
sury Department bi whom the original account is kept. 

32-('. At the close of each month, the balance in the pass book shall be struck 
.and the amount written in words and signed by the Treasury Officer_ ' 

33. Provision for works and repairs may be made 
BIIIICliolll reQnird lor works. in the budget-estimate under the following sanctions :-

(1) When the cost of the work in less than Rs. 200, the sanction of the Com
mittee; 

(2) When the cost' of the work exceeds Rs. 200, the t sanction of the Deputy 
, Commissioner ahd subject to the preparation of plans in the cas. of e.ll 

works the cost of which is likely t9 exceed Rs. 50. -• Residency Orders Notitlcation No. S40, dated the 16th December 1902. 
t Cent,al P,o",ne .. Gllutl. Notitlcation No. 241. dated the Srd lIarch 1914. -

: C.,II,oj Provine .. Gaz""" Notillcation No. 11591, dated,tbe Srd October 190 •• 
I' 243 
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34. P)ans and estimates for works estimated to cost lees than Rs. 200 ,ball 

Bvldeace 01 lanclioll. 
be signl'd by the Chairman, and plans and estimatel 
for works estimated to cost more than Rs. 200 .ball 

be signed oy the Chairman and by the Deputy Commissioner, in token of approval 
of design and cost. In the case of original works estimated to cost more than. -
Rs. 500, the professional approval of the Exe<'utive Engineer of the district .hall 
be obtained and evidenced by his counter·signature. 

35. All works ~hallbe carried out under the supervision of the Chairman unles& 

SUperviliOD 01 worD. the Deputy Commissioner in any particular case 
directs otherwise. 

36. Contracts enterc<Cinto by the Committee shall ordinarily be reduced to 

CoDiraell. 
writing and the provisiona of the Stamp and Regis. 
tration Acts shall be complied with. Written con· 

tracts ~~all be signoo on behalf 01 the Committee by the Chairman and one member • 

• 4nnual btu/gel and accounu • 

. _ *37. For the pu{poses of the rules following the cot.ton market year ,hall be 
held to commence on the 1st November and f'nd on the 31st October. 

T~e Committee shall annually Itoid a speciaIJneeting in the first week of June 
and !\hall prepare a budget of income and expenditure for the ensuing year. The 
budg~Shall be submitted to the Deputy Commissioner, who ,hall eanction the 
same 'th such alterationa as he may coMidf'.r prop3f and shall communicate the 
sancti ned budget to the Committee. The Committee shall regulate their upen· 
dit.ure in accordance with it. 

38.t Annual accounh for the past year .haU be sub-
Amaual aeqounb and audill. mitted to the Deputy Commissioner annually along with 

the budget. . 
3S.A.t The accounts of the cotton marketB- shall be audited locally by the 

Local Audit Establishment of the Comptroller: Central Provinces. At the time 
of audit the Chairman, Vice·Chairman or Secretary shall cause to be proout'f'd 
all accounts, registers, documents and subsidiary papere which may be calII'd for 
by the audit officer for the purposes of his audit. Any explanation callt"d for 
by that officer for the settlement of. any diecrepancy shall also be immediately 
furnished to him. 

To meet the cost of the Local Audit Establishment, the Cotton Marke," Fund. 
will, with effect from the 1st April 19~, contribute to the Provincial Revenue& 
one per centum on the total annual expenditure. In calculating the total expen· 
diture on which fees are to be levied, all amounts falling under the beads of .. Ad· 
vances and Deposits," including the amount of expenditure on Public Works audited 
by the Examiner, Publio Works Accounts,' and the surplue amount paid, are to 
be left out of 'account. 

The collection o//eu. 
39. The following fees shall be leVied in th& 

market:-
(1) On every package (docr/J or akAa) of ginned cotto~ six pies. 
(2) On every cart laden with unginned cotton, one anna. • 

40. The fee shall.be payable as soon 8B the cotton is brought into the market; 
but, unless there is reason to fear that the duty 1riJ} 

BecoftlJ 01 r-. be evaded. it Bhall not be recovered till the cottoQ. 
is after sale removed from the mArket yard. -
Keceipb to lie led ud - . ~. A receipt shall be gr~ to the payer in respect 

tar 01 eoIIecC to lie k::t'" of ~very fee collected 1lIlde1i these rules, and a regiater 
of collection shall kept. 

p to ha Dected II paid 42. The feee shall be collected by paid llervant& 
eel ,- 10 noll.' -- of the Committee, and shall not be farmed out. 

• Re..-Ised by CrIIlml Pnni_ G_ Notlft ... tioD !I'o. 889. dated the 25th 0_ 1_. . 
t Revised by CfJfIhal Pro ... _ GautU NotillcatiOD No. 878" elated &be Sial July 1!1O~. &11411'0. U9~ 

dated the 25th OctoM 1_. - . 
$ C"",rall"nn'iftt:u C_ Notillcatiou No. 8784, dated lbe 310& Jul¥ 1~. 
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Servanll employed 00 Ihe 0011_ 43. Every servant employed by the C()mmit~ .for 
tioo of feet to wD! badget. the collection of fees shall wear a suitable badge of 

offics provided by the Committee. 
44. Any person removing or attempting to remove cotton from the market 

P all f . f I ! -yard before the fee has been paid and the receipt 
en r o~ t~e8Sl:e~.o paymeo 0 prepared and granted, 01' practising any device in 

order to evade or facilitate the evasion of the pay
ment of the fee, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding Rs. 50. 

45. Every person authorized to collect the fees shall be provided with a locked 
c lod I 11 ti money box, the key of which shall remain in the charge 

01 r 0 co ee 00. . of the Chairman. The ~eceipts shan be placed in the-
box by the payee, or in his presence by the person -receiving the same and the box 
shall be opened daily at a fixed hour by the Chairman or such other member of 
the Committee as may be appointed for the purpose, who will be responsible for 
comparing the counterfoil receipts and register of receipts with the amount actually 
received; . 

Area 01 the market. 

Management 0/ the market. 

46. For the purposes of these rules, -tIie -area of every 
market entrusted to the management of the Committee 
shall include--

(I) the market yard (the enclosure bounded by walls and railings known as 
the cotton market yard) ; . 

(2) the market proper (including all land, the property of the Government 
or of the Municipality, within a radius of 500 yards from the centre , 
of the market yard) ; and 

(3) the approaches-(including all lands, the property of the Government or 
of the Municipality, within a radius of one mile from the centre of tl,e 
market yard). 

47. The Committee shall have the absolute control of the market yard, and, 
- subjeot to these rules and to the orders of the Chief 

Coo,ol ao!~~:e;!r~~:V of the Commissioner and to such control a.s is by these rules 
or by any other law vested in the Deputy Commis

si()ner or in the l\IlUucipal Committee, shall manage it as if it,were the private-~ 
property of the Committee, having regard always to the conven,i.ence of the cotton 
trade and the purpose for which the control is transferred to the Committee. The 
gates shall be opened and closed at such hours as the Committee may from time 
to time direct; the carts shall stand in such place and for such times as may be 
permitted, and ingress and egress /nay be permitted, to such persons and at such 
times, a~ the Committee may consider proper. The conservancy of the market 
yard shall be a first charge on the funds at the disposal of the Committee, and 
the upkeep of roads, wells, water-troughs, and buildings shall be wholly charged 
to that fund, and the Committee shall be respon.uble for the perfect consei'vancy of 
the yard and for the upkeep of the roads;- well, water-troughs,and buildings there
in: 

Provided than no registered buyer or registered seller or registered buyer and 
seller shall be exclpded from the yard at any time_ when the yard is open to the 
general publio. . _ 

48. In the market proper, ~he Committee shall exercise such rights only as 

Powers of the Committee. 
may be necessary for the more convenient enjoyment 
of the control of the marliet yard and for the coli.

veluence and comfort of the persons using the market and for the collection of the 
fees. The Committee and, if the market oJ:. bazaar is situate wi.thin municipal 
limits, the Municipal Committee shall be jointly responsible for/the conservancy 
(If this area and for the proper repair and upkeep of all public roads in this area; 
but t·he cost of such oonservancy and the expenditure required for the ullkeep of 
roadlt-in- this area shall be borne wholly by the Committee, unless the Deputy 
Commissioner, for reason to be recorded by him, after consulting the Committee 
and Municipal Committee, de~ides otherwise. Subject to police and municipal 
«ders arid rules, the Committee may, in this area, exercise such control over carts, 
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cartmen, and passengers as may be necessary to prevent traffic to and from the 
mllr~et ~ing impeded. They may also preyent any cart laden \\ith cotton. and 
specll~lly )f duty 11M not bt'en paid, from 8tanding in any portion of tbe area or 
entermg the area witbout ftXPres8 permisaion. In the approaches the Committee 
~ exercise no control (except that they may regulate places at \\'hich carts Iadeon 
wIth cotton may stand, and the roads by which and the times within "'hich they 
may move); but they shall, if the markt-t or bazaar is situate within Dlunicipal 
limits, out of the funds at their disposal, and to the extent of funds at theoir di~posa" 
make such contrihutio~. to the funds of the Municipality 88 may in tlle. opinion 
of the Dtoputy ComllUllSloner, after consultation with··the Cod[fuittoo and witb 
the ~Iunicipal Committee .. from time to time appear reasonable, having regard to 
the filth deposited by, $d the wear and tP.ar to roads caused by, carts laden with 
cotton, and the bullocks and attendants appertaining to them. 

49. Any person entering or attempting to enter the market yard \then diret'tt'd 
·Penalt lor cJiJobeclien08 01 orden n~t to ~ so, or disobeying the directiona of the Co~. 

, 01 Committee. nuttee m regard to the placee where carts laden WIth 
cotton may stand, or in regard to the roads by ,,·bich, 

'and in regard to tbe times at which, they may proceed, Iball be liable on conviction 
to a penalty not exceeding Rs. 10 for the first olIence and Rio 50 for any 8ub8t'Cluent 
01lence. . 

50. Any- person shall, on application at the office ot the Committt'e, be entitled 
. . to have his name immediately registered aa a buyer 

BlIJeri ana ._eIl ... to .~ter or as a seller or 88 .. buyer and Beller on hill executing til__ . h f C' . 
an agreement m IUC orm as the omml88loneor may 

from time to time prescribe, agreeing to conform to the mark~ rules, and on hill 
paying such fee, if any, not exceeding Rio 56 per annum, 88 the Committoo with 
the previous sanction of the Commissioner, may from time to time prelleribe: 
- *Provided that in the case of aratyQ8 or agents acting for or employed by more 
than one person or by more than one. firm, every Buch aratya or agent .hall make 
an application. at the office of tbe Committee to have hill name registered and on 
his executing an agreement In such form as the Conunis~ioner from time to time 
p,rescribes, agreeing to conform to the market rules, and upon his pa)ing such 
fee, if any, not exceeding Rio 100 per annum, 88 the Committet>, with tbe previoua 
sanction of the Commi.qsjo~ay from time to time prescribe, his name shall 
immediately be regi'ltered as a buyer or Beller or 88 a buyf'l' and seller according 
as he may have requested in the application, and any such oratya or agent who 
does not conform.or refuses to conform to the conditiona of this proviso shall not 
be entitled to buy or sell in the market on account of hill principles or tonstituents_ 

51. The Committee may remove from the register the name ot any person 
registered as a buyer or 88 a seller or 88 a buyer and 

Removal of II81II8 of ~. Beller who violates the conditiona of his agreement, 
.oller !rom the regJlter.. I fi ed·OO ___ .1:_ either permanent y or for a]l: pen . not e]l:.,.,.,.....g 

three mohth& In the event of there being a dispute 88 to wbether'the couditiODll 
of the agreep1ent have been violated or no"1, the matter shaH;' after all the evidence 
on both sides has been .recorded by the Cbairman. bcweterred to the Deputy Com~ 
missioner for decision. 'The Deputy Commissioner shall decide the question on a 
perusal of the 'papers either after hearing or without heating the parties, and his 
decision on that point shall be final. On the -application of . the Chairman, &he 
Deputy Commissioner may depute any ~ther offi~ subordinate to hi~ to record 
the evidence. In the eyent of the Committee removing the name of any pereon 
permanently, the confirl'hation of the Deputy Comm.isBioner shall be necessary. 

52 .. No registered buyer or registered Beller or registered buyer and seller shall 
. weigh for delivery any cotton purchased or sold ~y 

Becisteretl .",.. and IeIler to him with any scales except authorized scales, or WIth 
- an~1II. weigh. ana any weights or chains except authorized weights and 
. chains, and every registered buyer and every registered 

.seller a~d every registered buyer and seller evading or atte1npting to evade tbia 
rule shall be held to have violated the conditions of his agreement • 

• ctfllral Pro,; .... 00_ NotlOoaUoa No. ,go. datod tt.e lllUl AprD 19Qt 
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The licenaing of brokers and weighmen. 

53. The Committee shall license. such and so many persons as may from time 

Llceaaed hroker &lid Uoeaaed 
weicllmall. 

to time appear proper to be licensed brokers and to 
be licensed weighmen, and the Committee may at any 
time withdraw any license granted by it : 

Provided that no license shall be refused or withdrawn except on grounds which 
are rellSonable and proper, and that the persons who hold licenses at the date when 
these rules come into force or have already obtained a license (as the case may 
be) shall have a preferential claim. In case a question arises as to whether the 
grounds on "which a license has been refused or withdrawn are reasonable and 
proper, an appeal on the question shall lie to the Deputy Comlllissioner, and h~· 

.decision thereon shall be final: 
Provided also that no private servant shall be licensEd as a broker or as a weigh

man, and that a-licensed broker or weighman taking service shall ipso facto cease 
to be licensed. 

54. Licenses shall remai'n in force for one year only, but may be renewEd, and 
DlIlalioll oIlioellJe. sball be issued an~ renew€? on the pay~ent of s~ch 

fees as the CommIttee, Wlth the prevIOus sanctIOn 
of the Commissioner, may from time to time prescribe. 

Scale of fell. . 
55. Unless and until another scale of fees is pres

cribed, the following fees s!tall be charged :-
For each broker, Rs. 20 per annum. 
For each weighman, Nil. 

56. No person shall, in the absence of express agreement, be bound to employ 
. - a broker or weighman in any transaction, or be required 

Employmenl of hroker or weigh- to pay for a broker or weighman employed by liny 
man 1101 oompulaory. 

other party to the transaction, or to pay for a broker 
or weighman when none is employed. 

57. The following fees may be demandEd by a licensed broker on account of 
F hi I Ii d his services when employed from the person employ-
eu paya e 0 ceaae broker. ing him :_ 

(a) In respect of services rendered-to :-purchaser, a fee not exceEding four 
annas three pies per bOOja of ginned cotton or khandi of unginned' 
cotton; . 

(b) In respect of services rendered to a seller"a fee not exceeding four annas 
three pies per bhoja of ginned cotton or khandi of unginned cotton: 

Provided that in case the same broker is employed by both parties, the licensed 
broker shall not demand more than four annas three pies per bOOja 
of g~ned c9tton or khandi of unginned cotton, as the case may be. 

5S. The following fees may be demanded by a licensed weighman On account 
F ... payahl.to liceaaod weigh- 'of his services when employed from the person em-

mall. ploying him :-
(a) In respect of services rendered to a purchaser, one anna six' pies per bOOja /' 

of ginned cotton or khandi of unginned cotton; . 
(b) In respect of services rendered to a seller, one anna six pies per bOOja of. 

ginned cotton or khandi of unginned cotton: 
Provided that in case the same licensed weighman is employed by both parties, 

the licensed weighman shall not demand more than two annas three pies per bOOja.. 
of ginned cotton or kharnli of unginned cotton as the case may be. 

59. If both parties employ the licensed broker or 
weighman, the fees of the broker or weighman sha,ll, 
in the absence of express agreement, be payable half 

Fell to be paid in moielies by 
buyer and Ieller wholl bolh 
partill omploy Ih. lam. 
Iiooaaod broker or weich-
• man. by the buyer or half by the seller. • 

60. Every licensed weighman when plying his trade 
~o=:: :ro!~=~ig:,::::. shall wear a distinguishing badge of a suitable patt~rn' 

to be provided by the Committee. 
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61. Any person practising in the market as • broker or weighman without • 
- .... . license or any weighman plying his trade without • 

PeDaJti:O!::I:D\~~ Wlthout badge shall be liable on conviction to • fine not exceed. 
ing Rio 50. 

62_ Sef!'ants and agents employed to purCha98 or Bell or to bargain for cotton 
on account of others, whether remunerated by feee or 

foen=:.:~ag:rDlI :.:llP\0~~~ not, are. not; brokers wit~ the meaning of the term 
broken'lrithiDtheml-. as used In these rules, provIded that they are employed 

• by one person or by one firm only, and that they do 
not obtain or demand feee from any other person except the one person or firm 
that employes them. --63. Servants and agents employed to weigh cotton bi a lingle firm or indivi. 
BenaDlI ad ag;DlI employed b, d~~ howsoev~ remunerated, are n~t weighmen 
_ IiDgie firm or IDdividuai &0 wlthm the meanIng of the term as used m thea&- rul81 
weigh GO.Ho.D oot weigbmeo so long as they weight for and under the ordel's of 
. WlthiD-tb. mi.. that finn or individual alone and do not receive or 

demand fees from any person other than the firm orl' ividual by whom tht'y 
are solely employed. -

64. No -license shan be granted to any person wh is employed to purchase 
'Lieeme Dot &0 be ,.anted &0 .,., or to ~l f,:,r~ or to bargain ~or, or to 1!eight for, e:ny 
penOD employed eitber as broker finn or IndiVidual, and any licensee takmg or agreemg 
or weighman b., .- IiDgIe firm or to take Buch emplovment .hall cease to be .. licensed 

. indiVIdual. broker or weighman, as the case may be. 
65. Any licensed broker or any licensed weighman who shall demand. receive, 

or retain, or shall allow any other person to demand, 
~~'tr~e:.. to 1~:'t~!.'3i~-: :; receive, or retain, on account of, or 'under the colour 
recei~D~ a:' t~ :: Bulbo- of, fees due in respect of his service, any lum not 

nze , •• -. dt'malldable under these rules, or • larger .um than 
is demandable under these rules, or from a person who is not liable to pay 
under these ~es. and any person who, not being a licensed broker or weighman, 
shall demand, receive, or retain, or facilitate the demanding, receiving, or retain· 
ing of Buch sums, shall be liable on conviction to .. fine not exceeding Re. 50. 

66. Every broker and every weighman licensed under th_ rules.hall keep 
. such books in. luch form and render wch daily and 

Boob &0 be kept by Iiceaed monthly returns at Buch time and in luch form .. 
broken and welgbmen. h D Co' . h Co 'ttee h U t e eputy mml88loner or t e mml a a , 

from time t() t.ime prescribe. and shall render Buch &88iatance in the collection of 
duties and in the prevention of the evasion of duty and breach of the rulea as may 
be required by the Committee. 

The-regulation 0/ weighta and their iMPection and conft8Calirm. 
. .. 67. The foUowjng descriptions of weights IhalJ 

DeionpliOD 01 w8lllhll to be ased. alone be 1l8ed for the weighment of cotton in bulk 
in the market :-

(a) 7 maund weight of 196 lbs. (Avou-dupoia). 
(b) 4 J;Jl&und weight of 112lbs.. (Avoirdupois). 
(e) 2 maund weight of 56 Ibe. (Avoirdupoia). 
Cd) I maund weight of 28 Ibs. (Avoirdupois). 
(e) 2 dha.ra weight ot 14 lbs. (Avoirdupois). 
(I) I dhara weight of 71be. (Avoirdupois). 
(g) 4lbs. weight of 4 lbs. (Avoirdupois). 
(k) 2 lb. weight of 2 Ibs. {~vojrdupoiel. 
(i) lib. weight of lib. (Avoirdupois). 
(i) Chain weighmg 10 lbs. (Avoirdupois) • 

• 67.A. A weight equivalent to the weight of the rope which i.e 1IIed to suspend 
. a bundle of ootton (docra) on the weighing aide of the acaJes shall be added to ~e 

• 
• .ResideD'" Ord ... Notillcatloo No; 47, dated tbe 13tb J'.braar7 1900. 
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weight side of the scales, in order to counterbalance the weight of the rope attached 
to the weighing side of the beam. . . 

68. Weights of the above description and weight are authorized. All weights 
1J' Ih rized . hll. intended to be UBed for, or capable of being used for, 

nau 0 W811 the weighment of cotton in bulk whioh do not answer 
one of the above descriptions are unauthorized. 

69. The Chairman, every member of the Committee, and every employee of 
lui ti of aI cl elchll. the Committee authorized by the Committee in this 

pec On IC III ~ W behalf, shall be entitled, at any time and without 
notice, to inspect, examine, and test any scale or weight used, kept, or possessed 
in any open place within the limits of the market. 

70. Every register~ buyer, every,registered seller, every registered buyer 
. ". and seller, a.nd every trader in cotton residing or 

Production of loallll.and w8IIhil trading within the limits of the market shall on a 
lor iDlpection. . .. . • ' , 

reqUlSltlon In wnting being made to him by the Chair-
man or by any two members of the Committee, immediately produce for exami
nation all and every scale and weight used, kept, or possessed by him, or by any 
person or person~der his authority or control, and shall allow the said Chairman 
or the said two members to inspect, examine, and test the same. 

71. Every scale found on examination to be untrue and every weight found on 
examination to be unauthorized or incorrect shall be 

CoDJIscalion. of iDcorre~ Icallll forthwith-.forwarded with a report ;n such for!ii as 
and w8Ighll aulhomed. . . ' . 

the Deputy Commlssloner may from time to time 
preccribe, to such Magistrate as the Deputy Commissioner may from time to time 
appoiht, and the Magistrate shall order the oonfiscation and destruction of such 
BCales or weights, or make such other order in the matter,' as may appear proper. 

72. Whoever being bound under the provisions. of rule 70 to produce any scale 
or weight for examination, or to allow the examination, 

Penallilll lor dilobe4ience 01 order inspection, or testing of ahy scale or weight does not_ 
to produ~~ ::.m~~A:~. or leale immediately produce the scale or weight: or does 

I!ot allow the examination, inspection, or testing of 
the scale or weight, shall be liable on collviction to a fine not exceeding Re. 50. 

73. Whoever being a licensed broker or a licensed weighman,· or a registered 
. . ' buyer or a registered seller, or a registered buyer and 

Pel:.~=::r .~~s:eu~DI wC:g~ng s~ler, or a trader in cotton, shall ?ave in. his. posses-
. s'on, keep, or use any scale or weight which IS false, 

incorrect, or unauthorized, shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding 
Rs.50. 

74. A conviction under rules 72 and 73 shall not bar & prosecution under the 
Conviction nol 10 bar prOlecu- Indian Penal Code or under any other law by which 

lion under other laWl. the offender may be liable to punishment in respect 
of the same. 

General. 

75. The Committee may, subject always to the sanction of the Deputy Com
Power of Commiltee 10 make missioner, make subsidiary rul~ not inconsistent with 
euboidiary mill and procedure these rules as may appear advlB&ble. In the event 
in clle of luggealed amendm8ll1 of their suggesting any alteration in these rules, the 

01 mea. suggestion shall be forwarded to the Deputy Commis-
sioner, and, if the market or bazaar is situate within the municipal limits, 
through the office of the Municipal Committ~ and the Municipal Committee shall 
be entitled to !llake snch observations in regard to the, proposals as may to them 
appear proper. / 

76. No licensed broker, licensed weighman, registered buyer, registere4.se1ler, 
. or registered buyer and seller, and no trader in cotton, 

Trade a1IowanCfJI. , shall be allowed to demand, take, or retain a trade 
allowance or unpaid-for sample in regard to any cotton transaction entered into 
in the market, and any person demanding, taking, or retaining such allowance or 
unpaid-for i!am~e, or assisting or abetting any ot1!er person in demanding, taking, 
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or retaining such tr&de a1lowanoe or unpaid· for lample. or in any way facilitating 
or conniving at the demanding. taking. or retaining of sucb trade a1lowanoe 01 
unpaid. for samp~e. shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding Ra. 50 for 
each offence. • 

77. A sample which it is intended to pay for on weighment is not an unpaid·for 
. sample. The question whether it is intended to pay 

Sampiel. for it on weigbmel.lt or not is a question of fact to be-· 
decided by the Magistrate. 

78. A maund meal.l8 28 Ibs. of unginned or ginnAd cotton or cotton seed. A 
. bho;a means 392 Ibs. (avoirdupois) of ginned oottofl\, 

Deflnlti~D of=3i~' bhoJa ui and a khand. meal.l8 784 lbe. (avoirdupois) of unglnne!l 
- cotton or cotton seed. 

79. The Committee sball keep a set of authorized weights, which .hall be at 
A let 01 authorized weights to be all times available to the public for comparison with. 

kept .b,. the Commlilee. their own weighte at all reasonable houra. 
80.No prosecution shall be instituted for -any breach of any of these rulee 

. . . . without the previoW! lanction of the Committe& or of 
ProI'!lutioD Dot. to be I~titutei the Chairman or other officer authorised by the Com-

WIthout preVlouslauctiOn. . . . . 
, - mlttee m th,S behalf. No prosecutIOn ,hall be Ina-

tituted against a registered seller. or against a registered buyer or regiltered 
buyer and seller. until he has been given an opportunity of explaining hia 
cond~ct, and then only under the special orders of the Committee p888ed at a 
special meeting. of which notice shall be given to all the members. 

81. Notwithstanding anything contained in rule 77. a proeecution for any 
offence under these rules may at any time be insti

Powers 01 Depot,. CommissioDer tuted by the DaputvCommi88ioner. to institute proa8CatioDl. . , J 

(By Orler), 

.p. H. A. HILL. 
Secretary/or Bera,. 
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1 
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4 

5 

7 

8 
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10 

11 

12 

APPENDIX Vll. 

List of recommendations and conclusions. 

Chapter !l.-The Punjab. 

In regard to botanical work :-
Further experiments should be made with the varieties of 

American cotton 280F and 285F. 
Efforts should be made to improve the varieties of deahi cotton, 

G. indicum or G. neglectum malvanse, and to evolve a strain of 
uniform staple giving a better profit per-acre than any of the 
constituents of the mixturr at pres!,nt grown. 

In regard to agricultural work :.:-
The rotation, cotton after tcrria, is the most suitable and its 

adoption should be generally recommended. 
The practice of sowing in lines and of interculturing is calcu

lated to bring about a considerable increase in the outturn 
of cotton and the Agricultural Department should endeavour 

. ill;) promote its adoption. 
No special seed farms for American cotton are necessary, but 

such farms will be required if superior varietie&- of deahi 
cotton are evolved or if there is anJt extension of American 
cotton in other parts of the Province. Steps should be 
taken to select suitable sites for such farms at an early date. 

Cotton markets should bl! established in the Lower Chenab 
Lower Jhelum and Lower Bari Doab Canal Colonies. 

The work connected with auction sales of cotton and seed 
distribution should be devolved on organizations of zamin
darB, whether in the form of co-operative societies 'Or other
wise, as soon as possible. 

In regard to cotton under irrigation :-
The possibility of growing American cotton under well liTigation 

in the Eastern Punjab and also under the inundation canals 
in the south-west or the Province should be thoroughly 
tested. Experiments should also be made with American 
cotton in the eastern and northern parts of the area com
manded by the Sirhind Canal. 

The possibility of completing the Shahpur Branch of the I.ower 
Jhelum Canal by leaving the private inundation canals in the 
Jhelum District out of the scheme should be investigated . 

. The question of the supplies to ihe Haveli Project and the possi
bility of supplementing them By the Sind Sagar Doab Project 
should be investigated. .- .-, 

An area of 465,000 acres of American cotton under eXisting 
canals and of 200,000 acres under projected canals may be 
anticipated. 

In view of the effect of the projects under consideration in the 
Punjab on the supplies in the Indus, it is essential that the 
construction of the Su!;:km.:.Barrage Project in Sind shrnd be 
taken in hand at an early date. 
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No. - PAJU. 
13 A thorough investigation of the supplies available in the Indus 38 

and other Punjab rivers should be carlied out. 
14 -' In order that the effect of increased ltJuri/ .upplies on the 38 

cultivation of cotton may be tested, a large distributary 
should be selected on one of the perennial canals to which 

- _ greatly increased kkarif supplies should be given. An agri-
cultural officer should.be placed on special duty to advise the 
cultivators under the distributary in regard to croppinga 
and r.>tations. 

15 A thorough investigation of the possibilities of tube weD. and of 40 
pump inigation should be taken in hand at an early date. 

In regard to agricultural st3ff :-'-
16 The Punjab should bc divided into six circles, far which three 41 

additional Deputy Directon of Agriculture and at least 
three additional Assistant Directors will be required. 

17 An additional botanist with special qualifications for research 41 
,. should be appointed, his main work to be on duhi cotton. 

18 The officer appointed to fill the post of entomologist already 41 
sanctioned should be an agricultural and not a systematio 
entomologist. 

Oluipte; IlI.-The Nortla-Wen Frontier Prpvina. 

19 
As regards cotton under irrigation :-

The possibilities both of duhi and American cotton should be 47 

.20 
thoroughly tested on the Upper Swat CanaL _ # 

U - the scheme for -making the Paharpur Inundation c;anal 
perennial is carried out, an area of 12,000 acres under Ame-

49 

ric~n cotton may be expected on that canal 

~1 
In regard to staff and lines of work :- _ 

A Deputy Director with botanical training .hould be appointed ,61 
to the Province whose first duty should be to carry out a 
survey of the cotton tract. and to investigate the poseibi-
lities of American cotton on the Upper Swat canal and in 
the Dera _ Ismail Khan district. 

~2 Selection work on Peshawar cotton should be undertaken with iiI 
a view to ob~ an improvement In the ginning peroent-
age. ' 

iiI 23 The Agricultural Department in - the North-West Frontier 
Province "Should work ~ close touch with the Punjab Agri-
cultural Department in all matters connected with cotton. 

Chapter lY.-The United Pro~;ncu. 

In regard to botanical work :- . 
1i8 24 One of- the~eties of Cawnpore American at present bemg 

tested by Mr. Burt should be given out as BOOn as pomble 
in order to render the crop more uniform in staple and 
quality than is the case at present. -58 25 The experiment. with bun should be abandoned and the 
energies of the Agricultural Department should be concen-
trated on the CawnporeAmerican variety. 

59 :26 Mr. Leake's work at Cawnpore on the improvement of dulai 
• cotton should continue on it. present lines. 

69 :27 The selection known as the" Jalaun selection" might be given 
I out at once, further selection' work on it being carried out 
at the eame time. 
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No. 
28 No further steps should be taken to promote the spread of the 

Aligarh white flowered variety until it has been definitely 
established that no other variety of neglectum can be found 
which will pay the cultivator as well. , 

29 A detailed survey of the indigenous cottons of the Provinces 
should be carried out at once, selection being made at the 
same time which should be tested on the Government farms. 

In regard to agricultural work :-
30 A detailed study of sowing method~ should be carr~d out and 

efforts should be make to promote the adoption of the 
pr~tice of sowing in lines a~l).d of interculture. 

31 The fossibility of growing a fodder crop with cotton in SI'P-
tfmber or October should be considered. 

32 The number and arca 'of seed farms should be considerably 
increased. 

33 The possibility of holding Gove.Inment auctions of Cawnpore 
American kapa8 should be investigated. 

34 The question of establishing cotton markets at important 
centres, such as Aligaro and l\Iuttra, should be considered, 

In regard to cotton under irrigation :-

PARA. 
6() 

61 

62 

6Z 

63-

63-

63-

35 The concessions in regard to water supply ,at -presmt being 64-' 
granted on certain channels in order to promote the exten-
sicn of the cultivation of American cotton should be COJl: 
tinued until their effect on the area under that variety can 
be definitely ascertained. 

36 An area of 100,000 acres of American cotton on the Ganges 65 and 67 
Canals and of 35,000 acres on the Agra Canal may be anti-
cipated, provided a suniciently high premium for this variety 
can be assured. ' 

37 A thorough investigation of the possibilities of tube wells and of 6!) 
-I>ump irrigation by power should be taken in hand at ail. early 

date. 
In regard to agricultural sta1l :-

38 The Bundelkhand Districts should be formed into a separate 70-
circle to which a Deputy Director of Agriculture should be 
appointed and additional Deputy Directors should be 
appointed to the Central and Western Circles. 

39 An additional Economic Botanist should be appointed whose 7() 
main work ShOlid be on deehi cotton. ...... 

40 An Agricultural Entomologist, preferably witll Egyptian or 7() 
American eX}Jerience, should be ap}JOinted. 

Chapter V.-Central PTo!:ince8 and BeraT. 

'In regard to botanical work:-
!ll Selection and hybridization work on the better types of neg- 7S 

kctum such as malvense and t.'erUm and on bani (indicum) 
should be carried out with a view to the evolution of varie-
ties with longer staple and higher ginning percentage. 

42 Selection work on Cambodia should be carried out on the lines 83-
followed at Cawnpore and Lyallpur. -

In regard to agricultural work :-
43 Efforts· should be made to sp~ad the use of 'the Akola hoe. 7!) 
44 F.xperiments should be made in regard to the }JOssibilities of 79-

growing leguminous cropsc'either with or instead of juar in 
the ol)lina.ry rotation of cotton and iuaT• 
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No. 
45 Duplicate tests should be carried out on an ,extensive _Ie 

especially in the N'agpur tract with a vie,,;,' to ascertaining 
,with absolute definiteness the comparative yields of fWtum 
and other varietiM. 

46 The trend of the market in regard to the price of rOl/fum cotton 
should be carefully watched and the poliey of the .~gricul
tural Department ehould be regulated accordingly. If it is 

( found impossible to evolve a superior variety of negleelum 
/ or indicum or a cross between them which can compete 

successfully with r08llum in the matter of profit to the culti
vator, vigorous measures should be taken to cover the whole 
of the cotton tract of the Provinces with that variety. 

47 'The Agrlflultural Department should continue to be ~ a 
position to supply pure seed of -the burl variety for use in 
Wilt infected areas. ___ 

P.UlA. 
80 

81 

81 

48 ' The possibilit.ies of Cambodia &8 an unirrigated crop on the 82 
black soil areas of Western Chbattisgarh should be investi-
gated. 

In regard to cotton under irrigation :-

49 An ultimate art'a of 7,000 acres under Cambodia cotton on 82 
• the bhala lands of the Chbattiegarh Division may he apected 

in the near future. . 

.00 As far &8 financial and other considerations permit. efforts 82 
should be made to provide water for &8 large an area of 
bhata land &8 possible. 

.51 The possibility of irrigation by pumping as a means of extend- 82 
ing the cultivation of long staple cotton on'the bhata lands 
should be investigated in due course. 

In regard tQ., agricultural stall:-
.52 An Economic Botwst should be appointed to the Provincee 83 

who should devote his whole time to work on cotton. 

ClIapter VI.-Sind. 

In regard to cotton under irrigation:-
-53 The main reason for the failure of past efforts to grow Egyptian 90 

- and American cotton in Sind has been the unsatisfactory' 
character of the water supply • 

.54 There ar~ no prospects of the successful cultivation of long 91 
staple cottOn in Sind, unless the Sukkur Barrage Project 
is carried 0\1t. 

.55 If tlie Sukkur Barrage and the connected canals are COJ!.IItructed, 98 
an area of. 400,000 ~ of long staple cotton under the 
Rohri-Hyderabad, the Jamrao and the Eastern Nara CanaI. 
may be confidently anti<;ipated. 

.56 In present conditions of supply, no area of long staple cotton 99 
can be looked for on any of the canals not affected by tlla 
Sukkur Barrage Proj~ 

.57 In constructing the canals taking off from the Sukkur BarraZe, 101 
their possible enlargement to permit of an intensity of irri-

• gation of at least 75 per cent. should be kept in view • 
.58 If the Sukkur Barrage Project is carried out. the water rates 

in Sind might eventually be brought up to the Punjab level, 102 
the rate for-rice, in any case, being raised to correspond 
more nearly to the amount)of water need. ' 
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No. 
.59 

(10 

()4 

67 

68 

(l9 

70 

71 

The cultivation of rice should be entirely prohibited in tracts 
under the perennial canals in Sind in which it is, not alreadY' 
grown, but, beyond the raising of the rate for rice, there 
should be no other restriction in areas in which it is at 
present cultivated. _ 

A careful survey of the sub-soil water table should be carried 
out, either prior to or concurrently with the' construction of 
the Sukkur Barrage. 

The questio~ of the preVention of malaria should be investi
gated, if 'he Barrage Project is undertaken. 

In regard to the colonization of the area affected by the Sukk~ 
Barrage Project :- " 
The question whether the land syst~m of the Province is such 

as to render large areas of waste land on the new C8.I\als 
available for colonization sh~uld bethorQughly investiga.ed 
by a strong Committee. 

If this proves to be the case, the desirability of making" capita
list grants on the new canals should be considered, such 
grants to be from 2,000 to 5,000' acres in extent and to be 
made on conditions which would promote the speedy develop
ment of the tract and also render large supplies of pure 
seed available. 

In regard to the work of the Agricultural Department :-
If it is eventually decided to abandon the Sukkur Barrage 

Project, all work on exotic cottons in Sind should be given 
up at the same time. 

Meanwhile, no active propaganda in favour of American cotton 
should be carried on, but the Agricultural- Department should 
continue to be in a position to supply seed to any cultivators 
who desire it and should assist in the marketing of their 
produce. , 

The main botanical work of the Agricultural Department 
should be on American and Egyptian cotton and should be 
direoted to the evolution of better strains of the Triumph 
and M italfilfi varieties. ' 

Further efforts should also be- made to evolve varieties of deshi 
cotton of long staple and higher ginning percentage than 
those at present grown. 

Three pumping stations should be established on which the 
problf:pls which will arise on the completion of the Sukkur 
Barrage and the connected canals should be worked out. 
Amon&st such problems would be improvements in cultiva
tion, suitable rotations, the cultivation of berseem and 
the like. 

In 1;egard to agricultural staff:-
The Agricultural Department in Sind should be separated 

from t.hat of Bombay and should have its own Director of 
Agriculture with headquarters at Karachi. 

The Province should be divided into two circles. An addi
tional Deputy Director sliould J:Je appointed for Upper Sind, 
with headquarters at Sukkur, whose main work would be 
the charge of the pumping stations, the establishment ,. 
which is suggested. -

An Economic Botanist should be appointed to the Province 
whose main work should be on cotton, especially the American 
and Egyptian varieties. -
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72 Until luch time as Sind bas an Agricultural College of its own. 110 
,the subordinate staff of the Agri~uItural Department should 
be trained at the Lyallpur Agricultural College rather than 
at the Foona College. 

Chapter VII.-Bombay. 

In regard to botaiiical work :-
73 The relative value of the constituents of the Dholleras mixture 124 

should be definitely ascertained in order that the Agricul. 
tural Department and the cotton trade may be in a position 
to decide what steps should be taken in regard te them. 

74 In the meantime, efforts should he made by persuasion and 124 
encouragement and by the provision of facilities for obtain· --
ing pure seed, to maintain the purity of wagatl in the neigh. 

,hourhood of Viramgam and to restore lalio to ita former 
'purity in the Ahmedabad and Kaira Districts and in the 

- adjoining parts of Baroda and Kathiawar. 
75 In the Broach duM tract, the Agricultural Department ,hould 125 

endeavour to evolve a type of Broach cotton as- luperior 
to goghari, in staple as is the present Broach cotton and also 
superior to it in yield and ginning pe{centage. 

--'76 Work on the Surat farm should continue on its present linea 125 
but efforts should be made to evolve strains at least equal 
to~ if not superior--to, the best Navsari cotton which could 
be given out in the Surat tract. Only one improved .train 

~ of cotton should be given out at a time. 
77 In the Khandesh tract, the aim of the Department should be 126 

to evolve by selection and hybridization, a strain of the 
yellow flowered varieties, such as O. fU'glectum -tnalveme and 
O. N. verum superi~ to O. N. r08e1lm.m-8taple and at least 
equal to it in yield and ginning percentage. 

78 In the Kumpta Dharwar tract, the work of the Department 127 
on the lcumpta variety should continue on its present linel 
but only one improved strain of that variety should. be 

79 
given out at a time. 

The efforte to e1iminate the New Orleans type from the Dhar· 128 
war American mixture should continue and more intensive 
work should be done on the Upland. type by selection and 
hybridization., ---

80 No further botanical work should be done on the Dharwar 128 
Broach and Cambodia varieties. 

In regard to agricultural work :-
81 The possibilities of steam and power ploughing should be 129 

further investigated and the :possibility of handing over the 
work to a private agency, subsidized if necessary, at the 

82 
outset by Government, should be considered. _ 

Efforts should be made to extend the number and activities 131 
of co· operative seed unions and sale societies. 

131 83 Steps should be taken to increase thQ..number of seed £anna in 
the Broach and Kumpta Dharwar tracts. 

131 84 Efforts should be made to organize auction sales of the kaptU 
of the improved strains of cotton in the Broach and Kumpt& 
Dharwar tracts, the kaptU being sold on the basis of purity 

• rather than of ginning percentage. 
131 85 ~ policy of handing over the control of auction sales to c0-

operative societies is of doubtful expediency but, if it is 
continued, such sale!! should be closely supervised by the 
Agricultural Department. 
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No further efforts should be made to push the Broach and 
Cambodia varieties in the Kumpta Dharwar tract. 

The work on pushing roseum, in the Khandesh tract, should 
continue on its prespnt lines unti! a final decision has been 
I'eached in regard to the possibility of replacing this variety 
by an improved strain of negltctum cotton. If this is found 
impossible, vigorous efforts should be made to cover the 
whole tract with roseum. 

Efforts should be made to establish open markets on the Berar 
system in the cotton-growing tracts of the Presidency. 

Loans under the Land Improvements Loans' Act for the cons
truction of wens should be granted with some liberality in 
North Gujarat in view of the greatly increased yields of 
cotton which have been obtained under wells in that tract. 

In regard to agricultural staff :-
The Northern Circle, with the addition of the Sholapur District 

from the Southern Circle, should be divided into three 
Circles, the Dholleras, Broach, and Khandesh tracts each 
forming a separate circle. 

An Assistant Director of Agrioulture should be appointed to 
the Southern Circle whioh should no longer include the 
Sholapur District. 

Three additional.botanists should be appointed to the Province, 
for the Dholleras and Broach, Khandesh, and Kumpta 

• Dharwar tracts, respectively. 
In regard to cotton in Native.. States :-

The possibility of appointing an experienced Agricultural 
Officer as Agriculturll Adviser to the small States which 
cannot afford an officer of the standing of an Assistant 
Director of Agriculture should be considered_ 

All the Native Statcs in the Province should decide, in oon
sultation with the Bombay Agricultural Department, which 
type of cotton they wish to encourage in their territories. 

Chapter VIll.-MadwB. 

In regard to botanical work :-
The work on .. Westerns" cotton should' continue on its 

present lines, efforts being made to evolve an improved 
type on black soils and to discover a type which can success
fully compete with rOBel/m or other neglee/lIm varieties on 
red soils. 

The work on-- Northerns " should also continue on its present 
lines, efforts being made to bring the ginning percentage of 
the selertion known as No. 14 up to 27 in order to enable 
it to be substituted for the local variety. 

In the case of karunganni cotton, the object should be to 
isolate a type intermediate between Company No. 2 and 
Company No.3. . 

A thorough survey of the Coconada tract should be taken up, 
as a preliminary to selection work on this variety on the 
same lines as are being followed in the" 'Vestems" and 
.. Northerns" tracts. 

Work on Cambodia should be taken. up, the object being to 
evolve an improved type with a. staple of at least _ ~ inch 
in length, and also, if possible, different types for llTlg~ted 
and_ unirrigated }and. 
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No botanioal work on "ppam ehould be undertaken in yiew 
of the fact that this yariety is being rapidly displaoed by 
Cambodia and karunganni. 

The experimenta in orossing Bow'bon and Cambodia ahould be 
recommenoed and carried to definite conclUllione, but beyond 
thiR, there should be no independent work on Bourbon or 
tuJdam ootton, &8 the elimination of these yariet: .. is deeir. 
able owing to their propeneity to harbour ineeot and other. 
peets. 

In regard to agricultural work :-
Efforts should be made t,o discover a suitable leguminous fodder 

crop for introduction into the rotation with ootton in t.he 
"Northerns" and" Westerne" tract .. 

The- pOBBibilities of gear a~d steam ploughing in these tracts 
should be investigated. 

Efforts should be made to establish open markets in the 
"Northerne" and" Westerns" tracts wit.h a yjew to seour. 
jng an improvement in the methode of picking. Suoh 
markets should also be established in the Coimbatore Dis
triot. 

The question of suitable manures and rotatione for Cambodia. 
, cotton should' be investigated. 

The organization evolved for the distribution of pure seed 
in the Tinnevelly -tract should be extended to the other 
cotton· growing tracts, as soon &8 oiroumstances permit. 

In regard to the staff of the Agricultural Department :-
Two additional Deputy Directors of Agriculture should be 

appointed, one for the" Northerne .. t\-act with headquarters 
at Nandyal and one for work on Cambodia. 

A . second Economic Botanist should be appointed, whose 
first work should be the survey of the Cooonada ootton 
tract and who should also take up crOBBing work on Cam· 
bodia and Bourbon cotton. He should render the ~eput,y 
Directors of Agriculture advice and &88istance in regard to 
tile selection work. carried out in the different circles. 

Chapter lZ.--Burma. 
In regard to the botanical work :-:-

The first step should be a botanical survey of the cotton.growing.. 
tracts and a cl&8llification of the types grown as regards 
yield and ginning percentage. _ 

Simple selection work should then be undertaken, the main 
object of which should be the standardization of the quality 
of the cotton. --

Work on crossing, except in the case of the 0I'0II8Il8 already 
effected, should be postponed till a more adequate staff 
becomes available. 

The pOBBibilities of American cotton, particularly of Cambodia. 
should be thoroughly tested. 

A large farm should be immediateIy established in the Meiktila 
or Myingyan district for work on tDtJ·gak Another should 
be established at Monywa in the Lower Chindwin District, 
which should be mainly utilized for experimenta wit·h cotton 
under well irrigation. .To permit of work on tDtJ-gyi. the 
Allanmyo farm should be equipped with a small gi~ 
~utfit. 
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~o. Pill..' 
In regard to agriculturai work: :~ 

114 AI!, soon as adequate- staff becolllcs available, special efforts 160 
should be made to promote the introduction of improved 
implements and iPlproved methods of cultivation, the evolu-
tion of an organization for the distribution of pure seed and 
the improvement of the present system of marketing. 

In regard to agrioultural staff :-
115 A large increase in the superior and inferior staff of the Agri- 161 

cultural Department is urgently required for the general 
agrioultural development of the Province. The strength-
ened staff should devote special attention to work on, cotton. 

116 An Economio Botanist should bl) appointed to the Province 161 
at an early date, one of whose duties should be to under-
take a botanical survey of the cotton growing tracts. 

Ohapter X.-Bengal, Biltar and Oris8a and Assam. 
117 The experiments with buri and seleoted American varieties in 166 

118 
Chota Nagpur should oontinue on their present lines. 

The botanioal survey of the cotton tracts in the three pro-, 
vinoes should be oompleted. 

166 

119 Seleotion work on the Comilla variety should be undertaken 166 
with a view to the improvement and standardization of its 
g~ng peroentage and, possibly also, of its staple. 

Ohapter XI.-Hyderabad. 
120 A botanioal &urtey of the ootton traots should be carried out 172 

in order that the Agricultural Department should be ill a 
position to decide on a definite policy for each tract. 

121 ~imultaneously with, or subsequent to such a survey, exhaustive 17:1 
tests should be carried out in order that the comparative 
merits of bani and other varieties may be authoritatively 
asoertained. 

122 Further tests should be carried out with Cambodia before the 172 

123 
seed of this variety is given out on a large scale. -

Botanioal work on bani on the lines proposed for British 172 
Provinces should be commt"nced as soon as possible and 

124 
should be followed bi similar work on other varieties. 

Botanioal work shoul be clan'ied out in close oo-operatiQn 172 
with specialists working in British Provinces, and if His 
Exalted Highness the Nizam's Government wish it.. such 
officers should freely render ad vice and assistance. . 

125 1'he 8upt"rior staff of the' Agricultural Department should be l7a 
inoreased by the appointment of two Dcputy Directors, one· 
for the Mahratwarra. and the other for the Telingana Country 
and of an Economic Botanist and the main work of these 
officers should be on cotton. 

Ohapter XII.-Baroda. 
126 No further efforts should be made to introduce exotics in the 17~ 

Baroda. State, but the efforts of the Agricultural Department 
should be confined to the improvement of the indigenous 

127 
varieties and the production of good seed for distribution. 

In ordO!' to build up an organization for the production and 178 
distribution of good seed, the subordinate staff of the Agri- ~ 

cultural Department should be inorelLSed by t!le appoint-
ment of additional offioers of the class of Agricultural Assist· 
ant. . 
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142 Selection work shouid be regarded as the first step in obtaining 

an improvement in ootton, but should be followed by c~ssing 
whioh should, however, only be entrusted to properly qualified 
officers who can devote personal attention and considerable 
time to it. 

143 Tests of cotton on a field scale should be carried out in two 
series, the first series oonsisting of preliminary test,s on small 
plots, and the second series of tests on larger plots under 
conditions approximating, as far as possible, to those under 
which cotton is ordinarily grown. 

144 As regards the question of obtaining an improvement in the 
outturn of cotton, one of the most impor~t requirements 
is the introduction into the rotation of a"Jleavy yielding 
leguminous fodder orops. • , 

145 The selection and distribution of pure seed should be entirely 
controlled by the Agricultural Department. The desirability 
of taking immediate steps io select and acquire land for seed 
farms should be considered. 

146 Demonstration should ordinarily be carried out on the lands of 
selected cultivators. Where the establishment of huge 
demonstration farms is considered desirable, an accurate 
profit and loss account should be maintained. 

147 No further wOl'k on tree cottons should be done JJy the Agri-
oultural Department, except where it is desired to obtain 
crosses between such cottons and annual varieties. 

141:1 An additional mycologist should be appointed to the Pusa staff 
whose prinoipal duty should be the investigation of mycolo
gioal problems connected with !lot ton. 

14IJ The total cost of the proposals for the expansion of the Agri-
oultural Department and for the Centril Cotton Committee 
amounts roughly to Rs. 16 lakhs. If considered desirable, 
furids might be provided by the imposition of a cess of eight 
annas a bale on all cotton used in the mills in India or 
exported. 

150 The additional staff proposed should be recruited immediately 

151 

152 

153 

from any available souroe. In some case~, ca,ndidates from 
the United Kingdom or the United States !night be recruited 
on short-term agreement,s, in order that their place may be 
taken by Indians possessing the requisite agricultural quali
fioations as soon as they become available. 

PART U. 

Chapter XVI.-Commercial. 
Cotton markets on the Berar system should be established in 

other provinoes as soon as possible, more especially in the 
ootton traot,s of the Bombay Presidency, exoept Sind, the 
Madras Presidenoy, exoept the Cooonada tract, and the 
Punjab Canal Colonies. 

Cotton prioes should be published in up-oountry markets, 
subject to certain limitations. 

The dates of the payment of instalments of land revenue in 
tIlEi cotton-growing tracts of the Bombay Presidenoy, except 
Sind and Khandesh, should be altered. 
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154 Efforts shou1d be made to expand the numbeni and actlvitiee 208 

o! co-operative s!!1e societies, such societies, at the outset, 
to be initiated and supervised by the Agrioultural Depart-
ment. 

155 Auction sales, oonduoted by Government agenoy, are advisable 209 
in the case of new varieties up to a oertai,o. stage, after 
which the work should be handed over to other agencies, 
subject to suitable arrangements being made in J'E'gard to 
the control of seed. 

156 The formation. of buying agencies should be left to the trade 210 
157 There should be no interference with the practice of forward 211 

sales by the cqft,ivator or middleman or with the purchase 
of ootton "forward" by mills or exporters in the urdinary 
oourse of trade. 

158 The weights used in all ootton markets and ginning and P1'C8lling 215 
factories throughout India should be standardized on the 
basis of a ootton maund of 28 pounds. 

159 The Agricultural Department should undertake experimentlll 
with the cleaner picking of ootton, in order to enable defi-
nite conclusions to be arrived at in regard to the valoo of 
cotton so picked. 

216 

160 The transport. of ootton waste or fly by rall or Bea, except from 
one spinniIlg or weaving mill to another or to a port for 
shipment outside India should be totally prohibited. 

220 

161 The transport of-loose kapa8 or lint in dccra, or of half 221 
pressed or full pressed bales by rail, except to bona fide 
oonsumers and to porte for . disposal there or shipment 
outside India, shou:..l ruso be prohibited except, in certain 
cases, under license.' . 

162. All ginning and pressing factories should be licensed. a pre-
liminary to the issue of licenses being the assignment to aU 
factories of distinctive numbers and marks which would 

223 

enable the cotton dealt with in them to be traced. 
163 Lioenses should only be granted on certain conditions and 225 and 

should be withdrawn for breach of these conditions and on 228 
proof of such .malpractices as damping, mixing and adultera-
tion. 

164 All ginning and pressing factories should be brought under the • 227 
. operation of the Factory Act and required to take out -

licenses, irrespective of the number of hands employed. 

165 'Licenses should be 'withdrawn by the Local Government on 228 and 
the recommendation of the Central Committee;. after the 229 
prooedure laid down has been f.Qllowed. 

166 Suitable penalties should be imposed in the case of laotories- 229 
working without taking out a lioense or after a license hal 
been withdrawn. 

167 Where ginning and pressing pools exist, and in oonsequence 231 
there are more factories than are really required, conoeseions 
in regard to the grant of land should be offered to induce 
the surplus factories to move to other localities. In such 
circumstanoes, no night shift working should be permitted. 

168 The question of the possibility of using saw gins lor Indian 
232 cotton as well as of improving roller gins should be further 

investigated. 
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C1",p/et' XVIl.-Slatis/ical. 
In regard to the improvement of the cotton forecasts :-

)(19 The work of submit ting estimates of outtum should every· 233 
where be handed over to the Agricultural Department as 
loon as possible, a. bl'ginning being made in the meantime, 
in tracts in whioh the Department is sufficiently organized 
for the purpose. 

170 The results obtained on Government farms should be utilized 23\1 
more largely than at present, especially for purposes of 
oomparison with previous years and for asoertaining ginning 
peroentages. 

171 Measures should be taken to impress upon primary reporting 2-10 
agenoies the meaning of the term" normal .. and its equiva. 
lent in annas. A twelve-anno.- crop should everywhere be 
regarded as rl'-presenting a normal orop, unless there are 
special reasons to the oontrary. 

172 The desi!'ability of substituting a quantitative estimate for the ~4tl 
anna estimate should be considered. 

173 The yield of ootton should invariably be reported by primary 240 
rt'porting agencies in terms of kapas, the necessary oonversion 
into terms of ginned ootton and of the anna estimate into 
Amerioa!! notation being made in the office of the Provincial 
Director. 

174 Speoial oare should be taken in estimatin~ the outturn of 240 
cotton when grown with other orops. -

175 More use-should be made in regard to figures of outturn of 
non-official agenoies, suoh -as la.rge firms, large and small 241 
land holders, and ginning faotories, 

176 The figures of outturn should be ohecked with statistios of 242 
export, mill oonsumption and extra-faotory consumption. 
C.we should be taken to see that the oomparison with the 
outturn of the previous year is made on the basis of the 
finally oorreoted estimates for the latter. 

177 There should be a c!\reful oheok of the returns in the office of 243 
the Director of Agriculture, an offioer of the standing of an 
Assistant Direotor of Agrioulture being attaohed to it for 
work oonnected with forecasts in provinoes in whioh the 
Direotor has not suffioient time to devote to them. 

17S A fifth and final forecast of the cotton orop should be issued 244 
in April to enable information in regard to the Madras 
orop to be inoludl'd in it. -

In regard to the press returns :-
179 The submission of returns of ootton ginned and pl't\'lSed by 245 

ginning and pressing faotories should be made compulsory 
by ll'gislation, the penalty to be the withdrawal of .the lioense 
of the factory. 

180 The returns. both from British Territory and N!\tive-States, 246 
should be sent direct to the Department of Statistics. 

181 The form of the return should he improved in certain respect.~ 247 

In regard to the offioe of the Director of Statistics :-
182 The section of the office whi11l1 deals with agrioultural statistios US 

~pould 1:e oonsiderably strengthened, 
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liM in BfYllWa!Jo 
183 One Central Association, to be known all the EIlBt India CoU.on 252 

Association, should take the place of the scnn distinct bodit-a 
which at present control the cotton trade in ~oJubay. 'l'hi. 
Association should Mtabli~h a proper hMia of 013&_ 01 
cotton for "future" contracts, should lio81ll1f1 broken ami 
commissioned hou888 and Ilhoul.l establish a olearing houle 
for settlements at le,,~ weekly. Tile question of including 
in the scheme for such an Association, . which we hllv/, reo 
quested Mr. Wadia to draw up. provisiona for .... mutual 

, allowance" system on 'the linN of that of· the Brero!'n 
Exchange and of the appointmmt of official Arbitrators 
should be earefully considered. ' 

184 All speculative transactions in kuclha "hanJia, .. kUlcha '!meri. 251 
cans" or "single and double optioIl.8" IIhould be entirely 
prohibited. 

)85 The East India Cotton Association, when formed, should take 21)7 
up the question of devising some better methodll of cla.~i. 
fication than that at present adopted. 

Chapter II.-Formation 01 a'Central Cotton Commiltee., 
J86 . III order to secure co-ordma.tion lind co·operation in all matters 200 and 

relating to cotton, a Central Cotton Committee of a perma ... , ., 2~2 
nent" cbara.cter; composed ofl't'prescDtatives of the Agricul. 

. 1m'al and Do.operative Departments, the Director General 
of Commercial Intelligence, the Director of Statistics and 
representatives of the trade should be established at Bombay. 
The. Agricultural Adyiser to the Government of India should 
be the President of the Committee, the staff of which Bhould 
include a whole·time Secretary and a Technologist. The 
main functions of the Committee woufd bc to foOt &8 an 
a<\visory body to Governm6llt and the trade on all matt6s 
connected with. cotton, including qUNtiont reIatmg to 
legislation and the licensing of ginning and pressing fa.ctories, 
to act lIB .. centr6 for tho di8ll6Dlination of information 
rega.-ding cotton and to a.ssist the Agricultural Department, 
through its Technologist, in obtaining authoritative valua-

'tioI1.8 of new varieties. . ' 
187 In Ol;der to carry ou~ its functions, the Committee would act 

. through and with Provincial Committees and local lIub·_ 
263 

committees. Such Committees 'WOuld be formed in all ~he 
provinces ill which cotton is grown, except ~ihar and Orissa 
and Assam. In view ,of the special circ1lIl1.Stances of Burma, 
the Provinoial Committee. in that province would be the 
advisory body in regard to the licensing of ginning and 
pressing factories. . 

18~ The post of Imperial Cotton Specialist will cease to be neces-. 
sary on the formatioQ. of the Central Cotton Committee and 

266 

should be abolished on the retirement of its present holder ... 
189 Samples of cOfion submitted by the Agricultural Departmenil 267 

for trade Yaluation should, in the first instance. be not less 
than 20 pounds of lint. 'If the report on.these is satisfactory. 
200 pounds of the cotton grown Oil a ~eld scale imd handled 
under ordinary conditiOns-should be sent for. a mill test. 
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